Introduction
The East Godavari District is located in the North Coastal part of the state of Andhra
Pradesh. The District boundaries are Visakhapatnam, West Godavari, Khammam Districts
and Bay of Bengal.The District is known as rice bowl of Andhra Pradesh with lush paddy
fields and coconut groves. It is also known as another Kerala.
East Godavari, it is the Rice Granary of Andhra Pradesh, beckons tourists to have a
glimpse of its rich cultural heritage. Where the lush paddy fields swaying in the breeze appear
to dance in a celebration to life.The Headquarters of the District is located at Kakinada.The
District is a residuary portion of the old Godavari District after West Godavari District was
separated in 1925. As the name of the district conveys, East Godavari District is closely
associated with the river Godavari, occupying a major portion of the delta area.

East Godavari district is having the area of 10,807 Sq Kms with 7 Revenue divisions,
64 Revenue mandals and 1012 Grama panchayats with a population of 51,51,549 as per 2011
provisional census figures.
The Headquarters of the District is located at Kakinada. East Godavari District lies
North - East Coast of Andhra Pradesh and bounded on the North by Visakhapatnam
District and the State of Orissa, on the East and the South by the Bay of Bengal and on
the West by Khammam District of Telangana State and West Godavari Districts.
Area of the District is 12,805 Sq.Kms including newly added Yetapaka Division.
The District is located between Northern latitudes of 16o 30' and 18o 20' and between the
Eastern longitudes of 81o 30' and 82o 30'. It has a population of 52.86 lakhs as per 2011
Census.
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East Godavari District (Telugu: తూర్పు గోదావరి జిల్లా) is a district situated on the north-east of
the state of Andhra Pradesh in India. Its district headquarters is Kakinada.
Details of Divisions and Mandals in the District
Sl.No. Name

of

the Sl.NO. Name

of

the

Mandal Sl.N Name
by O.

of

the

Mandal covered

covered

Mandal covered by

by Amalapuram

Rajamahendravaram

Ramachandrapuram

Division

Division

division.

1

Atreyapuram

1

Seethanagaram

1

Kapileswarapuram

2

Ravulapalem

2

Korukonda

2

Mandapeta

3

Kothapeta

3

Rajanagaram

3

K.Gangavaram

4

P.Gannavaram

4

Rajamahendravaram(U)

4

Ramachandrapuram

5

Razolu

5

Rajamahendravaram (R)

5

Anaparthi

6

Malkipuram

6

Kadiyam

6

Biccavolu

7

Sakhinetipalli

7`

Alamuru

7

Kajuluru

8

Mamidikuduru

8

Gokavaram

8

Rayavaram.

9

Ambajipeta

10

Amalapuram

11

Allavaram

12

Mummidivaram

13

Katrenikona

14

Uppalaguptham

15

Ainavilli

16

I.Polavaram.
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Name of the
Name of the
Sl.No. Mandal covered by Sl.NO. Mandal covered
Peddapuram
by Kakinada
Division
Division
1
Rangampeta
1
Kakinada Urban

Name of the Mandal
covered by
Sl.NO.
Rampachodavaram
division.
1
Y.Ramavarm

2

Gandepalli

2

Kakinada Rural

2

Addateegala

3

Jaggampeta

3

Pithapuram

3

A.Gangavaram

4

Prathipadu

4

Gollaprolu

4

Rajavommangi

5

Kirlampudi

5

U.Kothapalli

5

Rampachodavarm

6

Sankhavaram

6

Tallarevu

6

Devipatnam

7

Rowthalapudi

7

Karapa

7

Maredumilli

8

Yeleswaram

8

Samalkota

9

Peddapuram

9

Pedapudi

10

Thuni

11

Thondangi

12

Kotananduru
Sl.No. Name of the Mandal covered
by YatapadkaDivision
1

Yetapaka

2

Vara Ramachandrapuram

3

Kunavaram

4

Chinturu.

Ecological Significance
The Coringa mangrove forests in the Godavari delta are the second largest mangrove
formation in the country. Part of this has been declared as the Coringa Wildlife Sanctuary,
renowned for its reptiles. They also provide an important habitat to a wide variety of fish and
crustaceans. These forests also act as barriers against cyclones, storms and tidal waves thus
protecting the nearby villages.
ABOUT RIVERS:
1. River Godavari
2. River Pampa
3. Thandava
4. Yeleru
River Godavari is the main and major water sources in the district
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Types of disasters that could affect east godavari district
East Godavari District, one of the nine coastal districts of Andhra Pradesh, is a regular
victim of multiple disasters and this district was badly affected by all major natural disasters
time to time since independent era.
Hazards can be single, sequential or combined in their origin and effects. For instance,
it could be a cyclone followed by floods. Sometimes natural hazards may get augmented by
human activities. For instance, natural coastal erosion by wave action may increase due to
cutting down of mangroves.
The risk from hazards is characterized by the frequency of occurrence and severity of
the hazard. For example tsunamis are rare events with moderate to severe consequences. Mild
flooding may occur frequently, while severe flooding may be an infrequent event. Coastal
erosion may be a chronic event with mild consequences or, coupled with other hazards, may
result in severe impacts on the shoreline. Infrequent events with limited predictability pose
the greatest risk of disaster and the longest time needed for disaster recovery. Frequent or
ongoing hazards such as resource or environmental degradation processes can be monitored
to reduce risk.
CLIMATE
The Climate is comparatively moderate throughout the year except during the months
of April to June when the temperature reaches a maximum of 48 deg. Centigrade. The normal
rainfall of the district is 1280.0 mm.More than half of the rainfall i s brought by South-West
Monsoon while a large portion of the rest of the district receives rainfall from the North-East
Monsoon also, during October and November.
TEMPARATURE
In the interior low level area of the district, the temperatures in summer are about 2 to
3 degrees higher than in the coastal region. In the hilly tracks, the temperature in general may
be lower than in the coastal region by about a couple of degrees or so, depending on
elevation. From about the middle of February, the temperatures rise rapidly till May which is
the hottest month with the mean daily maximum temperature at about 35oC and the mean
minimum at about 27oC. The weather is very oppressive particularly in the coastal region
where humidity is also generally high. Thunder showers and sea breezes in the afternoons
bring some relief from the heat in the coastal region.
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With the on set of the south-west monsoon by about mid June the day temperatures
drop by a couple of degrees. But, the decrease in the night temperature is only slight. After
the withdrawal of the South-West monsoon, early in October, temperature begins to decrease
progressively. December and January are the coldest months with the mean daily maximum
temperature at about 28o C and the mean daily minimum at about 18o C. During the fine
weather season, the night temperature may sometimes drop down to about 11o C.
NATURAL RESOURCES:
River Godavari is the main water source both for agriculture and dirking purpose. An
extent of

Hectors of land is being cultivated by the Godavari Eastern Delta and central

Delta. Lift Irrigation Schemes such as Chagalanadu Lift Irrigation, Pushkar Lift Irrigation
Scheme etc., are also the Irrigation Sources for agriculture and dirking purpose.
AGRICULTURAL RESOURCES

Godavari District is situated in Krishna Godavari Agro Climatic Zone; It is one of the
agriculturally potential districts in Andhra Pradesh, contributing about 10% of the total
food production of the State.

It is broadly classified into 4 Agro Climatic Zones (i.e) ::

1. Central delta comprising 16 mandals.
2. Eastern Delta having 15 mandals.
3. Upland area with 19 mandals.
4. Agency area with 8 mandals.
5. Urban area with 2 mandals.

The District is divided into 5 Revenue divsions comprising of 60 mandals.
Agriculturally it is divided into 18 sub divisions.
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PADDY :: The major crop grown in the District is Paddy which is cultivated both in
Kharif & Rabi as Irrigated and Un Irrigated crop. During Kharif 2001 an area of 2.10
Lakh Ha of area is cultivated as Irrigated Paddy and the production is 8.42 Lakh Tons
with productivity of 3994 Kg/Ha (Paddy). Further in an area of 9930 Ha Paddy is grown
as Un Irrigated crop with a production of 0.17 Lakh Tons and productivity of 1716
Kg/Ha. During Rabi 2001 - 02 Paddy is grown in an area of 1.66 Lakh Ha and the
production is 10.97 Lakh Ha with a productivity of 6625 Kg/Ha.

Maize :: Maize crop grown both in Kharif and Rabi, In Kharif 2001 the crop is grown
in an area of 2495 Ha with a production of 6442 Tons and productivity is 2582 Kg/Ha.
In Rabi 2001 - 02 an area of 3241 Ha is covered with Maize and production is 10770
Tons with a productivity of 3323 Kg/Ha.

Jowar :: In Kharif 2001 Jowar crop is grown in 999 Ha of area and the production is
1094 Tons with productivity of 1095 Kg/Ha.

Pulses :: Black Gram & Green Gram are the major crops grown under Pulses in both
Kharif and Rabi in East Godavari District. An area of 15931 Ha is covered with Black
Gram in the year 2001 with a production of 5958 Tons and the productivity is 374
Kg/Ha.

Oil Seeds :: Under Oil Seeds major crops grown are Sesamum and Ground Nut in both
Kharif & Rabi. In Kharif 2001 an area of 2843 Ha is covered under Sesamum and the
production is 640 Tons and productivity is 225 Kg/Ha. In Rabi 2001-02, 1629 Ha of
area is covered with Sesamum and the production and productivity are 459 Tons and
282 Kg/Ha respectively.

Sugar Cane :: In the year 2001 Sugarcane crop is grown in 15778 Ha of land and
the production and productivity are 1410 Lakh Tons and 8940 Tons/Ha respectively.
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CENSUS

MANDAL WISE POPULATION AS PER 2011 CENSUS

Manda Mandal
l Code Name

Are
a in
Sq.
KM

No of
Rev
Village
s

No
of Total Population
Gram
Panchayat
Mal Femal Tota
s
e
e
l

Child Population
in
between Literacy Details
0 to 6 age
Mal Femal Tota Mal Femal Tota
e
e
l
e
e
l

1 Maredumilli

913.96

71 12 10166 9341

2 Y. Ramavaram
3 Addateegala
4 Rajavommangi
5 Kotananduru
6 Tuni
7 Thondangi
8 Gollaprolu
9 Shankhavaram
10 Prathipadu
11 Yeleswaram
12 Gangavaram
13 Rampachodavaram
14 Devipatnam
15 Seethanagram
16 Korukonda
17 Gokavaram
18 Jaggampeta
19 Kirlampudi
20 Peddapuram
21 Pithapuram
22 U.Kotapalli
23 Kakinada ®
24 Kakinada (U)
25 Samalkota
26 Rangampeta
27 Gandepalli
28 Rajanagaram
29 Rajahmundry Rural
30 Rajahmundry Urban
31 Kadiam
32 Mandapeta
33 Anaparthi
34 Biccavole
35 Pedapudi
36 Karapa
37 Tallarevu
38 Kajuluru
39 Ramachandrapuram

773.23
540.38
465.41
114.84
187.95
176.62
121.54
137.41
180.94
121.3
612.71
610.3
517.39
156.06
182.62
224.68
160.59
87.33
144.82
125.24
115.46
74.23
31.95
146.64
145.1
165.44
234.82
75.15
17.49
75.79
109.94
60.38
100.58
106.62
104.03
414.75
116.69
106.69

137 17 13757 14857 28614 1988 2031 4019 6142 4713 10855
99 22 18686 18555 37241 2044 1947 3991 10473 8767 19240
62 19 19102 20480 39582 1912 1956 3868 10405 9761 20166
16 16 24096 24416 48512 2638 2471 5109 13329 10297 23626
22 19 67734 70345 138079 7617 7427 15044 41807 37718 79525
15 19 44412 43180 87592 5018 4756 9774 23840 19482 43322
12 10 39773 39153 78926 4414 4192 8606 23209 20371 43580
32 12 28575 28442 57017 3203 3083 6286 16206 14159 30365
40 20 39501 39575 79076 4683 4444 9127 20606 19332 39938
13 12 38471 39494 77965 4463 4300 8763 22474 21029 43503
60 17 12393 13519 25912 1444 1506 2950 6114 6070 12184
77 19 19185 20166 39351 2086 2134 4220 11900 10285 22185
46 14 13669 14509 28178 1485 1513 2998 7920 7161 15081
17 17 35728 35937 71665 3706 3500 7206 21763 21181 42944
19 20 39620 39933 79553 4344 4440 8784 22761 21710 44471
15 14 34352 35244 69596 3653 3644 7297 20236 18963 39199
19 16 39422 40218 79640 4484 4400 8884 20405 19982 40387
17 19 37255 37124 74379 4202 4028 8230 20781 19852 40633
22 23 61713 61686 123399 6532 6141 12673 38453 36566 75019
27 24 64906 64376 129282 6736 6479 13215 41076 37879 78955
16 17 41466 41322 82788 4468 4223 8691 23301 21070 44371
15 18 87018 87111 174129 9086 8892 17978 63546 58853 122399
4 0 152571 159967 312538 15041 14657 29698 115949 112085 228034
19 18 68663 69316 137979 7205 6965 14170 44564 41352 85916
15 16 28913 28193 57106 3157 3101 6258 15170 14604 29774
13 18 27075 27203 54278 2847 2744 5591 14859 14204 29063
17 25 53345 52740 106085 5944 5804 11748 30941 29805 60746
9 10 82544 84429 166973 8809 8614 17423 59150 55241 114391
1 0 168735 173096 341831 16261 15763 32024 134036 126580 260616
7 11 45066 45433 90499 4762 4602 9364 28738 26902 55640
14 12 65724 66955 132679 6727 6381 13108 44459 42252 86711
9 11 35395 35464 70859 3334 3236 6570 24431 22095 46526
14 13 34695 35582 70277 3512 3440 6952 22563 20695 43258
17 18 35883 35576 71459 3614 3374 6988 23619 21903 45522
19 23 38460 37938 76398 4185 4074 8259 24456 22292 46748
13 17 41438 41361 82799 4643 4468 9111 27401 24607 52008
20 26 35825 35078 70903 3744 3587 7331 23125 20765 43890
22 25 57410 57117 114527 5648 5538 11186 41605 38313 79918
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19507 1284 1294 2578 6328

3708

10036

40 Rayavaram
79.04
41 Kapileswarapuram 106.6
42 Alamuru
78.4
43 Atreyarapuram
86.11
44 Ravulapelm
72.54
45 K.Gangavaram
117.05
46 Kothapeta
79.57
47 P.Gannavaram
83.81
48 Ambajipeta
54.02
49 Ainavilli
93.48
50 Mummidivaram
95.71
51 I. Polavaram
129.42
52 Katrenikona
138.16
53 Uppalaguptam
117.55
54 Amalapuram
80.6
55 Allavaram
104.92
56 Mamidikuduru
79.95
57 Razole
77.34
58 Malkipuram
89.55
59 Sakhinetipalli
100.71
60 Rowtulapudi
185.4
61 Yetapaka
364.41
62 Kunavaram
203.82
Vara
63
474.73
Ramachandarapuram
6
Chinturu
955.29
4

10
15
15
15
11
24
10
18
13
17
11
11
14
14
17
14
17
13
11
8
44
70
56

12 32982
19 33583
18 36955
17 33096
12 41862
26 31835
10 39053
20 38097
16 31662
21 32858
16 34389
14 33977
16 37764
17 30285
22 71098
21 34034
18 35506
16 35468
20 37989
16 36403
20 28050
21 19195
16 12351

33474
33226
37070
32484
41498
31178
38806
37209
31472
32303
34197
33457
37055
29646
70595
34208
35133
35965
37858
36157
27186
19766
13894

66456 3239
66809 3426
74025 3832
65580 3165
83360 4060
63013 3122
77859 3827
75306 3693
63134 2838
65161 3129
68586 3337
67434 3413
74819 4136
59931 3057
141693 6620
68242 3194
70639 3287
71433 3317
75847 3341
72560 3133
55236 3155
38961 2118
26245 1338

20121
19852
21458
19648
27713
18335
26216
24563
21468
21287
22696
19723
20359
18430
51574
22477
24683
25640
26241
25573
10983
8506
6012

41855
41066
43740
40723
57870
39263
55191
52776
45968
45766
48541
41894
45090
40025
108541
47845
52612
53724
55968
54311
25063
18813
12645

62 11 12171 13426 25597 1503 1526 3029 6535

5787

12322

89 15 19899 20826 40725 2452 2513 4965 8888

6832

15720

East Godavari District All Population's Grand Totals
Total Population ::

5285824

Child Population in
537036
B/W (0-6 Years) ::
Literacy ::

3348077

LIVE STOCK RESOURCES
5. Livestock & Poultry A. Cattle
i) Cows ……... 2,92,661
ii) Buffaloes …... 6,85,111 B.
Other livestock 8
i)

Goats/Sheep ……. 2,00,049
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3169
3187
3689
3147
3861
3112
3761
3530
2718
3024
3064
3262
3929
2957
6198
3081
3239
3322
3304
3059
3048
2168
1364

6408 21734
6613 21214
7521 22282
6312 21075
7921 30157
6234 20928
7588 28975
7223 28213
5556 24500
6153 24479
6401 25845
6675 22171
8065 24731
6014 21595
12818 56967
6275 25368
6526 27929
6639 28084
6645 29727
6192 28738
6203 14080
4286 10307
2702 6633

FOREST
The Information District Forest Office, Kakinada Division, Kakinada was created as
part of the Forest Department under the administrative control of Chief Conservator of
Forests, Rajahmundry and Prl.Chief Conservator of Forests, Andhra Pradesh, Hyderabad
having 10807 Sq.Kms. Geographical area of East Godavari District.
The Division is having 336 Sq.Kms of Forest area and covered 32% over in District
area.
This division is having following territorial Ranges, Sections, Beats and notified
Forest Blocks.
1. Territorial Ranges 7 Nos.
2. Territorial Sections 42 Nos.
3. Territorial Beats 95 Beats
4. Notified blocks under section-15 114 Nos.
5. Notified blocks under section-4 10 Nos.
6. Notified blocks under section-24 39 Nos.
7. Muttah blocks to be notified 126 Nos.
Apart from the above territorial Ranges, this division is having 528 VSSs under
A.P.C.F.M project for joint forest management of the forest areas. The Regional Geomatics
Centre at Rajahmundry is also under the administrative control of the District Forest Officer,
Kakinada Division, Kakinada having Asst. Conservator of Forests, one Forest Range Officer
and one Office subordinate. The main function of the division is to protect the forest area
from smugglers and develop the forest areas with silviculture works, treating the Teak and
other plantations and SMC works from time to time. This division is realising good revenue
from sale of forest produce.
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CHAPTER 2
OBJECTIVE OF THE DISTRICT DISASTER MANAGEMENT PLAN (DDMP)

The District Disaster Management Plan established for management of disasters;
Prevention, Mitigation, Preparedness, Response, Relief and Recovery. The District Disaster
Management Plan (DDMP) is for Floods, Cyclones, Earthquakes, Industrial accidents
(chemical spills), Oil spills, Dam breaches and Mine disasters. This plan assigns
responsibilities for actions and tasks that the state will take to provide for the safety and
welfare of its citizens against the threat of natural, technological and human-caused
disasters.
The District is primarily responsible for the management of natural and humancaused disasters identified above at the District level and has a shared responsibility with
the State Government for preparedness and for identified catastrophic disasters. For this it is
need for preparation of a Disaster Management Plan, with detailed operational procedure of
each department.
OBJECTIVES OF THE PLAN:
▪

To protect and minimize the loss of lives and property/infrastructure
from disasters.

▪

To minimize the suffering of people due to disasters.

▪

To minimize the disaster risk and vulnerability of people and
infrastructure in the State.

▪

Promote a culture of prevention and mitigation through curriculum
revision,

▪

Information Education Communication (IEC) awareness campaign,
DM plans at all level, mock drills, communicating hazards, risk and
vulnerability at community level and streamlined and institutional
techno-legal framework.

▪

Develop efficient disaster response/relief mechanism in the District.

▪

To provide clarity on roles and responsibilities for all stakeholders
concerned with disaster management.

▪

To ensure co-ordination and promoting productive partnership with
all other agencies related to disaster management.

▪

Commence recovery programme as an opportunity to build better in
case of a future disaster by incorporating community in the program.
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STAKE HOLDERS:
All the major line department Officials of the District, other technical institutions,
community at large, local self governments, NGOs etc. are the stakeholders of the District
Disaster management plan.
The role of the stakeholders have been prepared with the avowed objective of
making the concerned organizations understand their duties and responsibilities regarding
disaster management at all levels, and accomplishing them.
ROLES & RESPONSIBILITY
COLLECTOR:
Facilitate and, coordinate with, local Government bodies to ensure that pre and post
- disaster management activities in the district are carried out. Assist community training,
awareness programmes and the installation of emergency facilities with the support of local
administration, non-governmental organizations, and the private sector.

Take appropriate

actions to smoothen the response and relief activities to minimize the effect of disaster.
Recommend State Government for declaration of disaster.
LOCAL AUTHORITY
Provide assistance to Collector in disaster management activities. Ensure training of
its officers and employees and maintenance of resources so as to be readily available for use
in the event of a disaster. Ensure that all construction projects under it conform to the
standards and specifications lay down. Each department of the Government in a district
shall prepare a disaster management plan for the district. Carry out relief, rehabilitation and
reconstruction activities in the affected area within its jurisdiction.
PRIVATE SECTOR
The private sector should ensure their active participation in the pre-disaster
activities in alignment with the overall plan developed by the DDMA. They should also
adhere to the relevant building codes and other specifications, as may be stipulated by
relevant local authorities.
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Community Groups and Voluntary agencies

Local community groups and voluntary agencies including NGOs should actively
assist in prevention and mitigation activities under the overall direction and supervision of
the DDMA. They should actively participate in all training activities as may be organized
and should familiarize themselves with their role in disaster management.

CITIZEN
It is a duty of every citizen to assist the DDMA or such other person entrusted with
or engaged in disaster management whenever his aid is demanded generally for the purpose
of disaster management.
Demographic profile of the East Godavari District
S.I.No
Item
No.
Total Geographical Area
1
2
3
4
5
6
67
78
9
10
11
12
13
13
14

15

16

Description
12805 Sq.Km

Total Population
Growth rate over the previous Census
Birth rate (during the decade)
Death rate (during the decade)
Density of Population
No. of Households
Household size
Male Population
Female Population
Sex Ratio

16733270
4.22
18.25
7.0
361
4.63 Lakhs
4
83.34 lakhs
83.99 lakhs
1019

Rural Population
Urban Population
(a) Scheduled Caste Population
(b) Scheduled Caste Population as a
percentage of Total
(a)
Scheduled Tribes Population
Population

18.53 lakhs
6.54 lakhs
29.94 lakhs
17.89

(b) Scheduled Tribes Population as a
percentage of Total
Workers
- Total
Population
Cultivators
Agriculture Labour
Non Agriculture Labour

3.66
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6.13 lakhs

11.57
2.12
5.57
3.88

RAIN FALL

M.CODE
1

MANDAL NAME
MAREDUMILLI

2011-2012
Actual Normal
59.8
104

2

Y.RAMAVARAM

36.8

84

3

ADDATEEGALA

36.4

4

RAJAVOMMANGI

5

2012-2013
Actual Normal
175.7

2013-2014
Actual
Normal
458.5
104.1

138.8

161.5

421.1

84.0

96

88.8

157.9

379.1

77.4

117

86.4

202.4

KOTANANDURU

72.0

116

86.6

6

TUNI

78.6

112

7

THONDANGI

79.4

8

GOLLAPROLU

9

119.0

2014-2015
Actual
Normal
104.1
77.25

2015-2016
Actual

Normal

2016-2017
Actual
Normal

438.57

175.7

71.4

90.66774

54.05

84.0

278.9

161.5

45.7

73.16129

96.1

43.21

96.1

336.74

157.9

66

83.7

483.2

117.2

19.87

117.2

244.44

202.4

114.4

102.0774

82.6

357.2

115.9

32.25

115.9

267.94

82.6

25.6

100.9452

66.1

124.0

380.7

112.0

10.87

112.0

263.4

124

14.4

97.54839

186

60.4

116.2

442.0

185.8

29.6

185.8

291.73

116.2

51.8

161.8258

25.2

92

38.2

76.3

231.7

92.4

32.05

92.4

325.93

76.3

2.7

80.47742

SANKHAVARAM

52.4

153

100.4

111.3

417.1

153.2

17.85

153.2

238.59

111.3

6.8

133.4323
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PRATHIPADU

33.6

138

71.6

135.0

378.2

137.7

20.1

137.7

180.54

135

21

119.9323
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YELESWARAM

16.6

143

64.6

128.4

352.6

143.3

19.6

143.3

380.8

128.4

54.3

124.8097
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GANGAVARAM

73.8

104

69.0

140.8

387.6

104.0

51.12

104.0

282.6

140.8

53.1

90.58065
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RAMPACHODAVARAM

60.6

93

84.8

172.9

411.3

92.5

28.3

92.5

269.58

172.9

23.3

80.56452
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DEVIPATNAM

47.8

101

37.2

166.8

352.8

101.0

54.2

101.0

258.88

166.8

7.7

87.96774
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SITANAGARAM

33.8

90

94.0

153.0

370.8

89.9

23.05

89.9

384.02

153

27.5

78.3
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KORUKONDA

7.2

104

67.8

149.0

328.0

104.1

22.28

104.1

214.36

149

27.6

90.66774
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GOKAVARAM

12.8

119

137.2

142.5

411.5

119.3

95.85

119.3

286.45

142.5

23.9

103.9065
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JAGGAMPETA

9.4

109

129.4

137.2

385.0

109.2

89.75

109.2

298.1

137.2

36.6

95.10968
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KIRLAMPUDI

24.0

133

43.6

124.6

325.2

132.9

50.63

132.9

288.08

124.6

8.7

115.7516
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PEDDAPURAM

18.6

147

65.0

123.1

353.7

146.6

13.47

146.6

259.98

123.1

1.1

127.6839
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PITHAPURAM

25.2

94

33.2

118.7

271.1

94.4

9.86

94.4

327.97

118.7

0.4

82.21935

13

22

U.KOTHAPALLI

87.8

84

71.0

119.7

362.5

84.3

30.28

84.3

246.57

119.7

5.1

73.42258
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KAKINADA(R)

25.8

112

111.8

109.1

358.7

107.6

15.67

107.6

307.02

109.1

7.4

93.71613
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KAKINADA(U)

25.8

112

111.8

109.1

358.7

112.2

17.22

112.2

255.31

109.1

2.1

97.72258
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SAMALKOTA

10.0

117

94.6

116.1

337.7

117.1

9.4

117.1

336.96

116.1

5

101.9903
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RANGAMPETA

24.6

86

88.4

114.5

313.5

85.5

24.13

85.5

248.65

114.5

16.7

74.46774
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GANDEPALLI

22.2

100

47.4

114.2

283.8

99.9

17.2

99.9

208.49

114.2

16.3

87.00968
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RAJANAGARAM

25.0

100

85.4

122.3

332.7

100.2

12.52

100.2

252.87

122.3

12.8

87.27097
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RAJAHMUNDRY(R)

9.6

78

101.6

109.8

299.0

77.9

38.72

77.9

322.8

109.8

2.4

67.84839
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RAJAHMUNDRY(U)

10.4

83

62.4

105.3

261.1

83.2

53.6

83.2

336.4

105.3

4.8

72.46452
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KADIAM

7.4

82

69.8

99.3

258.5

81.5

18.1

81.5

289.39

99.3

1

70.98387
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MANDAPETA

6.6

72

67.0

102.0

247.6

71.8

22.95

71.8

286.95

102

14.4

62.53548
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ANAPARTHI

2.4

90

59.0

111.7

263.1

89.8

20.15

89.8

266.17

111.7

14.9

78.2129
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BICCAVOLU

19.0

88

58.6

109.3

274.9

87.9

9.73

87.9

281.73

109.3

2.2

76.55806
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PEDAPUDI

4.6

98

81.6

101.7

285.9

97.9

6.6

97.9

324.87

101.7

5.4

85.26774
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KARAPA

6.8

103

78.8

103.9

292.5

102.7

12.3

102.7

289.4

103.9

0

89.44839
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TALLAREVU

18.6

96

63.8

103.2

281.6

95.8

32.17

95.8

245.06

103.2

23.8

83.43871
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KAJULURU

25.4

84

62.6

102.7

274.7

84.3

68.4

84.3

434.62

102.7

1.1

73.42258
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RAMACHANDRAPURAM

4.6

85

56.8

110.0

256.4

85.4

26.55

85.4

319.23

110

1.5

74.38065
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RAYAVARAM

2.2

95

68.6

113.7

279.5

95.1

7.45

95.1

272.26

113.7

6.2

82.82903
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KAPILESWARAPURAM

1.2

74

124.2

97.5

296.9

73.7

22.95

73.7

310.97

97.5

1

64.19032

42

ALAMURU

8.6

74

100.8

87.0

270.4

74.2

16.65

74.2

239.56

87

0.5

64.62581
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ATREYAPURAM

13.4

81

106.2

103.9

304.5

80.8

13.2

80.8

305.08

103.9

0.4

70.37419

44

RAVULAPALEM

11.4

66

185.2

107.6

370.2

66.4

23.35

66.4

293.03

107.6

0.1

57.83226

45

PAMARRU

8.2

76

123.0

102.6

309.8

75.8

35.95

75.8

375.58

102.6

4.2

66.01935
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KOTHAPETA

5.4

70

140.8

96.5

312.7

69.7

15.8

69.7

364.65

96.5

0

60.70645

47

P.GANNAVARAM

16.4

62

50.8

122.7

251.9

62.0

39.15

62.0

313.61

122.7

17.2

54

14

48

AMBAJIPETA

10.2

75

74.8

113.6

273.6

74.8

40.35

74.8

339.61

113.6

3.2

65.14839

49

AINAVILLI

10.2

70

94.2

114.1

288.5

69.9

30.9

69.9

354.33

114.1

4.5

60.88065
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MUMMIDIVARAM

2.6

75

135.4

126.0

339.0

74.6

69.4

74.6

361.68

126

20.9

64.97419
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I.POLAVARAM

32.2

75

123.2

113.0

343.4

75.0

75.45

75.0

387.94

113

10.5

65.32258

52

KATRENIKONA

22.2

77

106.0

114.8

320.0

76.9

58.9

76.9

306

114.8

2.8

66.97742

53

UPPALAGUPTAM

9.4

82

75.0

111.1

277.5

81.6

48.4

81.6

325.65

111.1

0.5

71.07097

54

AMALAPURAM

10.4

66

79.8

118.0

274.2

66.1

84.1

66.1

476.47

118

0.9

57.57097
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ALLAVARAM

5.4

69

103.8

117.3

295.5

69.1

89.67

69.1

366.84

117.3

1.4

60.18387
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MAMIDIKUDURU

11.4

81

98.8

121.4

312.6

81.4

28.25

81.4

391.82

121.4

8.8

70.89677
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RAZOLE

7.2

74

92.6

126.4

300.2

74.3

16.12

74.3

408.4

126.4

14.3

64.7129
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MALIKIPURAM

24.6

67

80.0

90.9

262.5

67.4

34.8

67.4

391.3

90.9

0.1

58.70323
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SAKHINETIPALLI

17.4

80

108.8

140.3

346.5

80.3

57.55

80.3

401.11

140.3

0.9

69.93871

60

ROWTHULAPUDI

86.6

153

45.4

111.3

396.3

153.2

7.55

153.2

162.55

111.3

22

133.4323

DISTRICT TOTAL

1534.6

5747

5171.9

7213.5

19667.0

5742.9

36.2

56.0

585

167.8

91.9

48.77419

DISTRICT AVERAGE

25.6

96

86.2

120.2

327.8

95.7

27

57.0

455.1

159.1

21.6

49.29677
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Industries:
East Godavari is one of the largest Districts of the State of Andhra Pradesh. It has
a unique blend of all the 3 types of geographical formations of forest area, uplands, fertile
delta lands and a Coastline. River Godavari is the Principal River that flows through the
district and the district owes its prosperity and fertility of soil to the river East Godavari
district could be categorized as one of the advanced districts.
It could be due to the factors of availability of fertile delta lands, good
horticultural resources, abundant marine and fisheries resources and good mineral
deposits along with the availability of natural gas deposits.
The main occupation of the district is agriculture where more than 24% of the
population is engaged. At the same time more than 60% of the population are nonworkers which is a potential force available for self-employment and industrial purposes.
Paddy is the main crop, which occupies more than 50% of the area and also dominates in
yield and production in comparison to all other crops.
The district also tops the production of coconut and banana cultivation in the
State. The main source of irrigation is canals followed by tube wells 4 and tanks,
Godavari Central Delta and Godavari Eastern Delta are the main source of major
irrigation. East Godavari District has got the unique distinction of having marine, inland
and brackish water pisiculture. It has a coastline of 144 kms. Fire clay, china clay,
Graphite and Laterite are the important mineral resources available and clusters of
industries based on these minerals are flourishing in the district
The district is also endowed with water transport on the river Godavari and
Kakinada port at Bay of Bengal is a principal seaport among the minor seaports of India.
There is no dearth of the availability of agro based forest based, mineral based
products coupled with the unique source of Natural gas resources is a perfect requirement
for vibrant industrial activity. It is observed that despite the availability of all the factors
for industries to come up it is due to lack of entrepreneurship of the local people who are
traditional agriculturists and are content with the lucrative agricultural activity.
Though the process of Industrial campaigns and EDPs the people need to be
motivated enlightened and encouraged to take up the industrial activity. 5 1.1 Location &
Geographical Area.
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East Godavari district is situated on the North East of Andhra Pradesh in the
Geographical co-ordination of 16° - 30° and 18° - 20° of Northern Latitude and 81° - 30°
and 82° - 36° of the Eastern Longitude. The district is bounded on the North by
Visakhapatnam District and State of Orissa, on the East by Bay of Bengal and on the
South and West by West Godavari and Khammam districts. It can be broadly classified
into three natural zones – Delta, uplands and Agency Tracts. The geographical area of the
district is 10,807 sq.kms. 1.2)

TOPOGRAPHY:- The district can be broadly classified in to three Natural Zones the
Delta, Upland abnd Agency Tracks, It has an area of 10,807 sq. Kms. The headquarters of
east Godawary district is Kakinada, which is well connected by rail, road and Kakinada
natural port with coastal length of 144km. 1.3)Availability of Minerals. : There is a
veriety of geological formation, which includes

3.4. Health
(VII) Public Health 9 ( a )Allopathic Hospital

2010 -11

19

(b) Beds in Allopathic hospitals

2010 -11

2003

(c) Ayurvedic Hospital/Dispensaries

2010 -11

22

(d) Beds in Ayurvedic hospitals

2010 -11

0

(e) Unani hospitals

2010 -11

2

(f) Community health centers

2010 -11

3

(g) Primary health centers

2010 -11

86

(h) Dispensaries

2010 -11

78

(i) Sub Health Centers 2010 -11
(j) Private hospitals 2010 -11
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Irrigation Sources: River Godavari, River Pampa, Thandava, Yeleru
Generally when Cyclones and heavy rains occur, there is a possibility of damages
to Irrigation sources. Huge Ayacut is irrigated under these sources. Several tanks are
existed near to the Gram Kantams. If these tanks are reached the FTL, breaches may
occurred to the tanks resulting this the fields (crop damage ) under these tanks will be
occurs. There is also a scope that due to over flow of water, villages may also be
inundated. Hence there is a need to prepare and list out the Irrigation sources, weak
bunds, tanks flow under railway bridges etc., existed East Godavari District.
The Irrigation Division will deploy men and machineries to have a day and night
watch over all the river/ canal banks. Sand bags will be kept ready to use for restoring
breaches, strengthening the bunds etc., the clearing of the obstructions in the linear
waterways of irrigation structures to maintain the free flow of floodwater will also be
monitored.
Police Department
East Godavari district has fabricated in two districts
➢ East Godavari district
➢ Rajamahendravaram Urban District
➢ Rampachodavaram Agency Area is under the control of Additional
Superintending Police
➢ SDPOS are posted in Divisional Head Quarters of Kakinada,
Ramachandrpuram, Amalapuram & Peddapuram.
➢ Marine Police Stations are located in Kakinada Rural Mandal, Port Area
and in Odalarevu of Allavaram Mandal
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Fisheries Department
The Assistant Director of Fisheries, East Godavari District shall initiate/carry out
registration of boats and fishermen if such an exercise has already not been done. Assist
in providing life saving items like life jackets, hand- held radio sets for communication.
Identify youth under NYK or other programs and train young fishermen in search &
rescue operation; hire their services during emergency. Support in mobilisation and
deployment of additional boats during emergencies.
The length of coast line in East Godavari District is 156 Kms. and there are 92
Fishermen villages along the coastal line with a total Marine Fishermen population of
2,48,771 of which 76,671 are active fishermen who are eking livelihood by fishing at
Sea.
There are 5003 Mechanized Motorized, Traditional Craft, and about 1,49,151 No’s
various types of tackle existing in the District.Cyclones generally occur in the Bay of
Bengal in May and October/November. Cyclones are some times accompanied by the
tidal wave which inundates coastal area causing huge loss of human life, Houses, Crafts
and Tackle etc.,. It is difficult to forecast much in advance the occurrence of cyclone and
tidal waves and the exact area that would be effected. Preparedness is more essential as
prevention is not possible. It is therefore a coordinated plan which is evolved not only in
organizing the rescue measures but also in disaster preparedness, there by considerably
mitigating the disasters effects of all such natural calamities.

There are two forecasting centers located in Hyderabad and Visakhapatnam
centers are designated

as cyclone warning centers and is entrusted with storm of

depression warning and keeps round the clock watch Bay of Bengal. As such as a storm
or depression is noticed it issues advance warning by land, like telegrams to this
Department. It also dissepiments the progress of cyclone through frequent storm bulletins
through Radio and press for the use of public, and this intern will disseminate these
warnings to fishermen colonies through messengers.

The pre-designates responsible persons will proceed to the coastal area likely to be
affected to worn the fishermen not to enter into the Sea for fishing and tie their boats and
store their nets at safer places to avoid damage to the fishing equipment.
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The fishermen dwelling in low living areas and shore will be asked to move to the
decided safer places, cyclone shelters etc,.
The following teams (appended to this plan) attend the respective villages and
caution the Fishermen not to go for fishing during cyclone period from time to time to
avoid loss of human lives and fishing equipment. Further the teams have to coordinate
with the concerned Revenue Officer and Mandal Parishad Development Officers from
time to time in rescue operation and enumeration of cyclone losses and damages during
post cyclone period.
The coastal subordinate Officers have to watch the movements of the Sea going
fishermen craft wise and maintain the date in a separate register.
SHORE TO VESSEL COMMUNICATION:- The Recently Department of Fisheries
developed shore communication facilities by establishing V.H.F. shore stations all along
the coast of Andhra Pradesh. In E.G.Dist. three such stations are functioning one each at
Kakinada, Balusutippa and Antervedipallipalem. Shore station at Kakinada was recently
erected with a cost of 4.46 lakhs in the premises of office of the Dy. Director of Fisheries,
Kakinada with VHF set and tubular mast having 30mts. ( 90 feet) hight.
All mechanized fishing vessels with base at Kakinada has been supplied with
mobile V.H.F. sets on subsidized costs through Department of Fisheries. All these
mechanized fishing vessels which are in fishing at sea would receive weather warnings
from these shore stations and move to nearest safer places in the event of any depression /
cyclone. All these shore stations along the coast are working around the clock.
CYCLONE LOSSES / DAMAGES ASSESMENT:- After the cyclone is ever, the
above teams will asses the damages caused due to cyclone/floods and submit
detailed reports to this office from time to time.
AVAILABILITY RESCUE BOATS:- There are 9 No’s of rescue boats made
available in this division for use during cyclone emergency in the Division.
1) Mandal Revenue Officer, Kakinada Urban

2 Boats

(RajaTank1,Boat Club1)
2) Mandal Revenue Officer, Tuni

1 Boats

3) Mandal Revenue Officer, Amalapuram`

2 Boats

4) Mandal Revenue Officer, Kothapeta

2 Boats

5) Mandal Revenue Officer, I.Polavaram

1 Boats

6) Mandal Revenue Officer, Razole

1 Boats
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AVAILABILITY OF LIFE FLOATS AND OUT BOARD MOTORS:- There are 3 No’s
of Life Floats and 44 Nos. Life Jackets and 22 No’s of Life buoys are also available
for use during CYCLONE / FLOODS emergency.
Role of Fisheries Department in Cyclone Disaster Management:
1. Issue of Cyclone warning to all the marine Fishermen, not to go for
fishing and to keep; their craft away from the coast.

2. To keep the cyclone relief boats with Engines readily available for
evacuation of low lying/flooding area fishermen along with skilled
swimmers.

3. To alert Shore Stations in the Districts with VHF Sets and Transistors,
Generator

&

Battery

at

Kakinada.

Balusutippa

and

Antharvedipallipalem.

4. To educate a coastal fishermen in the Disaster Management, in Public
Health, rehabilitation camps Do’s & Don’ts and precautions to be taken,
before, after and during the event of cyclone.

5. Distribution of pamphlets, conduct of awareness camps and making the
active teams for different purposes during natural disasters.

6. To activate the village action teams / resume teems with cyclone kits
and skilled swimmers as specified below.
1. Alert & Evacuation Team
2. Relief camps organization team
3. Village Security team
4. Medical & First aid team
5. Boats/Engines & nets keeping team.
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Godavari Floods Rajahmundry Fisheries Division:
Generally floods to river Godavari will occur in the month of August. The River
conservator stationed at Dowleswaram will issue flood warnings. Nearly 2500 active
fishermen are engaged in Godavari river fishing. Nearly 400 migrated fishermen are
residing in the Islands (locally called as Thippas) in river Godavari between
Dowleswaram and Pattiseema. The predesignated responsible persons will proceed to
the areas likely to be affected to alert the fishermen to vacate the low lying areas and to
keep the fishing implements like boats and nets in a safer places.
Cyclones
In the Months of October’2010 and December’2010 two cyclones viz., Laila and
Jal hit East Godavari District as a result most of the Public property is lost or damaged
. Again in the year 2012, Neelam Cyclone hit the East Godavari District. In the year
2013, Phailin and Helen and Lehar Cyclones and also Heavy Rains in October’ 2013
hit the East Godavari District which caused human and property loss.
•

The Relief Camps and shelters identified should be provided with all
required infrastructure in advance (infrastructure such as community Gas
stoves, Gas cylinders, containers for milk, water and milk powder and
other essential commodities to prepare the food etc., solar lamps, battery
lights, fully charged batteries, Generators with sufficient diesel etc.,)

•

All the Government staff available in the district should be prepared to
swing into action for relief rehabilitation and communication works etc.,

•

Updating the list of Voluntary Organizations and NGOs in the District and
identify the support they can give. Their support should be integrated in to
the plans.

•

For General public to ameliorate their sufferings, sufficient quantities of
Essential commodities, Vegetables should be made available even from
mobilizing them at Government cost to the affected areas from the
locations of the district or other districts

•

The people of low lying areas should be evacuated well in advance

•

Transport Vehicles shall be kept available for supply of relief items

•

Availability of tents, tarpaulins, medicines to be stocked at the selected
points
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•

For enumeration of the issues of Houses/ Agriculture/ Horticulture/ animal
Husbundry/ sericulture/ Fisheries/ Handlooms etc., should be got done by
the departmental people drawing from the un-affected areas and districts to
get the enumeration properly at the earliest possible, So as to disburse the
compensation without any loss of time.

Floods
Floods are characterized as any high stream flow which overlap natural or
artificial banks of a river or a stream and are markedly higher than the usual; and the
inundation of low lands. Sometimes copious monsoon rains combined with massive
outflows from the rivers cause devastating floods. Flooding is caused by the
inadequate capacity within the banks of the rivers to contain the high flows brought
down from the upper catchment due to heavy rainfall. Areas having poor drainage
characteristics get flooded by accumulation of water from heavy rainfall. Flooding is
accentuated by erosion and silting of the river beds resulting in reduction of carrying
capacity of river channel, earthquakes and landslides leading to changes in river
courses, obstructions to flow, synchronization of floods in the main and tributary rivers
and retardation due to tidal effects.
Floods by nature depend on several factors; one being incessant rains, cyclonic
rains in a short period of time crippling natural drainage. However, other factors such
as nature of the collecting basin, nature of the streams, type of soil, natural and manmade vegetation, amount of rainfall etc. determine type and extent of floods. The
inundation patterns and potential areas that would be inundated due to river outflow
and heavy rain is fairly certain; and the concerned departments usually have the
information. However, inundation due to storm surges and cyclonic landfall is
unpredictable and depends on the wind direction.
Floods in the district caused widespread loss to human lives, livestock,
damaged homes and caused crop destruction over the decades. Infrastructure
damage due floods is well recorded. As well as damages to roads, irrigation tanks
breached.
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26 Mandals are flood prone mandals in the East Godavari District
1.Atreyapuram
5.Razole

2.Ravulapalam

6.Sakhinetipalli

3.Kothapeta

7.Allavaram

8.

4.P.Gannavaram
Uppalaguptham

9.I.Polavaram 10.Mummidivaram.12. Inavilli 13.Katernikona
14.Kunavaram 15.Devipatnam 16.Seethanagaram 17.Rjy (U)
18.Rjy (R) 19. Alamuru 20.Kapiliswarapuram 21.K Gangavaram
22.

U

Kothapalli

23.

Tallarevu

24.Kakinada

Rural

25.Mamidikuduru 26.Malkipuram.
Vulnerability of East Godavari District to Natural Hazards
The East Godavari District is vulnerable to all-major natural hazards (Drought,
Flood, Cyclone, Earthquake, Tsunami and Industrial Chemical hazards etc.). Every
two to three years, East Godavari District experiences a moderate to severe intensity
cyclone or landfall. Drought is recognized as one of the most crippling hazards that
impact the District.
Earthquakes
Most of India is prone to damaging earthquakes. According to seismic zoning of
India, the country is divided into five seismic zones based on severity. Andhra Pradesh
lies in three zones – Zone I, Zone II and Zone III. All three zones are relatively low risk
zones. Zone IV and Zone V are considered high risk zones.
Extended effects of Sumatra-Andaman earthquake, Mw9.1 was felt in Andhra
Pradesh on December 26, 2004 at 03.298 N, 95.778 E, D = 010.0 kms, OT = 00:58:50
UTC. A "very great" earthquake struck the North Indian Ocean & the Bay of Bengal at
00:58 UTC on 26th December 2004. 2,30,210 people were estimated to have been killed
in the Indian Ocean- wide tsunami generated by this earthquake, including at least 105 in
Andhra Pradesh.
Fires
The Fire Service Department provides five main services:
Community fire safety: This service covers a range of initiatives that are aimed at
reducing the number of fires and the number of deaths and injuries caused by fire.
Legislative fire safety: This service makes sure that the people are not put at risk
from fires in the workplace and fire hazardous buildings. It is mandatory of Fire
Department to make sure constructed buildings comply with fire safety legislation and
are issued ‘No Objection Certificate’ from Fire Service Department.
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Special services: This service responds to other types of incident, for example vehicle
accidents, trapped people and animals, storms and floods.
Emergency planning: Services that plan and prepare for large-scale emergencies, for
example large rail and road accidents, aircraft crashes, cyclones, severe floods and
earthquakes.
Fire related incidents and damages to property and human losses in East Godavari
District since 2009
Property
(Rs. In crores)
Serio
Rescu Total
Medium Small
us
e
Damaged

Year

Saved

Human lives
Lost Saved

2009-10

40

257

346

17

660

15808220

45601690

3

3

2010-11

43

201

277

29

550

16848200

41553200

3

2

2011-12

4

42

743

7

796

45592300 130285800

1

3

2012-13

5

29

669

15

718

44815300 252256500

7

15

36

595

8

649 100049900 176175601

0

0

2013-14
10
(upto
June)
Droughts

Revenue (Relief) Department, Government of Andhra Pradesh defines drought
as a condition arising out of scarce rainfall. Drought is a normal, recurrent feature of
climate. It occurs in virtually all climatic zones, but its characteristics vary
significantly from one region to another. Drought is a temporary aberration; it differs
from aridity, which is restricted to low rainfall regions and is a permanent feature of
climate.
The District Monitoring Cell in collaboration with the Agriculture, Animal
Husbandry, and Water Resources departments, would carry out assessment of
expected damage which would include impact on agricultural production, depletion of
water resources, impact on livestock population, land degradation and deforestation as
well as human health.
While drought is an insidious hazard of nature, it originates from a deficiency of
precipitation that persists long enough to produce a serious hydrologic imbalance.
Drought should be considered relative to some long-term average condition of balance
between precipitation and evapo-transpiration (i.e., evaporation and transpiration) in a
particular area. Drought differs in three essential characteristics: intensity, duration and
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spatial coverage. Because of these reasons, although it adversely affects people dependent
on subsistence agriculture, drought ought not be classified along with other hazards that
are short-duration and sudden in nature.
HAIL STORMS
The HailStorm is a storm during which hail falls storm, violent storm - a violent
weather condition with winds 64-72 knots and precipitation and thunder and lightning
Any thunderstorm which produces hail that reaches the ground is known as a
hailstorm.Hail has a diameter of 5 millimetres (0.20 in) or more.Hail stones can grow to
15 centimetres (6 in) and weigh more than 0.5 kilograms (1.1 lb).
Hail can cause serious damage, notably to automobiles, aircraft, skylights, glassroofed structures, livestock, and most commonly, farmers' crops.Hail damage to roofs
often goes unnoticed until further structural damage is seen, such as leaks or cracks. It is
hardest to recognize hail damage on shingled roofs and flat roofs, but all roofs have their
own hail damage detection problems.Metal roofs are fairly resistant to hail damage, but
may accumulate cosmetic damage in the form of dents and damaged coatings. Hail is one
of the most significant thunderstorm hazards to aircraft.When hail stones exceed 0.5
inches (13 mm) in diameter, planes can be seriously damaged within seconds.The
hailstones accumulating on the ground can also be hazardous to landing aircraft. Hail is
also a common nuisance to drivers of automobiles, severely denting the vehicle and
cracking or even shattering windshields and windows.Wheat, corn, soybeans and tobacco
are the most sensitive crops to hail damage.
Precautionary measures:
1.

Know the signs of a hailstorm. Dark clouds, strong winds, heavy rainfall, distant
thunder and lightning are the typical signs of an imminent storm. If you can notice
characteristic white clouds among the dark ones, especially when cold air fronts
advance to clash with very hot ones, the approaching storm will probably be
accompanied by ice balls;

2.

Provide shelter for farm animals. Animals are very vulnerable to hail – being
repeatedly hit by larger hail stones can lead to severe or even fatal wounds, so take
them in a well-secured farm building or shed. Make sure animals are safe before
the tempest arrives because it is strongly advisable not to go out during a storm;
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3.

Take any vehicles and outdoor furniture to an adequate covered area. Protect
Vehicles, boats, or whatever vehicles and large power-driven equipment possess
from the hail. Put them in a garage and if there is enough space.

COLD WAVES
Minimum Average Temperature of East Godavari District in Winter is 29.84
mm. The homeless, older people, and infants are the most affected. East Godavari
District doesn’t experience Frost conditions in the history.
Precautionary measures.
•

Special care is required for older people, especially asthmatics

•

Special care is required for children less than 5 Years old.

•

Improvement of inhaler facilities and supplies of antibiotics anti-cold/asthmatic
medicines at rural medical centres in previously impacted areas should be
available at the start of the cold season.

•

Blankets should continue to be stockpiled and made available in cold wave prone
areas to reduce any lead time when they are required.

Manmade Disaster
Manmade disasters are unpredictable and can spread across geographical
boundaries. Some disasters in this class are entirely manmade while other may occur
because of natural disasters, equipment failures, or workers having inadequate training or
fatigue and make errors. Technological disasters include a broad range of incidents.
Routes of exposure through water and food, airborne releases, fires and explosions, and
hazardous State Disaster Management materials or waste (e.g., chemical, biological, or
radioactive) released into the environment from a fixed facility or during transport. Fires,
explosions, building or bridge collapses, transportation crashes, dam or levee failures,
nuclear reactor accidents, and breaks in water, gas, or sewer lines are other examples of
technological disasters.
Preparedness Measures:
Disaster preparedness involves forecasting and taking precautionary measures
prior to an imminent threat when advance warnings are possible. Preparedness
planning improves the response to the effects of a disaster by organizing the
delivery of timely and effective rescue, relief and assistance.
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Preparedness involves the development and regular testing of warning
systems (linked to forecasting systems) and plans for evacuation or other measures
to be taken during a disaster alert period to minimize potential loss of life and
physical damage.
A critical component of preparedness is education and training of officials and
the population at risk, training of intervention teams, and establishment of policies,
standards, organizational arrangements and operational plans to be applied following
a disaster.
Disaster specific preparedness:
Control Room:
A control room used to be opened in the Collector’s office round the clock. Two
Secretary and Joint Secretary, Ham Radio Operators, One Assistant will man during the
Cyclone times. In the event of major cyclones, a joint control room with a team of
officers from Revenue, Police should be opened. The updated information should be
maintained to take required assistance from appropriate authorities of different
Government organizations like Transport, Police, Medical, Agriculture, Private
organizations etc., so that the required assistance can be obtained without delay. It shall
also keep close liaison with the State Meteorological centre for up to date information on
the movement of the Cyclone. The web site address of the Indian Meteorological Institute
is www.imd.gov.in. Similarly the control rooms should be opened in each Tahsildar
Offices to function on similar line so District Control room.
SETTING UP OF CONTROL ROOMS:
Round the Clock Control Rooms will be set up in the Collectorate, all the
Divisional Offices and Cyclone Prone Mandal Offices on receipt of message/warning
from the Cyclone Warning Centers and shall start monitoring the situation and put the
cyclone contingency plan in to operation as detailed below:
Revenue Offices where Control Rooms are to be opened

Designation

Collectorate, Kakinada
District Collector,
East Godavari, Kakinada

Office
Ph. No.
2365424
2365428
2365506
2361200

Fax No.

Residence
(Camp Office)
Ph. No.
Fax No.

Mobile No.

2353480

2353480
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2363549

2361300

9849903899

Joint Collector,
East Godavari, Kakinada

2361700

2353480

Additional Joint
Collector, East Godavari,
Kakinada

2365428

2353480

Distrit Revenue Officer,
East Godavari, Kakinada

2362800

2353480

2365424
2365428
2365506
2365424
Superintendent “D”,
2365428
Collectorate, Kakinada.
2365506
1077
Cyclone Control Room
(Toll Free)
(Help Line)
2359173
Administrative Officer,
Collectorate, Kakinada.

Sl.
No.

9849903909
8008426999

2361211

9849903862

2353480

9849903869

2353480

9849903920

Cell

Fax

0883

Office
Numbers
2442344

98499-03863

2461731

0883

2442344

80088-03191

2461731

RDO, Kakinada

95884

2368100

98499-03864

2368100

Divisional
Administrative officer,
O/o RDO, Kakinada

0884

2368100

80088-03208

2368100

RDO, Peddapuram

08852

241254
243489

98499-03865

08852

241254
243489

80088-03198

241254

958856

233100

98499-03866

233101

958856

233100

80088-03208

7.

RDO, Amalapuram
Divisional
Administrative officer,
O/o RDO, Amalapuram
Kakinada (U)
Kaknada (R)
Tallarevu

95884
95884
95884

2375987
2376300
2303565

98499-03874
98499-03875
98499-03878

8.
9.

Karapa
U.Kothapalli

95884
958869

2394854
245143

98499-03908
80088-03206

1.

2.

Desingation of the
Officer
RDO, Rajahmundry
Divisional
Administrative officer,
O/o RDO,
Rajahmundry

2361500

Local Codes

3.
Divisional
Administrative officer,
O/o RDO, Peddapuram
4.

5.
6

241254

233101
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10.
11.

Pamarru
(K.Gangavaram)
Kapileswarapuram

12.
13.
14.
15.

958857

255452

80088-03197

958855

225457

80088-03196

Alamuru
Tuni
Thondangi
Amalapuram

958855
958854
958854
958856

278423
254088
248825
233102

98499-03902
98499-03887
98499-03907
98499-03888

16.
17.
18.
19.

Allavaram
Uppalaguptham
Inavilli
Mummidivaram

958856
958856
958856
958856

229456
278435
225416
271039

98499-03861
80088-03200
98499-03105
98499-03897

20.
21.
22.

Katrenikona
I.Polavaram
Ambajipeta

958856
958856
958856

285254
279133
243356

80088-03199
80088-03203
98499-03890

23.

Kothapeta

958855

243228

98499-03894

24.
25.
26.
27.

Atreyapuram
Ravulapalem
P.Gannavaram
Sakhinetipalli

958855
958855
958855
958862

271453
255281
289474
244316

80088-03202
98499-03895
98499-03896
98499-03893

28.
29.
30.

Malikipuram
Razole
Mamidikuduru

958862

226223

98499-03892

958862
958862

221027
238446

98499-03891
80088-03204

1

Name of the
Mandal.

U.Kothapalli

Sl
No.

Total
Population.

Name of the
Vulnerable Places.

Uppada

11107

Subbampeta

1240

Mayapatnam
Suradapeta
Jaggarajupeta
Sivalayam Veedi
Subbampeta

Aminabada

4875

Aminabada

Amaravilli
Mulapeta

796
4657

Thammayyapeta
Vadapeta

Seelamvaripalem

638

Seelamvaripalem

Konapapapeta
Ponnada
Ravivaripodu

4136
336
906

Konapapapeta
Pallipeta
Ravivaripodu

Ramannapalem

827

Ramannapalem

30

2

Kakinada Urban

Sambamurthynagar
1400
(Indira Nagar)
Dummulapeta
1000
(Northern side)

Dummulapeta

Dummulapeta
(southern side)

1000

Dummulapeta

Parlovapeta
Low-lying area

600

Parlovapeta
Sanjaynagar

Jagannaickpur

50000

Yetimoga,
Muthanagar,
Narasimha Road.

Nemam

3745

BC Colony

18912

Pagadalapeta
Muthangar
Mahalakshminagar
(Entire)
Drivers Colony
A.S.Ramaraju Colony

Kakinada Rural

Turangi

3

Indira Colony

War Widows Colony
Satyadurga Colony
Gopikrishna Colony
Vakalapudi

8278

Vakalapudi

4

Tallarevu

Harbourpeta
Valasapakala

6716

Suryaraopeta

4358

Thammavaram

3031

Chollangi

2995

Chollangipeta

2391

G.Vemavaram

4577

Patavala

6486

Coringa

11904
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Valasapakalu,
Suryaraopeta
Lighthouse peta
Polavaram
Chollangi
Ch.Agraharam
Chollangipeta
Kobbarichettupeta
Matlapalem
Gummallapeta
Kothuru,
Ramannapalem
P.B.V.Palem
Ch.B.V.Palem

Neelapalli
P.Mallavaram

8889
5472
1875

Entire Uppalanka
Village

7919

Balusuthippa

Chirrayanam

376

Chirrayanam

Katrenikona

13224

G.K.Pora

Pallamkurru

11747

Molletimoga

Kandikuppa

12081

Pallam

S.Yanam

4351

Coastal Line

N.Kothapalli

5945

Challapalli

9400

Bhyravapalem

4251

Bhyravapalem

Gogullanka

1541

Gogullanka

Odala Revu

3657

Odalarevu

Uppalanka

6

Brahmasamedyam

9

I.Polav
aram
Allavaram

8

Uppala
guptam

Karapa

22911

Katrenikona

Polekurru

5

7

Gadimoga,
Pedavalasala
Laxmipathipuram,
Chinavalasala
Nerellanka
Grantu, Mulapolam
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Rameswaram
Seetharamapuram
Satyanarayanapuram

32

Mamidiku
duru

10

S.Pallipalem

7090

S.Pallipalem

Gundepudi

1616

Gundepudi

Karavaka

2175

Fishermen Area

Pasarlapudi

6941

Pallipalem

13

Maliki
puram

12

Turupupalem

5125

Turupupalem

Sakhin
etipalli

11

Pallipalem

3200

Fishermen Area

Thonda
ngi

Goditippa Revu

Danavaipeta

7600

Danavaipeta

Ontimamidi

Tatiyakulapalem

G.M.Peta

4240

Yellayyapeta

G.M.Peta

Yerrayyapeta

2380

33

Yerrayyapeta

Annayyapeta

Kothapeta

Vemavaram

3100

V.Pampadipeta

Yadalavari Vuru

Vemavaram Part

Addaripeta

K.P.Puram

1020 0

K.P.Puram

P.P.Puram

Butchiyyapeta

Avulamanda

Havaldarupadu

Chintakayalapeta

Laxmanudupeta

34

Kothachodipallipeta

Pathachodipallipeta

Sl
No.

Name of the
Mandal.

Talapantipeta

Name of the
Village

Total Population.

1265

Yelakallanka

Gunnam Meraka
1593
H/o.Kondukuduru

193 Katcha houses

Gunnam meraka 285 Katcha houses
K.Pedalanka

2607

Ainvilli Lanka 440 katha houses

4926

Bommaralla
Thipa

2230

Chinthanalanka 225 Katcha houses

2821

Lanka

G.Pedapudi

4049

Lank area

Vudumudi

5896

Nagullanka

6904

Yenugupalli

2467

Lank area
Katragadda
Dirisalapeta
area
Lank area

Ainavilli
P. Gannavaram

Name of the
Vulnerable Group to
be affected (with
approximate no.of
families)

300
1

3

Name of the
Vulnerable
Places.

35

100 Katcha houses

790 katcha houses

60 Katcha houses

256
210
250

Ravulapa
lem

4

Ubalanka

7692 Ubalanka

40

Gopalapuram 9206 Gopalapuram 600

A.P.H.School,Ubalanka

Z.P.H.School,Gopalapuram

5

Atreyapuram

Atreyapuram
6333

utchili
Vaddiparru

2360
3123

Peravaram

4421

Peravaram

Bobbaralanka

2222

Bobbaralanka 100

Rajavaram
Velicheru
Pulidindi
Vasanthavada
Tadipudi
Kattunga

2549
4342
1144
1882
1846
1876

Narkedimilli

3316

Ankanpalem
Ryali
Merlapalem
Lolla

5124
12471
3893
3799

Vadapalli

2231

36

50

ZPH
School,
Peravaram
Fisheries
Office,
MP Ele.School

Narkedimilli 60

MP
UP
Narkedimilli

Pedalanka

Sri
Venkateswaraswamy
Temple, Vadapalli

50

School,

Cyclone shelters:
CYCLONE PRONE & ADJOINING MANDALS & VILLAGES IN EAST GODAVARI
DISTRICT

2

U.Kothapalli

1

Name
of the
Mandal.

Kakinada Urban

Sl
No.

Total
Name of the
Population. Vulnerable Places.

Name of the
Vulnerable
Group to be Name of the Cyclone
affected
Shelter / Other
(with
buildings where they
approximate are to be rehabilitated.
no.of
families)

Uppada

11107

Mayapatnam
Suradapeta
Jaggarajupeta
Sivalayam Veedi

Subbampeta

1240

Subbampeta

250

MPES Subbampeta

Aminabada

4875

Aminabada

1050

Cyclone Shelter
MP Ele.School

Amaravilli
Mulapeta

796
4657

Thammayyapeta
Vadapeta

240
1200

Cyclone Shelter
2 Cyclone Shelters

Seelamvaripalem

638

Seelamvaripalem

170

Cyclone Shelter

Konapapapeta
Ponnada
Ravivaripodu

4136
336
906

Konapapapeta
Pallipeta
Ravivaripodu

480
175
300

2 Cyclone Shelters
Cyclone Shelter
Cyclone shelter

Ramannapalem

827

Ramannapalem

210

Cyclone Shelter

2520

2 Cyclone shelters
ZPHS, Kothapalli
Yesuratnam Church

Cyclone Shelter,
Indiracolony,
2nd Street,
Sambamurthynagar
Vimukthi High
School &
UP School
Mpl.Corporation UP
School

Sambamurthynagar
1400
(Indira Nagar)

Indira Colony

350

Dummulapeta
(Northern side)

1000

Dummulapeta

250

Dummulapeta
(southern side)

1000

Dummulapeta

250

Parlovapeta
Low-lying area

600

Parlovapeta
Sanjaynagar

150

Sanjaynagar,
Mpl.UP School &
Community Hall
(Under Construction)

Jagannaickpur

50000

Yetimoga,
Muthanagar,
Narasimha Road.

3500
2500
500

1.
Toorangipeta
2. MSN Charities
Mpl.UP High School

37

Nemam

3745

BC Colony

964

Pagadalapeta
Muthangar
Mahalakshminagar
(Entire)
Drivers Colony
A.S.Ramaraju Colony
Turangi

18912

War Widows Colony

Cyclone Shelter
Shivalayam
Shivalayam
Shivalayam
Shivalayam
3902

Satyadurga Colony
3
Gopikrishna Colony

Vakalapudi
Vakalapudi

8278

1832

5

Karapa

Kakinada Rural

Harbourpeta

Katrenikona

6

Valasapakala

6716

Suryaraopeta

4358

Thammavaram

3031

Uppalanka

1875

Brahmasamedyam

7919

Chirrayanam
Katrenikona

376
13224

Pallamkurru

11747

Kandikuppa

12081

Valasapakalu,
Suryaraopeta
Lighthouse peta
Polavaram

Cyclone
ShelterMpl.Ele.School

1440
956
153

MSN Charities
MP Ele.School, Near
Gram Panchayat
Office, Turangi
MP Ele.School, Near
Gram Panchayat
Office, Turangi
Cyclone Shelter &
Grama Panchayat
Office, Vakalapudi.
O/o.Dy.Director of
Fisheries Buildings.
Cyclone Shelter &
MP Ele.School
MP Ele.School
Lighthousepta
MP Ele.School

450

Cyclone Shelter
BuildingMSN
Charities

Balusuthippa

1253

Cyclone Shelter, MP
Ele.School & GP

Magasanithippa
Kothapalem
Neellarevu
Chirrayanam
G.K.Pora
Molletimoga
Pora
Pallam

190
362
133
376
518
220
327
8151

MP Ele.School
MP Ele.School
Cyclone Shelter
ZP High School
Cyclone Shelter
MP Ele.School
MP Ele.School
MP Ele.School

Entire
Village

38

Uppalanka

11

12

13

I.Polavaram
Allavaram
Mamidi
kuduru

10

4351

300

MP
Ele.School,
Harijanawada
MP Ele.School, Peda
Raghavulupeta
&
Cyclone
Shelter,
China Raghavulupeta

Coastal Line
N.Kothapalli

5945

350

Challapalli

9400

600

Bhyravapalem

4251

Bhyravapalem

Fishermen

Cyclone
Shelter,
Valasathippa
Rajvi
Gandhi
Foundation Cyclone
Shelter

SC
Cyclone
Community Gogullanka

Shelter,

Gogullanka

1541

Gogullanka

Odala Revu

3657

Odalarevu

SC, BC and
Cyclone
Shelter,
OC
Bhyravalanka
community
850
Cyclone Shelter

Rameswaram

550

Cyclone Shelter

Seetharamapuram
Satyanarayanapuram
S.Pallipalem
Gundepudi
Fishermen Area
Pallipalem
Goditippa Revu

300
250
520
450
470
50
60

Redcross Building
Cyclone Shelter
Cyclone Shelter
MPP Ele.School
3 Cyclone Shelter
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Malikipur
am

9

Sakhinetipalli

8

Thondangi

7

Uppalaguptam

S.Yanam

S.Pallipalem
Gundepudi
Karavaka

7090
1616
2175

Pasarlapudi

6941

School-cum-Cyclone
Shelter

Turupupalem

5125

Turupupalem

Pallipalem

3200

Fishermen Area

Mutyalavari
colony
Cyclone Shelter
Weavers
MP UP School
Colony
2 Cyclone shelters are
demilished, arranged
Ashram School & MP
610
Ele.School

Danavaipeta
Ontimamidi
Tatiyakulapalem
Yellayyapeta

2809
2300
800
2190

Danavaipeta

7600

G.M.Peta

4240

39

Danavaipeta
Ontimamidi
Tatiyakulapalem
Yellayyapeta

Yerrayyapeta

2380

Vemavaram

3100

K.P.Puram

1020 0

G.M.Peta
Yerrayyapeta
Annayyapeta
Kothapeta
V.Pampadipeta
Yadalavari Vuru
Vemavaram Part
Addaripeta
K.P.Puram
P.P.Puram
Butchiyyapeta
Avulamanda
Havaldarupadu
Chintakayalapeta
Laxmanudupeta
Kothachodipallipeta
Pathachodipallipeta
Talapantipeta

2050
1680
95
610
350
180
320
650
950
1010
720
930
950
1020
130
1570
1050
1060

G.M.Peta
Yerrayyapeta
Annayyapeta
Kothapeta
V.Pampadipeta
Yadalavari Vuru
Vemavaram
Addaripeta
K.P.Puram
P.P.Puram
Butchiyyapeta
Avulamanda
Havaldarupadu
Gaddipeta
Gaddipeta
Kothachodipallipeta
Pathachodipallipeta
Talapantipeta

Sl
No.

Name of the
Mandal.

Adjacent Mandals

Name of the
Village

Name of the
Vulnerable
Group to be
affected (with
approximate
no.of families)

Name of the Cyclone
Shelter / Other buildings
where they are to be
rehabilitated.

Gunnam
meraka

285 Katcha
houses

M.P.Ele.School,Gunnam
meraka

300

K.Pedalanka

100 Katcha
houses

M.P.Ele.School,
K.Pedalanka

2607

Ainvilli Lanka

440 katha
houses

Surya Buildings

4926

Bommaralla
Thipa

790 katcha
houses

Cyclone shelter

2230

Chinthanalanka

225 Katcha
houses

Z.P.High school,
Chintanalanka.

2821

Lanka

60 Katcha
houses

M.P.Ele.School, Madupalli.

Total
Population.

Gunnam Meraka
1593
H/o.Kondukuduru

Name of the
Vulnerable
Places.

40

Ravulapalem

6

Ubalanka

7692

Ubalanka

40

A.P.H.School,Ubalanka

Gopalapuram

9206

Gopalapuram

600

Z.P.H.School,Gopalapuram

Peravaram

4421

Peravaram

50

Bobbaralanka

2222

Bobbaralanka

100

Narkedimilli

3316

Narkedimilli

60

Vadapalli

2231

Pedalanka

50

ZPH School, Peravaram
Fisheries Office,
MP Ele.School
MP UP School,
Narkedimilli
Sri Venkateswaraswamy
Temple, Vadapalli

A list of Vulnerable Places in the Cyclone Mandals is as follows:

Sl
No.

Name of the Mandal.

LIST OF OTHER VULNERABLE PLACES

Name of the
Village.

Name of the
Vulnerable
Name of the Cyclone
Group to be
Total
Name of the Vulnerable
Shelter / Other buildings
affected (with
Population.
Places.
where they are to be
approximate
rehabilitated.
no.of
families)

Kovvuru
Repuru
Kovvada
Ganganapalli
Cheediga

6337
2353
3816
4245
5047

------

1511
573
915
746
1103

MP Ele.School
MP Ele.School
MP Ele.School
MP Ele.School
MP Ele.School

Swamynagar
Indrapalem

2713
13969

---

953
3127

Sarpavaram

9870

--

2111

Srinivasa Convent
ZP High School
MP Ele.School,
Bhavanarayanapuram

Kakinada Rural

3

Cyclone Shelter,
MP Ele.School, Kothuru
MP Ele.School,
Rayudupalem,
Gaigolupadu, ZP High
School, APSP

Ramanayyapeta

22323

--

5301

Panduru

4266

--

1078

Cyclone Shelter, ZP
High School Builidng.

P.V.Puram

783

--

174

MP Ele.School

41

Cyclone Shelter,
Ele.School
MP UP School

Penumarthi

1391

--

334

Thimmapuram

6138

--

1078

S.Atchutapuram

5206

--

1294

Gurajanapalli

4371

Seethayyathota
Bondalavaripeta

150

Nadakuduru

6268

Vakada
Vemulavada

2323
3627

SC
Velampeta
---

Patharlagadda

1500

SC Peta

75

Peda Kothuru

1525

--

0

Yendamuru

4454

--

0

Siripuram

1500

SC Peta

30

School Building

Z.Bhavaram

50

SC Peta

200

Community Hall

V.R.Palem

1154

-Dhanammacheruvu
Gattu

0
50

ZP High School

TR Colony

50

MP Ele.School

75

MP Ele.School Main

Velangi

7577

Peta

200

MP

Ideal College (Arts)
Cyclone Shelter ICyclone Shelter - II at
Adivipudi
Cyclone Shelter

0
0
School Building

P.Harijanapeta

4

Yenugubandalapeta
G.Bhavaram

0

--

Korupalli

0

Bossubandal
Colony
SC Colony

Peddapurappadu

2874

--

0

BC Peta

50

Ele.School

Gorripudi

5900
SC Peta

50

Ele.School

OC Colony

80

MP UP School

BC Colony

100

ZP High School

SC Colony

60

Community Hall

SC Peta

50

BC Peta

Pallipeta

50

MP Ele.School, NH Peta

Karapa

Kurada

5148

Kongodu

2400

Aratlakatta

3860

Karapa

10000

0

42

BC
100

MP UP School

7

Uppalagupta
m

Katrenikona

6

Cheyyeru

7651

Cheyyeru

1950

ZP High School

Penumalle

1871

Penumalle

464

ZP High School

Laxmivada

836

Laxmivada

275

ZP High School

Bantumilli

935

Bantumilli

206

MP Ele.School

Uppudi

1821

Uppudi

425

MP UP School

Katrenikona

12606

Katrenikona

3229

ZP High School & MP
UP School

Nadavapalli

2920

Nadavapalli

798

MP UP School

Kanduleswaram

1811

Kanduleswaram

458

MP Ele.School

Geddanapalli

2043

Geddanapalli

738

MP UP School

Donthukurru

4065

Donthukurru

994

ZP High School

Kantikuppa

4616

Kantikuppa

1003

ZP High School

Pallamkurru

11200

Pallamkurru

2869

MP UP School
Tata Building
Battucheruvu
Tata Building
Line peta
Suryabuilding
Sapevaripeta

Kunavaram

3103

Kunavaram

350

MP Ele.School

Uppalaguptam

9552

Perayya Cheruvu

400

Chyclone Shelter

Gollavilli

4106

Gollavilli

500

ZP High School

G.Moolapolam

4407

G.Moolapolam

1450

Cyclone Shelter

Guthenadeevi

3842

Guthenadeevi

1280

MP Ele.School

G.Vemavaram

2081

G.Vemavaram

2081

ZP High School

Yedurlanka

3119

Yedurlanka

1039

Community Hall

P.Injaram

2118

P.Injaram

706

Tata Relief Building

Komaragiri

4661

Komaragiri

1553

ZP High School

Pasuvullanka

3854

Chintapalli Lanka

1284

ZP High School

Tillakuppa

3888

Tillakuppa

1296

Tata Relief Building

T.Kothapalli

7660

2553

Tata Relief Building

I.Polavaram

7029

2343

Tata Relief Building

I.Polavaram

8

Duppu Lanka
Seethamma Cheruvu
I.Polavaram
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Bodasakurru

5995

Pallipalem

MP Ele.School

Godithippa

1694

Gopailanka

MP Ele.School

Godi

2328

Godipalem

MP Ele.School

Bendamurlanka

5053

Rebbanapalli

Cyclone Shelter

Thummalapalli

2047

Itikelagunta

MPP Ele.School

Mogallamuri

2733

Sirigatlapalli

MPP Ele.School

Godilanka

1712

Godilanka

MPP Ele.School

Thurupulanka

1514

Turupulanka

MPP Ele.School

Rellugadda

934

Rellugadda

MPP Ele.School

Yentrkonda

1961

Yentikonda

MPP Ele.School

Devaguptam

4152

Devaguptam

Redcross Building

D.Ravulapalem

2565

D.Ravulapalem

MPP Ele.School

Tadikona

1623

Tadikona

MPP Ele.School

Gudala

3146

Gudala

MPP Ele.School

Kodurupadu

2934

Kodurupadu

MPP Ele.School

Allavaram

10026

Allavaram

MPP Ele.School

12

Sakhinetipalli

10

Mamidikuduru

Allavaram

9

Gogannamatham

4155

Fishermen area

384

Cyclone Shelter
Mutyalapalem &
School-cum-Cyclone
Shelter.

Appanaramuni
Lanka

4166

Canal Sluice

833

ZP High School,
Tekisettipalem

15085

Lock peta Lanka out
1275
faul sluice

Luthern High School,
MP Ele.School,
Sakhinetipallipalem

Narsipeta

230

Narsipeta

Kothapakalu

530

Kothapakalu

Sakhinetipalli

13

Thondangi

Danavaipeta
Pydikonda

Pydikonda

Pydikonda

Krishnapuram

Krishnapuram

Krishnapuram

K.P.Puram

Hukumpeta

44

460

Hukumpeta

Gaddipeta

520

Gaddipeta

Oggumpet

300

Oggumpet

Gorsapalem

870

Gorsapalem

Vakadaripeta

620

Vakadaripeta

Pampadipeta

950

Pampadipeta

Srungavruksham

Srungavrukshampeta

320

Srungavrukshampeta

Thondangi

Thondangi Part

210

Thondangi Part

Kodada
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Adjacent Cyclone Prone Mandals – other Vulnerable places

Sl Name
of
No. Mandal.

2

Amalapuram

the Name of
Village.

Name of the
Vulnerable
Name of the Cyclone
Group to be
Name of the
Shelter
/
Other
the Total
affected
Vulnerable
buildings where they
Population.
(with
Places.
are
to
be
approximate
rehabilitated.
no.of
families)

Indupalli

5342

1000

School Building.

Sakurru

1732

250

School Building.

G.Agraham

1836

250

Bandarulanka

11684

100

School Building.
High
School
Building.

4

Kothapeta

NIL.

5

Ambajipeta

Pasupalli

2102

NIL

NIL

M.P.U.P.School.

6

Ravulapalem

Komarajulanka

5695

Komarajulanka 160

M.P.U.P.School,
Komarajulanka.

Katrenipadu

4295

Katrenipadu
lanka

Cyclone shelter

Merakapalem

1569

Nagulacheruvu 85

Community health
centre

Ponnamanda

6129

Cyclone
Colony,
40,
Premnagar,
40
Siddarthanagar

M.P.SW Primary
School
M.P.U.P.School,
M.P.E.S.Ponnamanda

Mulkipalli

2387

GMC Balayodi
42
Colony

MPES Mulkipalli
colocy

Kunavaram

2221

Gubbalavari
group

20

Z.P.H.S.,Kunavaram

Chintalapalli

6115

Chintalapalli
Kotha colony

30

M.P.E.S.Chintalapalli
HC

7

Razole

46
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Two-stage warning system
The cyclone warnings are provided in two stages. In the first stage, a “cyclone
alert” is issued 48 hours before the commencement of adverse weather along coastal
districts. In the second stage, a “cyclone warning” is issued 24 hours before the
cyclone’s anticipated landfall. Cyclone warning bulletins are generally a priority
message for exchange of tropical cyclone information and advisories. The ports and
fisheries warnings start much earlier.
Dissemination of cyclone warnings
Cyclone warnings are disseminated by the following means:
1. Telecast of warning bulletins through TV broadcasting
2. Broadcast of information through AIR
3. Bulletins to the press
4. Broadcast through Postal and Telegraph’s (P&T) coastal radio stations for
ship in high seas and coastal areas
Appointment of Special officers in Cyclone prone Mandals
Sl.
No

1

2

3

4

Name of the Officer
Sri Y.Shankar Naik,
Addl.Project Director,
NREGS, ITDA,
Rampachodavaram.
Sri K. Vijaya
Bhaskara Reddy,
Dy. EE, APSIDC,
Rajahmundry.
Smt. K.Krishna Sruthi,
Deputy Registrar/ Divl.
Coop. Officer,
Rajamahendravaram
Sri M.Koteswararao,
Deputy Director, Khadi
Board, Kakinada

Name of the
Mobile
Mandal
Number
allotted

e-mail ID

Addateegala

9491069934

apdrampachodavaram@red
iffmail.com

Ainavilli

9490959897

deeapsidcrjy@gmail.com

Alamuru

9100109172

rjydlco@yahoo.in

Allavaram

9440814615

doeg.apkvib@rediffmail.co
m

Amalapuram

9989932841

adahamp@gmaill.com

9100109173

dlcoamalapuram@gmail.co
m

5

Dr. A.Visweswararao,
A.D., AH, Amalapuram

6

Sri B.K. Durga Prasad,
Dvnl Coop Officer,
Ambajipeta
Amalapuram
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7

Sri K.Nageswara Rao,
Assistant Director of
Agriculture, Anaparthi

8

Sri D.R.L Prasad,
Atreyapuram
Dy.EE, RWS, Kothapeta

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

Sri J. Siva Kumar
Reddy,
Chief Deputy Inspector
of Factories, Kakinada.
Sri P. Venkateswara
Rao,
APO(TW), ITDA,
Chintoor
Sri B. Srinivasulu,
Project Horticulture
Officer,
Rampachodavaram.
Sri G. Thirupathayya,
Asst. Director, Agri.,
Jaggampeta
Sri P.V.S. Naidu,
APO(General),
Rampachodavaram.
Sri K. Chitti Babu,
Assistant Director of
Horticulture,
Rajahmundry.
Sri K.V.V.
Satyanarayana,
Assistant Director of
Disabled Welfare,
Kakinada.
Sri M.A.Shamsi,
Assistant Director of
Agriculture,
Mummidivaram.

Anaparthi

8886613576

agriego.anp@gmail.com

9100121122

rlprasad.dhavileswarapu@
gmail.com

Biccavolu

9440878658

dcifkkd-ap@gov.in

Chintoor

9440637742

aptw.cntr@gmail.com

Devipatnam

9440801435
9494037555

phoitdarcvm@gmail.com

Gandepalli

8886613605

agriegojpt@gmail.com

Gangavaram

9440801440

apog.rcv@gmail.com,
p_vsnaidu@yahoo.co.in

Gokavaram

7995086768

rajahmundryadh@gmail.co
m

Gollaprolu

9000013611

addweg@gmail.com

I.Polavaram

8886613585

agriego.mmv@gmail.com

17

Sri K.K.N.Kumar,
Dy.EE, RWS,
Peddapuram

Jaggampeta

9100121110

derwspdp@gmail.com

18

Sri K.V.R.N. Kishore,
Assistant Director,
Marketing, Kakinada

K.Gangavaram

7331154739

admkkd@gmail.com

19

Sri Ch.K.V.Chowdary,
Asst.Director of
Agriculture, Alamuru

Kadiam

8886613568

agriego.alm@gmail.com
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Sri M.Seshagiri,
Project Officer, SSA,
Kakinada

Kajuluru

9849909127

ssaegdt@yahoo.co.in,
ssaegdt@gmail.com

Kakinada Rural

8886613545

agriego.kkd@gmail.com

Kapileswarapur
am

8333991197

adgwdkkd@gmail.com

Karapa

8008705696

ad_handlooms_egdt_kkd@
yahoo.com

Katrenikona

9440810125

desfkkd@rediffmail.com

Kirlampudi

8886613598

agriego.pdp@gmail.com

Korukonda

9515117186

dlporjy@gmail.com

Kotananduru

9440509275

deeprituni@gmail.com

28

Sri G.Satyanarayana,
District Manager,
NEDCAP, Kakinada

Kothapeta

9866845577

dmnedcapkkd@gmail.com

29

Sri I.Srinivasa Rao,
Dy.Executive Engineer,
Tribal Welfare,
Rampachodavaram.

Kunavaram

9441143116

srinivasin@gmail.com

30

Sri A.V.Patel,
General Manager, DIC,
Kakinada

9640909820

gmdic.egd@gmail.com,
gmdic.egd@apindustries.g
ov.in,
patel_vallabai@yahoo.co.i
n

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

Smt. C. Bhavani,
Asst. Director,
Agriculture, Kakinada
Rural
Sri T V V
Satyanarayana ,
Assistant Director,
Ground Water,
Kakinada.
Sri SSSRKR Prasad
Assistant Director,
Handlooms & Textiles,
East Godavari,
Kakinada.
Sri A.V.S.R.K.
Appanna,
Divisional Forest
Officer, Social Forest,
Kakinada.
Smt. M. Ratna
Prasanthi,
AD, Agriculture,
Peddapuram
Sri M. Vara Prasad,
Divl. Panchayat Officer,
Rajamahendravaram
Sri K.V.S. Nageswara
Rao,
Deputy Executive
Engineer, PRI, Tuni

Malkipuram
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31

Sri B.S.Vijaya Kumar,
Deputy Director,Ground
Water, Rajahmundry.

Mamidikuduru

8333991189

apsgwdegd@gmail.com

32

Sri K. Babu Rao,
Assistant Director,
Agriculture, Kothapet

Mandapeta

8886613559

agriego.ktp@gmail.com

33

Sri H.V. Prasada Rao,
Mobile Court, SubDivisional Magistrate,
R.Chodavaram

Maredumilli

9492973011

mobilecourtrcdm@gmail.c
om

34

Sri J.V.S. Sarma,
D.L.P.O., Amalapuram

Mummidivaram

9849903189

dlpoamalapuram@gmail.c
om

P.Gannavaram

8886613549

agriego.pgv@gmail.com

Pedapudi

9100121116

deerwsanaparthi@gmail.co
m

Peddapuram

8886613529

adagriculture9@gmail.com

Pithapuram

8886613535

gvpadmasri2010@gmail.co
m

Prathipadu

8897623555

deeprisdprathipadu@gmail
.com

Rajahmundry
Rural

8886613562

agriego.rjy@gmail.com

Rajanagaram

9989932842

adahrjy@gmail.com

Rajavommangi

8331014773

rabert12paul@gmail.com
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36

37

38

39

40

41

42

Sri J.Eliyazar,
Assistant Director of
Agriculture,
P.Gannavaram
Sri M.S Swamy,
Deputy Executive
Engineer, RWS,
Biccavolu.
Sri
P.V.V.N.S.P.Prasad,
Asst.Director of
Agriculture,(FMS),
Peddapuram.
Smt. G.V. Padma Sri,
Asst.Director of
Agriculture,
Pithapuram
Sri K. Venkateswarlu,
Deputy EE, PR,
Prathipadu
Sri K.S. Ramesh,
Asst.Director of
Agriculture I/C.,
Rajahmundry.
Sri M.Venkateswarlu,
Assistant Director of
Animal Husbandry,
Rajahmundry.
Sri K. Rabert Paul,
Asst. Director, Soil
Conservation,
Ramapchodavaram.
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43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

Sri P.D.V.
Ratnakumar,
A.D., Agriculture,
Ramachandrapuram
Sri M. SAMUEL,
Sub Divisional Forest
Officer,
Rampachodavaram.
Smt. M.Naga Latha,
Divl. Panchayat Officer,
Peddapuram
Sri V.V.Phani Kumar,
Deputy Registrar/ Dist.
Coop. Audit Officer,
Kakinada
Sri M. Rama
Koteswara Rao, Asst.
Director, Animal
Husbandry, Rayavaram
Sri M.Hari Prasad,
Asst.Director of
Agriculture, Razole.
Sri T.V.Subba Rao,
Project Director, A.P.
Micro Irrigation Project,
Kakinada
Sri Krishana Rao,
D.E, R.W.S,
Malikipuram

Ramachandrapu
ram

8886613572

agriego.rcpm@gmail.com

Rampachodavar
am

8985078050

subdforcvm@yahoo.com

Rangampeta

9849903188

dlpopeddapuram@gmail.c
om

Ravulapalem

9100109169

dcaokakinada@gmail.com

Rayavaram

8790991177
8374910797

ramkot_moturi@haoo.co.in

Razole

8886613553

agriego.rzl@gmail.com

Rowthulapudi

7995087041

egapmip@gmail.com

Sakhinetipalli

9100121113

krishnaraomatt@gmail.co
m

51

Sri Y.V. Subba Rao,
Asst. Director, Agri.,
FTC, Peddpuram

Samalkot

8886613531

dpmego@gmail.coom

52

Dr M.Srinivasa Rao,
Chief Executive Officer,
Setraj, East Godavari,
Kakinada

Sankhavaram

9849909065

setraj_kkd2002@rediffmail
.com

53

Sri D.V.Krishna,
Assistant Director of
Agriculture, Korukonda

Sithanagaram

8886613581

krishna.vd.019@gmail.co
m

54

Sri Y. Krishna Reddy,
Deputy Commissioner
of Labour Kakinada

Thallarevu

9492555049

dclkkd@gmail.com

55

Sri V.Gopi Kumar,
AD, Horticulture,
Kakinada

Thondangi

7995086765

adhkakinada@gmail.com
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56

B.K.Mallikarjuna Rao
Assistant Director of
Agriculture, Tuni

Tuni

8886613623
9440207972

agriego.tuni@gmail.com

57

Sri K.Kanaka Raju,
Assistant Director of
Fisheries, Kakinada

U.Kothapalli

9440814725

kanakarajukamana@yahoo
.in

58

Sri Ch. Srinivasulu,
AD, Harticulture,
Amalapuram

Uppalaguptam

7995086766

adhamalapuram@gmail.co
m

V.R.Puram

9100973199

apdchintoor@gmail.com,
apdrampachodavaram@ya
hoo.com

Y.Ramavaram

9440801474

eetw.rcvm1@gmail.com

Yeleswaram

9100109171

dlcopdp@gmail.com

Yetapaka

9494868855
8886613530

agriego.ramp@gmail.com

59

60

61

62

Sri S. Narayana Raju,
Addl. Project Director,
NREGS, ITDA,
Chintoor
Sri P.K. Nageswara
Rao,
EE, Tribal Welfare,
Rampachodavaram.
Sri A. Radha Krishna
Rao Divisional
Cooperative Officer,
Peddapuram
Sri D.Srinivasa Reddy,
Asst. Director,
Agriculture, RCDM
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V.H.F Wireless Sets:
To meet the above action plan there is no V H F equipment available with the
Inspector of Police Communications Kakinada to meet the cyclone / Flood emergency
duties. The following mentioned equipment is required to establish the communication at
the time of cyclone / floods effected.
REQUIREMENTS
1. 20w V H F sets (Hytera M 788 G)

20 Nos.

2. Kenwood Repeater sets

02 Nos.

3. Kenwood TK-2170 Hand held 4/5 wt sets

50 Nos

4. 12v 75 AHC Btys.

35 Nos.

5. 12v 200 AHC Btys.

04 Nos.

6. 1.5 KVA Generator for charging of Btys

01 Nos.

7. Aerial poles with Nylon ropes (T/mast)

20 Nos.

8. 30 mtrs CO-AXIL cables

20 Nos.

9. Aerial Heads

20 Nos.

10 .One vehicle to rush / carry the
Staff and equipment
(exclusively for communication wing)

01 No.

I there fore request the Colector and Dist.Magistrate E.G. Kakinada may please be
provide the above mentioned equipment at an earliest under Cyclone/Flood quote to meet
the said emergency otherwise it is very difficulty to establish the communication.
Cyclone Disaster warning systems(CDWS).
There are 13 old CDWS stations and 17 new CDWS stations in the Cyclone
Mandals in the District. A list of those stations is as follows:
CYCLONE DISASTER WARNING SYSTEM (C.D.W.S)
IN EAST GODAVARI DISTRICT.
Sl.No. Name of the Mandal / Village
01.
02.
03.
04.
05.
06.
07.
08.

I. Polavaram (M)
Mummidivaram (M)
Amalapuram (M)
Kothapeta (M)
Razole (M)
Sakhinetipalli (M)
Komaragiripatnam, Allavaram (M) (G.P)
Tuni (M)
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09.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Pithapuram (M)
Kakinada (Urban) (M)
Ramachandrapuram (M)
Kotipalli – Pamarru (M) (G.P)
Yanam

New CDWS
Sl.No. Name of the Mandal / Village
01.

Kajuluru (M)

02.

Ravulapalem (M)

03.

Seethanagaram (M)

04.

Atreyapuram (M)

05.

Uppalaguptam (M)

06.

Malkipuram (M)

07.

Guthanadeevi (G.P)

08.

Kandikuppa (G.P)

09.

Challapalli (G.P)

10.

Vadalarevu (G.P)

11.

Antervedipallipalem (G.P)

12.

Tallarevu (G.P)

13.

U.Kothapalli (G.P)

14.

Vontimamidi (G.P)

15.

Thondangi (G.P)

16.

Karapa (G.P)

17.

Turupupalem H/o. Kesanapalli (G.P)
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Community Radio Sets:
For broadcosting Cyclone Message/Warnings in Rural areas community radio sets
will be used. The Deputy Radio Executive Engineers, Kakinada and Rajahmundry will
supervise this.
The District Panchayat Officer, Kakinada will make arrangements for
broadcasting the messages through Community Radio sets.
Cell Phones:
Dissemination of Cyclone messages/warnings shall also be done thorough SMS
on cell phones being used by the Departmental Officials.
Flood Management
The Irrigation Department administers flood control room and relays information
such as reservoir levels, inflows, outflows, capacities, gate opening positions etc.
Flood Forecasting
Reliable advance information warning about impending floods, loss of human
lives and moveable properties and human miseries can be reduced to a considerable
extent. People and livestock can be shifted to safer places. Similarly, valuable moveable
properties can be removed to safer places beyond areas likely to be inundated.
Information such as the water levels crossing danger levels, evacuation plans and other
mitigation measures could be used efficiently in managing floods and evacuation.
Fire preparedness
Fire Department is the mandate of mitigating fire hazards in the District. Primary
functions identified by the department meet many disaster preparedness measures.
Key functions of the department are:
The Department plays a vital role in the area of fire fighting and fire prevention.
Apart from fire fighting, the department also undertakes rescue operations and saves
hundreds of people, marooned in floods, trapped in the debris of fallen buildings, road
and rail accidents and other natural and human-caused disasters.
The Fire Service Department provides five main services:
Community fire safety: This service covers a range of initiatives that are aimed at
reducing the number of fires and the number of deaths and injuries caused by fire.
Legislative fire safety: This service makes sure that the people are not put at risk
from fires in the workplace and fire hazardous buildings. It is mandatory of Fire
Department to make sure constructed buildings comply with fire safety legislation and
are issued ‘No Objection Certificate’ from Fire Service Department.
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Special services: This service responds to other types of incident, for example vehicle
accidents, trapped people and animals, storms and floods.
Emergency planning: Services that plan and prepare for large-scale emergencies, for
example large rail and road accidents, aircraft crashes, cyclones, severe floods and
earthquakes.
Flow of Information (Communication)
A procedure has to be laid out to communicate the accident / attack to the District
Control Room (DCR) giving details such as location of incident, chemical(s) involved,
severity of incident, casualties (if any), etc. The person in-charge at DCR shall then
inform the first three responders i.e. Police, Fire & Emergency Services and Medical
Department. He will then inform the District Collector, in turn, he would inform the State
Government about the incident and ask for additional help in terms of resources and
manpower (if at all required) after assessing the situation on site.
The first responders, after reaching the site, will secure more information about
the incident and try to establish communication with the concerned agencies /
departments for deploying resources / personnel as per the need of the situation.
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CHAPTER – 3
DISASTER RESPONSE
CYCLONE :
For monitoring and directing measures for organizing rescue, relief and
rehabilitation is the Revenue Department in the District.. All other concerned
Departments should extend full cooperation in all matters pertaining to the management
of the Cyclone disaster whenever it occurs. Departments like Revenue, Police including
Transport, Ports & Fisheries, R & B, Power, Finance, Information and Broadcasting etc.
shall have a major role in emergency response during occurrence of Cyclone
In case of cyclones, 72 hours advance warning of various levels of certainty are
provided by the IMD. This system is well established and the District Administrations is
attended for emergency operations soon after the first warning is received. The typical
sequence of cyclone early warning is as follows:
1.

IMD’s INSAT satellite based Cyclone Warning Dissemination System (CWDS)
is one of the best currently in use in India to communicate cyclone warnings from
IMD to community and important officials in areas likely to be affected directly
and quickly.

2. After getting information from IMD, and State Government the Revenue
Department is responsible for disseminating cyclone warnings to the public and
Line Departments.
3. On receiving an initial warning, the Revenue Department sends the warning to all
Line Departments. Warning messages are transmitted though wireless to all
districts and talukas. District Collectors are provided with satellite phones and a
Ham-radio to maintain effective communication, even if terrestrial and cell-phone
communication fails.
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Warning to Various Stakeholders
Fishermen:
A fisherman warning is a warning message for fishermen who ply on coastal areas
or may go out at sea. Dangers to fisherman due to storm are strong winds and
associated high seas, due to which fishing boats may capsize.. The fishermen are
issued warning when one of the following conditions of weather is expected along
and off any coast;
•

Strong off-shore and on-shore winds (or with appropriate direction), speed
exceeding 45 km/h

•

Squally weather – frequent squalls with rain; or persistent type of strong gusty
winds (>20kts; 36km/h) accompanied by rain.

•

Gales and

•

State of sea very rough or above (wave heights are four metres or more).

•

The warnings are disseminated to fishermen through;
Fisheries officials and AIR broadcasts daily three / four times in local language.

The warnings are broadcasted as a routine four times a day (morning (0600 hrs), midday, evening (1800 hrs) and mid-night) from the air stations in the local language.
During a cyclonic storm, such warnings are covered in the cyclone bulletins sent to
the air stations at hourly or 3 hourly intervals for frequent broadcast. The fisheries
warnings issued during mid-day are incorporated in the ‘general weather bulletin’ by
forecasting offices in maritime states.
Salt Workers
The District Collectors are required to take steps to specifically warn salt
industries and if necessary, carry out immediate evacuation of salt workers to safe
shelters. The labour department and industries department officials at the district level
will assist the collector in this regard.
Public :
Weather bulletins are broadcasted in Telugu daily as routine. When there is a
threat of cyclone special weather bulletins are broadcasted as soon as they are received
from IMD and Goernment, repeated in subsequent transmission. The do’s and don’t are
specified. Dissemination of warning to the general public at large in vulnerable areas is
through print, radio, TV and other media.
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Timely Responsibilities:
Time Frame

Task
Warning receipt
and
dissemination

Activity
•
•
•
•
•

0 – 72 hrs

•

Review of
situation and
reporting

•
•

•
•

0 – 48 hrs

•

•

Activate District Control Room at full
strength.
Alert all response teams for deployment.
Remain in constant touch with control rooms
Instruct and alert all departments of the key
line departments to activate their departmental
plan and SOPs for Cyclone response.
Activatealternative
communication
equipments i.e. satellite phones, VHF sets,
Ham radio, , District control rooms
Establish communication links with villages
likely to be affected as per the contact details
available.

Get the latest weather report from IMD to
know the exact location of Cyclone and the
likely area where landfall will take place.
After reviewing the weather report and
satellite images issue instructions and orders
for emergency response to areas likely to be
affected.
Ensure that Cyclone information is
disseminated to all who are at danger
Arrange dissemination of information through
various means of communication such as
Radio, TV, Cable Network, SMS about
Cyclone warning to districts/areas which are
likely to be hit by Cyclonic Storm
Impose restriction on all transport activities
heading towards coastal areas that are likely
to be affected by Cyclone

Alert following teams to remain in readiness:
1. Evacuation
2. Emergency Medical Services
3. Search and Rescue
4. Alert following emergency response
forces to remain in readiness:
i. Fire & Emergency Services
ii. NDRF
iii. Village Disaster Management Teams
iv. Police, Home Guards
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•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
Review of
situation and
reporting
0 – 24 hrs

•

Based on the warning issued by IMD, pin
point the districts and villages likely to be
affected by Cyclone and start the procedure
for identifying safe places/shelters for
evacuation in those villages.
Village wise data of safe sheltering for
evacuation available on DDMP should be
referred and the DDMA official should be
contacted to know the status of the shelters
with the capacity of the shelter and other
available facilities at the site.
Make transport arrangement for mobilization
of all emergency response teams.
Cordoning off coastal areas for restricting
entries of rail or road traffic.
Ensure law and order is maintained in areas
likely to be affected.
Ensure that all critical activities (mainly
industrial production) in areas likely to be
affected are shutdown.
Ensure that the schools and colleges are
closed in areas likely to be affected by
Cyclone and associated hazards.
Ensure dissemination of information to
remote areas by local means.
Ensure that local help lines are opened and
effectively managed for public information,
guidance and rumor control.
Ensure that the information to public and
media about the progress of Cyclone at
periodic intervals is released.
Make arrangements for logistic support to all
emergency response teams.
Health Department to activate their
Departmental Cyclone Disaster Management
Plan and Departmental SOPs for Management
of casualties
After reviewing the weather report and
satellite images issue instructions and orders
for emergency response to areas likely to be
affected areas.
Review and monitor following activities:
Evacuation of people from coastal areas
likely to be affected
i. Positioning of Search and Rescue Teams
ii. Positioning of mobile ommunication
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•
•
•
•
•

•

•

units
iii. Positioning of quick medical response
teams
iv. Mobilization of restoration teams of
respective departments
v. Dissemination of information to the
vulnerable areas
vi. All preparedness measures to be taken by
various authorities
Inform the public residing in areas likely to be
affected to evacuate through various means
such as SMS, AIR, Media etc.
Start evacuation from the likely affected areas
through Police support, if necessary
To account for the exact number of fishermen
in the sea and fishermen that have already
reached the shore
Ensure that the Relief Management work
planned in the areas likely to be affected by
the Cyclone are well organized.
Ensure that the arrangement for basic
amenities(shown below) at evacuation/relief
centres are made by the respective
departments:
i. Drinking water
ii. Food
iii. Clothing
iv. Sanitation and hygiene,
v. Lighting Medicines and other Health Care
Inform following agencies to be in a state of
readiness for assisting in the Cyclone
response measures (if required):
i. Public sector agencies
ii. Private sector agencies
iii. NGOs
iv. Volunteer Organizations
Restriction may be imposed for transportation
in threatened areas
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Disaster
Declaration

•

•

0 Hrs

•

•

Mobilization
and
Deployment

•

•

0+24 Hrs

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

When Cyclone makes a landfall, Cyclone
affected Dist. Collectors should send a
communication to the State Govt. to declare
the area as disaster affected, if necessary,
(depending upon the nature and intensity of
impact
Deployment of following teams to Cyclone
affected areas:
a. Emergency Communication Teams
b. Emergency Medical Services Teams
c. Search and Rescue Teams (With
Equipments)
d. Preliminary
damage
Assessment
Teams
e. Need Assessment Teams
Establish communication link with affected
districts
by
activating
alternate
communication equipments such as Satellite
Phones, HF/VHF Sets, Ham Radio, V Set
etc., in State/District EOCs and Taluka
Control Rooms.
Arrange dissemination of information about
occurrence of Cyclone and areas that are
affected by it to Media & Public.
Remain in constant touch with IMD for
updates on weather forecast for the coming
hours and plan accordingly.
Immediate
mobilization
of
following
units/teams to areas affected by Cyclone and
associated rains.
Fire and Emergency Services
Quick Medical Response Teams
Quick Damage & Loss Assesment Teams
Quick Need Assessment Teams
Road Clearance Teams
Teams for disposal of dead bodies
Teams for disposal of carcasses
Teams for debris clearance (if any)
Teams for maintaining Law & Order in the
affected areas
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Measures for
quick and
organized
response

•

•
•
•
•

•

C.

To survey the access roads/routes leading to
the affected areas and manage traffic for
mobilization of equipments, machinery and
volunteers.
Identify alternate roads/routes for evacuation
Undertake repairing/restoration of damaged
roads leading to the affected areas.
Identify
and
declare
unsafe
buildings/structures in Cyclone affected areas.
Evacuate
people
from
unsafe
buildings/structures and shift them to relief
camps/sites.
Divert/stop transport activities (Rail + Road)
heading towards Cyclone affected areas.

Short-term Relief Measures
o Search, rescue and medical assistance
o Identification of areas where Serach and Rescue Teams to be deployed
o Coordination of Serach and Rescue teams for their quick deployment in allotted
areas
o Provision of quick transport of Serach and Rescue teams to affected areas.
o The department of Roads and Buildings to evolve a mechanism for clearing access
routes in order to facilitate search and rescue operations.
o Mobilization of specialized equipments and machinery to affected areas.
o Cordoning of affected areas with control of entry and exit.
o Traffic Management by establishment of traffic points and check-posts.
o The Police Department to evolve a mechanism for providing security of properties
of government and public in the affected areas.
o Emergency relief (shelter, food, clothing, etc.)
o Establishment of Temporary shelters for evacuees.
o Ensuring provision of essential services as under:
o Arrangement for food, clothing, blanket/bedding, drinking water, sanitation and
hygiene, lighting arrangements and essential medicines.
o Deployment of mobile hospitals in affected areas for treatment of victims.
o Providing counselling services to the cyclone victims and their relatives.
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o Ensure establishment of communication link between the affected people and their
relatives outside.
o The DDMA to ensure the following in the relief camps:
o Special emphasis on Hygiene and sanitation aspects should be given in relief
camp sites.
o Separate area should be earmarked within the relief camp for storage of relief
materials.
o Adequate manpower and transport facilities for the camp site.
o Arrangements to be made for trauma management.
o Mobile medical units to be sent to remote areas with a view to provide medical
assistance to the victims/injured.
o Information centre should be established by the administration.
Interim Relief Measures
o Arrangements to be made for quick identification and maintenance of the records
of disposal of dead bodies in the affected areas ( Revenue, Police, Health Dept.,
Local Authorities).
o Arrangements to be made to record the complaints of all persons reported missing.
Follow up action in terms of verification of the report also needs to be made.
(Police Dept.)
o District Magistrates and sub-divisional magistrates to be empowered to exempt
the requirement of identification and post-mortem in case of mass casualties.
Revenue Dept may depute additional sub-divisional magistrates to expedite
disposal of the dead bodies. (Revenue & Police Dept.)
o Unclaimed/unidentified dead bodies to be disposed off with the help of pre
identified voluntary Agencies at the earliest after keeping their records. (Police,
Revenue, Health Dept. & Local Bodies)
o Separate Cell to be established at District/Mandal level to coordinate with the
NGOs and outside donor/aid agencies. (Revenue Dept.)
o Regular meetings of the different stakeholders/departments should be organized at
District level for sharing of information, developing strategies for relief
operations. (Revenue Depart).
o Information & Public Relation Dept to coordinate with the media to play a
positive role in disseminating appropriate information to public and the
government in order to facilitate the speedy recovery.
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Assessment of Damage/Loss and Relief needs
o Issue instructions to the all line Departmental officers to provide the damage and
loss assessment report, the same has consolidate and to prepare the damage and
loss assessment report” which will be useful in planning and implementing the
relief operation after the disaster for the victims of the disaster.
o `Adequate manpower, vehicles, stationery etc should be provided to supplement
the efforts for need/loss assessment.
o The relief need assessment report should be provided by the District
Administration.
o Identification and demolition of dangerous structures in the affected areas to
minimize further loss of life and injuries. (R & B Dept., Revenue Dept and Local
Bodies)
o Arrangements for distribution of gratuitous relief and cash doles. (Revenue Dept.,
Panchayat & Rural Housing Dept.,)
o Arrangements to be made for survey of human loss and distribution of ex-gratia
relief to the families of deceased persons. (Revenue Dept.)
o Teams to be formed and dispatched to the affected areas for detailed assessment
of houses and property damage assessment. (Revenue Dept )
EARTHQUAKE :
As per the history, the East Godavari District doesn’t experances the Major
Earthquakes and it doesn’t reach the Magnitude above 6. However if earthquake occurs a
preview to minimize the adverse impacts of earthquakes in the future, The Action Plan
will consist of the following activities:
i) Declaration of earthquake disaster
ii) Affective Mechanism on receiving the report of occurrence of an earthquake
Declaration of earthquake disaster
Any area where earthquake has occurred as disaster affected area on the
recommendations of the District Collector. The purpose of declaration of disaster is to
organize effective response and mitigating the earthquake effects. Such a declaration
provides wide powers and responsibilities to the District Collector in order to handle the
incident effectively.
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Affective Mechanism on receiving the report of occurrence of an earthquake
An earthquake of magnitude 5 or more is likely to cause deaths and injuries to
human beings and damage to all kinds of property, both private and public. Unfortunately
there is very little warning available before the earthquake. Therefore planning should
cater for a quick response at all levels to reduce the effects of the earthquake to the
minimum.
The Revenue Department

will be formulating, controlling, monitoring and

directing measures for earthquake preparedness, organizing rescue, relief and
rehabilitation. All other concerned departments should extend full cooperation in all
matters pertaining to the management of the earthquake disaster whenever it occurs.
The occurrence of an earthquake may be reported by the Indian Meteorological
Department (IMD) / National Geophysical Research Institute (NGRI) / Institute of
Seismological Research (ISR). On receipt of the information, the District Administration
will inform the real situation to concerned authorities.
Response mechanism of the concerned line departments along with the roles and
responsibilities of each one of them
o Contact all Line Departments to inform them about the venue and time of first
meeting to assess the situation and decide the course of action to be adopted by
the State government
o Issue instructions to all departments to ensure that all state government employees
to report for duty immediately in order to execute their responsibilities
o Instruct all line departments to ensure their duty officers to remain available round
the clock in with full updated information of the activities of their departments.
o Prepare and submit daily situation report to Government.
o Request the Governement for Mobilize additional manpower from the
departments to the district for supporting the Relief Operation. They should be
provided task force action Plans of the concerned district prepared earlier.
o Management of Media (Press/TV Channels/Government Press Notes) with special
emphasis on rumour control.
Restoration of lines of communications and essential services to facilitate
emergency response:
o Establishment of Emergency Communication
o Restoration of Communication Links (Rail, Road & Air)
o Restoration of power and electricity
o Supply of safe drinking water
o Restoration of essential lifeline infrastructure
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Search, rescue and medical assistance
o Identification of areas where Seach and Rescue Teams to be deployed
o Coordination of Search and Rescue teams for their quick deployment in allotted
areas
o Provision of quick transport of Search and rescue teams to affected areas.
o The department of Roads and Buildings to evolve a mechanism for clearing access
routes and debris in order to facilitate search and rescue operations.
o Mobilization of specialized equipments and machinery to affected areas.
o Cordoning of affected areas with control of entry and exit.
o Traffic Management by establishment of traffic points and check-posts.
o The Police Department to evolve a mechanism for providing security of properties
of government and public in the affected areas.
o Setting up of field hospitals in the affected areas and deployment of mobile
hospitals.
o Arrangements to be made for quick transportation of injured victims to the
hospitals.
Emergency relief (shelter, food, clothing, etc.)
(a) Establishment of Temporary shelters for evacuees.
(b) Ensuring provision of essential services as under:
o Arrangement for food, clothing, blanket/bedding, drinking water, sanitation
and hygiene, lighting arrangements and essential medicines.
o Deployment of mobile hospitals in affected areas for treatment of victims.
o Providing counselling services to the earthquake victims and their relatives.
c) Arrangement for providing transport facility to send dead bodies of non-locals to
their natives. The administration should also ensure Law and Order during shifting
of the dead bodies.
(d) Ensure establishment of communication link between the affected people and their
relatives outside.
Immediate relief to be provided to the affected population
Short-Term Relief Measures
•

Provide temporary shelter to affected people

•

Evacuation site should be safe, and easily accessible.

•

Continue to provide essential services to the affected people i.e. food, water,
clothing, sanitation and medical assistance

•

The DDMA to ensure the following in the relief camps:

•

Special emphasis on Hygiene and sanitation aspects should be given in relief
camp sites.

•

Separate area should be earmarked within the relief camp for storage of relief
materials.

•

Adequate manpower and transport facilities for the camp site.
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•

Arrangements to be made for trauma management.

•

Mobile medical units to be sent to remote areas with a view to provide medical
assistance to the victims/injured.

•

Information centre should be established by the administration.

Interim Relief Measures
•

Arrangements to be made for identification and maintenance of the records of
disposal of dead bodies in the affected areas.

•

Arrangements to be made to record the complaints of all persons reported missing.
Follow up action in terms of verification of the report also needs to be made.

•

Sub-divisional magistrates to be empowered to exempt the requirement of postmortem in case of mass casualties. Revenue Dept may depute additional SDMs to
expedite disposal of the dead bodies.

•

Unclaimed/unidentified dead bodies to be disposed off at the earliest after keeping
their records.

•
•

•

•

Additional manpower to be deployed in the affected areas for supplementing the
efforts of the local administration.
Separate Cell to be established at state/district/Taluka level to coordinate with the
NGOs and outside donor/aid agencies.
Regular meetings of the different stakeholders/departments should be organized at
state level for sharing of information, developing strategies for relief operations.
[
Information & Broadcasting Dept to coordinate with the media to play a positive
role in disseminating appropriate information to public and the government in
order to facilitate the speedy recovery.

Assessment of Damage / Loss and Relief needs

•
•
•
•
•
•

The DDMA to issue instructions to all line departments to provide ‘the need and
loss assessment
Adequate manpower, vehicles, stationery etc should be provided to supplement
the efforts for need/loss assessment.
Identification and demolition of dangerous structures in the affected areas to
minimize further loss of life and injuries.
Arrangements for debris removal and its appropriate disposal.
Arrangements for distribution of gratuitous relief and cash doles.
Arrangements to be made for survey of human loss and distribution of exgratia
relief to the families of deceased persons.
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TSUNAMI :
•

A state-of-the-art early warning centre is established at INCOIS with all the
necessary computational and communication infrastructure that enables reception
of real-time data from all the sensors, analysis of the data, generation and
dissemination of tsunami advisories following a standard operating procedure.

•

Seismic and sea-level data are continuously monitored in the Early Warning
Centre using a custom-built software application that generates alarms/alerts in the
warning centre whenever a pre-set threshold is crossed.

•

Tsunami warnings/watches are then generated based on pre-set decision support
rules and disseminated to the concerned authorities for action, following a
Standard Operating Procedure

Dissemination
•

The National Early Warning Centre will generate and disseminate timely
advisories to the Control Room of the Ministry of Home Affairs for further
dissemination to the Public.

•

On receiving an initial warning at DDMA, sends the warning to all Line
Departments, the District administration who are likely to be affected by different
communication means explained before.

Search & Rescue
•

The first priority in the aftermath of a disaster is to minimize loss of lives by
undertaking rescue efforts for the affected people and providing medical
treatment. People who are trapped under destroyed buildings or are isolated due to
any disaster need immediate assistance.

•

For earthquake and most of the man-made disasters prediction cannot be done so
the response activities are initiated immediately after its occurrence.

•

The DDMA in conjunction with local authorities will be responsible for the search
and rescue operations in an affected region. In doing so, the DDMA will be
guided by relevant disaster management plans and will be supported by
Government departments and local authorities.

Funds generation
The State Government allocates funds in the State Budget for relief activities. In
addition, funds may be available through the State Disaster Response Fund (Detail
regarding funding of SDRF is described in chapter 1).
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Finalizing relief payouts and packages
Relief packages would include details relating to collection, allocation and
disbursal of funds to the affected people. Relief would be provided all the affected
families without any discrimination of caste, creed, religion, community or sex
whatsoever.
CHEMICAL & INDUSTRIAL HAZARDS
Chemical accidents may originate in:
1.

Manufacturing

and

formulation

installations

including

during

commissioning and process operations; maintenance and disposal.
2.

Material handling and storage in manufacturing facilities, and isolated
storages; warehouses godowns and fuel depots.

3.

Transportation (road, rail, air, water, and pipelines).

A number of factors including human errors could spark off chemical
accidents with the potential to become chemical disasters. These are:
Process and Safety System Failures:
1.
Human errors: neglecting safety instructions, deviating from specified
procedures etc.
2.

Lack of information: absence of emergency warning procedures,
nondisclosure of line of treatment etc.

3.

Organisational errors: poor emergency planning and coordination, poor
communication with public, noncompliance with mock drills/exercises
etc., which are required for ensuring a state of quick response and
preparedness.

Responsibilities
Once the situation at the site is under control, fire has been extinguished; the
emission of vapours to the atmosphere has been effectively checked, the following
actions have to be performed by various sub-teams and the respective line departments as
well as the district administration:
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Search & Detection of Leak / Toxic Release - The Search & Detection Team would
identify the risk and nullify the sources of leak / toxic release. If any unclear or
unidentified substance or source is identified or detected, the team should send them
immediately to the laboratory for further investigation / analysis. The Team should also
preserve the samples from the site of the incident such as sand, water, air and other
infected substances for further investigation which could aid in strengthening the case
later on. Technical expertise of PCB, Fire & Emergency Services and the Health
Department may be used by the Search & Detection Team in carrying out the activities if
required.
Structural Inspections after Fires or Explosions - A major explosion could damage or
destroy numerous buildings and any nearby bridges or tunnels. Similarly large fires can
have major effects on buildings and other infrastructure facilities over a vast surrounding
area. In either case, residents / owners of the partially damaged buildings will want to
know if the structures are safe to occupy while they await repairs. Questions pertaining to
the safety of highway or railway bridges must also be resolved quickly to avoid traffic
complications. It must be ensured that the inspection personnel have special precautions
(i.e., chemical protective gear) in addition to normal safety equipment in those cases
where the structure may still be contaminated by hazardous residues. Fire & Emergency
Services personnel along with the structural experts from the R & B Department shall be
responsible for inspecting the structural integrity of damaged buildings, bridges, or other
structures in the aftermath of a fire or explosion.
Search, Rescue And Evacuation - After getting the go ahead from the technical
personnel responsible for ensuring structural safety of the buildings in and around the
incident site, the Search & Evacuation Team should carry out their job and evacuate the
affected population from the site of the incident. They should brief the Information
Officer about the rescue and evacuation status (including the place of temporary shelter)
to ensure that no rumours are spread to avoid any panic amongst the general public. The
Team, with the help of Police personnel should also stop general public from moving
towards the danger zone. The Team should provide guidance to people regarding
evacuation route, first aid and decontamination area. They should also help the Medical
Team in rushing the victims to nearby hospitals.
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Providing Medical and First Aid To the victims - The Medical Team should provide
first aid to the victims of the incident. If need arises, the Team should also help the
hospital staff of the hospital where the victims would be transported from the incident
site. They should monitor the level of triage of the victims through checking their
breathing and pulse. They should also decide on the type of decontamination (either wet
or dry) depending upon the substances / chemicals used during the disaster. The Team
should also identify the trauma cases and counsel them appropriately.
Counselling and rehabilitation to the victims The psychological impact of a chemical
disaster manifests as psychosocial trauma including psychological reactions, posttraumatic stress disorder, and other psychological ailments in displaced disaster victims
which need to be addressed. Counselling by psychologists and psychiatrists for those
suffering from mental trauma is an essential element of medical rehabilitation.
Provision of Alternate Water Supplies - There are a number of circumstances under
which a potable water supply may become unfit for human consumption for a time and
require replacement. This is most commonly accomplished by bringing in supplies of
bottled water and / or tankers / trailers capable of carrying water. The district
administration must ensure the availability of potable water for consumption of affected
population as well as first responders engaged at the incident site.
Re-Entry into Evacuated Areas - Based on the assessment of the situation at the site,
the DCG would take a decision on the termination of emergency. However, before taking
this decision, several other actions needs to be ascertained such as restoration of
electricity, gas, and water supplies in the affected areas / buildings, transport
arrangements for bringing the affected population back from the temporary shelters,
restoration of law & order in the affected area /s, etc. through the concerned Teams /
departments.
IRRIGATION DEPARTMENT
The Departmental Officials should inspect all head regulators, flood banks,
Drainage System in advance. They should also take up intensive patrolling of river banks
to identify weak and vulnerable areas; replenish all items in the flood/cyclone store which
are required for closure of breaches if any and also for strengthen the vulnerable points.
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CHAPTER 4
Key Role of State Government Departments.
Disaster Management is not an individual but a team exercise – a team not of
individuals but of a variety of organizational setups and community clusters whom we
know as Stakeholders. They are stakeholders because, directly or indirectly, their interests
are somehow affected by the impact of a disaster. Government Departments are
stakeholders by their very executive concern and responsibilities towards the people in
general and the victims of a disaster in particular; stakeholders other than the government
departments are so because of their organizational interests and objectives or their
organizational social responsibility, or organizational concern for the welfare of the
people. The stakes being different both in nature and kind, it becomes essential to place
them in a position where they serve their own interest and, in the process, serve the larger
interest of communities in disaster management.
The Government Departments playing lead or support roles in disaster
management are : Line Departments by very nature of their work, either primarily or
secondarily, directly or indirectly, have to contribute in disaster management. Each
Department shall involved in Disaster Management and mitigation will. Every
Departmemnt shall prepare the Disaster Mitigation Plan, in which the preparedness
measures i.e., measures to be taken in Pre Disaster and Post Disasters, updated Emploees
Details, and formation of Rescue and Assessment Teams shall include. The main
objectives of the line Departments is Reducing hazards through land use planning, Public
education and awareness, Providing local disaster warnings, Representing community
interests in disaster management to other levels of government. All line Departments shall
Work under the overall supervision of the the district Collectors during emergencies.
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Awareness generation regarding various plant diseases, alternate cropping
practices in dissemination disaster-prone districts, provision for crop insurance, credit
facilities and proper storage of grains and seed etc. Identifying and mapping hazard areas;
(identification of areas endemic to pest infections, drought, flood, and other hazards.
Regular monitoring at mandal level; the distribution and variation in rainfall. Promotion
of alternative crops and cropping patterns in view of vulnerability of areas to specific
hazards.
Type
of
Task
Disaster
Adaption of new
technology

Activity
1. Application of advanced Agro-Science
technology and agro-engineering inputs to
improve agriculture production
1. Departmental drought contingency plan
2. drought related departmental action plan
and SOP
3. Imparting training to the stakeholders
involved in drought mitigation and
management.
4. Encourage

Capacity building

technology

people
of

to

drip

use
and

advance
sprinkler

irrigation
Drought/
Cyclone/
Tsunami

5. Encourage water harvesting
6. Encourage farmers to understand crop
pattern to be adopted in their area
Rational use of fertilizers and pesticides
7. Encourage the adaptation of technique
for preservation of green fodder
1. Disseminate drought risk to general
public residing in drought prone zones
Awareness

2. Campaign

for

drought

tips

for

agriculture, general public and industries
Mobilization and
deployment

1. Deploy quick damage
&
Loss
Assessement teams of Agriculture crops
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Awareness

1. Campaign for tips to Agricture farmers
• Awareness generation regarding various
plant diseases, alternate cropping
practices in disaster-prone areas, Crop
Insurance, provision of credit facilities,
proper storage of seeds, etc.
• Hazard area mapping (identification of
areas endemic to pest infections, drought,
flood, and other hazards).
• Develop database village-wise, cropwise,
irrigation source wise, insurance details,
credit facilities, etc.
• Regular monitoring at block level; the
distribution and variation in rainfall.
Prepare the farmers and department
officers to adopt contingency measures
Prevention
and take up appropriate course of action
measures
corresponding to the different emerging
conditions.
• Detail response manuals to be drawn up
for advising the farmers for different
types of disasters, e.g., rain failure in July
or September & development of a
dynamic response plan taking into
account weekly rainfall patterns.
• Advise to farming communities on
cropping practices and precautionary
measures to be undertaken during various
disasters.
• Improving irrigation facilities, watershed
management, soil conservation and other
soil, water and fertility management
Action Plan of Agriculture Department
Cyclone / Heavy Rains and Floods:
East Godavari by virtue of its geographical location is prone to frequent cyclones,
heavy rains and floods during the period from August to November. Coastal mandals are
usually more affected by natural calamities.
In the event of occurrence of cyclone, the Department of Agriculture will be asked to
furnish the following details
1) Mandal wise rainfall - Actual and Normal.
2) Crop coverage particulars – Normal areas, Area covered under different crops.
3) Damage particulars i.e., Crop damages, Sand casting or Soil erosion.
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Crop Damage:
The classification of Crop damage will be as follows:
a) Fully Damaged: If the percentage of damage is more than 50% (i.e. yield obtained is less
than the expected yield, if it is less than 50% of normal yield)
b) Partially Damaged: If the percentage of damage is less than 50%, application of
booster dose of fertilizers, timely plant protection measures and other cultural methods to
improve crop condition will be advocated for partially damaged areas.
In case of fully damaged areas, alternate crops with suitable varieties will be
recommended duly supplying inputs like seeds on subsidy basis.
Sand Casting/Soil Erosion:
Considerable extents of agricultural land and cropped area are damaged due to sand
casting/erosion due to floods and breaches to irrigation tanks.
Assistance to the small and marginal farmers @ Rs.8100/- per ha is given for
undertaking reclamation of sand cast/eroded areas, if the depth of sand casting is more than 3”.
Enumeration:
The district administration is expected to constitute enumeration teams to carry out
mandal wise/survey number wise/farmer wise enumeration in the affected mandals. The joint
team consists of Officials from Agriculture, Mandal Parishad (Panchayat Raj) and Revenue
Departments.
The proforma for obtaining information on crop damages, sand casting or soil erosion from
the cyclone or flood affected areas are enclosed (Annexure I).
The District Joint Directors of Agriculture after obtaining detailed reports from divisional
level will consolidate and work out the relief required on the basis of norms communicated by the
Government from time to time, and submit the proposals to Commissioner and Director of
Agriculture. In turn the consolidated proposals received from the Districts are sent to
Government for sanction of relief.
Agriculture Department will take action before occurrence of Floods or Cyclone
based on cyclone warning system and after occurrence of Flood or Cyclone also.
In East Godavari District, rice is predominantly grown. It is grown in an extent of
225120 Ha during Kharif 2012and in 151194 Ha during Rabi. The coastal areas are more
prone to cyclone damage during Kharif and the types of contingencies and management
practices with respect to Paddy Crop and other crops are given below. If any cyclone
occurs during April or May, the Rabi crop will be harvested and there will not be any
losses to Paddy crop.
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PADDY:
If the Flood or Cyclone occurs in September or October, the paddy crop will be in
tillering to primordial initiation stage then following measures are to be taken.
I. Management practices:
a) Crop completely damaged situation:
Wherever the crop is completely damaged replanting with short duration varieties
can be taken up by raising nurseries immediately or even with the available aged
seedlings of even 45 to 50 days.
September.

The Planting should be done on or before 5th

Adequate quantity of Paddy seed will be kept ready to meet any

contingency.
b) Fertilizer dose of 60:60:40 Kg. per Ha. of NPK is recommended as Booster dose
50% of the recommended N and entire P and K should be applied as basal dose before
planting. 25% N should be applied 20 days after planting. A final dose of 25%
recommended dose (N) should be applied at Panicle initiation stage.
c) Zinc deficiency should also be corrected by spraying 0.2% Zinc sulphate solution 2-3
times at 5 days interval.
d) Gall midge is the foremost pest which occurs generally in the late planted crop for
which granular application of pesticides is recommended at 10 days after planting. Leaf
folder and stem borer are the other pests likely to attack the late planted crop at the
Vegetative

phase

for

which spraying of Monocrotophos @ 1.6 ml/Lt. or

Chloripyriphos @ 2.0 ml/Lt. or Quinalphos @ 2.0 ml./Lt. is recommended.
e) Diseases like sheath blight may occur. As soon as the lesions are noticed, spraying of
Propiconazole @ 1.0 ml/Lt or Carbendazim @ 1 gm./Lt. or Hexaconazole @ 2.0
ml/Lit. or Validamycin @ 2.0 ml/Litre may be advocated at an interval of ten days to
check the spread of disease.
Contingency situation when the crop is partially damaged.
The following management practices are to be followed in the case of partial
damage.
Wherever the crop is partially damaged, gap filling with split tillers has to be
adopted if the seedlings are not available for gap filling. Swarna and Chaitanya varieties
performed well with split tillers and they withstood the submergence for one week and
survived with 2-3 tillers.
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A booster dose of 20-25 Kg. Urea and 15 Kgs of Muriate of Potash (MOP) per acre are
to be applied for rejuvenation of the crop and to promote more tillering immediately after
the receding of water. Nitrogen at P.I. stage is to be applied as per normal
recommendations keeping in view of the existing pest situation.
After cyclone or floods pest incidence is common.

The pests like leaf folder, Stem

borer, BPH, Cut worm, Neck blast and sheath blight are likely to occur.

Control

measures for leaf folder, stem borer, sheath blight should be taken as per the situation I.
For control of BPH application of Carbofuran 3G granules @ 10 Kgs./Ac. or spraying of
Monocrotophos @ 2.2 ml./Lt. is recommended depending up on the stage of crop. For
control of Neck blast spraying of Tricyclozole @ 1 g/Lt or Carbendazim @ 1 g/Lt is
recommended.
5. Rodent control:
Rodent surveillance is also to be taken up and Rodent control measures have to be
advocated on need orientation.
Contingency situation: occurrence of cyclones during harvest:
Following are the management practices when cyclone occurs during harvest.
a) Delay the harvest whenever cyclone warning is given. If harvesting is done and
sheaves become wet, then to prevent germination of seed
1. Spraying of salt solution @ 5g/Lt on the sheaves or broadcasting of salt 40-60
Kgs/Ac. on sheaves.
2. After the sheaves are dried turn them and dry again.
b) If the harvested produce becomes wet to prevent seed sprouting salt should be sprayed
@ 1Kg/Quintal of Paddy seed along with 4 Kg of Paddy husk so that the color of Paddy
will not be changed.
c) Paddy heaps should be laid properly with cone shape to facilitate gentle run-off of
water in case of heavy rains. The heaps should be laid in the high level patches. Proper
surface drain of water also has to be planned from one plot to another plot to prevent heap
submergence.
d) Proper heap-top security measures have to be taken care by keeping weight with stones
or logs at the top of the heap to keep the heap intact when there are heavy gales.
g) All the grain heaps which are kept in the fields should be moved to safer places. This
should be done immediately on hearing the cyclone or flood warning.
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h) The crop on sheaves should be gathered and heaped on hearing the cyclone or flood
warning. If they are not collected there will be heavy loss as the sheaves will be
washed away.
Contingency Situation:
When the low lying fields are flooded with salt water following measures are to be
taken.
Management Practices:
1. Plough the fields.
2. Irrigate the fields and allow the water to stand in the field for 2 to 3 days.
3. Drain out the field.
4. Repeat the process to decrease the salt contents in the soil.
5. Grow Sesbania as green manure to make the soil fertile and to make the fields suitable
for growing crops.
6. In case of alkalinity, Gypsum should be used @ 2-5 tons/Ha based on alkalinity.
Irrigate the field and drain it for 2 or 3 times to bring fields to cultivable condition.
Contingency Situation:
In case of sand casting due to floods, following management practices are to be
adopted where sand cast occurs.

1. If the sand cast is below 15 cm the field can be ploughed and crops can be taken up as
usual.
2. If the sand casting is between 15cm-60 cm then sand should be removed either
manually or by using bulldozers.
3. If the sand casting is >60 cm. then sand removal becomes a costly affair. In such cases
growing of Cashew, Casuarina plantations can be taken up.
Publicity: Depending on situation, action to be taken will be intimated to farmers through
meetings and mass media. The services of farmer clubs will also be utilized.
Administrative action:
A Control Room to monitor the seasonal conditions will be started in the Office of
Joint director of Agriculture and will work with the following officials.

1. Deputy Director of Agriculture (Training)
2. Agril. Officer (Technical)
3. Superintendent
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Immediate action:
Following Supervisory officers will attend the contingencies at respective revenue
division level.
1. Rajahmundry Revenue Division

: Deputy Director of Agriculture (Training)
:8886613524

2. Amalapuram Revenue Division

: Deputy Director of Agriculture (PP)
: 8886613523

3. Kakinada Revenue Division

: A.D.A., (Agro) O/o J.D.A. Kakinada
: 8886613577

4. Peddapuram Revenue division

: D.D.A., FTC, Peddapuram
: 8886613522

5. Rampachodavaram Revenue Division: A.D.A®, Rampachodavaram
:9440207972
Contact Addresses and Phone numbers of Assistant Directors of Agriculture who
will supervise Cyclone relief measures are given below.

1. A.D.A. (R)

Kakinada

: 8886613545

2. A.D.A. (R)

Rajahmundry

: 8886613562

3. A.D.A. (R)

Amalapuram I/c

: 8886613537

4. A.D.A. (R)

Mummidivaram

: 8886613585

5. A.D.A. (R)

Razole

: 8886613553

6. A.D.A. (R)

P.Gannavaram

: 8886613549

7. A.D.A. (R)

Kothapeta

: 8886613558

8. A.D.A. (R)

Alamuru

: 8886613568

9. A.D.A. (R)

Rampachodavaram : 9440207972

1. When a natural calamity like flood or cyclone occurs, Agricultural Officers and
Assistant Directors of Agriculture make field visit in their jurisdiction and assess crop
damage. They prepare preliminary estimation of losses and submit report to the Joint
Director of Agriculture immediately.
2. These reports will be consolidated at district level and the Joint Director of Agriculture
will submit a consolidated preliminary report to the District Collector.
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3. The Agricultural Officers and Assistant Directors of Agriculture will watch the
damages from the day one of cyclone or flood and report on a daily basis to the district
authorities.
4. While making the final assessment, they should consult the revenue officers for
reconciliation of damage figures before reporting to the Joint Director of Agriculture.
5. For enumeration and relief the District Collector constitutes Village and Mandal level
committees as follows.
Village level Committee:
1. Agricultural Extension Officer (AEO) / Horticulture Sub asst.
2. Village Revenue Officer
3. Panchayat Secretary
4. Two progressive farmers.
5. Revenue Inspector
6. Special Officer of Gram Panchayat
Mandal level committee:
1. Mandal Agricultural Officer / Horticulture Officer
2. Mandal Parishad Development Officer
3. Tahsildar.
4. Special Officer of the Mandal
Divisional level Committee:
1. Assistant Director of Agriculture
2. Revenue Divisional Officer

The village level teams will assess final crop damages as early as possible and
submit report to Mandal Level committee. Mandal Level Committee after scrutiny and
random verification(10%) will submit consolidated Mandal level report to the Divisional
Level team which in turn submit the report to Joint Director of Agriculture. The district
Joint Director of Agriculture will then submit a consolidated report to the District
Collector.
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HORTICULTURE DEPARTMENT
ACTION PLAN FOR MITIGATION OF CYCLONE, HEAVY RAINS, FLOODS
The East Godavari by virtue of its Geographical Location is very prone to Heavy
Rains, Cyclones and floods during the period from April to November. The Coastal &
Upland Mandals will be affected by the Natural Calamities occurred in the District.As
and when the Natural Calamities i.e. Cyclones, Heavy Rains & Floods occurred in the
District, the following measures will be taken up by the Department of Horticulture with
the support of Field level staff in order to recover the existing Horticulture crops from the
havoc.
1) The floodwater should be drained out from the fields in order to recover the existing
Crop / Plants from the shock.
2) Immediately after drain out the Flood / Rain water from the fields, application of
booster dose of Fertilizers / Pesticides & Fungicides will be recommended to the
affected fields which ever is necessary to protect the existing Crops / Plants from
further damage.
3) Other cultural practices will be advocated to the farmers to improve the crop
condition.
4) Suitable directions will issue to the field level Officers for giving immediate technical
guidance to the farmers to sustain the loss and mitigate the severe condition.
5) Measures will be intimated to the farmers through Electronic & Print media and by
conducting farmers meetings with subject matter specialists (Scientists from Dr.
Y.S.R.H.U.) to reduce the further damage from the Natural calamities.
6) On occurrence of the disaster, the Horticulture Officers and other field level staff will
make immediate field visits in their jurisdictions and to asses the crop damage and
report the preliminary crop damages to the District Administration.
7) Soon after recede of Flood / Rain water from the fields, the actual farmer wise
enumeration will be conducted in coordination with allied departments duly
constituting Village / Mandal level committees approved by the District Collector,
East Godavari District, Kakinada.
8) The Village / Mandal level teams will conduct farmer wise enumeration for SF/MF &
Other farmers to asses the actual damage.
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9) If the percentage of damage is 50% and above, such affected farmers will be listed out
as per the existing CRF Norms along with bank account Numbers and IFSC codes to
transfer the input subsidy amount to the affected farmers.
10) Further, the final enumeration reports will be handed over to the Horticulture
Department with the counter signatures of Revenue Divisional Officers concerned for
onward submission to the Disaster Management with the approval of District
Collector, East Godavari District, Kakinada for sanction and release of input subsidy
to the affected farmers as per the eligibility criteria.
11) Soon after receipt of input subsidy from the Government, the same will be distributed
to the affected farmers through online in transparent manner to stabilize the economic
condition of the affected farmers.
1. All the Horticulture Officers (Field functionaries) should be instructed not to leave
their headquarters.
2. The Horticulture Officers concerned should get the preliminary crop data and
stage of the crop from the field functionaries i.e. VROs, AEOs, MPEO’s (H) Field
Assistants etc…
3. The Horticulture Officers concerned should get in touch with the local farmers
and village level functionaries and should asses the wind speed, rain fall and
severity of the gales.
4. The Horticulture Officers concerned should submit the preliminary damage report
in the prescribed proforma to the head of the Department in consultation with the
concerned Tahsildars and VROs.
5. The Vegetable growing farmers should be advised to make proper drainage
facility in their fields and also advise to take required PP chemicals sprays to
protect the crop from high rain fall and pest & disease affect.
6. The Banana farmers should also be advised to provide Bamboo pole support to the
plants having with bunches.
7. The Horticulture farmers should also be advised to Harvest their produce which
ready for market soon after cyclone alert.
8. The Horticulture farmers should be encouraged to pay the premium for the
eligible Horticulture crops (Mango, Cashew, Coconut and Banana) in consultation
with the Agriculture Insurance Corporation Authorities.
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9. The Banana farmers should be encouraged to cultivate short and medium varieties
like TC Banana variety Grandnine, Dwarf Cavendish etc., and should practice
wind break plantations i.e. Casurina, Subabul, Glyricidia etc...
10. The Mango and Cashew farmers should be encouraged on pruning and Canopy
Management practices in order to passage of free air through canopy during
heavy winds and Gales.
The following are the steps taken after Disasters:
1. Soon after the Drought/Cyclone/Floods the preliminary crop damage report was
prepared by consulting the all Horticulture Officers in the district and the same
was reported to higher authorities.
2. The following awareness campaigns are to be conducted to the affected farmers of
different Horticultural crops at Village/ Mandal level.
a. In case of Vegetable crops, farmers are advised to drain out the excess
water and recommended KNO3 Baviston and Blitox sprays for early
recovery.
b. In case of plantation and Fruit crops recommended KNO3 and urea sprays
for early recovery.
c. Application of Blitox in crown regions of coconut, Carbendizam in crown
portion of Oil palm.
3. Based on the severe effect of Drought/Cyclone/Floods a request was made to
Commissioner of Horticulture, AP, Hyderabad for providing extra man power
from neighboring districts to assess the crop loss.
4. After allotment of extra man power from other Districts, Agriculture Extension
Officers from Agriculture Department , Micro Irrigation Area Officers from
APMIP Department and Plantation supervisors from DWMA teams were formed
and deputed to enumerate the crop loss in affected mandals.
5. The above teams were instructed to go through the field to field along with
revenue officers and affected farmers to note the damage details in prescribed
proforma. The teams were also advised to display the enumeration list at Gram
Panchayat office and consider the objections if received any in the displayed list.
Accordingly after finalizing the enumeration at village level the lists were
submitted by the team members.
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6. The Village/ Mandal / Crop/ Beneficiary wise final damage reports was prepared
at district head office based on the enumeration report submitted by the team
members and the consolidated report was submitted to the higher authorities.
7. The final beneficiary wise crop damage details was also uploaded in Government
portal.
8. In case of the Drought, encourage the farmers to go for Drip & Sprinkler irrigation
system, Plastic mulching etc,.
9. After release of input subsidy from the Government the same amount was
released to beneficiaries’ bank accounts through online.
CYCLONE CONTINGENCY PLAN OF ACTION
MEDICAL AND HEALTH DEPARATMENT ,E.G.DISTRICT,
10.

The District Health Administration has drawn Cyclone contingency
plan of action to combat the situation keeping in view that , if any out break
of Cholera/G.E./Diarrhoea and

other seasonal diseases emerges during

cyclones.
11.

There are 26 Primary Health Centres, 91 Villages and 2 Municipality i.e.
Kakinada and Tuni, in the District are likely to effect due to cyclone in the
district. Keeping in view the fallowing preventive measures are proposed.
PREVENTIVE MEASURES PROPOSED:

12. 42 Medical Teams and 95 Village level Para Medical Teams shall be formed
to attend curative and preventive measures in their allotted areas.
13. Necessary drugs, disinfectants, I.V. Fluids, ORS packets in sufficient
quantities are proposed to keep ready at District Head Quarters and also in
all the Cyclone/Flood prone
14. Primary

Health Centres/Government Hospitals in the District to meet the

situation in addition to the divisional arrangements.
15. Arrangements shall be made to maintain sub-stores with sufficient stocks of
drugs, disinfectant, dressing material, I.V. Fluids at Tuni, Rajahmundry,
Amalapuram under the control of Deputy District Medical and Health
Officer’s concerned for issue and distribution to
Centres.
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the needy Primary Health

16. At District level it is proposed to established Cyclone relief measures
Monitoring Cell at District Office to work Round the Clock keeping the
M.P.H.E.O. as in-charge under the control of District Medical and Health
Officer and Additional District Medical and Health Officer.

Three Para

Medical Teams shall be formed as reserve teams with Multi Purpose Health
Supervisors to rush on to needy places.
17. The Phone Number 0884-2362041 is

placed at District Monitoring Cell to

monitoring relief activities in the District. 5. Round the Clock Monitoring
Cell shall be established in all Primary Health Centres under the supervision
of Medical Officers with MPHEO & MPHS(M).
18. Cluster level supervisory teams formed under the control of the Senior Public
Health Officers to supervise the cluster level paramedical teams in cyclone
mitigation

activities.

All

Medical

Centres/Municipalities shall be alerted

Officers
to

of

Primary

Health

take control and preventive

measures against out break in cyclone effected areas.
19. Village coordination committees shall be involved actively.
20. All the drinking water sources ensured under protected system during
cyclones.
21. Pot chlorination shall be advocated.
22. Necessary stocks of chlorine tablets kept at all PHCs and sub centers.
23. All the Medical and Para Medical Staff shall be

available at their

bonafide Head Quarters and allotted villages and places in emergency
services.
24. Instructions shall be issued to coordinate the cyclone relief Measures in
effected areas with the staff of Revenue, Panchayatraj, R.W.S. and Voluntary
Organizations.
25. Medical Officers are instructed to have a close contact with District Head
Quarters and inform the situation time to time, and coordination with Mandal
level Officers like M.D.O., M.R.O. and to provide emergency services.
26. Necessary referral system shall be established .
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SUPERVISORY OFFICERS ALLOTTED FOR CYCLONE/
MEASURES

FLOOD RELIEF
Phone

Nos.
27. All over supervision
9849902301
28. District Medical & Health Officer.
29.
30. In charge Cyclone Monitoring Cell
9849902303 Additional D.M&H.O.

:

Dr.

N.Uma

Sundhari

2361760
: Dr.M. Pavankumar
2361760

DIVISIONAL SUPERVISORS:

31. Kakinada
9849902303
2361760
32. Peddapuram
9440352074

: Dr.M. Pavankumar
AdditionalD.M&H.O.
: Dr. K.Anitha
DistrictImmunizationOfficer.

2373678
33. Rajahmundry
8790995123
34.

: Dr. N.Rajeswari

,

District Co-ordinator,JBAR

35. Amalapuram
9849902304

:

Dr.

N.Prasanna

Kumar

Addl. D.M &H.O.,Amalapuram
36. Rampachodavaram
9491022650

:

Dr.

J.V.Prasada

Babu

Addl.D.M.&H.O., R.Chodavaram
243544
37. Round the Clock Monitoring Cell
: Sri P.V.Ramaraju, MPHEO
2362041
O/o D.M. & H.O., E.G. Dist., Kakinada
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PRIMARY HEALTH CENTRES WISE PLAN OF ACTION OF CYCLONE RELIEF MEASURES IN EAST GODAVARI DISTRICT
FOR THE YEAR 2015-2016

S.No.

1

2

3

4

Name
of
the
Cyclone
prone
PH Centre

Tallarevu

Ravikampadu

Designation of the
Staff for supervision

No.of
Medical
Teams
formed

No.
of
Para
Medical
Teams
formed

Basic
Camp
storage of drugs

MPHS(M&F)

1

4

SC. Vakalapudi

Name of the Cyclone
prone Village

Population

Proposed Basic Camp

1.Suryaraopeta

3630

SC. Vakalapudi

2.Vakalapudi

3740

3.DriversColony,
4.Pagadalapeta

1510
1845

SC.Turangi

MPHA(M&F)
Turangi

MPHS(M&F)
Ramanayyapeta
&MPHEO

1.Uppada

2622

SC.Uppada

MPHA(M&F)

MPHS(M&F) MPHEO

2.Konapapapeta
3.Moolapeta
4.Nagulapalli

2154
2362
1659

SC.Konapapapeta
SC.Moolapeta
SC.Nagualapalli

MPHA(M&F)
MPHA(M&F)
MPHA(M&F)

MPHS(M&F)

1.Bodduvanilanka

1054

Sc.Gadimoga

MPHA(M&F)

MPHS(M&F)

2.Gadimoga
3.Ramannapalem
4.Adavipadu
5.Uppongala

1070
1063
1045
964

6.Bhyravapalem

986

SC.Bhyravapalem

MPHA(M&F)

MPHS(M&F)

7.Sunkarapalem
8.Gopilanka
9.Sunkatarevu

976
1015
1822

1.P.E.Ch.Palem

550

SC.PECh.Palem

MPHA(M&F)

MPHS(M&F),
MPHEO&BEE

MPHA(M&F)
Suryaraopeta&
Tammavaram

PANDURU

U.Kothapalli

Designation of
the
Staff
deployed
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for

PHN & BEE
Panchayat
Office,Turangi
Panchayat
Office,Uppada

4

SC.Moolapeta
1

9

Panchayat
Gadimoga

Office,

Panchayat
Office,
Bhyravapalem

1

3

Cyclone Building

Sl.No.

5

6

Name
of
the
Cyclone
prone
PH Centre

Kotananduru

Thondangi

7

T.Kothapalli

8

Lakkavaram

9

Katrenikona

10

Bhimanapalli

11

Godilanka

Designation of the
Staff for supervision

No.of
Medical
Teams
formed

No.
of
Para
Medical
Teams
formed

Basic
Camp
storage of drugs

Name of the Cyclone
prone Village

Population

Proposed Basic Camp

Designation of
the
Staff
deployed

1.Marlapadu
2.K.Savaram
3.Jilledupadu
4.Gavarapeta
1.Ontimamidi
2.A.Kothapalli
3.Addaripeta

320
310
340
328
610
620
550

SC.K.Savaram
--Do--

MPHA(M&F)
--Do--

MPHS(M&F)&BEE

1

4

SC. K.Savaram

SC.Gavarapeta
SC.Ontimamidi
SC.A.Kothapalli

--Do-MPHA(M&F)
MPHA(M&F)

--Do-MPHS(M&F)

1

3

SC.Gavarapeta
Cyclone Shelter

1.Chintapallilanka
2.Karrivaripalem
3.Pogulalanka
4.Guttenadeevi

610
620
530
590

SC.Ch.Lanka

MPHA(M&F)

MPHS(M&F),
MPHEO&BEE

1

4

SC.Guttenadeevi

1.Posulanka
2.Pedalanka
3.Ramarajulanka
1.Pallipalem

680
670
750
750

SC.Ramarajulanka

MPHA(M&F)

MPHS(M&F), MPHEO

1

3

SC.Ramarajulanka

2.Cheyyeruagraharam
3.Pallamkurru

790
810

SC.Cheyyeru

MPHA(M&F)

MPHS(M&F) &CHO

1

3

SC.Cheyyeru

1.Kunavaram
2.Saripalli
3.Vilasavilli
1.Godilanka
2.Bodasakurru
3.Kattavaripalem

2100
1980

SC.Kunavaram

MPHA(M&F)

MPHS(M&F), MPHEO

1

3

SC.Kunavaram

1220
1210
1220

SC.Bodasakurru

MPHA(M&F)

MPHS(M&F)&BEE

1

4

SC.Bodasakurru

4.Odalarevu

1200

SC.Odalarevu

MPHA(M&F)

MPHS(M&F), MPHEO

1

89

SC.Odalarevu

for

S. No

Name of the Flood
prone
PH
Centre/ Mandal

Name of the Cyclone
prone village

Popu lation

1

2

3

12

Dugguduru

13

14
15

16

Proposed Basic Camp

Designation of
the
Staff
Deployed

4

5

6

1 Namanivanipalem

1089

S.C.Kolanka

2 Pedalanka
1 Kotipalli

1314
1212

S.C.Kolanka
S.C.Kotipalli

2 Koolla

4585

3 Kotasundarapalli

3949

S.C.Kota

Serilanka/
K.Ganga varam

1 Serilanka

1784

S.C.Masakapalli

Kunduru/
K.Ganga varam

2 Masakapalli

2218

3 Addampalli
1 Baduguvanilanka

1924

S.C.Addampalli

2587

2 Kedarilanka

2030

3 Veedhivanilanka

1644

4 Narayanalanka

656

5 Pallapulanka

672

6 Addankivanilanka

7 Moolastanam

Pamarru
/
K.Ganga varam

Angara/
Kapileswara
puram & Alamuru

Designation of the
Staff for supervision

No.
of
Medical
Teams
formed

No.of
Para
Medical
Teams
formed

Basic
Camp
for
storage of Drugs

7

8

9

10

1

2

S.C. Kolanka

MPHA M&F
MPHA M&F

MPHS M&F
MPHS M&F

1

4

Panchayat Office,
Kotipalli

MPHA M&F

MPHS M&F

1

3

S.C.Masakapalli

S.C.Baduguvanilanka

MPHA M&F

MPHS M&F

2

6

S.C.K.P.Puram

S.C.Narayana lanka

MPHA M&F

MPHS M&F

S.C.Narayana lanka

2001

S.C. Addankivanilanka

MPHA M&F

MPHS M&F

S.C.Korumilli

6338

S.C.Moolastanam

MPHA M&F

MPHS M&F

G.D.Choppella
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S. No

17

18

Name of the Flood
prone
PH
Centre/ Mandal

Dowleswaram/
Rajahmundry ®

Uppalaguptam/
Uppalaguptam

No.
of
Medical
Teams
formed

No.of
Para
Medical
Teams
formed

Name of the Cyclone
prone village

Popu lation

Proposed Basic Camp

Designation of
the
Staff
Deployed

1 Dowleswaram

26038

PHC.Dowleswaram

MPHA M&F

MPHS M&F

2 Katheru

6867

S.C.Katheru

MPHA M&F

MPHS M&F

3 Mallayyapeta

6310

MPHA M&F

MPHS M&F

4 Thorredu
1 N.Kothapalli

6028
5391

S.C.Thorredu
N.Kothapalli Panchayat

MPHA M&F

MPHS M&F
MPHS M&F

1

2

S.C.Thorredu
N.Kothapalli
Panchayat Office

1 A.P.R.Lanka

3557

PHC.S.K.Palli

MPHA M&F

MPHS M&F

2

4

PHC.S.K.Palli

2 Antarvedipalem

4371

S.C.A.H.Palem

MPHA M&F

MPHS M&F

PHC.S.K.Palli

Designation of the
Staff for supervision

Basic
Camp
for
storage of Drugs

S.C.Katheru

19

Sakhinetipalli

3 Pallipalem

1351

S.C.Pallipalem

MPHA M&F

MPHS M&F

S.C.Pallipalem

20

Mori/
Sakhinetipalli

4 Sakhinetipallilanka

2349

PHC.S.K.Palli

MPHA M&F

MPHS M&F

PHC.S.K.Palli

21

Nagaram/
Mamidikuduru

1 Magatapalli

3200

1 Magatapalli

3200

2 Pedapatnamlanka

4600

3 Pedapatnam

3500

MPHA M&F

MPHS M&F

S.C.Appanapalli

1 Mungandapalem

2033

2 L.Gannavaram

4121

MPHA M&F

MPHS M&F

S.C.L.Gannavaram

3 Masakapalli

4811

21

22

Nagaram/
Mamidikuduru

P.Gannavaram/
P.Gannavaram

S.C.L.Gannavaram
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S. No

Name of the Flood
prone
PH
Centre/ Mandal

23

Inavilli/ Inavilli

24

Vanapalli/
Kothapeta

25
26

Devipatnam/
Devipatnam
Virava/ Gollprolu

4 Nagullanka

4000

5. Mondepulanka

2716

Designation of the
Staff for supervision

No.
of
Medical
Teams
formed

No.of
Para
Medical
Teams
formed

Basic
Camp
for
storage of Drugs

Name of the Cyclone
prone village

Popu lation

Proposed Basic Camp

Designation of
the
Staff
Deployed

1 Inavilli lanka

2553

PHC Inavilli

MPHA M&F

MPHS M&F

1

6

PHC Inavilli

2 Chintanalanka

2320

1 Narayanalanka

600

PHC.Vanapalli

MPHA M&F

MPHS M&F

1

3

PHC.Vanapalli

2 Sattemmalanka

312

3 Mandapalli

2691

SC.Mandapalli

MPHA M&F

MPHS M&F

1 Peddagudem

255

PHC.Devi patnam

MPHA M&F

MPHS M&F

1

5

PHC.Indukurupeta

2 Kokkirigudem

228

1. Gollaprolu

3500

GD. Gollaprolu

MPHA M&F

MPHS M&F

1

4

GD. Gollaprolu
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REMOVAL OF DEAD BODIES AND CARCASSES
The Gram Panchayats concerned have to take steps for removal and disposal of dead
bodies and carcasses immediately after the restoration of normalcy due to cyclone. In Urban
areas, the Municipalities concerned have to take action accordingly in this matter.
Statement showing the stock position of Epidemic Medicenes and Surgicals at Stores
O/o DM&HO,East Godavari District,as on 14-05-2016
S.No Name of the Medicene/Item

Quntity Balance

1

Bleaching powder bags 25kgs

0

2

Inj.Compound Sodium Lactate 500ml

248

3

Inj.Metronidazole IV 100ml

450

4

Tab.Chlorine 0.5gms

100000

5

Tab.Ciprofloxacin 250 mg

25000

6

Tab.Paracetamol 500mg

227500

7

Tab.Diclofinac Sodium 50mg

57700

8

Inj.Sodium Chloride 500ml

1264

9

Inj.Amikacin 500mg

755

10

Tab.Metronidazole 400mg

28750

11

Tab.Furazolidone 100mg

1016130

12

Sol.O-Tolidine 500ml

1

13
14

Hi-E Coli Test Kits(Kit per 10 Bottles)
6
Hi- Selective TMH2S Medium Kit(Powder
form)Kit of 10 tests
8

15

Tab.Tinidazole 300mg

66500

16

Chloroscopes

154

17

Sol.Benzyle Benzoate 450ml

160

18

O.R.S Packets

33000

19

Oint.Permithrine Cream 30gms

470

20

Syp.Promithazine 60ml

95

21

Tab.Ofloxacin 400mg

15000

22

Syp.Ondansetran 30ml

200

23

Tab.Drotavirine 40mg

400

24

Inj.Cefoperazone1gm+Sulbactim 500mg

10

25

Tab.Mefanamic Acid 250mg

400

26

Tab.Mefanamic Acid 500mg

400

27

Tab.Azithromycin 100mg

50

28

Cap.Osaltamavir 75mg

110

29

Syp.Osaltamavir 75ml

53

30

Aquacheck Free Chlorine Test Kit

5

31

Inj.Ciprofloxacin IV 100ml

260

32

Nebilizers

10
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Remark

ANIMAL HUSBANDRY
PLAN OF ACTION ON CYCLONE.
The East Godavari District is situated on the North coast line of 177 Kms. of Bay of
Bengal with natural port at Kakinada.
26 Mandals are identified as cyclone prone mandals of the district. Normally
Cyclones will occur during the months of April, May and October, November every year.
The Animal Husbandry Department has already prepared permanent action plan to meet the
Pre cyclone and post cyclone affects. A total of 98 teams have been formulated and each
team consisting of at least 2 to 3 personal and each mandal will have 3 to 4 such teams as per
the density of the Cattle population and all the teams working in mandal will be supervised
by one Vety. Asst. Surgeon/Mandal Animal Husbandry Officer of the connected mandal. All
the 26 identified cyclone prone mandals are in the erstwhile taluks of the district and this
department has Asst. Director (AH) attached to the Vety. Hospitals will co-ordinate and
supervise the supplies of vaccines, medicines, vaccination work and other relief works of the
allotted mandals.
Thus, the Assistant Director (AH) i/c Vety.Hospitals have to be provided with one
jeep for his supervisory duties. The work of the supervisory Assistant Director (AH) will be
co-ordinate by Deputy Directors (AH), one in charge of central delta area with headquarters
at Amalapuram and another i/c of Eastern Delta at Rajahmundry and another remaining
mandals with headquarters at Kakinada. These 3 Deputy Directors (AH) will supervise and
monitor the relief works and report back to District Headquarters. The list of co-ordination
officers and supervising officers assigned with cyclone duties are submitted as per annexureIn addition to the vehicles available with department 3 more jeeps for the supervisory
Deputy Directors and 2 vans/trucks for transportation of vaccines medicines and other
required materials to the affected areas are to be provided by District Administration. District
Collector may kindly allot minimum quantity of 3000 Liters of petrol and 6000 liters of
diesel to Mandal Revenue Officers of cyclone prone mandals for disposal of carcasses in the
event of natural calamities of cyclone (5 liters of petrol and 10 liters of diesel for burning of
each carcass)

Awareness will be created among farmers to save the lives of cattle the farmers are to
be educated through addressing system about the precautions to be taken like untying of
animals on receipt of cyclone warning and carrying of birds like poultry to Cyclone shelters
etc., by Revenue Authorities as well as the Animal Husbandry Department staff. The teams
entrusted with the job of untying the large animals and transport of small animals like sheep,
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poultry etc., for providing effective relief and resue operations to save the lives of livestock it
is suggested that:
•

The enumeration of livestock losses and cattle shed damaged be done with the
assistance of AH Department staff who are taking up relief, first aid and control of
spread of diseases in the villages.

•

Disposal of livestock carcasses be taken up by the Panchayat Raj. Staff under the
Technical Advise of AH Department staff of control spread of diseases.

•

Provision of cheap cattle feed at the rate of 3 Kgs. Per large animal 250 gms. per
small animal per day on free of cost as there will not be any dry or green fodder
available for cattle, sheep to graze.

•

Provision of fodder seed to the owners of milch cattle and sheep on free of cost
during the calamity itself so that animals may not fact fodder problem and fodder will
be grown with the available moisture in the soil.

•

Animal camps to be organized in needy and affected mandals.
Medicines worth of Rs.1.00 lakh kept ready at District headquarters for the use in the

affected area in the event of any cyclone. There are 3 vaccine storage depots at Kakinada,
Rajahmundry and Amalapuram to supply vaccine at short notice for supply to the cyclone
prone mandals in the event of cyclone.

The list of the cyclone prone mandal and the Veterinary Assistant Surgeon / Mandal
Animal Husbandry Officer in charge of the mandal for enumerating livestock losses, to
render first aid and to conduct vaccinations vide Annexure 1 & 2. Also all the vaccine is
available at the Animal Disease Diagnostic Laboratory, Kakinada. In fact during relief
operations only H.S. is required and is available ad-lib at VBRI Samalkot and can be lifted
on war footing basis if necessary.
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Annexure- 1
Cyclone Prone Mandals In East Godavari District And The List Of Veterinary Assistant
Surgeons / Mandal Animal Husbandry Officers With Contact Numbers

Sl No Division

Name Of The Mandal

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Katrenikona
Allavaram
Malkipuram
Sakhinetipalli
I.Polavaram
Mamidikuduru
Mummidivaram
Razole
Amalapuram
P.Gannavaram
Kothapeta
Ravulapalem
Inavilli
Atreyapuram
Ambajipeta
Uppalaguptam
K.Gangavaram
Alamuru
Kapileswarapuram
Karapa
Thondangi
Kakinada(Urban)
Kakinada(Rural)
U.Kothapalli
Tallarevu
Tuni

Amalapuram

Rajahmundry

Kakinada

Name Of The Officer
Dr.K.Shanti Priya
Dr. J.S.R.R.Kiran
Dr.D.Sivakumar
Dr.K.Ram Mohan
Dr.S.Sudhakar
Dr.Ch.Lakshmibai
Dr.Sudha Gangamayi
Dr.D.Siva Kumar
Ch. Venkat Narayana
Dr.K.Ravi Kumar
Dr.L.Lahari
Dr.S.Ganesh Babu
Dr.B.Sahitya
Dr. U.Mukesh
Dr.K.Ravi Kumar
Dr.M.Samyukta Laxmi
Dr.M.B.V.Krishnarjun
Dr.O.Ramakrishna
Dr.V.V.Ramana Murthy
Dr.K.Rajesh Babu
Dr.Syam Prasad
Dr.Sandeep Reddy
Dr.T.V.Suresh
Dr.G.Ravi Babu
Dr.D.Ravi Kumar
Dr.S.Vara Lakshmi
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Contact No
8885698819
8790996851
8790996844
9493591271
9441345962
8790996843
9032443684
9652049999
8790996850
9866953531
7729899186
9440341068
9100313566
9908090830
8790996857
8790996859
8790996828
8790996825
8790996833
8790996785
9951222255
9059530468
8790996802
9441139820
9701717314
8790996816

Annexure-2
LIST OF MONITORING OFFICERS AND SUPERVISING OFFICERS & MANDALS ALLOTED AS A PART OF THE
CYCLONE CONTINGENCY PLAN
SL
NO

NAME OF THE MONITORING NAME OF
OFFCIER
OFFICER
DR.M.DINAKAR
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR(AH)
AMALAPURAM DIVISION
9989932841

1

2

Dr.A.RAMESH BABU
DEPUTY DIRECTOR(AH)
SAHTC ,MANDAPET
9989932838

THE

SUPERVISING

1
2
3
4

AMALAPURAM
AMBAJIPETA
ALLAVARAM
INAVILLI

5
6
7
8

MUMMIDIVARAM
KATRENIKONA
I.POLAVARAM
UPPALAGUPTAM

9
10
11
12

MALKIPURAM
RAZOLE
MAMIDIKUDURU
P.GANNAVARAM

13
14
15
16

SAKHINETIPALLI
KOTHAPETA
RAVULAPALEM
ATREYAPURAM

17
18
19

KAPILESWARAPURAM
K.GANGAVARAM
ALAMURU

DR. BRAMHAVEDA
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR(AH)
VH-TALLAREVU
879055577

20
21

TALLAREVU
KARAPA

Dr.Sreenivasa Rao
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR(AH)
VH-Tuni
9440722792

22
23

THONDANGI
TUNI

24
25
26

KAKINADA(Urban)
KAKINADA(Rural)
U.KOTHAPALLI

DR.L.ANITA
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR(AH)
VH- AMALAPURAM
9951639966
DR.K.S.V.V.S.MURTHY
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR(AH)
VH MUMMIDIVARAM
9849092355

DR.G.JESURATNAM
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR(AH)
VH-RAZOLE
9441435603
DR.C.SRINIVAS
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR(AH)
VH-KOTHAPETA
9866454319

3

4

5

DR.M.VENKATESWARULI
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR(AH)
RAJAMUNDRY DIVISION
9989932842

DR.N.T.SRINIVASA RAO
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR(AH)
KAKINADA DIVISION
9989932839

Dr.T.SRINIVASA RAO
DEPUTY DIRECTOR(AH)
VPC,KAKINADA
9963790177

MANDALS ALLOTED

DR.K.V.V.SATYANARAYANA
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR(AH)
VH-RAMACHANDRAPURAM
9989798754

Dr.K.Krishna Murthy
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR(AH)
VPC,KAKINADA
9866290329
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I & CAD DEPARTMENT
The Superintendent Engineer (I&CAD), Irrigation circle, Dowlaiswaram

shall

identify and prepare the list of flood prone tanks and areas in the District. Provide water
level gauge at critical points along the rivers, dams and tanks. Identify and maintain
materials/tool kits required for emergency response. Prepare protection plan of irrigation
canals, tanks and other infrastructure. Inspect bunds of dams, irrigation canals/channels,
bridges, culverts, control gates and overflow channels for proper functioning. Stock-pile of
sand bags and other necessary items for breach closure
The Superintendent Engineer, I&CAD, East Godavari shall prepare the updated
details of staff working in District level, Mandal Level and Village level. The Mandal Level,
Village level teams shall be formed to attend during the disaster whenever occurs in the
District.
Type of Disaster

Activity

Task
•

•
•
Preparedenss
Cyclone/Floods

•
•
•
•

Reporting

•
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During monsoon/heavy rains, carry out
inspections of dams/reservoirs on a daily
basis and check the water level for issuance
of alerts and warnings to locals as well as
Administration
As soon as the Water reaches the danger
mark
in
dams/reservoirs,
inform
downstream communities for evacuation
Maintanence and repairs of dams, canal
etc.
Lining of canals and other water structure
systems in order to reduce seepage losses
in the conveyance system
Continuous patrolling over the canal, dams
and water structures
In case of leakage or breach of irrigation
tanks and dams ensure rapid action.
Coordinate with all departments in rescue
and relief operations
Ensure maintenance
information database.

of

record

and

POLICE DEPARTMENT:

The Police Department needs to have an active roll in rescue & Relief operations
apart from their regular departmental functions viz., maintenance of law and Order, Security
measures, co-ordinate with other concerned departments in execution of flood/cyclone relief
related works etc., The plan of action is as follows:
Plan of action is mainly deviding into 1) Preventive Action, 2) Rescue Operations and
3) (Bandobust during) Relief operations.
➢ PREVENTIVE ACTION :
I.

Concerned SIs will coordinate with concerned departments with regard to

1. Securing the sand bags and other materials for plugging of the breaches and storing
them at designated vulnerable villages and also taken steps in preventive the taking
and usage of sand bags by the public, as they like, without permission of the Irrigation
Department or concerned Department.
2. This will be done at the appropriate time and as per the requirement of concerned
Irrigation Department, (probably after the 2nd warning at Dowleswaram).
3. Shifting of villagers from the lanka villages which will be merged into flood waters to
the safest places (Relief camps) by coordinating with Revenue staff.
➢ RESCUE OPERATIONS:
I.

Securing of logistics for Rescuing:

1. Swimmers will be secured by the local Police Officers though Fisheries or other
concerned Departments. (Concerned CIs will be entrusted this job).
2. Securing mechanized boats or country boats from the concerned Department (Boats
Inspector). At least 3 to 4 boats will be provided to each Mandal.
3. Securing of Dragon lights (Solar powered) Torch lights, Lanterns, Power Saws (Solar
powered), Ropes, Life Jackets.
4. Securing of Communication equipment mainly VHF Man packs, VHF statics and Sat
phones from the Inspector, Communications (Police Dept.).
5. All the service providers in cell communication may be requested to erect towers on
highrised buildings in the flood / cyclone prone areas so as to preclude the damage to
the communication equipment which is normally at the base of the tower.
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6. Concerned SIs inspect Cyclone shelters and get repairs from the concerned
departments and take steps to arrange either mini generators with sufficient fuel or
Solar Powered Lights in view of safety of villagers.
7.

Concerned SIs will take steps in arranging Radio / TV (DTH) in every cyclone/flood
relief centres which will stop the spreading of rumors and to know the
condition/situation of floods and about precautions to be taken during that time.

8. Concerned SIs will take steps in arranging of public addressing system to give
precautions, suggetions and arrangements made at Cyclone shelter and also to
maintain que (line) in the course of distribution of essential commodities.
II.

DEPLOYING OF OFFICERS AND MEN:

1. Deploying more number of field level officers (SI, ASI/HCs, PCs, WPCs, HGs) as per
situation and strength of public/villagers.
2. The officers and men drawn for rescue operations shall be less than 40 years age.
Concerned DSP has to attend this job.
3. All such officers and men identified from the District will be kept stand by, as soon as
the 2nd warning level at Dowleswaram will announce. They have to be sent to the
effected Mandals / Police Stations immediately by arranging vehicles as soon as
recieved the 3rd warning level at Dowlaiswaram. (Provision of hired vehicles for this
purpose will be approved/sanctioned by the O/o District Collector or by the higher
Officers).
4. Dragon lights and solar powered communication equipment to be made available to
the field level staff.
5. Global Positioning System (GPS) gadgets and magnetic compasses should be made
available to each rescue team.
6. Life jackets and ropes to be given to rescue teams by the concerned SIs, by procuring
from the Revenue/Boats Dept.
➢ RELIEF OPERATIONS:
1. Security at relief centers:- The Inspector shall visit every identifying relief centre and
asses the force required and shall secure the Officers and men as noted in the above
post them at relief centers to give security to the belongings of villagers by forming
into a committee with the villagers present at relief camps and shall take steps for
security and to maintain Law and Order at that relief centre, especially when the
people representatives, VIPs and higher Officials visit that place.
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2. Escorting of the relief materials especially food and other supplies, to flood relief
centers/ cyclone shelters.

LIST OF FULLY FLOOD AFFECTED AREA POLICE STATIONS WITH PHONE
NUMBERS

Name of
the SubDivn.

Name of the
Circle

1. SDPO KAKINADA

KAKINADA
TOWN

Name of the Police
Station

Land Number

Cell
Number

SDPO OFFICE

0

884

2362711

94407 96505

CIRCLE OFFICE

0

884

2375541

94407 96520

I TOWN PS KKD

0

884

2379033

94407 96539

II TOWN PS KKD

0

884

2379312

94407 96541

III TOWN PS KKD

0

884

2379052

94407 96542

PORT PS KKD

0

884

2378711

94407 96543

CIRCLE OFFICE

0

8869

251303

94407 96523

U.KOTHAPALLI PS

0

8869

245333

94409 00752

CIRCLE OFFICE

0

884

2342104

94407 96521

INDRAPALEM PS

0

884

2363037

94407 96555

CORANGI PS

0

884

2303533

94407 96558

KARAPA PS

0

884

2394833

94407 96557

SDPO OFFICE

0

8852

241231

94407 96508

CIRCLE OFFICE

0

8854

253700

94407 96531

TUNI TOWN PS

0

8854

253333

94407 96572

TUNI RURAL PS

0

8854

253777

94407 96573

THONDANGI PS

0

8854

248833

94409 004847

SDPO OFFICE

0

8856

233104

94407 96504

CIRCLE OFFICE

0

8856

231802

94407 96525

ALLAVARAM PS

0

8856

259433

UPPLAGUPTAM PS

0

8856

283433

94409
004852

CIRCLE OFFICE

0

8862

221013

94407 96526

NAGARAM PS

0

8856

238033

94409 004853

MALKIPURAM PS

0

8856

226333

94409 004837

SAKHINETIPALLI PS

0

8856

244333

94407 96566

CIRCLE OFFICE

0

8856

271733

94407 96528

MUMMIDIVARAM PS

0

8856

271033

94407 96564

PITHAPURAM

KAKINADA
RURAL

2. SDPO PEDDAPURAM

TUNI

3. SDPO AMALAPURAM

AMALAPURAM

RAZOLE

MUMMIDIVARAM
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4.
SDPO
RAMACHANDRAPURAM
R.C.PURAM

MANDAPETA

I.POLAVARAM PS

0

8856

278388

94407 96540

KATRENIKONA PS

0

8856

285133

94409 00774

SDPO OFFICE

0

8857

243193

94407 96507

CIRCLE OFFICE

0

8857

242733

94407 96536

PAMARRU PS

0

8857

255033

94409 04848

CIRCLE OFFICE

0

8855

233100

94407 96537

ANGARA PS

0

8855

225433

94409 00770

ALAMURU PS

0

8855

278433

94409 04849

STRENGTH OF POLICE FORCE (After left over essential duties at Police
Stations / Circle Offices / SDPO Offices).
KAKINADA SUB-DIVISION
DSP
CI
SI
1
9
25
AMALAPURAM SUB- DIVISION
1
4
20

ASI
54

HC
94

PC
252

WPC
21

31

55

133

13

25

46

134

8

RAMACHANDRAPURAM SUB- DIVISION
1
3
11
14

29

73

4

RAMPACHODAVARAM SUB- DIVISION
1
3
6

6

24

73

2

ARMED FORCE
DSP
1

ARSI
14

HC
25

PC
31

PEDDAPURAM SUB- DIVISION
1
4
15

RI
1

RSI
4

The above Police Force will be utilized in cyclone relief operations at the fully
affected and partly affected areas.
JOB CHART
1. The Superintendent of Police East Godavari district will prepare action plan for Police
Department, in consultation with the District Collector East Godavari District.
2. The action plan will clearly specify the role of each Police Officer to be played during
the Cylone Mitigation.
3. This action plan will be part of the District action plan of the District Collector, East
Godavari District (Action by SP/Addl SP).
4. Maps will obtain from the APSRAC/APSDMS and other related departments regarding
flood levels of various rivers and likely to be affected areas location wise. (Action by
Addl.SP/DSP,DSB/SBI, KKD)
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5. Copies of action plan will communicate, to the Sub-Divisional Officers and Circle
Inspectors with suitable instructions regarding action to be taken in the identified areas,
as defined in the action plan (Action by DSP,DSB/SBI, KKD)
6. Preferable to organize a one day workshop of the Police officers & Men. (Action by
Addl SP/DSP,DSB/SBI, KKD).
7. A senior Police Officer not the below rank of Sub-Inspector of Police will depute, to
work in the Integrated Control Room to coordinate with the officials of various
Departments and to communicate information to the field Police Officers wherever
required.
8. Immediately on receipt of alert signal, from the concerned authorities, Addl.SP (Admn.)
will arrange to establish Police wireless system at the Integrated Control Room through
the Inspector of Police Communications, East Godavari District. (Action by Inspector,
Communications, KKD).
9. Depending upon the gravity of the situation, all the officers and men will call back from
their leaves (Action by Addl SP and DSP, AR).
10. To alert the Armed Reserve Police and Home guards and keep all the Police vehicles
and other rescue kits in fit and worthy condition to meet any eventuality (Action by
DSP, AR & RIs AR, HGs, MTO).
11. To get the Police staff vaccinated to prevent themselves from being affected during
relief and rehabilitation operations.

(Action by Addl SP, OSD & DSP,AR and all

SDPOs in the district with the help of Medical department).
12. Keep close liaison with the Revenue authorities and participate in community
awareness programmes to instill confidence in public about security of their properties
in the event of evacuation. (Action by SDPO & CIs of AMP Sub-Division).
13. Arrange to train and guide the public to protect themselves and also neighbors in case of
need and to cooperate with the machinery engaged in rescue and relief operations.
(Action by SDPO & CIs of AMP division).
14. Arrange contingency plan for traffic management in vulnerable routes and where
bottlenecks occur due to road blockades.

(Action by DSP, Amalapuram. He will

identify routes of diversion and detail a contingent of police for traffic duties. If
necessary, traffic police of KKD City have to be moved).
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15. Arrange to provide security at rehabilitation camps and to maintain law and order at
distribution points (Action by SDPO & CIs of AMP Sub-Division and SDPO,
Rampachodavaram).
16. Nominate suitable officer to watch the suspected elements that may resort to thefts, pick
pocketing and other unlawful activities and to take them into custody if necessary
(Action by SDPO, AMP. He will detail a small contingent of crime staff for this
purpose).
17. Organize Police Patrolling in evacuated areas to prevent thefts of household articles and
agricultural produce. (Action by SDPO, AMP. He will detail a contingent of crime staff
for this purpose).
18. Keep the additional forces on stand to with transport vehicles, communication
equipment etc., to rush them to affected/likely to be affected areas at short notice
(Action by DSP, AR, IC, KKD and SDPO, AMP).
19. Arrange to deploy forces to assist the machinery on operation in removal and disposal
of dead bodies and carcasses. (Action by SDPO, AMP. He will detail a contingent for
this purpose. RI, AR will assist)
20. Make foolproof security arrangements for the VIPs visiting the affected areas (Action
by DSP, AR, DSP, AMP, DSP,DSB and SBI).
21. At the Relief camps open a temporary Cloak Room and cash chest for depositing costly
articles of the victims (SDPO, AMP will provide security).
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FIRE SERVICES DEPARTMENT
The District Fire Officer, East Godavari shall enforce relevant legislations and
regulations as per AP Fire Services Act of 1999 to enhance adoption of fire safety measures.
Modernize fire-fighting equipments and strengthening infrastructure. Identify pockets,
industries, etc. which are highly susceptible to fire accidents; areas/events which might lead
to fires, building collapse, etc. Educate people to adopt safety measures. Conduct training
and mock drills to ensure higher level of prevention and preparedness. Build awareness in use
of various fire protection and preventive systems. Coordinate with Corporate and private
industry to ensure fire mitigation measures are available in each and every building. Ensure
fire evacuation plans (paper plans) for each building is prepared and displayed at convenient
locations for the employees benefit. Design mock fire fighting drills in coordination with
private sector and multi-story buildings. Ensure new multi-storied buildings to be retrofitted
with fire alarms and sprinklers. Coordinate with private and government schools to ensure
fire fighting education among children; similar coordination exercise with colleges and other
educational institutions in fire fighting during fire emergencies. Rescue of persons trapped in
burning, collapsed or damaged buildings, damaged vehicles, including motor vehicles, trains
and aircrafts, industries, boilers and pressure vessels, trenches and tunnels. Control of fires
and minimizing damages due to explosions. Rescue of persons trapped in burning, collapsed
or damaged buildings, damaged vehicles, including motor vehicles, trains and aircrafts,
industries, boilers and pressure vessels, trenches and tunnels. Control of fires

and

minimizing damages due to explosions.
A.P STATE DISASTER RESPONSE AND FIRE SERVIECS DEPARTMENT
On hearing the Flood warning all the personnel of the existing following Fire Stations
in East Godavari District will be kept on alert and they will be ready to attend any
Emergency/Rescue Calls etc., during Cyclone / Flood Relief Operation.
Name of the Fire Station.
1. Kainada

2. Jagannaickpur.

3. Peddapuram

4. Rajahmundry

5. Amalapuram

6. Mummidivaram.
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7. Razole

8. Kothapeta.

9.Tuni

10 Prathipadu.

11. Anaparthi

12.Ramachandrapuram.

13.Mandapeta.

14.Pithapuram.

15. Rampachodavaram.

16. Jaggampeta.

17. Kunavaram
2.

According to the prevailing situations, the respective above Fire Units along with

crew and rescue equipment will be kept ready in advance on hearing the Cyclone / Flood
warning from any Media and Revenue Officials.
3.

The additional Fire Service personnel will participate in evacuation of people from

cyclone marooned residential areas along with other voluntary organizations with the help of
Launches, Boats, life buoys and other improvised methods arranged by Executive Engineer,
Godavari Head works Division, Dowleswaram.

4.

The life saving rescue equipment such as life buoys, Nylon ropes, Motor Tubes etc.,

may also be provided and supplied to professional swimmers or divers at each Cyclone /
Flood prone areas, for conducting rescue operations.

5.

Necessary instructions have been issued to all the Station Fire Officers in East

Godavari District to adopt all rescue and emergency measures when ever they heard the news
about Cyclone / Flood warning through any source of Media like T.V., Radio and News
papers without waiting any further instructions of this office.

6.

The entire staff members will be on continuous duty at their respective Fire Stations

on hearing warning.
7.

And also we requested to allot for Fire Department of two Fiber boats along with

transport jeeps to Kakinada and another at Rajahmundry. And also submit your kind notice
on District level and mandal level Emergency rescue Teams with all department and with
full equipments is required during the Emergency Operation.
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PLAN OF ACTION BY A.P. FIRE SERVICE IN EAST GODAVARI DISTRICT:
The District Fire Officer and Asst., District Fire Officer will be available at Head quarters, to participate in the Cyclone / Flood relief
operations.
ACTION PLAN OF FLOODS / CYCLONE & DISASTER MANAGEMENT DUTY OF
A.P STATE DISASTER RESPONSE AND FIRE SERVICES DEPARTMENT
OF EAST GODAVARI DISTRICT.

Sl.
Zone
No.
1
2
RAJAHMUNDRY Revenue Division
1
Seethanagaram

2

3

Kadiam

Dowleswaram

MANDAPETA
4
Alamuru

Reg. No. of Vehicle
and Pump

Crew Members deployed

Rescue equipment

Name of the Fire Officer
in charge Sarvasri :
6

3

4

5

W.T AP.28TE8109,
Tata 2012 Model ,
P.P.No. 1169 Firex
2004 Model
WL
ABT
653
Rajahmundry P.P. 27
model 2013

Leading Fireman – 1
Driver Operator - 1
Firemen
-2
Home Guard
-1
Leading Fireman - 1
Driver Operator - 1
Firemen
-2

Life Jacket –7
Life Buoys- 3
Ropes
-2
Search Light-1
Life Jacket –6
Life Buoys- 2
Ropes
-1
Search Light-1
Life Jackets – 6
Life Buoys - 2
Rope
-1

N.Pardhasaradhi, SFO
(Cell:9963727248)
Fire Station :
0883-2444101

Life Jackets – 2
Life Buoys - 2

D.Chini Babu, SFO,
(Cell: 9963727741)

WT HR 38 ( TEMP) Driver Operator - 1
4984
Rajahmundry Firemen
-3
Fire Station
P.P. 247 Wadia 2001

P.P.No.248 Wadia

Leading Fireman - 1
Driver Operator – 1
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-do-

K.V.Ramana, SFO
Cell.9963727194
9866470970
Tuni, Fire Station Phone
No. 0884-253601

Firemen
5

6

Kapileswarapuram

MUMMIDIVARAM
Katrenikona

AMALAPURAM Revenue Division
7
Ainavalli

8

Muktheswaram

WT AP09x 3362

-2

Leading Fireman - 1
Driver Operator - 1
Firemen
-3

WT AP 09X 2053 Leading Fireman – 1
Ashok Lay land 2002 Driver Operator - 1
Model
Firemen
- 3
ST PP 07 Siri Techon
2012

Fire Station:
08855 – 232101

Life Jackets –6
Life Buoys - 21
Rope
-6
Search Light -1

K.Bhimalingeswara
Rao, SFO
Cell:9963728285
Mummidivaram
Fire Station : 08856 –
271101
Y.V. Janaki Ram S.F.O
(Cell:9963727665)
Fire Station :08856 –
231101.

P.P. 805

Leading Fireman – 1
Driver Operator - 1
Firemen
- 2

Life jackets – 3
Life Buoys 5
Rope
-3

WT AP 28 TE 8100
Tata 2012 Model

Leading Fireman – 1
Driver Operator - 1
Firemen
- 2

Life Jackets – 3
Life Buoys - 5
Rope
-2
Search Light -1
Life Jackets – 2
Life Buoys - 5
Rope
-2

9

Yedurulanka

ST PP 50 Siri Techon Leading Fireman – 1
2012
Driver Operator - 1
Firemen
- 2

10

Allavaram

-

RAZOLE
11
Sakinetipalli

Rope
-2
Search Light -1
Life Jackets – 2
Life Buoys - 2
Rope
-1

- 2
- 1

Life Jackets – 2
Life Buoys - 5

WT AP 28 TB 1055
Leading Fireman – 1
Ashok layland 2008 Driver Operator - 1
Model
Firemen
- 2

Life Jackets – 3
Life Buoys - 3
Rope
-1
Search Light -1

Firemen
Home Guard
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-do-

Leading
Fireman,
Jagannaickpur
M.Nagabhushnam, SFO,
Cell.No (9963726982)
Peddapuram Fire Station
Phone
No.
08852241299
-doMd.Ibrahim, SFO
(Cell : 9963727827)
Razole
Fire Station: 08862 –
221101

12

Mammidikuduru

13

Malkipuram

14

KOTHAPETA
Ravulapalem

15

Atreyapuram

R.C.PURAM
16
Kotipalli

RAMPACHODAVARAM
17
Devipatnam

18

Kunavaram

JAGANNAICKPUR
18
Kajuluru

P.P. 1125

-

Leading Fireman - 1
Driver Operator - 1
Fireman
- 1
Home Guard
- 1
Fireman
- 1
Home Guard
- 1

AP09X 4138 Ashok Leading Fireman –1
layland 2003 model
Driver Operator - 1
Firemen
-2

P.P. 1093

Leading Fireman – 1
Driver OperatorHG-1
Fireman
-2

Life Jackets – 2
Life Buoys - 2

-do-

Life Jackets – 2
Life Buoys - 2

Leading
Fireman,
Jaggannaickpur

Life Jackets – 3
Life Buoys -7
Rope
-6
Search Light -1

Ch.Nageswara Rao, SFO
(cell : 9963728051)
Kothapeta
Fire Station : 08855 –
243299
-do-

Life Jackets – 2
Life Buoys - 6

WT AP 28 TB 5466 Leading Fireman – 1
Ashok Lay and 2009 Driver Operator - 1
Model
Fireman
-4

Life Jackets – 2
Life Buoys - 2
Rope
-1
Search Light -1

N.Nnagendra
Prasad,
SFO
(cell :9963727545)
Fire Station :08857 –
242401.

Leading Fireman – 1
Driver Operator - 1
Fireman
-4

Life Jackets - 5
Life Buoys - 5
Rope
-3
Search Light -1
Life Jackets - 5
Life Buoys - 5
Rope
-3
Search Light -1

K. Venkateswar Rao,
SFO
(cell :9963728286 )
Rampachodavaram
Fire Station : 08864 –
243899

Life Jackets – 2
Life Buoys - 2
Rope
-7
Search Light -1

D.Rambabu, SFO
(Cell : 9963726902)
Jagannaickpur
Fire Station :0884 –

WT. AP09X 0720
P.P. 04

WT.
AP28TE1066 Leading Fireman – 1
Ashok Leyland 2012 Driver Operator – 1
Model
Fireman - 3
Advance WT AP 28 Leading Fireman – 2
TE 5352
Driver Operator – 1
Fireman
- 2
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19

Leading Fireman - 1
Driver Operator - 1
Fireman
- 3

Life Jackets – 2
Life Buoys - 2
Rope
-6

WT AP 28 TE 7348 Leading Fireman – 1
Ashok Lay land 2012 Driver Operator - 1
Model
Firemen
-3

Life Jackets – 4
Life Buoys - 2
Rope
-6
Search Light -1
Life Jackets – 3
Life Buoys - 2
Rope
-6

Tallarevu
P.P. 234

KAKINADA Revenue Division
20
Dairy Form Centre, Kakinada

21

Pratapnagar, Kakinada

WL
AP9V
TATA 1997
P.P. 708

22

Sambamurty
Nagar,Kakinada

-

6368 Leading Fireman -1
Driver Operator - 1
Fireman
2
Home Guards - 2
Fireman
-2
Home Guards - 2

Life Jackets – 3
Life Buoys - 2

2374592
-do-

V.V.Rama krishna, SFO
(cell : 9963726854)
Fire Station : 0884 –
2374571
-do-

-do-

Liaison Officer of the above Cyclone Duty Teams
Cell : 9949991057.

: Sri I.Dharma Rao, Asst., Dist., Fire Officer, East Godavari District, Kakinada

Over all in charge of the District for Cyclone Duty
Cell : 9949991056, Office : 0884 – 2376058.

: Sri T.Uday Kumar, District Fire Officer, Eat Godavari District, Kakinada
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INFORMATION IN RESPECT OF A.P. FIRE & EMERGENCY SERVICES MAN
POWER ANDEQUIPMENT AVAILABLE IN EAST GODAVARI DISTRICT FOR
PREPARATION OFDISTRICT DISASTER MANAGEMENT PLAN/ CYCLONE
PLAN
A) THE FOLLOWING FIRE STATIONS ARE FUNCTIONING AT EAST
GODAVARI DISTRICT
WITH THE FOLLOWING STATION FIRE OFFICERS/ INCHARGERS
NAME
OF
THE
FIRE OFFICER
CONTACT PHONE NOS.
INCHARGE(SARVAS
RI)
0884V.V.RAMAKRISHNA
9963726854
, SFO
2374571

SL. NO

NAME OF THE
STATION

1

KAKINADA

2

JAGANNAICKPUR

3

PEDDAPURAM

4

RAJAHMUNDRY

5

AMALAPURAM

6

MUMMIDIVARAM

7

RAZOLE

MD.IBRAHIM, SFO

9963727827

8

KOTHAPETA

CH.NAGESWAR
RAO, SFO

9963728051

9

TUNI

K.V. RAMANA SFO

9963727194
9866470970

10

PRATHIPADU

11

ANAPARTHI

12

R.C.PURAM

13

MANDAPETA

14

PITHAPURAM

15

RAMPACHODAVARAM

16

JAGGAMPETA

17

KUNAVARAM

S.NAGESWRA RAO,
SFO
S.N.MAHENDRA
RAO, SFO
N.NAGENDRA
PRASAD ,SFO
D.CHINNI
BABU,SFO
G.RAJENDRA
PRASAD, SFO
K.
VENKATESWARA
RAO, SFO
P.
SREERAMULU,
SFO
K.
VENKATESWARA
RAO, SFO

D.RAMBABU, SFO
M.NAGABHUSHNA
M, SFO
N.PARDHASARADH
I SFO
Y.V. JANAKI RAM,
SFO
K.BHIMALLINGESW
ARA RAO, SFO

DISTRICT FIRE OFFICER EAST GODAVARI DISTRICT
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9963726902
9963726982
9963727248
9963727665
9963728285

9963727769
9963728023
9963727545
9963727741
9963727859
9963728286

08842374592
08852241299
08832444101
08856231101
08856271101
08862–
221101
08855243299
08854253601
08868246709
08857227201
08857242401
08855232101
08869251501
08864243899

8886720987
9963728286
:

08743238566

9949991056

ASSISTANT DISTRICT FIRE OFFICER, KAKINADA
B. AVAILABLE FIRE VEHICLES / PORTABLE PUMPS
S.
No
1

:

9949991057

Name of the Register No of Appliances
Fire Station
Kakinada
1. WT AP28 TE 7348, Ashok Leyland 2012
2.Mini Water Tender AP 28TE 7319, Tata 2012 (Mist Jeep)
Vehicles

3.WL AP9V 6368 TATA 1999 Model
4. Jeep AP9AC 9161 Mahendra & Mahendra 1999 Model
5. BOLERO AP 28 DT 0486 MAHINDRA 2013
6. BOLERO AP 28 DT 0488 MAHINDRA 2013
7. Mini Bus AP07TE 7810 Eicher 2014

Pumps

1) P.P. No. ST PP 09, Siritecon, 2012 Model
2) P.P .35 2013

2

Jaganaickpur
1.AWT ASHOKLEYLAND AP 28 TE 5352
Vehicles
2.WT AP 9 W 75 Tata 1999
3.WT AP09X 0843 Ashok Leyland, 2002 Model
4.WT AP09X 2969 Ashok Leyland, 2002 Model
Pumps
1)P.P.234 Firex 1991

3

Peddapuram

1) AP28 TB 0377. Ashok Leyland, 2007 Model

Vehicles
Pumps

1) P.P. 245 Firex 2001
2)S.T.PP .8 2012

4

Rajahmundry
Vehicles

1. WL ABT 653 TATA 120, 1983Model
2. Ambulance AP 9V 990 Bajaj Tempo 1990 Model
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3. WT AP 28 TE 8109, Tata 2012 Model
4. Mini Water Tender (Mist) AP 28 TE 8115 2012 Model
5. WT. HR38 (TEMP)4984
Pumps
1)P.P.247 Wadia 2001
2) P.P.1169 Firex 2004
3) P.P.985 Firex 1997
4)P.P . 27 Model 2013
5) P.P. 1061 Firex 2004
5

Amalapuram

1. AP 28 TE 8100, TATA 2012 Model

Vehicles

6

Pumps

1) P.P. No. ST PP 50, Siritecon, 2012 Model

Mummidivaram

WT AP09X 2053 Ashokley land, 2002 Model

Vehicles

7

Pumps

1) P.P. No. ST PP 07, Siritecon, 2012 Model

Kothapeta

AP 09X 4138, ASHOKLEYLAND, 2003 MODEL

Vehicles
Pumps

1) P.P. 1093 Firex 2004
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8

Razole

WT AP28 TB 1055 AshoK Leyalnd 2008 Model

Vehicles
Pumps

1) P.P. 1125 Firex 2004
2)P.P NO 14, 2013 MODEL

9

Prathipadu

WT AP28TB 0372 Ashok Leyland, 2008 Model

Vehicles

10

Pumps

1) P.P. 249 Firex 2001

Pithapuram

AP28 TE 4194 Ashok Leyland, 2011 Model

Vehicles

11

Pumps

1) P.P. 1107 Firex 2004

Mandapeta

WT AP09X 3362 Ashok leyland, 2002 Model

Vehicles
Pumps

1) P.P. 248 Wadia 2001
2) P.P. 246 Wadia 2001

12

Ramachandrapu
ram

WT AP28 TB 5466 Ashok Leyland, 2009 Model

Vehicles
Pumps

STPP 108, 2012 MODEL
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13

Rampachodavar 1. WT AP09X 0720 Ashok Leyland, 2001 Model
am
Vehicles

14

Pump

P.P No . 04 2013 Model

Anaparthi

WT AP09X 0724 Ashokleyland-2002

Vehicles
Pumps
15

1) P.P. 1151 Firex 2004

Tuni
Vehicles

WT AP 28 TE 7344 Tata, 2013Model

Pumps

1) P.P. 188 Firex 2000
2)P.P. 38 2013 MODEL

16

17

Jaggampeta
Vehicles

WT AP 28TE 4196 Ashok Leyland, 2010 Model

Pumps

1)PP. 107 STPP

Kunavaram
1. AP28 TE1066 Ashok Leyland, 2012 Model
(Water Tender)
2) P.P. No. ST PP 49, Siritecon, 2012

Model

ABSTRACT:- Working Condition
(1)Advance WATER Tenders

: 01 No.s.

(5) Portable Pumps

: 22 Nos

(2)WATER Tenders
(02 Nos. New Boleros)

: 17 No.s

(6) Jeep

: 03 Nos.

(.3)) Mini Water Tender

: 02 No.s.

(7) Ambulance

: 01

(4) Water Lorry :

: 01 No.s. 01 Off Run

(8) Mini Bus

:
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11. AVAILABLE RESCUE AND FIRE FIGHTING EQUIPMENT
SL.NO NAME OF THE LIFE
FIRE STATION
BUOYS

LIFE
JACKETS

ROPES

B.A
SETS

1
2
3

Kakinada
Jagannaickpur
Peddapuram

02
02
01

04
02
02

03
07
05

03
01
-

DRAGON
LIGHTS IN
CONDITION
3
1
1

4
5
6

Rajahmundry
Amalapuram
Mummidivaram
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02
02

10
02
04

04
05
05

01
01
-

3
1
1

7

Kothapeta

04

02

04

-

1

8
9

Razole
Prathipadu

0
01

02
02

04
04

01
-

1
1

10
11

Pithapuram
Mandapeta.

02
01

02
02

02
05

01
-

1
1

12

R.C.Puram

02

02

06

-

1

13

Anaparthi

02

02

05

-

1

14
15

Tuni
01
Rampachodavaram. 02

03
04

03
03

01
-

1
1

16

Jaggampeta

04

04

01

-

1

17
Kunavaram
TOTAL

05
74

05
54

03
69

09

1
21

S
L
.
N
O
.

NAME OF THE
FIRE STATION

1 Kakinada
2 Jagannaickpur
3 Peddapuram
4 Rajahmundry

NAME
OF
OFFICER/
INCHARGE

V.V.Ramakris
hna
D.Rambabu
M.Nagabhushn
am
N.Pardhasarad

TOTAL NO.
OF STAFF/
HOME
GUARDS
AVAILABLE
IN THE FIRE
STATION
INCLUDING
INCHARGE

NO. OF
WATER
TENDERS
/WATER
LORRIES
AVAILAB
LE IN
THE FIRE
STATION

NO. OF
PORTAB
LE
PUMPS
AVAILAB
LE IN
THE FIRE
STATION

31

3

29
16
33

REMARKS

REQUIRES
SET
REQUIRES
SET
REQUIRES
SET
REQUIRES
SET
REQUIRES
SET
REQUIRES
SET
REQUIRES
SET
REQUIRES
SET
REQUIRES
SET
REQUIRES
SET

B.A

B.A
B.A

B.A

B.A
B.A
B.A

B.A
B.A

B.A

NO. OF
LIFE
BUOYS
AVAIL
ABLE

NO. OF
LIFE
JACKE
TS
AVAIL
ABLE

NO. OF
ROPES
AVAILA
BLE IN
THE
FIRE
STATIO
N

2

02

04

03

2
1

1
2

02
01

02
02

07
05

4

6

41

10

04
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5 Amalapuram
6 Mummidivaram
7 Kothapeta
8 Razole
9 Prathipadu
1
0
1
1
1
2
1
3
1
4
1
5

Pithapuram
Mandapeta.
R.C.Puram
Anaparthi
Tuni

hi
Y.V.
Janaki
Ram
K.Bhimalinges
wara Rao
Ch.
Nageswararao
Md.Ibrahim
S.Nageswara
Rao
G.Rajendra
Prasad

16

1

1

02

02

05

13

1

1

02

04

05

13

1

1

04

02

04

13

1
1

2
1

01
0

02
02

04
04

1

1

02

02

02

1

2

01

02

05

12
14

D. Chinnibabu

10

N. Nagendra
Prasad
S.N. Mahendra
RAo

15

1

1

02

02

06

12

1

1

02

02

05

14

1

1

01

03

03

12

1

1

02

04

03

11

1

1

04

04

01

05

1

1

05

05

03

269

23

26

74

54

69

K.V.Ramana

K.
Rampachodavara
Venkateswara
m.
Rao
1
P. Sree
Jaggampeta
6
Ramulu
1
K.
7 Kunavaram
Venkateswara
Rao, Incharge
Total:-

STRENGTH PARTICULARS ABSTRACT :
SL.
STRENGTH
NO.
1
2
3

SFO

Sanctioned Strength 16
Actual Strength
16
Vacancy
0

LF

DOP

FM

40
39
01

60
46
14

211
145
66

HOME
GUARD
DOP
FM
15
18
04
07
11
11

ON RUN VEHICLE PARTICULARS ABSTRACT :

Sl.
No.

Advance Water
Water Tenders
Tenders

Mini
Water
Tenders

Water
Lorry

Portable
Jeep
Pumps

Ambulance

1

01 Nos.

02 Nos.

01 Nos.

22 Nos.

01

17 Nos.
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ACTION ON FIRST WARNING

1. Opening of Fire Service Control Room at the Dist. Head Quarter Fire station
Kakinada under the charge of Sri. V.V.Ramakrishna SFO with Contact number (L)
0884-2374571 (M) 9963726854.
2. Opening of Fire Service Control Room at Rajahmundry Fire station under the charge
of Sri. N.Pardhasaradhi, SFO with Contact number

(L) 0883-244411 (M)

9963727248.
3. All the Fire Service staff members shall be alerted to stay at their respective Head
Quarters. The Staff members on leave to report to duty by canceling leave.
4. All the In-charge officers of Fire Stations shall cancel the tour programmes and report
at their respective HeadQuarters.
5. The Officer Incharges shall verify the actual man power and equipment available and
to keep ready for further instructions.
6. The District Fire Officer, Kakinada shall be in contact with the Dist. Revenue and
Police Officials etc., for further action.
7. The Station Fire Officer, Amalapuram shall be in contact with the Divi. Revenue and
Police Officials etc., for further action.
ACTION ON SECOND WARNING

1.

The Station Fire Officer, Jagannaickpur shall report at the Main Control
Room established by Revenue Dept. at Kakinada for further instructions.

2. The, Station Fire Officer,

Fire Station, Amalapuram shall report at the

Control Room established by Revenue Dept. at Amalapuram for further
instructions.
3. All the Fire Service Staff Members shall be kept on continuous duty till for
further orders.
4.

The Dist. Fire Officer Kakinada shall inform to the D.G.F.S A.P, Addl.
D.F.S. A.P & R.F.O. E/R Hyderabad and reach Amalapuram for operations in
consultation with revenue and police officials

5. The following Man Power and Equipment shall be available at Amalapuram
for the Deployment to assist the Revenue & Police to Evacuate the people
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1.

Sri. Y.V. Janaki Ram, Station Fire Officer, Amalapuram shall be ready for
further operations with Man Power & Equipment (1) Water Tender, (1)
Portable Pump, (17) Life Buoys, (2) Life Jackets, (5) Ropes, (1) Dragon
Search Light and (12) Staff Members.

2. Sri. V.V. Rama Krishna, Station Fire Officer, Kakinada shall rush to
Amalapuram along with his Man Power & Equipment (1) Water Tender, (3)
Portable Pump, (4) Life Buoys, (6) Life Jackets, (10) Ropes, (2) Dragon
Search Light and (14) Staff Members.
3.

Sri. N.Pardha Saradhi, Station Fire Officer, Rajahmundry shall be alert at
Rajahmundry along with his Man Power & Equipment (1) Water Tender, (2)
Portable Pump, (10) Life Buoys, (10) Life Jackets, (4) Ropes, (1) Dragon
Search Light and (16) Staff Members.

4.

Sri D. Murali Mohan, Regional Fire Officer E.R. Hyderabad shall arrive at
Rajahmundry or Amalapuram.

5. Additional Deployment of Fire Units
(i) From Palakole, W.G Dist. to Razole Fire Station.
(ii) Nidadavole, W.G.Dist to Fire Station Kothapeta.
(iii) Peddapuram to Mummidivaram for further operations.
ACTION ON THIRD WARNING
1. Joining of Fire Service Staff with the Teams for compulsory Evacuation of people
from low-lying areas and other Vulnerable points.
AFTER FLOODS
1. The Fire Service Vehicles Engage in Bailing out of water from low-lying areas where
required and attending the Rescue Operations.
2. The Fire Units 6 No.s kept at Amalapuram shall be pressed into the operations.
3. If additional deployment required, the Fire Units available in West Godavari Dist.,
East Godavari Dist. and Visakhapatnam Dist. Shall be mobilized to Amalapuram (or)
Any other Flood effected Areas.
1. The District Fire Officer, Kakinada Prepared and humbly submitted the report to
the Collector and District Magistrate, East Godavari District, Kakinada and to the
Director General Fire & Emergency Services A.P., Hyderabad for kind perusal.
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FISHERIES DEPARTMENT

FISHERIES CYCLONE CONTIGENCY PLAN OF ACTION IN EAST GODAVARI
DISTRICT
The length of coast line in East Godavari District is 156 Kms. and there are 92
Fishermen villages along the coastal line with a total Marine Fishermen population of
2,48,771 of which 76,671 are active fishermen who are eking livelihood by fishing at Sea.
There are 5003 Mechanized Motorized, Traditional Craft, and about 1,49,151 No’s
various types of tackle existing in the District.
Cyclones generally occur in the Bay of Bengal in May and October/November.
Cyclones are some times accompanied by the tidal wave which inundates coastal area
causing huge loss of human life, Houses, Crafts and Tackle etc.,. It is difficult to forecast
much in advance the occurrence of cyclone and tidal waves and the exact area that would
be effected. Preparedness is more essential as prevention is not possible. It is therefore a
coordinated plan which is evolved not only in organizing

the rescue measures but also in

disaster preparedness, there by considerably mitigating the disasters effects of all such
natural calamities.
There are two forecasting centers located in Hyderabad and Visakhapatnam centers
are designated as cyclone warning centers and is entrusted with storm of depression warning
and keeps round the clock watch Bay of Bengal. As such as a storm or depression is noticed
it issues advance warning by land, like telegrams to this Department. It also dissepiments the
progress of cyclone through frequent storm bulletins through Radio and press for the use of
public, and this intern will disseminate these warnings to fishermen colonies through
messengers.
The pre-designates responsible persons will proceed to the coastal area likely to be
affected to worn the fishermen not to enter into the Sea for fishing and tie their boats and
store their nets at safer places to avoid damage to the fishing equipment. The fishermen
dwelling in low living areas and shore will be asked to move to the decided safer places,
cyclone shelters etc,.
The following teams (appended to this plan) attend the respective villages and caution
the Fishermen not to go for fishing during cyclone period from time to time to avoid loss of
human lives and fishing equipment. Further the teams have to coordinate with the concerned
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Revenue Officer and Mandal Parishad Development Officers from time to time in rescue
operation and enumeration of cyclone losses and damages during post cyclone period.

SHORE TO VESSEL COMMUNICATION:-

The Recently Department of Fisheries

developed shore communication facilities by establishing V.H.F. shore stations all along the
coast of Andhra Pradesh. In E.G.Dist. three such stations are functioning one each at
Kakinada, Balusutippa and Antervedipallipalem. Shore station at Kakinada was recently
erected with a cost of 4.46 lakhs in the premises of office of the Dy. Director of Fisheries,
Kakinada with VHF set and tubular mast having 30mts. ( 90 feet) hight.
All mechanized fishing vessels with base at Kakinada has been supplied with
mobile V.H.F. sets on subsidized costs through Department of Fisheries.

All these

mechanized fishing vessels which are in fishing at sea would receive weather warnings from
these shore stations and move to nearest safer places in the event of any depression / cyclone.
All these shore stations along the coast are working around the clock.
CYCLONE LOSSES / DAMAGES ASSESMENT:- After the cyclone is
ever, the above teams will asses the damages caused due to cyclone/floods and submit
detailed reports to this office from time to time.
AVAILABILITY RESCUE BOATS:- There are 9 No’s of rescue boats
made available in this division for use during cyclone emergency in the Division.
1) Mandal Revenue Officer, Kakinada Urban

2 Boats

(RajaTank1,Boat Club1)
2) Mandal Revenue Officer, Tuni

1 Boats

3) Mandal Revenue Officer, Amalapuram`

2

Boats

4) Mandal Revenue Officer, Kothapeta

2

Boats

5) Mandal Revenue Officer, I.Polavaram

1

Boats

6) Mandal Revenue Officer, Razole

1

Boats

AVAILABILITY OF LIFE FLOATS AND OUT BOARD MOTORS:- There are 3 No’s of
Life Floats and 44 Nos. Life Jackets and 22 No’s of Life buoys are also available for use
during CYCLONE / FLOODS emergency.
Role of Fisheries Department in Cyclone Disaster Management:

1. Issue of Cyclone warning to all the marine Fishermen, not to go for fishing
and to keep; their craft away from the coast.
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2. To keep the cyclone relief boats with Engines readily available for
evacuation of low lying/flooding area fishermen along with skilled
swimmers.

3. To alert Shore Stations in the Districts with VHF Sets and Transistors,
Generator & Battery at Kakinada. Balusutippa and Antharvedipallipalem.

4. To educate a coastal fishermen in the Disaster Management, in Public
Health, rehabilitation camps Do’s & Don’ts and precautions to be taken,
before, after and during the event of cyclone.

5. Distribution of pamphlets, conduct of awareness camps and making the
active teams for different purposes during natural disasters.

6. To activate the village action teams / resume teems with cyclone kits and
skilled swimmers as specified below.
1. Alert Evacuation Team
2. Relief camps organization team
3. Village Security team
4. Medical & First aid team
5. Boats/Engines & nets keeping team.
Godavari Floods Rajahmundry Fisheries Division:
Generally floods to river Godavari will occur in the month of August. The River
conservator stationed at Dowleswaram will issue flood warnings.

Nearly 2500 active

fishermen are engaged in Godavari river fishing. Nearly 400 migrated fishermen are residing
in the Islands (locally called as Thippas) in river Godavari between Dowleswaram and
Pattiseema. The predesignated responsible persons will proceed to the areas likely to be
affected to alert the fishermen to vacate the low lying areas and to keep the fishing
implements like boats and nets in a safer places.
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STATEMENT SHOWING THE INCHARGE OFFICERS FOR FISHERMEN VILLAGES DURING
CYCLONES & FLOODS
KAKINADA FISHERIES DIVISION :

S.NO

Name of the village

NAME OF THE
PANCHAYAT

Distance
from (
in km)

1

Addaripeta

Vemavaram

3

2

Pampadipeta

Vemavaram

1

3

Kothapeta

Vemavaram

2

4

Annaipeta

Vemavaram

4

5

Yerraiahpeta

Vemavaram

3

6

Yellaiahpeta

Krishnavaram

5

7

Patamusalaiahpeta

Krishnavaram

5

8

Vadamusalaiahpeta

Danaipeta

9

Danaipeta

Danaipeta

10

Pathaperumallapuram

A.V. Nagaram

5

11

Ramaraopeta

A.V. Nagaram

4

12

Kothapeta

A.V. Nagaram

5

13

Kothaperumallapuram

A.V. Nagaram

5

14

Maikampeta

A.V. Nagaram

8

15

Chodipallipeta

A.V. Nagaram

9

16

Antharvedipeta

Ponnada

6

17

Kuppirivaripeta

Ponnada

6

18

Thondangi

M.R.O.Office

-

19

Konapapapeta

Ponnada

6

Name of the
Subordinate Oficer

Contact
Phone
No. of the
controling
Officer.

Sri
V.V.S.V.
Venugopal
Rao
Fieldman
9848027218

FDO TUNI
9440108178
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Smt
N.
Sujatha,
P.Y.O.
Yellaipeta
9493649588

Sri
Ch.C.Venkata
A.D.F. KKD
Rao, F.D.O. Tuni
9440814725
9440108178
Sri

S.Venkateswara FDO

20

Ponnada

Ponnada

-

21

Ramannapalem

Ponnada

2

22

Mulapeta

Mulapeta

-

23
24

Thammaipeta
Ameenabad

Amaravilli
Ameenabad

3
-

25

Mayapatnam

Uppada

2

26

Ramasettypeta

Uppada

2

27

Suradapeta

Uppada

2

28

Jaggarajupeta

Uppada

2

29

Kothapeta

Uppada

2

30

Subbampeta

Uppada

2

31

Kothapatnam

Uppada

3

32

Rangoonpeta

Uppada

2

33

U.Kothapalli

M.R.O. Office

-

34

Nemam

Nemam

10

35

Polavaram

Thammavaram

5

36

Suryaraopeta

Thammavaram

15

37

Mynarpeta

Thammavaram

-

38

Vakalapudi

Thammavaram

-

39

Valasapakala

Thammavaram

-

40

Lighthousepeta

Thammavaram

-

41

Mahalaxmi Nagar

do

-

42

Driver Colony

do

-

43

Siva Krishna Nagar

do

-

44

Pagadalapeta

Toorangi

3

45

Kondelupeta

Muncipal area

-

46

Godarigunta

do

-

47

Kotha Kakinada

do

-

48

Dummulapeta

do
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Rao,
P.Y.O. UPPADA
Konapapapeta
7799663397
9989243186

Sri A.Anil Kumar .
Field man
9704466555

Sri B.Pavan Kumar
Fisheries Devp.
Officer, Uppada.
7799663397

A.D.F. KKD
9440814725

Sri Ch.Venkata
Ramana, Fieldman,
Vetlapalem O.D. at
O/o ADF Kakinada.
9032612918

AIF KKD
9959686827

Sri B.Venkateswarao
.Fieldman,
AIF
KKD
ADF,Kakinada.
9959686827
7337221767

Sri Ch umamaheswar
Rao
Asst. Inspector of
Fisheries, Kakinada
9959686827

A.D.F. KKD
9440814725

SriM.Laxmana
Kumar, FDO.
Kakinada
9963513838

A.D.F. KKD
9440814725

49

Parlovapeta

do

-

50

Preserpeta

do

2

51

Bustandpeta

do

-

52

Yetimoga

do

4

53

New Fishing Harbour

Kakinada Rural

-

54

Uppalanka

Gurajanapalli

4

55

Kobbarichettupeta

Chollangipeta

-

56

Matlapalem

G.Vemavaram

3

57

Ramannapalem

Patavala

4

58

Gummalapeta

G.Vemavaram

3

59

Kothuru

Patavala

6

60

Korangi

Korangi

-

61

Hope Island

Korangi

35

62

Pedabodduvenkatayapalem

Korangi

2

63

Chinabodduvenkatayapalem

Korangi

3

64

Chinavalasala

Gadimoga

-

65

Laxmipathipuram

Gadimoga

-

66

Gadimoga

Gadimoga

-

67

Pedavalasala

Gadimoga

-

68

Bhyravapalem

Gadimoga

4

K. Venkateswara rao,
F.D.O, Fishing
Harbour Kakinada
9985448037

Sri P.Nagavishnu ,
Fishery Gurard
O/o F.D.O.,
Tallarevu
8096546795

A.D.F. KKD
9440814725

FDO
Tallarevu
9052664667

N.Bharath Kumar .
Fishery GuardO/o
F.D.O. Tallarevu
7036255181

Sri K. Harish,
FieldmanO/o F.D.O.
Tallarevu
9493645156

Sri R.V.S. Prasad
Fisheries Devp.
Officer, Tallarevu
9052664667

FDO
Tallarevu
9052664667

A.D.F. KKD
9440814725

AMALAPURAM FISHERIES DIVISION :
69

Antarvedi Pallipalem

Pallipalem

-

70

Gondi

Gondi

2.0 km

71

Kesanapalli

Kesanapalli

1.5 km

72

Karavaka

Karavaka
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Sri
S.Sanjivarao
A.D.F. AMP
FDO
Razole
9440814726
7680858389

73

Gogannamatham

Gogannamatham

-

74
75

N.Kothapalli
S.Yanam

1.0 km
0.5 km

76
77

N.Kothapalli
Harijanapeta
S.Yanam
S.Yanam
Vasalatippa

S.Yanam
Challapalli

2.0 km

78
79
80
81
82
83

Vodalarevu
K.Satyanarayanapuram
Seetarampuram
Rameswaram
Samantakurru
Aragatlapalem

Vodalarevu
Komaragiripatnam
do
do
Samanthakurru
Bendamunilanka

3.0 km
2.0 km
3.0 km
1.5 km

84

Guttenadeevi

Guttenadeevi

-

85
86

Gogullanka
G.Moolapolam

do
G.Moolapolam

-

87

Neelarevu

Brahmasamedyam

20.0 km

88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95

Kothapatnam
Pondi
Pora
Pallam
Gatenakyalapora
Balusutippa
Magasanitippa
Mulletimoga

do
Pallamkurru
do
do
Katrenikona
Brahmasamedyam
do
Pallamkurru

10.0 km
9.0 km
8.0 km
10.0 km
10.0 km

Sri V.Devid Raju
A.D.F AMP
,FDO , Allavaram
9440814726
9948029350

A.D.
Yedukondalu
A.I.F.
A.D.F AMP
Mummidivaram
9440814726
9491438008

Sri Ch. Rambabu
A.D.F AMP
FDO,
Katrenikona
9440814726
(FAC) 9866418909

Sri G.Gaganbabuji
A.D.F AMP
Fieldman, Razole ,
9440814726
9494957498

RAJAHMUNDRY FISHERIES DIVISION : Flood Duties
96
97
98
99
100
101
102

Kondamodalu
Talluru
Teleperu
Gonduru
Kachchuluru
Manturu
Penikilapadu

Devipatnam
Mandal

-------126

Sri B. Kondala Rao,
AIF
Fieldman
Addateegala
Addateegala
9701977802
7382032922
SriB. Satyanarayana FDO
Fieldman
9490738038

103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122

123

124

125
126
127
128
129
130
131

Mulapadu
Agraharam
Devipatnam
Pudipalli
Anguluru
Purushothapatnam
Ramachandrapuram
Vangalapudi
Muggalla
Munikudali
Mulakallanka
Rajampeta
Torredu
Katheru
Dowleswaram
Kotilingalapeta
Pushkaralarevu
Alcot gardens
Vedulamma tippa
Vemagiri

-----Seethanagaram
-Mandal
-------Rajahmundry Rural
-Mandal
---Rajahmundry
Urban
--Kadiam, Mandal

--

Alamuru, Mandal

--

Jonnada

Kapileswarapuram
Korumilli

Kulla
Thammaipalem
Kotipalli
K. Vasalarevu
D.Vasalarevu
Masakapalli
Brahmapuri

and
Kapileswarapuram,
Mandal

K. Gangavaram,
Mandal
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RaJavommangi
9000559959

Sri
Sk
Mastan
FDO
Fieldman
Kadiam
9848499452
9493493695

Sri K. Ramakrishna
F.D. O.Rajahmudnry
9848499452

Sri G.Appalaraju
FDO Kadiam
9866608697
Sri N. Satyanarayana
Fieldman ,
Dwarapudi
9948588998

A.D.F. RJY
9440814727

A.D.F. RJY
9440814727
AIF KPLP
9491859072

--

Sri Hemananda
Kumar, Fieldman,
Kapileswarapuram
7569958352

AIF KPLP
9491859072

--------

Sri G. Gopi, A.I.F.
Kapileswarapuram
9491859072

A.D.F. RJY
9440814727

PANCHAYAT RAJ DEPARTMENT
The Chief Executive Officer, Zilla Parishad and District Panchayat Officer,
Vizianagaram shall. Identify coastal villages prone to cyclones and floods, plant wind belt
trees along the coast of the villages. Forest guard or beat officers to lend saws (both power
and manual) to the village panchayats when needed in clearing fallen trees and debris.
Provide seedling to the community and encourage plantation activities, promote nurseries for
providing seedlings in case of destruction of trees during natural disasters. Involvement of
the community, The Chief Executive Officer, Zilla Parishad and District Panchayat Officer,
East Godavari shall. Identify coastal villages prone to cyclones and floods, plant wind belt
trees along the coast of the villages. Forest guard or beat officers to lend saws (both power
and manual) to the village panchayats when needed in clearing fallen trees and debris.
Provide seedling to the community and encourage plantation activities, promote nurseries for
providing seedlings in case of destruction of trees during natural disasters. Involvement of
the community, NGOs and CBOs in plantation, protection and other forest protection,
rejuvenation and restoration activities especially in disaster- prone districts. convene special
meeting well in advance (preferably 2-3 months in advance of known seasons of disasters
such as cyclone and/or floods) of gram panchayat; invite VOs, CBOs, youth groups, village
elders, NGOs and concerned government officials. Constitute gram panchayat Disaster
Management Committee. Identify and prepare list of vulnerable families.

Identify pucca

buildings if cyclone shelters are not available and prepare mobility plan to evacuate the
village to reach the building or shelter; identify access road and/or path to the shelter. Seek
volunteers from youth or others; make work assignments to the teams. NGO staff and other
government staff working at the village/mandal level.

Mandal/village level government

officials to coordinate with district administration in procuring tarpaulins, essential food
materials, medicines and other life saving materials for use in the disaster shelters or
buildings where evacuated people will stay. Promote and support community-based disaster
management plans.

Support strengthening response mechanisms at the G.P. level (e.g.,

better communication, local storage, search & rescue equipments, etc.). Clean drainage
channels, organise through community participation. Trimming of branches before cyclone
season. Ensure alternative routes/means of communication for movement of relief materials
and personnel to marooned areas or areas likely to be marooned. Prepare detailed
procurement plan of food and other essentials.
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Prepare and execute transportation of stock pile material to disaster prone villages and
stock pile in the fair price shops. In coordination with mandal and district administration
relief measures such as food distribution, operating kitchens, medicine distribution to the
needy; transporting injured people to nearby hospitals etc. to be coordinated by PRI.
Train gram panchayat members and provide support for timely and appropriate
delivery of warning to the community. Clearance of blocked drains and roads, including tree
removal in the villages. Construct alternative temporary roads to restore communication to
the villages.
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CIVIL SUPPLIES DEPARTMENT

The DSO, Kakinada and District Manager, AP State Civil Supplies Corporation Ltd.,
Kakinada and the Divisional Officers are to ensure that required quantities of Rice K.Oil, Dal
and other Essential Commodities at MLS Points and also with K. Oil Wholesalers & Diesel/
Petrol/ lubricants with Petrol Bunks are maintained to meet the contingency during Cyclone.
A statement showing the stock position of Rice in various MLS Points in the District
is as follows:

STANDARD OPERATING PRODEDURE FOR CIVIL SUPPLIES CORPORATION
DISTRICT UNIT EAST GODAVARI IN CASE OF CYCLONE
1. All 21 MLS Points shall have Rice stocks up to the full capacity of the Godown
during cyclone.

2. One month advance stock shall be positioned at the F.P. Shops against Release Orders
raised by MRO’s during the said period in the cyclone prone Mandals
A. On Receipt of 1st warning:

3. Assistant Manager (Technical) of District Office at Kakinada shall review the stock
position of Rice at all MLS Points and ensure that they have stocks filled upto the
capacity.

4. The Assistant Manager (Technical) shall also obtain and keep available the Rice stock
positions at various depots of Food Corporation of India in the District.

5. The Assistant Manager (General) shall alert the MLS Points Incharges and review the
aspects of safety and security of stocks at the MLS Points and positioning of Rice
Stocks with the F.P. Shops.
6. All pending R.O’s with MLS Points to be cleared and Rice positioned at the F.P.
Shops.

7. No Officer or Staff shall be sanctioned any kind of leave.
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B. On Receipt of 2nd Warning:

8. District Manager, Civil Supplies Corporation, to review the overall distribution &
Rice stock position in the District and ensure that all logistic arrangements i.e. labour
& transport etc, are in place specially in and around the target areas.

9. All leaves earlier sanctioned to the staff & officers automatically stand cancelled and
the Assistant Manager (Accounts) shall review & ensure that all officers & staff are
readily available at their designated stations.

10. Assistant Manager (Accounts) indent for funds and arrange payment to FCI initially
for a quantity of 1500 MTs to enable immediate obtaining of Release Orders from
FCI depots concerned as required.

11. The District Manager, Civil Supplies Corporation, shall work out the alternative
routes of transportation in the target areas and instruct the Assistant Managers, MLS
Point Incharges and the Transport Contractors in the matter.
12. A control room is started at the District Manager’s Office in Kakinada under
supervision of the Assistant Manager (General) by placing one staff member each in 8
hours shifts to be operated round the clock.

13. The control room shall at all times remain in touch with all the MSL Points and give
continuous feed back to the concerned.

C. During the Cyclone:
14. The control room District Manager’s Office is headed by Assistant Manager
(Technical), Assistant Manager (Accounts) and Assistant Manager (General) in 8
hours shifts and continuously monitors with the MLS Points to have upto date
information, on the status of each Godown i.e. accessibility, inundation, damage to
the Godown, damage to the stocks etc, and keeps the District Manager, Civil Supplies
Corporation, and all concerned informed.
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D. Post Cyclone:
15. All accessible Godowns are kept open ready for operations with all logistical support
i.e. Hamalies, & transport vehicles.
16. In case of damage to the stocks stored in the Godown the Assistant Manager
(Technical) with the assistance of some more technical assistants and MLS Point
Incharge shall commence segregation operations and take all precautions to minimize
the loss of stock. With the permission of the insurance authorities he shall under take
salvaging operations and form separate stacking of damaged bags. He shall finalize
the quantum of good grain derived from the damaged stock and shall issue clearance
for release after conforming that the stocks are upto the FAQ specifications. He shall
finalize the actual loss of stock, expenditure on salvaging operations other incidental
expenditure and forward the same to District Office to prefer a claim with insurance
authorities.
17. The MLS Point Incharges shall start issuing the rice stocks against the credit release
orders raised by the respective Tahsildars/RDO’s in the affected areas through the
stage-II vehicles and vehicles arranged by the Tahsildars duly furnishing the details of
Mandal wise R.O’s received and stocks issued to the control room at the District
Manager’s Office on an hourly basis.

18. District Manager, Civil Supplies Corporation, Kakinada shall on the basis of
assessment, indent received from the District Administration work out the Rice
quantities required in the affected areas and arrange immediate positioning of required
rice stocks in the effected areas through the Stage-I Contractor and through lorries
requisitioned by the transport department for the purpose.
19. Assistant Manager (Accounts) shall send Mandal wise consolidated reports on rice
required R.O’s received rice issued and balance to be issued to the District
Administration on daily basis.
20. The above operations shall continue uninterrupted till the completion of relief
operations.
21. At the end of Relief operations the Assistant Manager (Accounts) shall prepare the
consolidated claim towards cost etc and submit to the District Collector for payment.
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STATISTICAL DATA
MLS Points covering the Mandals and no.of F.P. Shops attached.

S.No
1
2
3
4

Name & Mandal
KAKINADA
Kakinada [Urban]
Kakinada [Rural]
Pedapudi
Tallarevu

5
6

PITHAPURAM
Pithapuram
U. Kothapalli

7
8

GOLLAPROLU
Gollaprolu
Sankavaram

9
10

VELANGI
Karapa
Kajuluru

11
12

DRAKSHARAMA
Pamarru
Ramachandrapuram

13
14
15

MANDAPETA
Alamuru
Mandapeta
Kapileswarapuram

16
17
18

Biccavolu
Biccavolu
Anaparthy
Rayavaram

19
20
21
22

RAJAHMUNDRY
Rajahmundry [ U ]
Rajahmundry [ R ]
Kadiyam
Rajanagaram

23
24
25

KORUKONDA
Korukonda
Seethanagaram
Gokavaram

26

DIVILI
Prathipadu

Total
No.of
F.P.Shops
S.No
116
56
42
47
261
64
52
116
42
39
81
45
45
90
43
58
101
36
64
42
142
40
39
41
120

34
35
36

Name & Mandal
JAGGAMPETA
Jaggampeta
Rangampeta
Gandepalli

37
38
39
40
41

AMALAPURAM
Amalapuram
Inavilli
Uppalaguptam
Ambajipeta
Allavaram

42
43
44
45
46

P. Gannavaram
P. Gannavaram
Razole
Mamidikuduru
Malikipuram
Sakhinetipalli

47
48
49

Mummidivaram
Mummidivaram
I. Polavaram
Katrenikona

50
51
52

RAVULAPALEM
Ravulapalem
Kothapeta
Atreyapuram

53
54

105
58
44
45
252

55
56
57

41
43
34
118

58
59
60
61

41
133

Total
No.of
F.P.Shops
36
30
31
97
61
41
36
31
42
211
41
37
35
34
39
186
49
32
43
124
39
46
33
118

Rampachodavaram
Rampachodavaram
17
Devipatnam
14
31
ADDATEEGALA
Addateegala
14
Y. Ramavaram Part 6
L. Gangavaram
12
32
YELESWARAM
Rajavommangi
16
Addateegala
2
Yeleswaram
44
Prathipadu
6
68
MAREDUMILLI

27
28
29

Kirlampudi
Peddapuram
Samalkota

39
54
75
209

30
31
32
33

TUNI
Tuni
Thondangi
Kotananduru
Rowthulapudi

63
51
30
37
181

62
63

Maredumilli
Y. Ramavaram Part

64
65
66
67

CHINTURU
Chinturu
Nellipaka
V. R. Puram
Kunavaram
TOTAL :

14
9
23
23
29
15
15
82
2643

Arrangement at District Level:
There are 21 MLS Points of Civil Supplies Corporation in the District which receives
rice from Various SWC/CWC Godowns where custom Milled Rice is stored. The Capacity of
the MLS Points, CURRENT STOCK POSITION AT APSCSC MLS POINTS & CMR
Godown Wise Stock Availability in SWC/CWC Godowns are furnished in Annexure I, II
& III. The Stage I Contractor of Civil Supplies Corporation shall lift the rice from
SWC/CWC Godowns and transport the stocks to the MLS Points of Civil Supplies
Corporation. The Contractor is possessing 12 own vehicles of 20 MTs capacity and he shall
also requisite the vehicles from Lorry unions as per the necessity and Urgency.
Annexure - I
Capacity of the MLS Points of AP State Civil Supplies Corporation in the District.
S.No
1.
2.
3.
4.
S.No
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
S.No
10.
11.
12.
13.
S.No

MLS
Points
Division
Kakinada
Pithapuram
Gollaprolu
Velangi

Kakinada Capacity in
MTS
1200.000
1500.000
1600.000
927.000
5227.000
MLS Points Rajahmundry
Capacity in
Division
MTS
Draksharama
1000.000
Mandapeta
1680.000
Biccavolu
1332.000
Rajahmundry
1500.000
Korukonda
720.000
6232.000
MLS Points Peddapuram
Capacity in
Division
MTS
Divili
5000.000
Tuni
1500.000
Jaggampeta
250.000
Yeleswaram (GCC)
200.000
6950.000
MLS Points Amalapuram
Capacity in
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14.
15.
16.
17.
S.No
18.
19.
20.
21.

Division
Amalapuram
P.Gannavaram
Mummidivaram
Ravulapalem
MLS Points R. Chodavaram
Division
Rampachodavaram (GCC)
Addateegala (GCC)
Maredumilli (GCC)
Chintoor (GCC)
Grand Total

MTS
995.000
1100.000
2050.000
2700.000
6845.000
Capacity in
MTS
250.000
250.000
200.000
400.000
1100.000
26354.000

Annexure – II
CURRENT STOCK POSITION AT APSCSC MLS POINTS AS ON – 15.05.2016
SL.
NO.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

NAME OF THE
M.L.S. POINT
Kakinada
Pithapuram
Gollaprolu
Velangi
Draksharama
Mandapeta
Biccavolu
Rajahmundry
Korukonda
Divili
Tuni
Jaggampeta
Amalapuram
P.Gannavaram
Mummidivaram
Ravulapalem
R.Chodavaram
Addateegala
Yeleswaram
Maredumilli
TOTAL

Rice
540.746
740.547
483.183
485.427
275.320
672.749
545.160
696.284
355.642
0.000
220.554
10.635
82.661
727.716
652.457
419.527
115.337
123.198
210.229
81.285
7438.657
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Annexure – III
CMR STOCK POSITION AT CWC/SWC GODOWNS AS ON 30.04.2016

Sl.No Commodity & Variety
A
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
12
13
14
15
16
17
B
1
2

C
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Stock availability in MTs

Raw Rice CMR Gr.A
SWC, Gollaprolu OWN
PWS, Anaparthy
CWC, Rajahmundry
SWC IG Sompally
CWC Kakinada
SWC HG RLCC Vemulapalli
SWC IG Samalkota
SWC IG Rajavolu
SWC, Ramachandrapuram
SWC OWN Katrenukona
SWC IG Tuni
SWC IG Mandapeta
SWC IG Anaparthy KVRG
SWC IG Ravulalapalem
MLSP Amalapuram
SWC IG CHOLLANGI
SWC OWN kirlampudi
SWC RLCC Chollangi
Total
Raw Rice CMR Gr A (URS)
SWC OWN Gollaprolu
SWC IG Sompally
Total
SUB- Grand Total (RR GrA)
Raw Rice CMR Com.
SWC, IG Samalkota
SWC, Ramachandrapuram
SWC, Nadakuduru
CWC, Rajahmundry
SWC, Biccavolu, IG
SWC IG Mandapeta
SWC, Ravulapalem
SWC, Dwarapudi, OWN
SWC, Balabadrapuram
SWC IG , Rajavolu
MLSP, Amalapuram
SWC, OWN, Kirlampudi
SWC, OWN, Gollaprolu
SWC, IG, Tuni
SWC, OWN, Vemulapally
SCW, IG, Vemulapally
SWC, IG, Dwarapudi
MLSP, Draksharama
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932.813
161.811
11475.509
2059.694
161.700
80.676
350.001
4068.887
1217.305
485.622
457.326
215.649
1747.035
1024.407
80.703
3258.252
807.057
53.865
28638.312
161.784
122.242
284.026
28922.338
57776.602
9996.336
30823.323
24365.306
16577.400
22662.850
16110.171
11408.846
34604.170
13393.287
26.892
16236.302
9507.972
9582.482
28186.560
11484.344
46499.240
0.000

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
D
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

MLSP, Jaggampeta
SWC, OWN, Sakhinetipally
CWC, Kakinada
PWS, Anaparthy
PEG Biccaovle
SWC IG Pithapuram
SWC OWN Katrenukona
SWC RLCC Chollangi
SWC IG Sompalli
SWC IG Uppalanka
SWC IG Kanedu
SWC GHNR Nadakuduru
MLSP Divili
MLSP Gollaprolu
SWC IG CHOLLANGI
SWC HG RLCC Vemulapalli
MLSP Mandapeta
Sudha SWC IG peddapuram
MLSP Pithapuram
SWC IG Anaparthy KVRG
Total
Raw Rice CMR Com. (URS)
SWC Own Katrenukona
SWC IG Sompally
SWC IG Uppalanka
SWC IG CHOLLANGI
SWC OWN Sakhinetipalli
CWC Kakinada
MLSP Amalapuram
Total
Sub - Grand Total (Common)
GRAND TOTAL

648.171
8106.318
27387.556
58565.736
17420.210
9537.075
3890.291
26831.516
441.755
8530.785
9678.880
7398.499
2263.014
0.000
16165.338
4489.970
0.000
4144.959
0.000
886.923
565629.079
271.050
1393.082
564.813
2639.709
161.595
161.500
196.186
5387.935
571017.014
599939.352

5. Contact details of APSCSCL, SWC & CWC officials.
Sl.
Particulars
No.

Phone No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

7702003535
9963479150
9963479149
9963479151
9849057561
9290938491
9246693224

District Manager, APSCSCL
Assistant Manager (Accts)
Assistant Manager (General)
Assistant Manager (Tech)
Regional Manager, SWC
Manager CWC, Rajahmundry
Manager, CWC, Kakinada
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EAST GODAVARI DISTRICT MLS POINTS INCHARGES CONTACT NUMBERS
S.No

MLS Point

Name of the MLSP incharge

Mobile No

1

Kakinada

G.V. Raghavulu

8008901601

2

Pithapuram

B. Veeranna

8008901611

3

Gollaprolu

B. Veeranna

8008901612

4

Velangi

M.V.S.N. Murthy

8008901602

5

Draksharama

B.V.K. Sastry

8008901617

6

Mandapeta

M. Bala Saraswathi

8008901604

7

Biccavolu

B.S.V.V. Krishna

8008901614

8

Rajahmundry

G. Bapiraju

8008901608

9

Korukonda

J. Bhaskar Rao

8008901609

10

Divili

B. Veerabhadra Rao

8008901603

11

Tuni

K. Srinivas

8008901613

12

Jaggampeta

B. Veerabhadra Rao

8008901610

13

Amalapuram

P. Chaitanya

8008901607

14

P. Gannavaram

V. Vinaya Kumari

8008901605

15

Mummidivaram

D. Sai Vara Prasad

8008901615

16

Ravulapalem

Y. Sarasvathi

8008901606

17

R. Chodavaram

Vijay Kumar

9494148069

18

Addateegala

G. Lakshmana Rao

9494234115

19

Yeleswaram

K. Mutchi Raju

9494805589

20

Maredumilli

N. Raja Reddy

8500777675

21

Chintoor

D. Babu Rao

9492695313

21

Kakinada (LPG)

D.B.K.A.Chainulu

9848789104

22

Rajahmundry (LPG)

G. Bapiraju (I/c)

8008901608
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R.W.S DEPARTMENT
WATER SUPPLY(RWS)
The RWS Department should make arrangements for providing safe drinking water in
the cyclone prone areas where drinking water sources

in those areas get polluted.

Arrangements for transportation of drinking water to those areas and also at the relief camps
should be planned in such away that no drinking water scarcity should arise.
In urban areas the Municipal Commissioners concerned should make arrangements
for storing maximum possible quantity of water in the storage tanks besides arranging
Generators for pumping operations

at PWS/RWS schemes as during Cyclone storm

electricity supply shall get disturbed. Plan of action is appended as is as follows:
ACTION PLAN
1. District Profile including description of Disasters faced:
There are 2036 PWS / MPWS Schemes, 46 CPWS Schemes including Sri
Satya Sai Drinking Water Supply Projects, 11885 Hand Pumps in the district to meet
drinking water requirement of the people in the District (including the information
relating to merged 4 mandals)
Due to floods of Godavari and due to breach of flood banks at two locations in
Konaseema area and due to cyclones during July to November 2006, Hud Hud
cyclone during 2014, the drinking water sources in 107 villages in 17 Mandals were
affected due to power failures, contamination of filter points, open wells and bore
wells, pipe line damages, Motor repairs etc. During floods people have been shifted
to rehabilitation centers where food and drinking water are provided by transportation
and by supply of drinking water packets.
2. Risk and Vulnerability Analysis:
Drinking water sources in Lanka villages are vulnerable for submergence
during floods of Godavari and drinking water sources in villages lying along the sea
coast are most vulnerable for damages during cyclones.
3. Institutional arrangement for disaster response:
a. Advance action plan was prepared as follows:

i.

Mandal level team, Division level team and District level teams were
constituted.

ii.

Sufficient number of Generators were identified and kept ready at vulnerable
villages of floods and cyclones.
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iii.

Required water tankers were identified and kept ready.

iv.

Gram Panchayats were alerted to keep sufficient quantity of bleaching powder.

b. The following relief measures are taken during floods and cyclones for:

i.

Transportation of drinking water by tankers is provided to rehabilitation
centers and also to habitations where the drinking water facilities are damaged.
Supply of water packets to people at relief centers at remote places and Lanka
villages which are not accessible for movement of vehicles.

ii.

iii.

Engaging generators for PWS Schemes where power supply failure occurred.

iv.

Attending temporary repairs such as pipe line repairs, motor repairs etc. to
restore the PWS Scheme.

v.

Flushing of Open wells, Bore wells and Filter points and chlorinate after
recede of floods.
4. Lessons learnt:
a. Power failure is a common problem during floods and cyclones. Generators to

CPWS schemes are to be deployed at least 16 hours before the cyclone landfall to
ensure uninterrupted water supply in case of uprooting of power lines and power
failure.
b. Sufficient funds are to be kept at the disposal of district Administration so as to

take immediate measures when ever disaster occurs.
WEAK BRIDGES AND DIVERSION ROADS (R&B)
The R & B and Panchayat Raj Department Engineering officials shall identify weak
bridges which are prone to damage during Heavy Rains Cyclones, take advance measures to
form / strengthen the diversion roads so as to ensure free flow of traffic. They should also
take adequate measures to store required materials at the places likely to breach, so that
immediate repair / restoration works can be taken up as per the contingency plan of actions.
The R & B and Panchayat Raj Departments have to be in preparedness for removal of
obstructions, cutting of fallen trees due to Heavy Winds by securing sufficient number of
Hacksaw etc., so as to resume traffic within the shortest possible time.Plan of action is as
follows.
CYCLONE ACTION PLAN OF ROADS & BUILDINGS DEPARTMENT
The entire network of roads in (R&B) Circle, Kakinada is divided into three Divisions
viz., Kakinada, Rajahmundry and Amalapuram and consists of 10 Sub-Divisions and 32
Sections. Each Division is headed by the Exe.Engineer(R&B), the Sub-Divisions by the
Deputy Exe.Engineer(R&B) and the Sections are kept incharge by Asst.Exe.Engineers/
Asst.Engineers.
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The Gang Mazdoors and Work Inspectors available in the sections are kept incharge
of the roads in their Sections. They are provided with tools like Gamelas, Crow bars, Spades,
Mamties, Casurina ballies, axes, Power Saws etc.,
The action plan to meet disasters like floods and cyclone will be in three stages i.e., a)
Action Plan before cyclone b) Action plan during cyclone c) Action plan after cyclone.
ACTION PLAN BEFORE CYCLONE:
•

Adequate number of sand bags shall be kept ready to face the cyclone havoc, as per
the guide lines issued.

•

All the power saws and axes shall be kept in working condition as per the circular
instructions communicated from time to time.

•

All the roads leading to sea shore area will be identified and necessary measures will
be taken to clear the wind fallen trees.

•

All the staff members will be alerted and they will be in head quarters to face the
situation during the cyclone/floods.

•

All vulnerable points, weak bridges and diversion roads will be listed out in advance.

•

Keep the required materials and equipments in their Section stores or their head
quarters to take adequate measures and in full preparedness to meet any eventuality
causing scours, breaking of roads, damages to cross drainage works.

•

The locations of saw mills, timber depots and all other materials depots with different
skilled workers like sawers etc., will be located.

•

Understanding was made with shop owners to keep them available at times of need to
tackle the situation.

•

Action is being taken for erecting flood level indicators wherever necessary.

•

Action is being taken for removing and cutting down the over hanging branches of
trees wherever necessary.

ACTION PLAN DURING CYCLONE:
•

The flood level will be watched and the over flow flood water in low laying areas will
be watched and weak and damaged flood effected culverts and cause way will be
identified and steps will be initiated to stop any damage during cyclone.

•

The facts of the damaged Government property will be assessed and will be reported
for taking further action.

•

The duties assigned to the Section Officer (AEE/AEs) who will be generally touring
in their jurisdiction are to get removed the wind fallen trees on the roads and obviate
the interruption to traffic and to close the breaches of roads if any informing the
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Deputy Exe.Engineer who will also be touring in their sub-division for further
assistance, if any incase of difficulty.
•

The Superintending Engineer(R&B) and the Exe.Engineers (R&B) shall also be
constantly kept informed of relief operations like removal of wing fallen trees and
breach closing and monitor the progress of relief operations by rushing to the work
spot to issue necessary instructions and timely decisions in order to restore free flow
of traffic.

•

The personnel posted with duties as above shall be available to attend to the relief
operations effectively during disasters like floods/cyclones.

ACTION PLAN AFTER CYCLONE :
•
•

The breaches and scours will be filled up immediately to restore the traffic.
Obstructions like wind fallen trees will be cut and removed immediately to facilitate
traffic.

•
•

Necessary caution boards will be erected at damaged culverts/bridges.
All the debris deposited on the road will be removed with proclaims/JCB etc., on war
footing basis.

•

Temporary restoration/permanent restoration estimates will be prepared and submitted
as per the intensity of the damage caused there on.

•

Any other precautionary measures communicated by the Government in this regard
will be followed scrupulously.

Details of staff of (R&B) Division, Kakinada.
S.
No.

1

Name of Officer and Designation
Sarvasree
K. Subba Raju
Executive Engineer (R&B),
Division,Kakinada.

Telephone Number
Office
Residence

Cell No.

2367626

2367848

9440818051

2

N.Ilangovan
P.A to Executive Engineer
(R&B) Division,Kakinada.

2367626

--

9440818533

3

K.S.Raghava Rao
Dy. Executive Engineer (R&B),
East Sub-Division, Kakinada.

--

--

9440818283

4

G.Rup Kumar,
Dy. Executive Engineer (R&B),
West Sub-Division,Kakinada.

--

--

9440818284
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5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

B.V.Madhusudhana Rao,
Dy. Executive Engineer (R&B),
Sub-Division, Ramachandrapuram.
N.V.Siva Rama Prasad
Dy. Executive Engineer (R&B),
Buildings Sub-Division, Kakinada.
M.Govinda Mohan
Assistant
Executive
Engineer
(R&B),
East Section, Kakinada
D.Ajay Kumar
Assistant
Executive
Engineer
(R&B),
Pithapuram Section
K.Srinivas
Assistant
Executive Engineer
(R&B),
West Section, Kakinada
T.V.S.Suryanarayana Rao
Asst Engineer (R&B),
Draksharama Section
Ch.T.V.S.Prasad
Asst. Executive Engineer (R&B),
Gollapalem
K.Sai Baba Reddy
Assistant
Executive
Engineer
(R&B),
Biccavolu
P.Balaji Chakravarthy
Asst Executive Engineer (R&B),
Ramachandrapuram
G.Appa Rao
Assistant
Executive
Engineer
(R&B), Mandapeta
P.Panilingeswara Rao,
Asst Executive Engineer (R&B),
Buildings Section.

--

--

9440818285

--

--

9440818286

--

--

9440818530

--

--

9440818531

--

--

9440818534

--

--

9440818537

--

--

9440818535

--

--

9490612780

--

--

9440818536

--

--

9440818538

--

--

9440818532
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ANNEXURE-I
STATEMENT SHOWING THE SECTION WISE STAFF AND MANDAL COVERED UNDER
EACH SECTION IN
(R&B) DIVISION, KAKINADA
S.
Name of the Persons-InName of Section and Jurisdiction
No.
Charge
1
The roads belongs to (R&B) Sri.K.Sai
baba
Reddy Saw mills are avaialable
Departments in the Mandals of 9490612780
at
Someswaram
Biccavolu,
Anaparthy
and Assistant Engineer (R&B),
Rajanagaram road.
Rayavaram under the control of Sri
M.P.V.V.S.Nagendra
(R&B) Section,Biccavolu.
Rao
Work Inspector.
2
The roads belongs to (R&B) Sri.K.Srinivas
Saw mills are avaialable
Departments in the Mandals of 9440818534
at Karapa - Chintapalli
Pedapudi and Karap under the Asst Executive Engineer road.
control of (R&B) West Section, (R&B).
Kakinada.
West Section, Kakinada
Sri.M.V.P.Sivaramayya
Work Inspector
Sri.B.Nooka Raju
Head Mazdoor
Sri K.Voli Babu
Work Inspector
3
The roads belongs to (R&B) Sri.Ch.T.V.S.Prasad
Saw mills are avaialable
Departments in the Mandals of 9440818535
at Kajuluru - Tallarevu
Tallarevu and Kajuluru under the Asst. Engineer (R&B)
road.
control
of
(R&B)
Section, Sri.K.Voli Babu
Gollapalem.
Work Inspector.
Sri.V.Appa Rao
Work Inspector.
Sri.S.A.Nabhi
Head Mazdoor
4
The roads belongs to (R&B) Sri T.V.Suryanarayana Rao Saw mills are available
Departments in the Mandals of 9440818537
on
K.Gangavaram
K.Gangavaram, Kajuluru and A.E.E (R&B).
Angaram road.
Draksharama under the control of
(R&B) Section, Draksharama.
5

The roads belongs to (R&B) Sri.G.Appa
Departments in the Mandals of 9440818538
Kadiyam, Alamuru and Mandapeta Asst. Engineer (R&B).
under the control of (R&B)
Section, Mandapeta.

6

The roads belongs to (R&B) Sri.P.Balaji
Chakravarthy
Departments in the Mandals of 9440818536
Ramachandrapuram,
rayavaram
under the control of (R&B)
Asst.
Executive Saw mills are available
Section, Ramachandrapuram.
Engineer(R&B)
on Dwarapudi - Yanam
road.
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Rao Saw mills are available
on Mandapeta - Dulla
road.

7

8

The roads
Departments
Pithapuram,
U.Kothapalli
the control
Pithapuram.

belongs to (R&B)
in the Mandals of
Gollaprolu,
and Thondangi under
of (R&B) Section,

The roads belongs to (R&B)
Departments in the Mandals of
Kakinada Urban and Kakinada
Rural under the control of (R&B)
East Section,Kakinada.

S.
No.
1

Name of Section and
Jurisdiction
The roads belongs to
(R&B) Departments in the
Mandals of Biccavolu,
Anaparthy and Rayavaram
under the control of (R&B)
Section,Biccavolu.

2

The roads belongs to
(R&B) Departments in the
Mandals of Pedapudi and
Karapa under the control of
(R&B) West
Section,
Kakinada.

3

The roads belongs to
(R&B) Departments in the
Mandals of Tallarevu and
Kajuluru under the control
of
(R&B)
Section,
Gollapalem.

4

The roads belongs to
(R&B) Departments in the
Mandals
of

Sri
D.Ajay
Kumar9440818531
Asst. Executive Engineer
(R&B),
Sri.Subhramanyam, W.I

Saw mills are available
on samalkota - Uppada
road and Kothapalli Pamarru road.

Sri.G.Venkataramana, R.O
Sri.K.Appa
Rao,
Gang
Mazdoor
Sri. Sathish, O.S
Sri M.Govinda Mohan,
9440818530
Asst. Executive Engineer
(R&B),
Sri. R.Appa Rao, W.I
Sri.S.Rama Krishna, W.I
Smt.I.
Ratnam,
Gang
Mazdoor
Sri.Ch.Nageswara
Rao,
Gang Mazdoor

Name of the Persons-InCharge
Sri.K.Sai
baba
Reddy
9490612780
Assistant Engineer (R&B),
Sri
M.P.V.V.S.Nagendra
Rao
Work Inspector.
Sri.R.Venkata Rao
Work Inspector.
Sri.T.V.S.Suryanarayana
Rao
Sri.K.Srinivas
9440818534
Asst Executive Engineer
(R&B).
West Section, Kakinada
Sri.M.V.P.Sivaramayya
Work Inspector
Sri.B.Nooka Raju
Head Mazdoor
Sri.Ch.T.V.S.Prasad
9440818535
Asst. Engineer (R&B)
Sri.K.Voli Babu
Work Inspector.
Sri.V.Appa Rao
Work Inspector.
Sri.T.V.Suryanarayana
9440818535
A.E.E (R&B).
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Saw mills are avaialable
at Someswaram Rajanagaram road.

Saw mills are avaialable
at Karapa - Chintapalli
road.

Saw mills are avaialable
at Kajuluru - Tallarevu
road.

Saw mills are available
on K.Gangavaram
Angaram road.

5

6

7

8

K.Gangavaram, Kajuluru
and Draksharama under the
control of (R&B) Section,
Draksharama.
The roads belongs to
(R&B) Departments in the
Mandals
of
Kajuluru,
Alamuru and Mandapeta
under the control of (R&B)
Section, Mandapeta.
The roads belongs to
(R&B) Departments in the
Mandals
of
Ramachandrapuram,
rayavaram
under
the
control of (R&B) Section,
Ramachandrapuram.
The roads belongs to
(R&B) Departments in the
Mandals of Pithapuram,
Gollaprolu, U.Kothapalli
and Thondangi under the
control of (R&B) Section,
Pithapuram.

The roads belongs to
(R&B) Departments in the
Mandals of Kakinada
Urban and Kakinada Rural
under the control of (R&B)
East Section,Kakinada.

Sri.G.Appa
Rao
9440818538
Asst. Engineer (R&B).

Saw mills are available
on Mandapeta - Dulla
road.

Sri.P.Balaji Chakravarthy
9440818536
Asst. Executive
Engineer(R&B)

Saw mills are available
on Dwarapudi - Yanam
road.

Sri D.Ajay Kumar,
9440818531
Asst. Executive Engineer
(R&B),
Sri.V.Nuka Raju, W.I

Saw mills are available
on samalkota - Uppada
road and Kothapalli Pamarru road.

Sri.B.Laxminarayana, W.I
Sri.Subhramanyam, W.I
Sri.G.Venkataramana, R.O
Sri.K.Appa Rao, Gang
Mazdoor
Sri.Narasimha Murthy, G.M
Sri. Sathish, O.S
Sri.A.S.S.Prakasa Rao
Asst. Executive Engineer
(R&B), 9440818530
Sri. R.Appa Rao, W.I
Sri.S.Rama Krishna, W.I
Sri.P.Trinadha Rao, W.I
Smt.I. Ratnam, Gang
Mazdoor
Sri.Ch.Nageswara Rao,
Gang Mazdoor
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PREPAREDNESS OF (R&B) DEPARTMENT TO MEET ANY EMERGENCY THAT MAY
ARISE DUE TO THE CYCLONE / FLOODS
(R&B) Division, Kakinada.
PROCLAINER/ JCB's KEPT READY FOR CLEARING OF TREES
1

Sl.No.
1
1
2

Machine
2
JCB
JCB

3

JCB

4
5

JCB
JCB

6

JCB

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
2

JCB
JCB
JCB
JCB
JCB
JCB
JCB
D.60

Name and Address of the Owner
3
Sri V.Rasu, Vakalapudi
Sri O.Harinadh Reddy, Anaparthy
Sri
B.Srinu,
Pasalapudi
(V),
Near
Ramachandrapuram
Sri Siva, Ramachandrapuram
Sri Raju, Angara (V), Kapileswarapuram Mandal
Sri Srinu, Satyawada Village, K.Gangavaram
Mandal
Sri Srunu, Kulla Village, K.Gangavaram Mandal
Sri Srinu, Pekeru(V), K.Gangavaram Mandal
Sri D.Nageswara Rao, Dulla
Sri Tadi Satyanarayana Reddy, Yeditha
Sri D.Balaram, Gollapalem
Sri P.S.N.Reddy, Kakinada
Sri V.Nagi Reddy, Kandarada
Sri V.Nagi Reddy, Kandarada

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

9963704769
9590165535
9676005747
9704782699
9963444179
9866277485
9989539634
9490855999
9989797526
9848227256
9849255890
9948086091

SAW MILL OWNERS REQUESTED FOR PROVIDING ASSISTANCE (BY
PROVIDING REQUIRED MAN POWER, SAWS/ POWER SAWS, TRACTORS,
ROPES ETC) FOR CLEARING TREES

Sl.No. Name and Address of the Owner
1
2
1
Sri Venkateswara Sawmill, Warf Road, Kakianda
Prop. Smt Y. Lakshmi
2
Kakinada Saw Mill, Warf road, Kakianda
Prop. Sri Suri Babu,
Sri Adinarayana
3
Siva Saw Mill, Komaripalem, Prop. Tadi Aravindam
4

Contact No.
4
9849421964
9949558771

Sri Satya Saw Mill, Yerupalli Road, Ramachandrapuram
Prop. Sri Nageswara Rao
Smt G.Surya Kumari, Yerupalli Road, Ramachandrapuram
M/s Venkata Sai Wood Process, Tapeswaram
Sri Srinivas, Dulla
M/s Ramanjenayya Saw Mill, Gollapalem
Prop. Sri T.Venkateswara Rao
Sri Satyanarayana Chowdary, Samalkota
M/s Balaji Wood Industries, Pithapruam
Prop. Pendyala Suri Babu
M/s Surya Saw Mill, Pithapuram
Prop.Sri G.V.Vijeyandra Rao
M/s Jagedeswari Wood Industries, Pithapuram
Prop Sri D.Murali
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Contact No.
3
0884-2364660
9440030714
9912460457
08857
235341
9394410108
9443451495
9985312942
9550925777
9000264198
9948946248
9490858870
9246639578
9848253129
9440851488

3

VENDORS CONTACTED FOR SUPPLY OF ROAD CONSTRUCTION
MATERIALS IN CASE OF EMERGENCY TO CLOSE THE BREACHES
AND PROPOSING TEMPORARY PATHWAYS ETC..
Sl.No. Name and Address of the Owner
Contact No.
1
2
3
1
Sri Ramesh Reddy, Yeleswaram
9849725999
2
Sri P.S.N.Reddy, Kakinada
9848227256
3
Sri
M.Anjaneya
Reddy,
Ravulapalem
9849100033
(Jonnada Plant Site)
4
M/s S.V.Constructions, Ubalanka
9849989333
5
M/s ABC Constructions, Pithapuram
9848821257
6
Sri Y.Sathi Raju, Patavala
9848918285
7
Sri P.Sathi Reddy, Kakinada.
9908138999
Details of staff of (R&B) Division, Amalapuram.
S.
No.
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Name of Officer and Designation

Telephone Number
Office
Residence

Sarvasree
A.Sreeramachandra Rao
231181
Executive Engineer (R&B),
Division, Amalapuram.
M.Venkateswara Rao
231181
P.A to Executive Engineer
(R&B) Division, Amalapuram.
Y.Venkateswara Rao
-Dy. Executive Engineer (R&B),
Sub-Division, Amalapuram.
Y.Radha Krishna
-Dy. Executive Engineer (R&B),
Sub-Division, Kothapeta.
K.Satyavenu
-Dy. Executive Engineer (R&B),
Sub-Division, Razole.
Y.Laxmi Narasimha Rao
-Assistant Engineer (R&B),
Section, Amalapuram.
V.Venkata Ramana
-Asst. Engineer (R&B),
Uppalaguptam.
K. Ambedkar
-Asst. Engineer (R&B),
Mummidivaram.
M.Tata Rao, (FAC)
-Assistant
Executive
Engineer
(R&B),
Kothapeta.
M.Tata Rao
-Asst. Engineer (R&B),
Gannavaram.
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Cell No.

--

9440818052

--

8333806395

--

9440818297

--

9440818298

--

9440818299

--

9440818551

--

9440818552

--

9440818553

.--

9440818555

--

9440818556

11

K.Mani Kumar
Asst. Engineer (R&B),
Ravulapalem.
K.Ravindra
Assistant
Executive
Engineer
(R&B),
Razole.
G.B. Rajendra Prasad,
Asst.Executive Engineer (R&B),
Malikipuram.

12

13

--

--

9440818557

--

--

9440818558

--

--

9440818559

Cyclone Contigency Plan of Action of (R&B) Division, Amalapuram.
S.
Telephone Number
Name of Officer and Designation
No.
Office
Residence Cell No.
Sarvasree
1
V.Ramachandra Murthy
231181
233181
9440818052
Executive Engineer (R&B),
Division, Amalapuram.
2
Y.V. Narayana Murthy,
231181
231243
9440818552
P.A to Executive Engineer
(R&B) Division, Amalapuram.
3
P.S.N.Murthy
231181
231847
94408181297
Dy. Executive Engineer (R&B),
Sub-Division, Amalapuram.
4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

T.Satyanarayana
-Dy. Executive Engineer (R&B),
Sub-Division, Kothapeta.
T.Satyanarayana
-Dy. Executive Engineer (R&B),
(Additional Charge)
Sub-Division, Razole.
Y.Laxmi Narasimha Rao
231181
Assistant Engineer (R&B),
Section, Amalapuram.
Y.Laxmi Narasimha Rao
-Asst. Engineer (R&B),(Additional
Charge)
Uppalaguptam.
K.Ambedkar
-Asst. Engineer (R&B),
Mummidivaram.
Smt.Ch.Satya Madhavi,
-Assistant
Executive
Engineer
(R&B),
Kothapeta and additional charge of
R&B section, Gannavaram
Smt M.Sridevi,
-Asst.Executive Engineer (R&B),
Gannavaram.(Proceeded on E.L)
I.Kumar,
-Asst. Executive Engineer (R&B),
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244536

9440818298

--

9440818299

--

9440818553

--

9440818553

--

9440818553

.--

9440818555

--

9440818555

--

9440818557

12

13

Ravulapalem.
G.B. Rajendra Prasad,
Assistant
Executive
Engineer
(R&B), (Additional Charge)
Razole.
G.B. Rajendra Prasad,
Asst. Engineer (R&B),
Malikipuram.

--

--

9440818554

--

….

9440818559

List of Power Saws available in (R&B) Division, Kakinada.
No.
of
Condition of the
power saws
Remarks
power saws
available
1
2
3
4
5
Working
1
Pithapuram
1
-condition
Working
2
West Section, Kakinada
1
-condition
Working
3
Ramachandrapuram
1
-condition
List of Power Saws available in (R&B) Division, Amalapuram.
S.
Name of the Section
No.

S.
Name of the Section
No.
1
2
1

Amalapuram

2

Kothapeta

3

P.Gannavaram

4

Ravulapalem

5

Razole

6

Malikipuram

No. of power Condition of the
Remarks
saws available power saws
3
4
5
Working
3
Condition
Working
1
Condition
Working
1
Condition
Working
1
Condition
Working
1
Condition
Working
1
Condition
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PREPAREDNESS OF (R&B) DEPT. TO MEET ANY EMERGENCY THAT MAY ARISE DUE TO
THE CYCLONE/FLOODS
R&B DIVISION: AMALAPURAM
Sections
1.CLAINER /JCB’s kept ready for clearing of trees
Amalapuram
S.No Machine Name & Address of the Owner .
1
JCB
M/S Somu Constructions, Ubalanka
2
JCB
Sri M.Anjaneya reddy, Ubalanka
3
JCB
Sri S.Kishore, Amalapuram
Uppalaguptham
4
JCB
Sri Saladi srinivasa Rao, Amalapuram
5
JCB
Sri Gollakoti Chitti Babu, Amalapuram
6
JCB
Sri K. Bujji, Amalapuram
Mummadivaram
7
JCB
Sri Krishnam raju, Mummadivaram
8
JCB
K. Balakrishna, Mummadivaram
9
JCB
Sri E. Nagaraju, Gnanapuram
Kothapeta
10
JCB
Sri P.Yesu, Marlapalem
11
JCB
Sri P.Yesu, Marlapalem
12
JCB
Sri P.Yesu, Marlapalem
Ravulapalem
13
JCB
Sri K. Shiva Raju , Ubalanka
14
JCB
Sri K. Shiva Raju , Ubalanka
15
JCB
SriK. Sreenu Raju,Ubalanka
Gannavaram
16
JCB
Sri
P.
Satyanarayana
Reddy,
Ravulapalem
17
JCB
Sri
P.
Satyanarayana
Reddy,
Ravulapalem
18
JCB
Sri
P.
Satyanarayana
Reddy,
Ravulapalem
Razole
19
JCB
Sri Brahmaji, Mamidikuduru
20
JCB
Sri Chinna, Pasarlapudi
21
JCB
Sri P. Srinivasa Redy, Ravulapalem
22
D60
SriP. Venkata Reddy, Ravulapalem
Malikipuram
23
JCB
SriP.Raju,Merlapalem
24
JCB
Sri Oil Krishna, Pasarlapudi
25
JCB
Sri
.M.
Satyanarayana
Reddy,
Ravulaplem
26
D60
Sri P. Satyanarayana Reddy, Ravulaplem
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Contract No
9505758915
9849100033
9959575756

Remarks
Amalapuram
Sub Division

9030616855
9866736602
9392110645
9866835590
9490583444
9989272676
9490669319
9490669320
9490669321

Kothapeta
Sub Division

9490234555
9490234555
9848281299
9493633333
9493633333
9493633333

9866837284
9490217777
9493212999
8332875117
9849005637
9440765833
9491446666
9491191999

Razole sub
Division

2.Saw mill owners requested for providing assistance (By providing required Man Power, Saws/Power
Saws, Tractors, Ropes etc.,) for Clearing Trees
Amalapuram
S.No
Name & Address of the Owner .
Contract No Remarks
1
Sri Sarada Timber Marchants , 8019792369
Amalapuram
Amalapuram
sub Division
2
Sri
Gayatri
Timber
Merchants, 9849530316
Amalapuram
3
Sri Raju Rajeswari Saw mills, 9440314769
Amalapuram
Uppalaguptham
4
Sri Kanakadurga Timber General 08856234756
Mrrchants& saw mills, Amalapuram
5
Sri Kumar Timer Traders, Amalapuram
9908888999
6
Sri Rageswari Saw Mills, Amalapuram
9440341769
Mummadivaram
7
Sri K. Maridisetti, Mummadivaram
9030811444
8
Sri K.Satya Rao, Mummadivaram
8985127298
Kothapeta
Kothapeta
Sub division
9
Sri Vakada Lacha Rao, Near Palivala 9959755646
vantena, Kothapeta
10
Sri Koha Nageswara Rao,Near Palivala 9177725546
vantena, Kothapeta
11
Sri Buragayapu Gopi, ,Near Palivala 9848745379
vantena, Kothapeta
Ravulapalem
12
Sri Kanikireddy Timber depot, Ralapdu
9849166525
13
Sri Praveen Timber depot, Ralapadu
0
8855255708
14
Sri Vijaya saw mills, Ralapadu
9849571365
Gannavaram
15
Sri Buragayala Gopi, Near Palivara 9848345379
Bridge, Kothapeta,
16
Sri
Manumur
Timber
Depot, 9866373915
Ravulapalem
17
Sri Ch. Kanikar Reddy tibmer Depot, 9849166525
Ravulaplem
Razole
Razole Sub
Division
18
Sri Srinivasa sawmill, Tatipaka
8985363260
19
Sri Venkata Ramana saw Mill, Tatipaka
9440467313
20
Sri Kanakadurga Saw mill, Pasrlapudi
8099752589
Malikipuram
21
Sri M. Venkateswara Rao Malikipuram
994976390
22
Sri Vijaya saradhi Timber depot, 9949625999
Tatipaka
23
Sri Molleti Suryanarayana, Tatipaka
9000152889
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3. Vendors contacted for supply of road construction materials in case of emergency to close the
breaches and proposing temporary pathways etc.
Amalapuram
S.No
Name & Address of the Owner .
Contract No
Remarks
1
Sri M.Anjaneya reddy, Ubalanka
9849530316
Amalapuram
Sub Division
2
Sri M.Ramakrishna Reddy,Ubalanka
9505758915
3
Sri P.Yesu , Marlapadu
9490669319
Uppalaguptham
4
Sri P. Yesu, Marlapalem
9490669319
5
Sri P. satyanarayana Reddy, Ubalanka
9491191999
6
Sri
K.
Surya
Rao
Vella, 9848633684
Ramachandrapuram
Mummadivaram
7
Sri P. satyanarayana Reddy,Ubalanka
9493633333
8
SriN.Edukondalu, Ravulapalem
9440916527
9
Sri
M.G.R.
Constructions, 9866211569
Balabhadrapuram
Kothapeta
Kothapeta
Sub Division
10
Sri P. Yesu, Marlapalem
9490669319
11
Sri K.Srinu Raju, Ubalanka
9848281299
12
Sri P. satyanarayana Reddy, Ravulapalem 9491191999
Ravulapalem
13
SriK. Sreenu Raju,Ubalanka
9848281299
14
Sri K. Shiva Raju , Ubalanka
9490234555
15
Sri N. Laccha Reddy, Ravulapalem
9441143181
Gannavaram
16
Sri
P.
Satyanarayana
Reddy, 9493633333
Ravulapalem
17
Sri Ch. Veeraju, Marlapalem
9652319677
18
Sri B,. Apparao
9493340223
Razole
Razole Sub
Division
19
Sri Gopla Reddy, Ravulapalem
9849233366
20
Sri Bethineedi Suryanarayana, Razole
9849250512
21
Sri Veerraju, Ravulapalem
9652319677
Malikipuram
22
Sri
M.
Satyanarayana
Reddy, 9440833699
Rajahmundry
23
Sri P.Yesu, Merlapalem
9490669319
24
Sri Punyapuraju, Ravulapalem
9866990224
JCB
25 nos
D60
01 nos
Total
26 NOS
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Details of staff of (R&B) Division, Rajahmundry.
S.
No.
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

Name of Officer and Designation

Telephone Number
Office
Residence

Sarvasree
T.Satya Narayana
2479400
Executive Engineer (R&B),
Division, Rajahmundry.
K.Appa Rao
2479400
P.A to Executive Engineer
(R&B) Division,Rajahmundry.
E.G.R. Naidu
-Dy. Executive Engineer (R&B),
Sub-Division, Rajahmundry.
A.S.S.Prakasa Rao
-Dy. Executive Engineer (R&B),
Sub-Division,Peddapuram.
P.Sai Lakshmi
-Dy. Executive Engineer (R&B),
Sub-Division, Rampachodavaram.
P.Lova Raju
-Assistant Engineer (R&B),
South Section, Rajahmundry.
Y.V.V.Satyanarayana
-Asst. Engineer (R&B),
North Section, Rajahmundry.
Y.Satyanarayana
-Asst. Engineer (R&B),
Town Roads Section, Rajahmundry.
P.Asritha
-Assistant
Executive
Engineer
(R&B),
FOB Section Rajahmundry.
P.Sai Sathish
-Asst Executive Engineer (R&B),
Buildings Section, Rajahmundry.
K.C.M.Sekhar
-Asst. Executive Engineer (R&B),
Jaggampeta.
T.Manga Devi
-Assistant
Executive
Engineer
(R&B),
Samalkota.
I.Kumar
-Asst Executive Engineer (R&B),
Tuni
V.Kiran Kumar
-Assistant Engineer (R&B),
Yeleswaram
K. Suresh
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2424249

Cell No.
9440818050

7032320235

--

9440818292

--

9440818293

--

9440818294

--

9440818541

--

9440818540

--

9440818539

.--

9440818533

--

9440818542

--

9440818547

--

9440818546

--

9440818549

--

9440818548

--

9440818550

Asst Executive Engineer (R&B),
Buildings Section, Peddapuram.
16
M.Bhanu Kiran Kumar,FAC
--9440818544
Assistant Engineer (R&B),
Maredumilli.
17
R.Appa Rao
--9440818545
Assistant
Executive
Engineer
(R&B),
Addateegala.
18
M.Bhanu Kiran Kumar,
--Assistant Engineer (R&B),
9440818543
Ramapchodavarm.
ANNEXURE I
STATEMENT SHOWING THE SECTION WISE STAFF AND MANDAL COVERED
UNDER EACH SECTION IN (R&B) DIVISION, RAJAHMUNDRY
Sl.No
1
1

2

Name of Section
Jurisdiction
2

and Name of the persons-InDesignation
charge
3
4

(R&B)
Town
Roads
section, Rajahmundry
Rajahmundry Rural, Urban,
Seethanagaram part and
Mandapeta.

(R&B) North
Rajahmundry

Sri.Y.Satyanarayana,
9440818539
T.George Paul
S A Shariff
V.V.Ramana
U. Bheemarao
M.Gangadhararao
P.Satyanarayana
GSN Raju
SK Mehaboob
P Satyanarayana
B.Sreenivas
section, Sri Y.V.V. Satyanarayana
9440818540

Rajanagaram, Jaggampeta, T.Satyanarayana
Rural
part,
part
of S.S.Nageswara Rao
Anaparthi.
P.Suryanarayana
L.Ramachandrarao
A.Narasimha Swamy
G.Rama Krishna
T.Naga Mani
TV Subramanyeswararao
A Yedukondalu
3

(R&B) South section,
Rajahmundry
Anaparthi,
Mandapeta,
Rajanagaram
(P)
Rajahmundry
Rural,

Assistant Engineer
Work Inpector
Work Inpector
Work Inpector
Work Inpector
Gang Mazdoor
Gang Mazdoor
Helper
Helper
Helper
Helper
Assistant Engineer
Work Inpector
Work Inspector
Gang Mazdoor
Gang Mazdoor
Gang Mazdoor
Gang Mazdoor
Gang Mazdoor
LV Driver
Helper

Sri
P.
Lova
Raju Assistant Exe. Engineer
9440818541
N.Shyam
Office Subordinate
V.V.V.Satyanarayana
Work Inpector
S.Ramu
Gang Mazdoor
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Rajahmundry Urban.

4

5

6

7

(R&B) Building section,
Rajahmundry
Rajahmundry

(R&B)
Section,
Rampachodavaram
Devipatnam,
Rampachodavaram,
Gangavaram.

(R&B)
Section,
Addateegala
Addateegala,Y.Ramavaram,
Rajavommangi
(R&B)
Maredumilli
Maredumilli

8

9

V.K.Satyanarayana
K.Srirama Chandra Murthy
D.Venkata Ratnam
M.Suramma
Sri.P.
Sai
Sathish
9440818542
A.Ramakrishna,
T.V.C.H.M.Prasad
G.Yellaiah
Sk.Muradali
R.Sarma
Ch.Balaji
N.Rama Krishna
K.Krishna
M.Satyanarayana Murthy
Smt. M.Naga Mani
Sri. M.Bhanu Kiran Kumar
9440818543
S.N.Swamy Dora
B.Dharmayya
P.Bapi Raju
S.Pydiyya Reddy
B.Chandra Sekar
Sri.R.Appa
Rao
9440818545
Smt. K.Chintalamma
G.Raja Rao

Section, Sri.
M.Bhanu
Kumar,(FAC)
9440818544
----Nil---

Roller Operator
Roller Operator
Watch Man
Woman Mazdoor
Asst.Exe.Engineer
Work Inpector
Helper Gr II
Helper Gr II
Helper Gr II
Guardsman
Gate Sargant
Watch Man
Watch Man
Watch Man
Watch Woman
Assistant Engineer
Gang Mazdoor
Gang Mazdoor
Gang Mazdoor
Gang Mazdoor
Gang Mazdoor
Asst.Exe.Engineer
Gang Mazdoor
Work Inspector

Kiran Assistant Engineer A/C

(R&B) Section,Tuni

Asst.Engineer

Tuni,
Rowthulapudi,
Sankavaram,
Kotananduru.

Work Inspector
Work Inspector
Work Inspector
Work Inspector
Gang Mazdoor
Gang Mazdoor
Gang Mazdoor
Gang Mazdoor
Gang Mazdoor
Gang Mazdoor
Asst.Exe.Engineer.

(R&B)
Jaggampeta
Jaggampeta

Sri
I.Kumar,
9440818549
Tondangi, M.Kameswara Rao
R.Seshagiri Rao
A.S.R.Ch.S.N.Murthy
M.V.Tirumala Rao
Shaik Sattar
R.Tata Rao
V.Appa Rao
S.Appa Rao
N.Pentayya
Smt.R.Ramanamma
Section, Sri
K.C.M.Sekhar,
9440818547
V.Sreerama Murthy
A.V.V.Ramana
E.Suryanarayana
Smt. D.Annapurna
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Work Inspector
Gang Mazdoor
Gang Mazdoor
Gang Mazdoor

10

(R&B)
Yeleswaram

K.Satyanarayana
N.Ramu
M.Satyanarayana
Section, Sri.
V.Kiran
9440818548

Gang Mazdoor
Roller Operator
Roller Operator
Kumar, Assistant Engineer

Sankhavaram, Prathi padu, T.Subba Rao
Yeleswaram, Addateegala, B.Suri Babu
Rajavommangi.
Md.Ghouse
K.Ganeswara Rao,
R.Raja Ratnam
11

(R&B)
Buildings Sri
Section,Peddapuram
9440818550

12

(R&B) Section,Samalkota
Samalkota

Gang Mazdoor
Gang Mazdoor
Roller Operator
Roller Operator
Watch Man

K.Suresh, Asst.Exe. Engineer

Smt.T.Manga
9440818546
J.Srinivas
S.Nageswara Rao
D.Lakshminarayana

Devi Asst.Exe.Engineer
Work Inspector
Work Inspector
Watch Man

ANNEXURE -I
STATEMENT SHOWING THE SECTION WISE STAFF AND MANDAL
COVERED UNDER EACH SECTION IN (R&B) DIVISION, AMALAPURAM
S.
No.

Name of Section
Jurisdiction

1

The roads belongs to
(R&B) Departments in the
Mandals of Amalapuram
Rural,
Inavilli
and
Allavaram
under
the
control of (R&B) Section,
Amalapuram.

2

and Name of the PersonsIn-Charge

The roads belongs to
(R&B) Departments in the
Mandals of Uppalaguptam
and Katrenikona under the
control of (R&B) Section,

Y.Laxmi Narasimha Rao
Assistant
Engineer
(R&B),
Sri M.Srinivasa Rao,
Record Assistant
P.V. Sita Rama Raju,
Work Inspector.
V. Satyanarayana,
Gang Mazdoor.
J.S.S. Venkateswarlu,
Gang Mazdoor.
Smt.
K.
Sitamahalakshmi,
Gang Mazdoor.
P. Satya Sai Rao
Gang Mazdoor.
V.Venkata Ramana
Assistant
Executive
Engineer (R&B),
P. Veerabhadararao,
Gang Mazdoor.
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Many saw mills are
availabale on A.B.
Road, Near R.T.C. Bus
Station at Amalapuram.
And also avaialable at
Mukteswaram
and
Allavaram,
NH.214
near Red bridge at
Amalapuram. However
one power saw is
availble in the section
which is in working
condition for ready use.

Saw mills are availble
at
Km.
7/10
of
Anathavaram
Pallamkurru
road,
Saavaram village and

Uppalaguptam.

K. Pedaverayya,
Gang Mazdoor.

3

The roads belongs to
(R&B) Departments in the
Mandals
of
Mummidivaram,
I.Polavaram under the
control of (R&B) Section,
Mummidivaram.

K. Ambedkar
Asst. Engineer (R&B)
Shaik Akber Basha
Record Assistant
D. Srinivas,
Gang Mazdoor.
K.B.V.V. Satyanarayana,
Gang Mazdoor.

4

The roads belongs to
(R&B) Departments in the
Mandals of Razole and
Mamidikuduru under the
control of (R&B) Section,
Razole.

5

The roads belongs to
(R&B) Departments in the
Mandals of Malikipuram
and Sakhinetipalli under
the control of (R&B)
Section, Malikipuram.

6

The roads belongs to
(R&B) Departments in the
Mandals of Gannavaram
and Ambajipeta under the
control of (R&B) Section,
Gannavaram.
The roads belongs to
(R&B) Departments in the
Mandals of Kothapeta
under the control of (R&B)
Section, Kothapeta.

Sri K.Ravindra,
A.E.E (R&B).
K.L.V. Swamy,
Work Inspector.
G. Srinivasarao,
Gang Mazdoor.
M. Trinadhaswamy,
Gang Mazdoor.
Sri
G.B.
Rajendra
Prasad,
A.E.E (R&B).
K. Pushkara Prasad
Work Inspector Gr.IV.
G. Kesavaraju,
Gang Mazdoor.
Sri M.Tata Rao
Asst.
Exe.Engineer
(R&B), Gannavaram

7

8

The roads belongs to
(R&B) Departments in the
Mandals of Atreyapuram
and Ravulapalem under the
control of (R&B) Section,
Ravulapalem.

also near Red Bridge.
A power saw is availble
in the section which is
in working condition
for ready use.
There are two no.s of
saw mills are available
at Mummidivaram and
one no in Mukteswaram
and I.Polavaram each.
However one power
saw is availble in the
section which is in
working condition for
ready use.
Saw mills are available
at Jagganapeta and
Razole.

Saw mills are available
on KANF Road at
km.90/0 to 90/8 I.e. at
Tekisettipalem and also
on Chintalapalli Bridge
to Malikipuram Road at
Lakkavaram.
The gunny bags of 2000
Nos. and sand was kept
ready at Gannavaram to
attend immediate relief
for closing branches.

Sri M. Tata Rao, FAC
Asst. Executive Engineer
(R&B),
M. Naga Venkateswara
Rao,
Gang Mazdoor.
Sri K.Mani Kumar
Asst. Engineer (R&B),
N. Masenu,
Gang Mazdoor.
B. Satyanarayana,
Gang Mazdoor.
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Saw mills are available
in km.36/0 to 36/4 on
A.B. Road and also
avaialable NH road near
Ravulapalem.

S. Surapu Raju,
Gang Mazdoor.
K. Babu Rao,
Gang Mazdoor.

LIST OF SECTION WISE JCBs , SAW MILLS & Labour available in
(R&B) Division, RAJAHMUNDRY
Sl.
No

Section

JCBs

Saw Mills

Available
Labour

Power
Saws

1

Yeleswaram

2

3

10

0

2

Samalkota

2

2

10

2

3

Tuni

2

2

10

0

4

Jaggampeta

2

2

10

0

5

Town Roads

2

2

10

0

6

North

3

4

10

0

7

South

2

1

10

2

8

Addateegala

2

0

10

2

9

Rampachodavaram 2

0

10

0

10

Maredumilli

1

0

10

0

Total Nos

20 Nos

16 Nos

100 Nos

6 Nos

RAJAHMUNDRY DIVISION
Available JCBs
1

Available Saw Mills
2

1. Venkat - 9347124869
Rajahmundry
2. Janiki Ramayya 9848163738
Rajahmundry

1.Venkateswara
Rao
- 10 Nos
9440113501 Katheru, 2.
Ashoka
Sawmill
9700935918 Rajahmundry

1.
Srinivasa Rao 9866762905
Rajanagaram,
2.
Rudra Rao- 9246641819,
Rajahmundry
3.
Papa
Rao9849456619,

1.
Ravi
chandra
- 10 Nos
9849525379,
Rajanagaram
2.Harerama9849236289,
Rajanagaram.
3.
Venkateswara - 9849293644,
Korukonda,
4.
Bhasakar
-9849413934,
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Available Labour
3

Divancheruvu
1) Giri - 9441386725
Tokada,
2)
Srinivasa
Reddy
9876295669 Annaprathi

Korukonda
1.
Raja -9849236289 10 Nos
Rajanagaram,
9951182667(Tree Cutting)

1. Sri Haranathareddy 9866651244
RCVM
2.
Sri
Reddy
- -9492251257, RCVM

10 Nos

1. Sesha Reddy 8332019919,
2.
Ch.Nagi
Reddy- -9849457113

10 Nos

1.
D.
Anudeep
10 Nos
9490884491, AP26N568, '-Maredumilli
1. Trinadh
- . 1. K. Appa Rao- 9866266382, 10 Nos
9849643539,
Tuni, Tuni
2. N. Appa Rao2.
Suri
Babu- 9502449211, Tuni
9949556263, Tuni

1.
S. Adham 9491575166
Katravulapalli
,
2. K. Ravi Babu9966117205 Jaggampeta
1. Gowsia Bagem 8985946469,
Yeleswaram
2. S.
Ajahm
-9491575166,
Yeleswaram

1. T. Babu Rao- 9052818047, 10 Nos
Jaggampeta,
2.D.
Narayana - 9866342377,
Jaggampeta

1.
Harsha
vardhana 10 Nos
9866835819,
Yeleswaram
2.
Murali
Krishna
9177420690,
Yeleswaram
3.S.
Appalaswamy9866623171, Yeleswaram
1. M. Ramesh Reddy - 1. Ch. Rama krishna - 10 Nos
9866284445,
9396598946,
Peddapuram
Peddapuram,
2. G. 2.Ch.
Banka
BabuRama
Babu
- 9010455189, Peddapuram
9849990133,
Peddapuram
20 Nos
16 Nos
100 Nos
TABLE – I
DISTRICT OFFICERS CONTACT NUMBERS:
Sl.
No.

Name of the Officer

1

Collector
&
District
9100838883
Magistrate, East Godavari,

Cell Number
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Land Line

2

Joint Collector, E.G. Kakinada.

3

Joint
Collector-II,
E.G.
Kakinada.
District Revenue Officer, E.G.
Kakinada
Admn.Officer,
Collectorate,
E.G. Kakinada
Superintendent
of
Police,
Kakinada

4
5
6

9849903919
8008426999
9849903862
9849903869
9440796500

0884-2362000

7

SP (CC)

9440900755

8

S.E. Irrigation, Dowlaiswaram

.9490741146.

08832417419

9

S.E. R& B, Kakinada.

9440818024

0884-2366212

10

S.E. RWS & S, Kakinada.

9100121100

0884-2351801

11

S.E.
Panchayat
Kakinada..

9441085863

0884-2386992

12

S.E. Public Health

9849906213

13

S.E. A.P.E.P.D.C.L.

9440812583

14

Joint Director, Agrl. Kakinada.

8886613528

15

Joint
Director,
Animal
9989932835
Husbandary, Kakinada.

16

Joint Director, Fisheries.

17
18

Superintenden,
Kakinada
District
Forest
Kakinada

Raj,

9440814724

G.G.H.

9849903870

Officer,

0884-2343339

19

District Fire Officer, Kakinada

9949991056

20

D.M & H.O.. Kakinada

9866847897

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

Dist. Public Relations Officer,
Kakinada.
District Panchayat
Officer,
Kakinada
Chief Executive Officer, ZPP.
Kakinada
Dist.
Manager,
APCSC,
Kakinada
District
Supply
Officer,
Kakinada
Dist. Edn. Officer, Kakinada.

0884-2344748

9000549854

0884-2376058

0884-2379252

9849903185
9490499695

0884-2379138

7702003535
8008301429
9849909104

Dist. Tranport Commissioner,
9605545627
Kakinada.
Regional Manager, APSRTC,
9959225524
Rajamahendravaram.
Asst Director, Handlooms,
8008705696
Kakinada.
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0884-2376183

0884-2372946

35

Dy.
Director,
Mines,
Rajamahendravaram.
Project Director, DWMA,
Kakinada
Project Director, DRDA.,
Kakinada.
Project Director, Housing,
Kakinada.
Asst.Director,
Disabled,
Kakinada
Asst.Director, S & L.Rs.

36

General Manager, Industries

9640909820

0884-2344139

37

Forest Settlement
E.G/. Kakinada.

9666866600

0884-2362232

38

Port Officer, Kakinada.

9493596775

39

Commandant, APSP. Kakinada
Municipal
Commissioner,
Rajahmundry.
Municipal
Commissioner,
Kakinada.
Executive
Engineer,
Drainnage,
Executive
Engineer,
Headworks
Executive, A.P. Pollution
Control Board, Kakinada.

9440906226

9866776723

0884-2374066

Indian Metrological, Kakinada

9494946363

0884-2376069

30
31
32
33
34

40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

Officer,

9440817704
9100970616

0884-2386423

9866142117
7093930104

0884-2378704

9912557085

0884-2352303

9866169530

0884-2373708

9866657600
7093320018

0884-2374817

9491058007
9491058002

Chief Planning Officer, EG.
9493445176
Kakinda.
Project
Director,
ICDS,
Kakinada
Dy. Director, Ground Water,
8333991189
Kakinada.
Regional
Joint
Director,
Municipal
Admn. 9849908362
Rajamahendravaram

0884-2362746
9440814682
0884-2376482
0883-2468755

PO ITDA, Rampachodavaram

TABLE - II
Department Offices Mail Addresses
Sl.No Name of the Department

Mail Address

1.

,Joint Director, AgricultureKakinada

agriego@nic.in;

2.

,Joint DirectorAnimal Husbandry, Kakinada

jdahkakinada@gmail.com

3. Superintendent Engineer, R&B, Kakinada
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serbkkd@yahoo.co.in
sridharbaluru@yahoo.com

4. Superintendent Engineer, RWS, Kakinada
5.

Superintendent
Kakinada

Engineer,

Panchayat

se_rws_egd@ap.gov.in
Raj,

se_pr_egd@ap.gov.in

6. Superintendent Engineer, Transco, Kakinada

serjy@apeasternpower.com

7. Superintendent Engineer, I&CAD, Kakinada

Se_dowl@yahoo.co.in

8. Cpo Kakinada

egocpo@yahoo.co.in
cpoprajapadam@yahoo.com

9. Information Public Relations Dept, Kakinada

dpro_kkd@yahoo.co.in

10. DRO, Kakinada

egodro@nic.in

11. DEO, Kakinada

deo_eg@yahoo.co.in

12. PD DRDA, Kakinada

egdrda@gmail.com

13. PO ITDA, Rampachodavaram

itdarcvaram@rediffmail.com

14. CEO ZP, Kakinada

ceozp.eg@gmail.com

15. Horticulture

adh_kakinada@rediffmail.com

16. RTO, Kakinada
17. Dist Fire Office

dfo_eg@yahoo.com
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Brief Industrial
All Characteristics of the District East Godavari is one of the largest Districts of the
State of Andhra Pradesh. It has a unique blend of all the 3 types of geographical formations
of forest area, uplands, fertile delta lands and a Coastline. River Godavari is the Principal
River that flows through the district and the district owes its prosperity and fertility of soil
to the river East Godavari district could be categorized as one of the advanced districts. It
could be due to the factors of availability of fertile delta lands, good horticultural
resources, abundant marine and fisheries resources and good mineral deposits along with
the availability of natural gas deposits. The main occupation of the district is agriculture
where more than 24% of the population is engaged. At the same time more than 60% of the
population are non-workers which is a potential force available for self-employment and
industrial purposes. Paddy is the main crop, which occupies more than 50% of the area and
also dominates in yield and production in comparison to all other crops. The district also
tops the production of coconut and banana cultivation in the State. The main source of
irrigation is canals followed by tube wells 4 and tanks, Godavari Central Delta and
Godavari Eastern Delta are the main source of major irrigation. East Godavari District has
got the unique distinction of having marine, inland and brackish water pisiculture. It has a
coastline of 144 kms. Fire clay, china clay, Graphite and Laterite are the important mineral
resources available and clusters of industries based on these minerals are flourishing in the
district The district is also endowed with water transport on the river Godavari and
Kakinada port at Bay of Bengal is a principal seaport among the minor seaports of India.
There is no dearth of the availability of agro based forest based, mineral based products
coupled with the unique source of Natural gas resources is a perfect requirement for
vibrant industrial activity. It is observed that despite the availability of all the factors for
industries to come up it is due to lack of entrepreneurship of the local people who are
traditional agriculturists and are content with the lucrative agricultural activity. Though the
process of Industrial campaigns and EDPs the people need to be motivated enlightened and
encouraged to take up the industrial activity.
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DO’S AND DON’T’S
DO’S BEFORE AND DURING A CYCLONE
•

Have your dwellings checked before a cyclone season starts and carry out whatever
repairs that are needed.

•

Talk to children and explain about cyclones without scaring them.

•

Create storm awareness by discussing effects of a cyclonic storm with family
members so that everyone knows what one can and should do in an emergency. This
helps to remove fear and anxiety and prepares everyone to respond to emergencies
quickly.

•

Keep your valuables and documents in containers, which cannot be damaged by
water.

•

Keep information about your blood group.

•

Keep lanterns filled with kerosene, torches and spare batteries. These must be kept in
secure places and handy.

•

Make plans for people who are either sick, suffer from disabilities, aged and children.

•

Store up at least seven-day stock of essential food articles, medicines and water
supply.

•

Keep blankets & clothes ready for making beds. Also keep cotton bandages.

•

Store some wooden boards so that they can be used to cover windows.

•

Keep trees and shrubs trimmed. Remove damaged and decayed parts of trees to make
them resist wind and reduce the potential for damage. Cut weak branches and make
winds blow through.

•

All doors, windows and openings should be secured.

•

Continue to listen to warning bulletins and keep in touch with local officials. Keep
radio sets in working condition. Battery powered radio sets are desirable.

•

Evacuate people to places of safety when advised.

•

Take steps to protect your assets.

•

Store extra drinking water in covered vessels.
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DON’TS DURING A CYCLONE
•

During the storm do not venture out unless advised to evacuate.

•

If you have a vehicle and wish to move out of your house, leave early before the onset
of a cyclone. It is often best to stay at home.

•

Avoid remaining on the top floor of dwellings. Stay close to the ground.

•

Fishermen are advised not to venture out into the sea. They should keep boats and
rafts tied up in a safe place.

•

Avoid taking shelters near old and damaged buildings or near trees.

•

Do not touch power lines. One may get electrocuted.

DO’S AFTER THE CYCLONE
•

Watch out for broken glass and other sharp items in debris.

•

Watch out for snakes and insects. Try to call for help.

•

Listen to the advice of local officials and emergency workers.

•

Be sure that the storm has subsided before venturing out.

•

It is advisable to wait for the "all clear message" on radio and TV networks.

•

Wait for emergency relief teams to arrive. It may take a little time before relief
becomes effective.

•

Stay away from flooded areas.

•

Fishermen should wait for at least 24 hours before resuming fishing.

•

Volunteer to help people who may need assistance like:

•

Bringing evacuated people back home and in recording damages suffered

•

Rendering first aid to the wounded

•
•

Donating blood
Locating places where dead bodies can be kept until they are disposed off

•

Organizing clearing-up so that normalcy returns as soon as possible
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DO’S AND DON’TS BEFORE EARTHQUAKE
•

Tell the facts about earthquake to your family members

•

Construct new buildings with earthquake resistant method and strengthen the old
buildings

•

Insure your house and family members

•

Take the training for first aid and fire fighting

•

Do not keep cots near the glass window

•

Do not keep heavy and fragile things in the selves

•

Do don’t hang photo frames, mirrors, or glasses up your bed

•

Keep your important documents, some cash and necessary articles ready in a bag

•

Get your house insured before the earthquake

•

Identify special skills of neighbor (medical, technical) so that it can be utilized in
emergency

DO’S AND DON’TS DURING EARTHQUAKE
•

Do not panic

•

If already inside, than Stay indoors! Get under a heavy desk or table and hang on to it.

•

If fire breaks out, drop on the floor and crawl towards the exist

•

If you are out doors during the quake, keep away from buildings, trees and electricity
lines. Walk towards open places, in a calm and composed manner.

•

If you are driving, quickly but carefully move your car as far out of traffic as possible
and stop. Do not stop on or under a bridge or overpass or under trees, light posts,
power lines, or signs. Stay inside the car until shaking stops

•

If you are in a school, get under a desk or table and hold on.
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DO’S AND DON’TS AFTER THE EARTHQUAKE
•

Do not be afraid of the aftershocks

•

Listen to radio-TV and other media for Government Announcement

•

Check for injuries to yourself and those around you. Take first aid where you can

•

Extinguish fire, if any

•

Examine walls, floors, doors, staircases and windows to make sure that the building is
not in danger of collapsing

•

Do not enter into the unsafe or risky houses or buildings

•

Inspect for Gas leaks-If you smell gas or hear blowing or hissing noises, open a
window and quickly leave the building. Don’t light your kitchen stove if you suspect
a gas leak.

•

Do not keep telephone lines busy unnecessarily

•

Switch off electric lines

DO’S REGARD TO FIRE SAFETY:
•

Buy Fireworks from the licensed shop.

•

Keep fireworks in a closed box

•

Store crackers away from source of fire or inflammation

•

Follow all safety precautions issued with the fire works

•

Go to open spaces like playgrounds, fields

•

Light them at arm’s length using a taper.

•

Stand back while lighting the crackers

•

Discard used fireworks in a bucket of water

•

Keep buckets of water and blankets ready, in case a firebreaks out.

•

Wear thick cotton clothes for maximum safety from fire.

•

If clothes catch fire, Stop, Drop and Roll

•

In case of uncontrolled fire wrap the victim in a blanket, till it stops.

•

In case of burns splash tap water (not ice water), the process may be repeated till the
burning sensation reduces.
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•

If fingers or toes are burned, separate them with dry, sterile, non-adhesive dressings.

•

Make sure the burn victim is breathing, if breathing has stopped or if the victim’s
airway is blocked then open the airway and if necessary begin rescue breathing.

•

Elevate the burned area and protect it from pressure and friction.

•

Cover the area of the burn with a moist sterile bandage, of clean cloth (do not use
burn crackers in crowded, congested places, narrow lanes or inside the house.

DON’T’S REGARD TO FIRE SAFETY
•

Don’t let children burst crackers unaccompanied by an adult

•

Don’t put fireworks in your pocket or throw them

•

Don’t cover crackers with tin containers or glass bottles for extra sound effect

•

Don’t dare to examine unburst crackers…leave it!! Light a new cracker

•

Don’t show the Dare-devilry of lighting crackers on own hands.

•

Don’t use fireworks inside a vehicle

•

Avoid long loose clothes, as they are fast in catching fire

•

Don’t remove burnt clothing (unless it comes off easily), but do ensure that the victim
is not still in contact with smoldering materials.

•

Don’t apply adhesive dressing on the burnt area.

•

Don’t break the burst blister

DO'S AND DON'TS AFTER FLOOD
•

There is a possibility of spread of water borne diseases after flood, and hence medical
treatment should be taken immediately.

•

Do not enter deep, unknown waters.

•

Do not go near the riverbank even after the floodwater has receded.

•

Sprinkle medicines in the stagnant dirty water.

•

Inspect your house for any cracks or other damage. Check all the walls, floor, ceiling,
doors and windows, so that any chance of house falling down can be known and you
can be aware about the immediate danger.
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•

If the floodwater has entered the house or has surrounded the house, then it is
advisable not to enter such house.

•

Keep listening to weather forecast on radio and television. Move to your residence
only when instructed by the competent authority. It is not safe to believe that the
problems have ended after the flood water have receded

•

Inform the competent authority/officer for restoration of the necessary connections
like gas, electricity, telephone, drainage, etc.

•

Beware of the various insects or poisonous snakes that may have been dragged inside
the house along with the floodwater.

•

Destroy the food commodities that have been affected by floodwater.

•

Check properly all the electric circuits, floor level furnace, boilers, gas cylinders, or
electric equipments like motor pump etc. Check whether any inflammable or
explosive item has not entered along with the floodwater.

•

Switch off the main electric supply, if any damage is noticed to the electric
equipments.

•

If you find any breakage in the drainage system stop using latrines and do not use tap
water.

•

Do not use polluted water.

•

Sewerage system should be checked and any damage should be repaired immediately
so as to curtail spread of diseases.

•

Empty the water clogged in the basement slowly with help of water pump so that
damage to infrastructure can be minimized

•

Check gas leakage which can be known by smell of gas or by hearing the sound of
leakage; immediately open all windows and leave the house.

•

Boil drinking water before usage and drink chlorinated water.

•

Eat safe food.

•

Rescue work should be undertaken immediately after flood situation as per the
instruction. Do not follow any shortcut for rescue work.

•

Do not try to leave the safe shelter to go back home until the local officials declare
normalcy after flood and instruction to return home are not given.
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DO'S AND DON'TS BEFORE TSUNAMI
•

Be familiar with the tsunami warning signals. People living along the coast should
consider an earthquake or a sizable ground rumbling as a warning signal. A noticeable
rapid rise or fall in coastal waters is also a sign that a tsunami is approaching.

•

Make sure all family members know how to respond to a tsunami. Make evacuation
plans. Pick an inland location that is elevated.

•

After an earthquake or other natural disaster, roads in and out of the vicinity may be
blocked, so pick more than one evacuation route.

•

Teach family members how and when to turn off gas, electricity, and water

•

Children should be taught in advance about the evacuation plans

•

Prepare emergency kit beforehand. The emergency kit should contain Flashlight and
extra batteries, battery-operated radio and extra batteries, First aid kit Emergency food
and water, Essential medicines etc.
DO'S AND DON'TS DURING TSUNAMI
•

Listen to a radio or television to get the latest emergency information, and be ready to
evacuate if asked to do so.

•

If you hear a tsunami warning, move at once to higher ground and stay there until
local authorities say it is safe to return home.

•

Move in an orderly, calm and safe manner to the evacuation site

•

Stay away from the beach. Never go down to the beach to watch a tsunami come in.

•

If you can see the wave you are too close to escape it.

• Return home only after authorities advise it is safe to do so.
DO'S AND DON'TS AFTER TSUNAMI
•

Stay tuned to a battery-operated radio for the latest emergency information.

•

Help injured or trapped persons.

•

Stay out of damaged buildings. Return home only when authorities say it is safe. Do
not use appliances or lights until an electrician has checked the electrical system.

•

Open windows and doors to help dry the building.

•

Shovel mud while it is still moist to give walls and floors an opportunity to dry.
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Flooding: Flooding is hazard that is generally the result of excessive precipitation. The
primary types of flooding are revering flooding, coastal flooding, and urban flooding. Floods
can be generally classified as flash floods—the product of heavy localized precipitation in a
short time period over a given location— or general floods, caused by precipitation over a
longer time period and over a given river basin. Historically, flooding is the most common
environmental hazard, due to the widespread geographical distribution of river valleys and
coastal areas and the attraction of human settlements to these areas. The severity of a flooding
event is determined by a number of local factors, including river basin physiographic,
precipitation patterns, and recent soil moisture conditions and vegetative state. While flash
floods occur within hours of a rain event, general flooding is a longer-term event, and may
last for several days.
Sea Level Rise: Sea level rise can be defined as an increase in the mean sea level.
Throughout history, the earth has gone through periods of sea level rise and decline, which
are directly tied to climate change and global warming and cooling trends over geologic and
recent time. Sea level fluctuations are a part of the natural processes on earth that are
determined by many factors, but largely are influenced by climate and global warming. In
comparison to other disasters that affect the coastal zone, such as cyclones, tsunamis, floods,
and earthquakes, sea level rise is on a much more gradual time scale. The impacts of a
tsunami can be seen immediately, whereas the effects of sea level rise take a longer period of
time to realize. A major potential impact of sea level rise on the natural environment in the
coastal zone is that of habitat loss due to wetland inundation, coastal erosion, salt water
intrusion, or shift in climate limits on vegetation.
Shoreline Erosion: Shoreline erosion is the wearing away of the land surface by detachment
and movement of soil and rock fragments, during a flood or storm or over a period of years,
through the action of wind, water, or other geologic processes. Wind, waves, and long shore
currents are the driving forces behind coastal erosion. This removal and deposition of sand
permanently changes beach shape and structure. Additional factors involved in coastal
erosion include human activity, sea-level rise, seasonal fluctuations, and climate change.
Shoreline erosion is typically a chronic hazard, but severe shoreline erosion may be induced
by a single storm event.
Oil Spills and Chronic Pollution: There are various ways in which pollution can impact
areas. Spills can be in the form of oil spills from ships, toxic materials released from storage
tanks, petroleum releases from severed pipelines, etc.
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Improper disposal of garbage in coastal communities can be a cause of pollution.
Improper treatment of human waste prior to discharge in rivers and coastal waters can also be
a cause of pollution. Polluted surface water runoff from land-based sources can be a
significant source of pollution to coastal areas. Regardless of the source of pollution, the
impacts on coastal resources can be devastating. Many coastal communities rely on coastal
resources for their survival.
Storms: Numerous meteorological events can impact the coast, including, very commonly,
storms. Various types of storms impact coastal communities, such as severe thunderstorms,
cyclones and sea level rise.
Storm Surge: Storm surge is simply water that is pushed toward the shore by the force of the
winds swirling around a storm. This advancing surge combines with the normal tides to
create the storm tide. Cyclone induced storm tides can increase the mean water level 5 meters
or more. In addition, wind waves are superimposed on the storm tide. This rise in water level
can cause severe flooding in coastal areas, particularly when the storm surge coincides with
the normal high tides. The greatest potential for loss of life related to a cyclone is from the
storm surge, which historically has claimed nine out of ten victims of these events.
Tsunamis: A tsunami is a series of ocean waves typically generated by an underwater
earthquake. Landslides, volcanic activity, and meteor strikes may also generate a tsunami. A
tsunami wave may be very small in the deep ocean, but as it approaches land can increase to
more than 10 meters in height and reach shore as a fast-moving wall of turbulent water.
Tsunamis can inundate low-lying coastal areas with multiple waves that can penetrate and
cause destruction far inland. There are two types of tsunamis: distant and local. A distant
tsunami travels long distances from the event that triggers it to impact the coast hours later. A
local tsunami can impact the coast within minutes after the triggering event, allowing little to
no time for warning and evacuation. The frequency of damaging tsunamis throughout the
Indian Ocean region has been low compared with other natural hazards such as cyclones,
earthquakes, and floods.
Lightning: It is the discharge of electricity from a thunder cloud, technically named
‘Cumulonimbus’. It is generated mostly in Cumulonimbus clouds. A well developed
cumulonimbus cloud is electrically charged and the electro-static charges are distributed in
the cloud so that the negative charges are concentrated in the lower part of the cloud and
positive charges in the upper part. Under the influence of a charged cloud, the earth surface
below the cloud is positively charged by induction. Under the favourable conditions,
electrical discharges occur from a charge centre in a cloud either to the induced charge on the
earth, or to charge centres of another cloud or to a charge centre of the same cloud.
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Harmful algal blooms (HAB): Eutrophication of waters caused by excessive nutrients,
especially nitrogen, leads to potentially harmful algal blooms (HAB). They result in rapid
growth of an algal species that may contain toxins causing negative impacts on coastal
resources and /or human beings. HABs can occur naturally due to the reasons like sea surface
temperature rise or due to human activities like excessive use of phosphorus and nitrogen
fertilizers in agriculture. They get into the sea through river systems causing eutrophication.

((Source; How Resilient is Coastal Community? ).
Case Study The devastating algal bloom in India – Warming effect?
The rich biodiversity of Gulf of Mannar region, which is declared as marine biosphere
reserve in the south of Tamil Nadu region is in danger. Reason, is the harmful algal bloom
(HAB). Sudden and rapid multiplication of huge number of Dinoflaggelate Noctiluck (an
algal species) had rapidly depleted oxygen levels in the sea water killing tens of hundreds of
fish along the coast and attacking the coral reefs as well. According to Dr. G. Gopakumar,
Principal Scientist-in-charge at the Mandapam Regional Centre of the Central Marine
Fisheries Research Institute (CMFRI) “Corals got bleached due to lack of oxygen while many
fishes and sea animals also died. This type of mass mortality of bio-diversity has taken place
for the first time in the Gulf of Mannar.
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List of Hazards and Frequency
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(Source: National Training Course on DRR for Coastal Zone Managers, CEE, India,
2009)Climate change is caused by the anthropogenic emission of greenhouse gases and leads
to alterations in global climate patterns with shifts in local precipitation, temperature and
weather patterns. According to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC),
climate change will stress critical ecosystems and lead to water and food shortages this
century
Affects of disasters on various natural resources

(Source; UNFCCC, 2006)
What are greenhouse gases?
Weather and climate are often metaphorically differentiated as, “Climate is what we expect,
and weather is what we actually get”.
Under natural conditions, the Earth is kept warm by, in addition to the direct sunlight, gases
(water vapor, carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide and other gases) that occur in very
small quantities in the air. These gases trap the warmth emitted by the Earth’s surface which
is heated directly by sunlight, thereby creating a kind of greenhouse that supports life and
living conditions on this planet. This is generally termed as “natural greenhouse effect”.
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In nature, these gases originate from biological sources from respiration and
degradation processes. Human activities that involve burning fuel like coal, petrol, firewood,
and other plant material are significant sources of carbon-dioxide and other greenhouse gases.
Fertilizer use, cattle, paddy cultivation, and sewage add some of the other greenhouse gases.
Increase of human activities that release greenhouse gases has resulted in a sharp build-up of
these gases in the Earth’s atmosphere, adding to the greenhouse effect, termed as the
“enhanced greenhouse effect”.
What causes global warming?
The build-up or accumulation of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases since the
beginning of Industrialization has resulted in the enhanced trapping of the Sun’s energy by
Earth. This seems to be the primary cause for rising global temperatures. A further
acceleration will likely lead to global temperature rise of two degrees and related increase of
extreme weather events.
At the local scale, this effect plus non-climatic changes, such as land use changes and
urbanization, have resulted in changes in climate. For example, when a large stretch of
forested area is converted into agricultural land, this influences the local environment around
it. Similarly, conversion of previously forested or agricultural areas into built areas (for
human settlements, for example) does not allow normal wind flow and causes heat islands
and wind tunnels to form that could influence local climate. Sustainable development can
reduce vulnerability to climate change by “enhancing adaptive capacity and increasing
resilience”.
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UNFCC Recommendations for what to look for
• Climate patterns and trends. • The normal climate in the community
• Current climate risks to the community’s livelihoods
• How these risks are expected to change further in the future
How to do it
1. Identify the normal climate patterns which influence the community’s livelihoods. Discuss
these patterns with both climate experts and community members.
2. Identify variations and extremes in climate that have affected the community’s livelihoods
in the past. Examine at least 30 years of climate data, constructing a historical timeline with
community members or consulting livelihoods experts in the community.
3. Examine projected changes in regional climate and how these are expected to affect the
frequency, intensity, and distribution of risks. Read existing literature or consult climate
experts to obtain this information
Where to find information
• Hydro-meteorological agencies
• Climate institutes
• Regional summaries of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) reports
• National reports and documents prepared by countries under the UN Framework
The Stockholm Plan of Action for Integrating Disaster Risks and Climate Change Impacts in
Poverty Reduction (Oct 2007), with participation from governments, bilateral and multilateral
agencies, civil society organisations, experts and researchers, outlines the following five
recommendations for linking these related fields:
I.Disaster risk reduction and climate change adaptation cannot be dealt with in isolation.
II. Risks due to disasters and climate change must be known and measured.
III. Disaster and climate change risk analysis must be integrated into national planning
processes, including the poverty reduction strategy process in each country.
IV. Disaster risk reduction and climate change adaptation are not sectors but need to be
factors in all sectors.
V. Capacity buildings required at local, national, regional and global levels.
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The national hydro-meteorological services or climate institutes which have done
work in the project area can provide information on historic climate record and real-time
monitoring. We need identification of the specific areas where natural disasters have been
frequently occurring and also the areas where they may occur in the near future. Reckless
destruction of natural environment should be strictly stopped and a planned effort should be
made to conserve and preserve the natural environment. People should be made aware of the
measures to be taken before and after the incidence of natural disasters. ‘Communities are at
the front line of disasters’, is a globally acknowledged fact.
The importance attached to community focused and community-led approaches to disaster
management are paramount. Over time, it has become apparent that top down approach to
managing disaster risks is not sufficient in holistically addressing specific vulnerabilities of
communities. At times, it further increases the vulnerability of the community. Community
action for disaster risk management is a crucial element in promoting a “culture of
prevention” and creating safer communities. However, supporting grass-root initiatives and
locally led action alone cannot undertake risk reductions, as they do not have the necessary
resources and expertise.
Climate change : Integrating disaster risk reduction and adaptation of climate
change in to our daily life
The link between disaster risk reduction and climate change adaptation has to do with the
expectation that climate will change, or is already changing in some places, causing more
intense and frequent extremes in climate. The most apparent difference is in the type of
hazards both concepts address.
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The term “disaster risk reduction” (DRR) covers all types of hazards including those
caused by climate, changes in the Earth’s surface (geological, such as earthquakes) and other
hazards. Adaptation, on the other hand, is concerned only with hazards brought by climate.
Integrating disaster risk reduction and adaptation will help enable us to manage climate risks
to our livelihood and fits well with ultimate goal of empowering the poor by securing their
livelihoods. Some of the most compelling reasons for integrating disaster risk reduction and
adaptation into livelihoods include the following:
1. Climate change will have different impacts on different localities, and different
localities will have different capacities to deal with the impacts. Even the slightest shifts
in climate averages can have damaging impacts on livelihoods, particularly in marginal
areas.
2. Livelihoods are dependent on the natural resource base (such as water, soil, forest, and
ecosystem services, business ), which is sensitive to extreme climate events, and creeping
climate trends that are often caused by a combination of climatic and non-climatic
factors.
3. Recurrent exposure to adverse climate conditions (for example, prolonged droughts or
recurrent floods) or to extreme climate events, can weaken the poor and their capacity to
cope and diminish their livelihood resources.
Recommendations given for preventing or adapting to climate changes are
1. Build awareness and a sense of urgency amongst the broader public about the
human and natural disaster impacts of climate change and the urgency for
effective remedies which are suggested subsequently in this document.
2. Promote effective and pro-poor national adaptation policies, supported by
International adaptation financing;
3.

Support to and participate in a strong climate movement in the region.

Emergency management (or disaster management) is the discipline of dealing with and
avoiding risks. The nature of management depends on local economic and social conditions.
According to Wikipedia developing countries suffer the greatest costs when a disaster hits –
more than 95 percent of all deaths caused by disasters occur in developing countries, and
losses due to natural disasters are 20 times greater as a percentage of GDP in developing
countries than in industrialized countries.
All disasters can be seen as being human-made, their reasoning being that human actions
before the strike of the hazard can prevent it developing into a disaster.
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All disasters are hence the result of human failure to introduce appropriate disaster
management measures. Hazards are routinely divided into natural or human-made, although
complex disasters, where there is no single root cause, are more common in developing
countries.
A specific disaster may spawn a secondary disaster that increases the impact. A
classic example is an earthquake that causes a tsunami, resulting in coastal flooding
With the tropical climate and unstable landforms, coupled with high population density,
poverty, illiteracy and lack of adequate infrastructure, India is one of the most vulnerable
developing countries to suffer very often from various natural disasters, namely drought,
flood, cyclone, earth quake, landslide, forest fire, hail storm, locust, volcanic eruption, etc.
Which strike causing a devastating impact on human life, economy and environment?
Though it is almost impossible to fully recoup the damage caused by the disasters, it is
possible to (i) minimize the potential risks by developing early warning strategies (ii) prepare
and implement developmental plans to provide resilience to such disasters (iii) mobilize
resources including communication and telemedicine services, and (iv) to help in
rehabilitation and post-disaster reconstruction. Space technology and mobile technologies
along with Internet plays a crucial role in efficient mitigation of disasters. While
communication satellites help in disaster warning, relief mobilization and tele-medicinal
support, earth observation satellites provide required database for pre-disaster preparedness
programmes, disaster response, monitoring activities and post-disaster damage assessment,
and reconstruction, and rehabilitation. Since mobile penetration in India is almost complete
with even the remotest villages in the district covered it is essential that mobile and other
technology tools be used in preventing natural disasters. Internet access and use of Internet
for various activities is also picking up in the district and the resources online that help in
preventing natural disasters should be considered in the whole plan of disaster management
for east Godavari districts.
MitigationMitigation efforts attempt to prevent hazards from developing into disasters
altogether, or to reduce the effects of disasters when they occur. The mitigation phase differs
from the other phases because it focuses on long-term measures for reducing or eliminating
risk. Mitigative measures can be structural or non-structural. Structural measures use
technological solutions, like dams to prevent flood . Non-structural measures include
legislation, land-use planning (e.g. the designation of nonessential land like parks to be used
as flood zones), and growing forests around rivers to protect from flooding. Mitigation does
include providing communication of potential risks to the public.
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Preparedness
State and district level information regarding natural disasters, population, steps taken to
prevent such incidents should be up to date online in order to enable scientific prevention of
natural disasters based on the latest information. Sites such as http://drdakda.nic.in/pop.htm
(AP FACTS AND FIGURES) , http://drdakda.nic.in/pop.htm (district rural development
agency, http://www.aponline.gov.in/apportal/index.asp (ap govt. website) and all Disaster
management related websites should be up to date with guidelines of how to prevent or how
to protect from natural disasters.
Preparedness is a continuous cycle of planning, organizing, training, equipping,
exercising, evaluation and improvement activities to ensure effective coordination and the
enhancement of capabilities to prevent, protect against, respond to, recover from, and
mitigate the effects of natural disasters, acts of terrorism, and other man-made disasters.
Preventive measures are already taken up at Central and state level by Government
agencies, NGO’s, voluntary organizations and private agencies. Some of the methods used
for preventing natural calamities are
•
•

Proper maintenance and training of emergency services, including mass human
resources such as community emergency response teams.
Development and exercise of emergency population warning methods combined with
emergency shelters and evacuation plans.

•

stockpiling, inventory, and maintaining disaster supplies and equipment

•

Develop organizations of trained volunteers among civilian populations. Professional
emergency workers are rapidly overwhelmed in mass emergencies Organizations like
the Red Cross are ready sources of trained volunteers.

Another aspect of preparedness is casualty prediction, the study of how many deaths or
injuries to expect for a given kind of event. This gives planners an idea of what resources
need to be in place to respond to a particular kind of event.
Emergency Managers in the planning phase should be flexible, and all encompassing carefully recognizing the risks and exposures of their respective regions and employing
unconventional and atypical means of support. Depending on the region - municipal or
private sector emergency services can rapidly be depleted and heavily taxed. Nongovernmental organizations that offer desired resources, i.e., transportation of displaced
homeowners to be conducted by local school district buses, evacuation of flood victims to be
performed by mutual aide agreements between fire departments and rescue squads, should be
identified early in planning stages, and practiced with regularity.
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Response
The response phase includes the mobilization of the necessary emergency services
and first responders in the disaster area. This is likely to include a first wave of core
emergency services, such as firefighters, police and ambulance crews.
A well rehearsed emergency plan developed as part of the preparedness phase enables
efficient coordination of rescue. Where required, search and rescue efforts commence at an
early stage. Depending on injuries sustained by the victim, outside temperature, and victim
access to air and water, the vast majority of those affected by a disaster will die within 72
hours after impact.
Recovery
The aim of the recovery phase is to restore the affected area to its previous state. It differs
from the response phase in its focus; recovery efforts are concerned with issues and decisions
that must be made after immediate needs are addressed. Recovery efforts are primarily
concerned with actions that involve rebuilding destroyed property, re-employment, and the
repair of other essential infrastructure Efforts should be made to "build back better", aiming
to reduce the pre-disaster risks inherent in the community and infrastructure. An important
aspect of effective recovery efforts is taking advantage of a ‘window of opportunity’ for the
implementation of preventive measures that might otherwise be unpopular. Citizens of the
affected area are more likely to accept more preventive changes when a recent disaster is in
fresh memory.
Emergency management must be:
1. Comprehensive – emergency managers consider and take into account all hazards, all
phases, all stakeholders and all impacts relevant to disasters.
2. Progressive – emergency managers anticipate future disasters and take preventive and
preparatory measures to build disaster-resistant and disaster-resilient communities.
3. Risk-driven – emergency managers use sound risk management principles (hazard
identification, risk analysis, and impact analysis) in assigning priorities and resources.
4. Integrated – emergency managers ensure unity of effort among all levels of government
and all elements of a community.
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5. Collaborative – emergency managers create and sustain broad and sincere relationships
among individuals and organizations to encourage trust, advocate a team atmosphere, build
consensus, and facilitate communication.
6. Coordinated – emergency managers synchronize the activities of all relevant stakeholders
to achieve a common purpose.
7. Flexible – emergency managers use creative and innovative approaches in solving disaster
challenges.
8. Professional – emergency managers value a science and knowledge-based approach based
on education, training, experience, ethical practice, public stewardship and continuous
improvement.

Government agencies, NGO’s and others in disaster management and their role.
District authorities should review various Government agencies plans, work done till date in
Disaster management, NGO’s activities, relief agencies roles, funding availabilities for
disaster managements and how much of that can be used at the district level. Below are some
of the major agencies that are implementing various preventive and support measures. There
might be more agencies that may be of importance in the overall plan of the district
preparations.
1. Global Impact and Vulnerability Alert System (GIVAS)
Over the past decade, the international community has put in place a number of sectorspecific global early warning mechanisms. However, there are few mechanisms that are able
to report across sectors on the immediate impacts that global shocks have on the lives of the
poorest and most vulnerable populations. There is an information gap between the point when
a global crisis impacts vulnerable populations and when solid quantitative information
reaches decision-makers. Recognizing this gap, the UN Secretary-General has called on the
UN System — drawing on the expertise of outside partners — to establish a global impact
and vulnerability alert system that provides decision makers with real-time information and
analysis to ensure that responses to global crises take appropriate account of the needs of the
most vulnerable populations.
The GIVAS is currently in its design phase with a first prototype planned for June 2010. It
will build on the wealth of existing early warning systems and data bases, and fill real time
data gaps where necessary. The added-value of the Alert will be the compilation of quick
time data from a variety of reliable sources covering multiple dimensions of vulnerability
that will help the international community understand new emerging vulnerabilities and the
interaction between different threats and crises.
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Global Disaster Alert and Coordination System (GDACS): A number of global systems
for coordination and response have been developed over the years. One of the most
sophisticated is the European Commission’s Joint Research Centre’s (JRC) Global Disaster
Alert and Coordination System (GDACS).70 GDACS combines existing disaster information
management systems. Early information is expected to be uncertain and can be updated as
better information becomes available. GDACS sends out alerts on natural disasters in near
real-time and provides tools to help response coordination, including media monitoring, map
catalogues, and an on-site coordination center. The system produces near real-time automatic
situation reports based on statistical modeling, rapid situation reports from the field, an online
discussion forum for emergency responders, integration with established news services, and
mapping products based on post-disaster satellite imagery.71 The system can estimate the
humanitarian impact of a natural disaster in near real-time and calculate within minutes the
approximate financial aid that will be needed for the relief efforts. GDACS is activated the
moment a disaster is forecast or has occurred and remains active until the end of the relief
phase. The platform has been used to detect floods in Vietnam, fires in Nigeria, and internally
displaced person camps in Sri Lanka.
UN Operational Satellite Applications Program UNOSAT:
The mission of the United Nation’s Operational Satellite Applications Program (UNOSAT) is
“to deliver integrated satellite-based solutions for human security, peace and socio-economic
development.” Established in 2000, it provides satellite images and analysis to relief and
development organizations and comprises UN fieldworkers, satellite imagery experts,
geographers, geologists, development experts, database programmers, and internet
communication specialists UNOSAT works closely with UN member states and
organizations like the International Federation of the Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies
(IFRC), Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF), and Télécoms Sans Frontières (TSF), responding
to requests for assistance from organizations such as these. UNOSAT also has a telephone
hotline to the UN Office for the Coordination of Human Affairs in New York to provide
immediate mapping services.
“The speed at which satellite images can be made available makes an important
contribution to the effectiveness of relief efforts. For example, in the cases of Cyclone
Nargis in Burma in 2008 and in Sri Lanka during the military attacks in 2009,
UNOSAT provided satellite imagery and analysis within 24 hours.”
2. http://ndma.gov.in

National

disaster

management

association

has

issued

comprehensive guidelines on disasters and some of their recommendations should be
adopted as part of disaster management for east Godavari district.
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•

The National Cyclone Risk Mitigation Project
The Government of India has initiated the National Cyclone Risk Mitigation
Project (NCRMP) with a view to address cyclone risks in the country. The overall
objective of the Project is to undertake suitable structural and non structural
measures to mitigate the effects of cyclones in the coastal states and UT’s of
India.
National Disaster Management Authority (NDMA) under the aegis of Ministry of
Home Affairs (MHA) will implement the Project in coordination with
participating State Governments and the National Institute for Disaster
Management (NIDM).

The Project has identified 13 cyclone prone States and Union Territories (UTs), with
varying levels of vulnerability. These States/UTs have further been classified into two
categories, based on the frequency of occurrence of cyclones, size of population and the
existing institutional mechanism for disaster management. These categories are:
Category I: Higher vulnerability States i.e. Andhra Pradesh, Gujarat, Orissa, Tamil Nadu
and West Bengal.
Category II: Lower vulnerability states i.e. Maharashtra, Goa, Karnataka, Kerala, Daman &
Diu, Puducherry, Lakshadweep and Andaman & Nicobar Islands.
Phase I of the Project costing Rs 1497 crores 1 (US $ 308.60 million) is to be funded by
the World Bank (International Development Association credit) as an Adaptable
Program Loan amounting to US $ 253.71million.
The States of Andhra Pradesh and Orissa are covered in this phase. The Project is
proposed as a Centrally Sponsored Scheme with 75% contribution (for Component B of the
Project) by the Central government, as grant in aid and a matching 25% contribution by the
State Governments. Other components will be funded 100% by the Central Government, as
grant in aid. Planning Commission has given in principle approval of the project.
•

India Meteorological Department(IMD) is the nodal agency for providing cyclone
warning services. IMD‘s INSAT satellite based CWDS is one of the fail-proof
systems (satellite-based) currently in use in India

•

Area Cyclone Warning Centres (ACWC) of IMD generate these special warning
bulletins and transmit them every hour in the local languages.IMD has installed
252 such analog receivers in the field areas
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•

State/District Level Emergency Operation Centres(EOC) The primary function of
a state EOC is to implement various DM activities under the supervision of the
Secretary/DM Commissioner.

•

VSAT Network of the National Informatics Centre (NICNET). The mode of
NICNET communication is leased lines, VSATs, RF and ISDN/PSDN dial-up
lines. The service provided over the network is primarily data. Voice and video is
also provided in a limited scale. Video conferencing facilities are available in
more than 450 locations.

•

Satellite-based real time voice data messaging for Cyclone Warning System.
Network

Management

Software

(NMS)

for

Digital

Cyclone

Warning

Dissemination Systems (DCWDS) is responsible for creation, transmission and
monitoring of cyclone warning messages to unmanned satellite receivers installed
all along the Indian coastal line. Audio messages, captured by a microphone, are
digitized using MPEG-II format to create message packets in a customized
protocol, with unique headers for selected stations.
•

Digital Video Broadcast with Return Carrier through satellite (DVB-RC). The
DVB-RCS system supports communication in the channel in two directions:
Forward channel from the hub-station to multiple terminals. Return channel from
the terminals to the hub station.

•

Direct-to-Home (DTH) DTH service provides different language channels in
every nook and corner of the country. The most significant aspect of DTH
broadcast is its digital quality, fail-proof communication

•

World Space Satellite based Digital Broadcast Service. IMD has started a new
meteorological data and processed products broadcasting service from 1 July 2003
using the World Space ‘Asia Star’ satellite.

•

Community Radio.Community radio is defined as radio that is owned by the
community and airs programmes designed and produced by it specifically for its
own developmental needs. The communities that produce these radio programmes
cablecast, narrowcast or buy time from the AIR local radio stations

•

Battery-less hand radio sets will be provided to fishermen.

•

Satellite phone services provide these assurances almost anywhere in the world,
even in areas of total devastation and in areas where even electricity is not
available. Satellite portable phones work like cellular phones where cellular
coverage is available, and as satellite phones where it is absent. The
communications are completely independent of any local telephony infrastructure
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•

Seamless interface between NICNET and State Wide Area Networks (SWAN)
will be established by state governments for implementation of voice/video/text
communication facilities up to the block level on priority.

•

Village Information Centres (VICs) of the Department of Science and Technology
(DST). In a pilot mode, all digital topographic and thematic maps are being
generated to assess the village level vulnerability in about 20 villages in Andhra
Pradesh – 10 cyclone vulnerable villages in Nellore District and 10 drought
vulnerable villages in Kadapa District. In Prakasam District of Andhra Pradesh,
40 VICs will be set up in association with Jawaharlal Nehru Technological
University

•

The integration of networks set up by various agencies will be an important aspect
of establishing various types of networks in the country for disaster management
(DM). The networks and resources under considerations are : i) Those set up by
central government agencies (POLNET, NICNET, SPACENET RAILNET etc.)
ii) Those set up by the state governments, such as SWAN, or under e-governance
projects. These would include: a) Village resource centers b) Village information
centers c) Village knowledge centers d) Community service centers
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3. http://www.ndmindia.nic.in/ National disaster management Ministry of home affairs
is the nodal Ministry for Disaster Management in the country (except for disasters
such as droughts and Epidemics). Training facilities for government personnel
involved in disaster management are conducted at the national level by the National
Centre for Disaster Management (NCDM).
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4. at the Indian Institute of Public Administration, in New Delhi which functions as the
nodal institution in the country for training, research and documentation of disasters.
At the State level, disaster management cells operating within the State
Administrative Training Institutes (ATIs) provide the necessary training. Presently, 24
ATIs have dedicated faculties. There is a need for strengthening specialized training,
including training of personnel in disaster response.
5. http://www.nadrrindia.org/

National Alliance for Disaster Risk Reduction

(NADRR).
Community Disaster Resilience Fund: Implementation:

8 states 88 villages 11

districts
Outreach: 2200 villages | 30 districts. The idea of creating a mechanism to channel
funds directly to at risk communities for innovative solutions on Disaster risk
reduction (DRR) was crafted at the First Global Platform on Disaster Risk Reduction
held in 2007 at a workshop on implementing the funding. The promoters -GROOTS
International, Huairou Commission and ProVention Consortium decided to pilot the
idea of a Community Resilience Fund. In India, the Community Disaster Resilience
Fund (CDRF) initiative was formally endorsed by National Disaster Management
Authority (NDMA) at the Second Asian Ministerial Conference on DRR at New
Delhi in November 2007. The recently held Global Platform 2009, noted the
increasing gap between local and national/global initiatives. Policies and programs
seem to fade out at the community/local level. Among the recommendations were that
mechanisms /processes need to be established so that policy mainstream is informed
by insights and initiatives at the grassroots, where communities at-risk are located and
live on a day-to-day basis. The CDRF is currently being coordinated by National
Alliance for Adaptation and Disaster Risk Reduction (NAADRR), a network of over
170 NGOs. The NAADRR has set up a Project Advisory Committee that is chaired by
the NDMA of India and includes other institutional partners. The Committee is
viewed as a mechanism for feeding lessons and recommendations emerging from
local CDRF experiences into state and national level programs with support of the
NDMA. The fund is managed by the local CDRF committees, which transfer funds,
plan and oversee DRR initiation across 10 -15 communities. Facilitating organizations
provide training and advocate for resources with district level administration and PRI.
CDRF supports communities to:
a) Experiment with solutions to address locally identified risks and vulnerabilities.
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b) Create local stakeholder platforms that bring grassroots women's priorities and
practices to the national disaster reduction agenda, as well as development
programs.
c) Leverage resources for community based organizations from development, DRR
and poverty reduction programs.
RECOMMENDATIONS
1. Recognize community and women's groups as key actors in DRR, rather than as
beneficiaries, by investing in and leveraging their experience in disaster preparedness
and resilience building.
2. Align DRR programs with poverty reduction and development. Addressing
access to basic services (drinking water, health, sanitation) and sustainable livelihoods
is critical to vulnerability reduction in poor communities.
3. Provide resources in the hands of community and women's groups for disaster
preparedness and resilience strategies. Community funds, micro credit and social
insurance are strategies that create safety net leading to reduction of vulnerability.
4. Recognize and support community and women's groups as stakeholders and
support local partnership and platform for engagement for DRR and
development. These platforms and learning network allow community experience
and lessons to inform development plans in a way that addresses local risks and
vulnerabilities.
Below is the NGO in the above program
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6. http://www.apard.gov.in/consultingservices.html Andhra Pradesh Academy of Rural
development. The AMR-Andhra Pradesh Academy of Rural Development (APARD),
located in Hyderabad, Andhra Pradesh, India, has been working relentlessly in
building capacities for sustainable development of the rural poor for over 54
years now. With in-depth understanding of rural conditions, problems and
opportunities, and its extensive experience working with rural communities, APARD
also provide high quality development consulting and project management services
in rural development to government and leading national and international clients.
With an aim to generate efficient and high quality manpower working towards the
cause of rural development, APARD has now forayed into education services by
offering comprehensive educational courses in Rural development. APARD clients
are bilateral and multi-lateral development agencies, including UNICEF, UNDP, Care
International, various Governments organisations, Ministry of Rural Development,
and others. They support many organizations as think tanks, consulting them with
strategic inputs in the above areas for development of the rural poor. APARD
Consulting Services team includes specialists in project management and financial
analysis and technical specialists in areas including Agriculture and Rural
development, Community Development, Water & Sanitation, Health, land
administration, environment and disaster management, Capacity Building and
Institutional Strengthening.APARD rural development consulting services involve
project evaluation, impact analysis, public policy analysis, regional forecasting and
planning, survey research, statistical analysis, modeling and simulation, and
development.
7. http://indianairforce.nic.in/

Indian air force has 170,000 personnel, 1300 aircraft,

and is the fourth largest in the world. The Indian Air Force, which turns 78 on
October 8th 2010 established first as just an auxiliary wing of the Royal Air Force, the
IAF has indeed come a long way, with about 10 successful missions to its credit till
date. With a mission of safeguarding the Indian territory, the air force provides
significant support in disaster management, when not in combat.
8. http://www.rwsi.org/

Rotary Wing Society of India RWSI is a not-for-profit

professional Society registered in National Capital Territory of New Delhi for the
growth of civil & military helicopter industry. RWSI is dedicated to the promotion of
the helicopter as a safe and effective mode of commerce and development of civil
helicopter industry and in disaster management.
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Helicopter services in disaster management
Aero medical specialists in choppers provide advanced life support to serious patients
in-flight or at the accident spot. The copters are turned into mini-intensive care units
(ICUs) for trauma care to individuals and mass casualties. According to state-run
Pawan Hans Helicopters Ltd, there is an urgent need for about 100 heli-ambulances
across the country to provide emergency medical services and another 80 for disaster
management. The Indian hospital industry is keen on introducing the heli-ambulance
services soon, as many precious lives can be saved and avert national loss of human
resource. "But at Rs.200,000 per trip, heli-ambulance service is cost prohibitive if
hired privately and becomes affordable if hospitals and service operators join hands to
provide such a life-saving mode. The heli-ambulance service is, however, not covered
by insurance yet. India has a fleet of 260 private copters, including 40 used for oil and
gas exploration. In contrast, the US has a whopping 11,860 choppers, Canada 1,675
(rotorcraft) and Japan 940. In times of natural calamities and medical emergencies,
the government deploys military choppers to evacuate the affected people. "The
choppers are mobilised from helicopter bases located nearer to the place of disaster,"
according to OSS Air Management, a copter service firm.
Recommendations on Helicopter emergency management services (HEMS) and
Development of Helipads / Heliports
To set up a Helicopter Mission in Ministry of Civil Aviation to ensure a coordinated,
well orchestrated and planned growth of this segment of the Industry.
In respect of medical aspects of HEMS were:Health being the duty of the State towards every citizen, HEMS may be introduced
first regardless of cost for people living in remote, mountainous and population
centers where appropriate treatment is not available owing to lack of specialty
hospitals. Cost of ops of HEMS may be reduced by Government subsidies as it has
been done in North East, A&N Island, Lakshadweep and remote villages in the
district etc.
Train doctors, paramedical staff and nurses for handling HEMS.
Only those undergone certified courses on HEMS may be employed in the role.
Standardize light weight and robust Emergency Medical Equipment to be carried on
board the helicopter capable of being operated in flight without the need of external
power supply. Serviceability of such equipment may be maintained periodically.
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In respect of management of HEMS:Government may encourage establishment of Trusts/Societies to promote the use of
the helicopter in HEMS role on a sustainable basis (example: London’s Air
Ambulance. It is a Helicopter Emergency Medical Service (HEMS), which responds
to seriously ill or injured casualties in and around London, England. London’s Air
Ambulance is a registered charity (Number 801013) and the service is funded through
charitable donations and corporate donors, most notably by the Virgin Group and
Investec etc. Set up in 1990, HEMS began to fly from the rooftop of the Royal
London hospital. By 2005, it had flown some 17,000 missions). Govt may establish a
single coordinating agency (such as RWSI) to coordinate HEMS operations at
National level. It should assist in Govt evolving suitable policies to encourage
hospitals in acquiring helicopters (with space to accommodate number of stretchers
and medical equipment) in meeting the requirement of mass casualty events.
Review regulatory measures to permit growth of HEMS for public good. Review
ATC procedures to accord priority in departures /arrivals of helicopters involved in
EMS to meet golden hour requirement.
In respect of development of Heliports / Helipads:(a) Consider establishment of a Heliport Cell at AAI with 2 officials (Member
planning: for requirement of heliports and associated tasks & Member Operations:
for operations and regulatory aspects) to oversee the development of Heliports &
Vertiports and Heli-routes in the country as there are no public use heliports in the
country established by AAI. In addition;
(b) Request State Govt. and National Highway Authority (NHA) to develop Public
use heliports for HEMS,
(c) Also involve private sector to develop heliports/helipads on fast track. AAI should
encourage development of low cost heliports at every district head quarters and
consider using old airports for general aviation and helicopter operation. It may be
multi functional and privately owned,
(d) AAI should issue clear cut advisory circulars for the design, construction and
operation of Roof Top Heliports and Hospital Heliports especially in metros.
(e) Review ATC Procedures for Helicopters with a view to establish a dedicated and
separate departure/arrival area with standardized route operating procedures.
(f) HEMS should be categorized as “on demand service “and may be conducted in
response to an immediate demand, which cannot be anticipated or scheduled several
days in advance.
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Therefore, the Air Traffic Control (ATC) procedures need to include procedures to
permit helicopter operators to file a flight plan and conduct a mission as quickly as
possible after the requirement for the mission arises.
(g) Granting route authority to licensed helicopter operators to fly specified approved
routes would be a workable method. Then, no further mission approval would be
required for the licensed helicopter operator, other than filing of the standard flight
plan for a particular mission immediately prior to departure.
(h) Recommendations of the recently conducted study by Heliport Committee to
identify suitable sites for creation of heliports/ vertiports in major population centers
may be considered for implementation without delay.
(i) Create a database of all certified helipads and notify it for use in public good.
(j) Creation of an effective search and rescue organization in India for rendering
timely action after a missing aircraft.
(k) To reduce cost of HEMS, AAI may exempt Radio Navigation Flight Charges
(RNFC) and Passenger Service, Fee (PSF).
9. http://www.aidmatrixnetwork.org/fema/States.aspx?ST=responsenet%20%20an%20Aidmatrix%20Initiative
Corporate Disaster Resource Network (CDRN) launched to invite
cross sector partnerships for Disasters: The Corporate Disaster Resource
Network (CDRN) was launched by J K Sinha, Member, NDMA. The CDRN is an
initiative by Aidmatrix and Civil Society Organizations partners (CSO) who launched
this at a conference on Combating Climate Change for Disaster Reduction and
Sustainable Business with Climate Friendly Private Sector Initiatives" in New Delhi.
CDRN, a logistics, administrative and financial coordination tool as part of the
National Disaster Management Authority, Corporate Task Force, is an initiative
by Aidmatrix and CSO Partners that helps Corporate know, how they can help
disaster struck people by providing real time information on products and services
needed during emergencies.CDRN would help in building an effective channel
through which resources could be directed during times of crisis, with the help of
Public Private Partnership (PPP)."
It is common knowledge today that an increasing number of business enterprises are
laying more and more emphasis on their role as a corporate citizen. And this concept
gains even more significance during times of disaster, providing business houses with
an opportunity to highlight supplies for local governments and also to give back to the
society when it really matters through their business.
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10. NetHope is a unique collaboration of 32 of the world's leading Non Governmental
Organizations (NGOs), who with the support of Foundations and Corporations are
building a community that works to solve humanitarian issues in the developing
world. NetHope facilitates collaboration among its member agencies to improve their
productivity. Nethope 32 members seek humanitarian solutions, leveraging
Information and Communication Technologies (ICT), which are replicable and
sustainable. By collaborating, we are able to share tools, programs and solutions that
can be used across the NGO community.
Some of the international aid groups
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http://usa.humanityfirst.org/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=45
Humanity First has been responding to disasters in various parts of the world. It maintains
a vast pool of volunteers in the US and many other countries (through its sister HF
operations) in six continents. By working with and assisting local authorities,
communities can be helped in a cost effective way with their immediate and long term
needs after disaster. Humanity First establishments help in the following categories of
immediate
(Various NGO’s in East Godavari District and contact details
1) BSPS - BHARATIYA SAMSKHRUTI PARIRAKSHANA SEVA SAMITHI
Phone Cell – 9246693947
2) Holy Family Voluntary Organisation of Routhulapudi
Phone Cell - 09989982114 (9866413782)
3) Janakalyan - Janakalyan Welfare Society
Own Website - www.jkws.org
Phone Work - 0883-2442293,09848320500
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4) Matsyakara Sankshema Samiti
To help the Tsunami victims in the coastal regions of Andhra Pradesh.
Phone Cell - 9347008681
5) Pearl Orphans Society & PEOPLE FOR EVANGELISM AND COMMUNITY
ENRICHMENT Phone No: 8856- 243147
www.unitedwithhope.org/
6) Pragati www.pragatingo.com
7) rela - rela Phone Work -09490352253 & 08864- 243344
8) Richmond Carey Foundation Phone No : 09390026655
9) ROSVE CHARITABLE TRUST Phone No 9441518349
10) Sadhana Mahila Mandali Phone No 0883 2471310 & 9849184081
11) Samalkot Orphan Home Phone No -0884- 327239
12) Santhivardhana Ministries Phone NO - 9177899997
13) SERVE (Society for Education, Research & Vision of Expansion) Phone No9441246650
14) Society for Advocacy of Women and Child Rights
15) Sree Vivekananda Educational Society Phone No - 9985420191
16) Sri Shirdi Sai Charitable Trust Phone No - 9491688424
17) St. Paul's Trust Phone No - 98661 88964
18) STAR Development Society Phone No - 09491922044
19) Swarajya Abhyudaya Seva Samithi Phone No - 9848677877
20) SYLOM BLIND CENTRE Phone No - 919866910092
21) The sun Phone No - 9491251999
22) Tribal Area Development And Christian Social Welfare Association Phone No 9392821462
11. Role of NGOs in increasingly interdependent world
We live in an age of growing global interdependence. There have been many clear
benefits – in economic terms, in the spread of information and knowledge, and in the
deeper connections of what has been called “planetary society”. But we also now face
a set of profound global threats to human security and prosperity; and to the
sustainability of our planet – from the spread of deadly weapons to the spread of
deadly disease; from global warming, to the persistence of pernicious poverty. These
problems are not contained by national borders and even the largest and most
powerful countries increasingly find they are unable to address these challenges
without the help of what we now call “the international community.”
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Code of Conduct for NGOs in Disaster Relief
The Code of Conduct for The International Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement
and NGOs in Disaster Relief, was developed and agreed upon by eight of the world’s
largest disaster response agencies in the summer of 1994 and represents a huge leap
forward in setting standards for disaster response. It is being used by the International
Federation to monitor its own standards of relief delivery and to encourage other
agencies to set similar standards.
The Code of Conduct, like most professional codes, is a voluntary one. It is applicable
to any NGO, be it national or international, small or large. It lays down 10 points of
principle which all NGOs should adhere to in their disaster response work, and goes
on to describe the relationships agencies working in disasters should seek with donor
governments, host governments and the UN system.
1. The Humanitarian imperative comes first.
2. Aid is given regardless of the race, creed or nationality of the recipients and
without adverse distinction of any kind. Aid priorities are calculated on the basis of
need alone.
3. Aid will not be used to further a particular political or religious standpoint.
4. Endeavour not to act as instruments of government foreign policy.
5. Respect culture and custom.
6. We shall attempt to build disaster response on local capacities.
7. Ways shall be found to involve programme beneficiaries in the management of
relief aid.
8. Relief aid must strive to reduce future vulnerabilities to disaster as well as meeting
basic needs.
9. Accountable to both those we seek to assist and those from whom we accept
resources.
10. In information, publicity and advertising activities, recognize disaster victims as
dignified human beings, not hopeless objects.
Source: http://www.ifrc.org/publicat/conduct/index.asp
An example of NGO activity is as follows.
Community-Based Disaster Preparedness (CBDP) Programme: Programme
Summary
In 2003, a network of 20 local NGOs involved in disaster management in Andhra
Pradesh, India called CADME (Coastal Area Disaster Mitigation Efforts) began
training children to recognize cyclone warnings and act on them.
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The network is using entertaining media (play) in schools to teach children in 50
villages of East Godavari district to protect themselves and others during cyclones.
Communication Strategies
In general terms, this programme is based on the notion that children can absorb and
disseminate information to their parents and other community members, which in turn
can lead to change. As one of the women, who is in her 20s, working with ACTION
(a participating NGO) explains, "Children are part of society and should know about
the disasters and the distress (cyclones cause). Right now they are kids, but as they
grow up they will be able to use this knowledge and help others. The school
training...began when, at a CADME meeting, people realized that men, women and
youth were getting lessons in survival skills, but the children were being left out. They
are the bedrock."
Children from the fifth standard onward are enticed to remain after school for the
weekly 40-minute training sessions with the offer of sweets and a strategy that
organisers call "learn while you play". The first lesson is about the importance of
thinking straight and acting immediately after a cyclone warning has been broadcast
on local radio. Safety pointers are discussed. For example: Do not set out to sea if the
sea is rough; first take care of the elderly, pregnant women, small children and the
disabled; evacuate low-lying areas; and attend to animals. The second session
involves forming a warning and evacuation group. A team of between 8 and 10 older
students are selected and trained. It is this group's responsibility to both broadcast
cyclone warnings and news of impending danger to the surrounding villages and to
instruct and guide people to move into cyclone shelters (thick circular buildings built
to withstand cyclones). In these sessions, the NGO representatives teach the children
various rescue methods that can be adopted, including using local material and simple
strategies for rescue: "To cross a flooded area, tie a rope to two trees on either side of
the area to help carry people over to safety. The simple tying of two pots at the ends
of a bamboo stick forms a floating device. You need not run from pillar to post in
search of a floating device, just use the local material available and save yourself."
To communicate this information, CADME personnel encourage the children to use
play-acting. During the 'rescue' exercise, one student might play the part of an
unconscious person - a friend will try to drag him or her by the feet; fellow students
might laugh....organizers say that behind the fun is a serious issue (saving lives). In
another class, children have fun while learning how to carry injured people.
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A young student may be taught how to carry a peer who is twice her size by 'cradlecarrying' him like a mother carrying her baby. Pointing to a male peer that she has
carried, one girl laughs: "Who says a woman cannot carry a man's burden, literally or
figuratively!" Encouraged by the praise she receives from her peers, this student is,
organizers say, inspired to try out another strategy: making an improvised stretcher by
folding a blanket between two bamboo sticks. The idea is that these children will
share their experiences at these "fun" training sessions with their parents, thereby
exchanging potentially life-saving information.
Other lessons focus on first aid (children practise bandaging each other), artificial
respiration ("Girls and boys hesitate to act in front of each other. So we make the girls
do it to girls and the boys to boys."), and the 'disaster drill' (children are let loose on
the beach and they imitate a cyclone situation where some children need to be rescued
from the sea, some are stuck in flooded areas, and others are screaming out from
make-believe houses). The idea here is to provide action time as well as fun time. The
children divide themselves into their respective teams to warn, build floating devices,
rescue,

treat

the

injured,

and

get
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others

safely

into

cyclone

shelters.
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12. http://www.sristi.org/dmis/dmep Sristi is a Non profit organization and it’s website
provides very helpful information and useful links

to various disaster related

information.
13. USAID USAID/OFDA-supported hydrometeorological DRR activities are aimed at
reducing vulnerabilities to climate and weather hazards through an integrated and
multi-sectoral approach that addresses community needs, while emphasizing locally
sustainable and environmentally sensitive measures. USAID/OFDA works closely
with vulnerable communities, as well as with national and local governments;
international and regional organizations; universities; and non-governmental
organizations (NGOs) to increase resilience to climate and weather induced disasters.
USAID/OFDA DRR programs emphasize an “end-to-end” approach that identifies
needs in existing systems and increases resilience to climate-induced disasters through
targeted capacity building. Hydro meteorological DRR activities also have strong
linkages to natural resource management, building resilience to support sustainable
development.
14. http://www.unisdr.org/ppew/tsunami/project-overview/dp-introduction.htm
Platform for the Promotion of Early Warning: The tsunami early warning
initiative intends to provide the initial preparatory steps and coordination mechanisms
towards the establishment of a comprehensive early warning system for the region.
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This initiative is expected to contribute to the improvement of public confidence and
security, the national capacity-building for response and emergency planning, the
production and flow of information products, and the strengthening of regional and
national coordination mechanisms to implement a comprehensive Tsunami early
warning system in the Indian Ocean region. Activities are implemented in partnership
with several UN agencies, NGOs, and research institutes. For more information visit
the Project Partners list.
15. http://www.wateraid.org/uk/what_we_do/where_we_work/india/default.asp

Since

1986, when WaterAid began working in India, it has developed practical techniques
to help ensure the country's poor gain access to safe, sustainable and affordable water,
sanitation and hygiene education through project work, research and advocacy.
16. http://disastermanagement.ap.gov.in/website/download/FLOOD%20&%20CYCLON
E/Go.Ms.No%201801.pdf
A Calamity Relief Fund (CRF) has been set up in each State as per the
recommendations of the Eleventh Finance Commission. The Government of India
contributes 75% of the corpus of the Calamity Relief Fund in each State. 25% is
contributed to by the State. Where the calamity is of such proportion that the funds
available in the CRF will not be sufficient for provision of relief, the State seeks
assistance from the National Calamity Contingency Fund (NCCF) - a fund created
at the Central Government level. When such requests are received, the requirements
are assessed by a team from the Central Government and thereafter the assessed
requirements are cleared by a High Level Committee chaired by the Deputy Prime
Minister. Collector/Dy. Commissioner is the chief administrator in the district. He is
the focal point in the preparation of district plans and in directing, supervising and
monitoring calamities for relief. A District Level Coordination and Relief Committee
is constituted and is headed by the Collector as Chairman with participation of all
other related government and non governmental agencies and departments in addition
to the elected representatives. The Collector is required to maintain close liaison with
the district and the State Governments as well as the nearest units of Armed
Forces/Central police organizations and other relevant Central Government
organizations like Ministries of Communications, Water Resources, Drinking Water,
Surface Transport, who could supplement the efforts of the district administration in
the rescue and relief operations.
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The efforts of the Government and non-governmental organizations for response and
relief

and

coordinated by the Collector/Dy. Commissioner. The District

Magistrate/Collector and Coordination Committee under him reviews preparedness
measures prior to a impending hazard and coordinate response when the hazard
strikes. As all the Departments of the State Government and district level report to the
Collector, there is an effective coordination mechanism ensuring holistic response.
17. http://www.populationexplorer.com/# The International Federation of Red Cross and
Red Crescent (IFRC) Disaster Relief Emergency Fund (DREF) is a source of unearmarked money created by the Federation in 1985 to ensure that immediate
financial support is available for Red Cross and Red Crescent emergency response.
The DREF is a vital part of the International Federation’s disaster response system
and increases the ability of National Societies to respond to disasters. In India:
• Indian Red Cross Society: Dr. S P Agarwal, Secretary General;
email: spagarwalsg@indianredcross.org; phone: +91.11.2371.6441;
fax: +91.11.2371.7454
• International Federation country office in India: John Roche, Head of country office;
email: john.roche@ifrc.org; phone: +91.11.2332.4203; fax: +91.11.233.4235
International Federation South Asia Office in Delhi:
• Mr. Azmat Ulla, Head of regional office, email: azmat.ulla@ifrc.org, phone: +91 11
2411 1122, fax: +91 11 2411 1128.
• Michael Higginson, Regional programme coordinator; phone: +91.11.2411.1125;
fax: +91.11.2411.1128; email: michael.higginson@ifrc.org

18. IPCC summaries for regions and ecological zones. These reports provide scientific
review of regional historical and observed trends in temperature and precipitation and
information on anticipated changes in temperature and precipitation, which may be
useful when designing livelihood projects. The Asia chapter from the IPCC Fourth
Assessment

Report,

released

in

2007,

can

be

accessed

at:

http://www.ipcc.ch/pdf/assessment-report/ar4/wg2/ar4-wg2-chapter10.pdf

19. UN Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) National
Communications (or NatComs). Observed and anticipated trends and impacts
of climate change by country can be drawn from these documents. Reports
from

developing

countries

are

available

http://unfccc.int/national_reports/noannex_i_natcom/items/2979.php
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at:

20. National Adaptation Programmes of Action (NAPAs). These are documents prepared by
least developed countries that are parties to the UN Framework Convention on Climate
Change for the purpose of communicating their urgent and immediate adaptation needs
and concerns to the adverse impacts of climate change. NAPAs identify priority activities
for

adaptation:

http://unfccc.int/cooperation_support/least_developed_countries_portal/submittednapas/it
ems/4585.php
21. Media channels for disaster management
Information is a vital form of aid in itself – but this is not sufficiently recognized among
humanitarian organisations. Disaster-affected people need information as much as water,
food, medicine or shelter. Information can save lives, livelihoods and resources.
Information may be the only form of disaster preparedness the most vulnerable can
afford. Yet aid organisations focus mainly on gathering information for themselves and
not enough on exchanging information with the people they aim to support. What does all
this mean to a reporter or aid worker who is thrust into the midst of an unfolding
humanitarian emergency, challenging all professional training and norms that work well
under 'normal' circumstances? How can a community development worker or school
teacher add elements of disaster risk reduction to their regular work, trying to raise
awareness and preparedness at the local levels? And how can everyone enhance their
capacity to listen, reflect and learn -- essential steps in good communication?
Whether it is floods, epidemics or earthquake the following common guidelines and
methods should be implemented or used to prevent or protect us from the disasters.
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22. Risk Transfer & Private Sector Investment
Risk Transfer
Recognizing that the poor seldom have access to insurance coverage, ProVention looked
at the potential of micro insurance as a tool for managing disaster risk. Micro insurance is
the protection of low-income households or business against specific perils in exchange
for regular monetary payments (premiums) proportionate to the likelihoods and cost of
the risk involved. Such risk pooling allows many individuals or groups to share the costs
of a risky event. Micro insurance is a growing field of practice attracting increasing
interest from both the development community as a form of social protection and the
insurance industry as a potential new product. The key challenges, therefore, are how
accessible insurance is for the poor and how viable such schemes are from a commercial
point of view. Moreover, to what extent can micro insurance contribute to reducing risk
or provide an incentive for mitigation measures or behaviour?
To address these challenges, ProVention has supported a pilot microinsurance scheme in
India, ‘Afat Vimo’ implemented by the AIDMI, in parallel with a wider initiative
undertaken by IIASA to research and analyse the viability of microinsurance experiences
in responding to natural hazard risk. The viewpoint 'Invest to prevent disaster' is a
preliminary discussion paper from IIASA as research continues on a more extensive
study.
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Various aspects of preparedness to be considered in E.Godavari district disaster
management planning
Preventing disasters should be viewed as ‘Crisis situation” and requires incredible
cooperation among authorities, firms and others, if not that dedication to address the issues
dissipates as soon as the emergency is over, making cooperation to bring back the district to
normal life difficult to achieve. “When the adrenaline goes down, people go back into their
boxes and behave as if nothing happened. The day-to-day management becomes more
important than long-term planning for preventing and restoring life to normal”
Governments usually place the emphasis on the tools they know best, top-down regulation,
which may not be the most effective approach during a crises situation or preventing it.
District officials should evaluate how their people and systems work in normal conditions
and during emergency crises.
Disaster management and mitigation should be taken up as project in order to track the
implementation, bring professionalism in implementation, awareness of its importance to
citizens, controlling the cost of disaster mitigation and transparency. This project should
become a role model for every other district or states to follow. As of today many agencies as
identified in this document above have stipulated great ideas for preventing natural disasters
and bringing awareness to population. But many of the ideas appear to be on paper only. One
observation is that there are so many entities involved in disaster management and not talking
to each other. We cannot find one single source of information of what is implemented and
what else need to be done. In today’s technology advancements it is a pity that many of the
AP state website are not up to date. Many great policies are still in physical office locations in
the form of files or in the heads of the employees performing their duties with sincerity.
A disaster management project is “a series of activities aimed at bringing about clearly
specified objectives within a defined time-period and with a defined budget”.
Since projects have specified objectives to meet within a certain time period and budget, it
should be seen in particular that no influence from vested interest of few political or selfish
citizens or companies should affect the project performance and beneficiary group. The
‘project cycle’ is a way of viewing the main elements that projects have in common, and how
they relate to each other in sequence. The precise formulation of the cycle and its phases
varies from one agency to another, but the basic components are more or less similar.
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(Source: Olsen, Tobey and Hale, 1998)
Most agencies adopt a ‘project cycle management’ approach: a sequence of actions to
develop, implement and evaluate projects that leads in turn into new projects. The aim of
project cycle management is to improve the management of projects (and programmes) by
ensuring that all relevant issues and conditions are taken into account during design and
implementation. In application, project cycle management consists of a set of design and
management concepts, techniques and tasks that is used to support informed decisionmaking.
The initial planning stages of the cycle are the key entry points at which disaster risk issues
can be factored into projects. But disaster risk should not be forgotten during the other stages
of financing, implementation and evaluation, and the various activities that take place within
them. The different phases in the project cycle are not separate but part of a process of
planning, actions and reflection that, in an ideal world, feeds lessons from one project into
others. During the initial phases tools typically used include economic appraisal,
environmental appraisal, vulnerability analysis, social livelihoods analysis, social impact
assessment etc.
Following are some the guiding questions which could be included in the Terms of
References of the Preparatory Studies:
• Are natural hazards capable of creating disasters relevant factors in this project? Which
ones? And Why? • Could the project increase risk? • What risk could have a direct impact on
the project?
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• What could be the potential impact of the project in preventing disasters?
Of course answering the above mentioned questions would require the following:
• Ensure information (studies, data) is available • Ensure consultation with stakeholders
(organisations and individuals) with knowledge on risk management • Examine socio-cultural
and institutional policies • Development/revision of indicators.
Thus issues related to risk should be addressed in the proposal document of the project in the
following sections:
• Problem Identification • Documentation Available • Activities • Assumptions • Risks •
Sustainability factors
Proposed solutions to be implemented in preventing natural disasters in East.Godavari
district.
Any Preventive solutions should follow a professional approach and consider the following
guidelines. Most of the time E.Godavari faces floods and below activities use ‘FLOOD” as an
example. The same professional approach is recommended for other disasters too.
1. Coordination of activities, and funding
2. Planning issues,
3. Legislation,
4. Maintenance of infrastructure, building new
5. Allocation of resources,
6. Vulnerability
7. The public.
Regarding coordination of activities
•

It is important to set up a permanent emergency management system, which should
have the control of the situation all year round. People responsible for this permanent
system should be in contact with other district, state and national officials, such as
collector’s office, state DM office, the Civil Protection (local and central services) and
weather forecasting institutions on a regular basis.

•

A yearlong identification of sources in acquiring financial, materials, manpower and
other disaster related resources should be made by the authorities concerned.

•

Because of the disasters are sporadic, it is essential to have periodic training at least
once a year of all actors involved in the management of an event, in order to be ready
during red alert situations.
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•

There is a need to install warning systems where they do not exist and to check the
efficiency of the already existing ones.

•

The role of the District should be geared towards prevention, incorporating in part, for
example, natural retention of water in landscape, financial participation in technical
measures, prevention of risks, public education, information on endangered areas,
operation of flood forecasting service, organisational and technical support for rescue
operations, preparation of financing mechanism for support of affected individuals
and for elimination of damage incurred on the municipal and district properties, and
support of individual insurance schemes.

•

Guidelines for the organisation and function of local authorities for defense against
floods should be elaborated.

Regarding planning issues
•

Land use planning and building codes for the whole territory of each locality should
be made available to agencies that give permissions for buldings, including also the
frequently flooded areas where permission to build should not be allowed.

•

A fundamental part to planning at municipal level is to have a specific plan for
specific flows (local flows).

•

There is a need to analyze the whole area against floods for any problems that could
be linked with high water levels.

•

There is a need for better planning of flows within the catchment system.

•

Catchment flood management plans should be developed for all rivers. Studies should
be undertaken to understand the processes of flooding in river catchments, in order to
develop integrated plans for the management of the risks associated with high flows
to people and the developed and natural environment in a sustainable manner. This
large scale planning framework would provide a more proactive management regime
of flood risk for the future.

•

Plans for defense against the floods and in case of emergency at the level of the
municipalities, towns and villages should be elaborated.

•

For floods caused by dam break, warning-alarming plans should be elaborated for the
downstream localities.

Regarding legislation
•

Legislation regarding a plan for land use planning should be elaborated, where risk
assessment should be carried in areas prone to floods and flood-related hazards, such
as landslides and soil erosion with sincerity and honestly. Corruption, political
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pressures and other pressures should be firmly dealt in order to protect environment
from all kinds of natural disasters in the district.
Regarding maintenance of infrastructure
•

It is recommended that Municipal authorities put in place arrangements for routine
attention to drains, gullies, water cuts, and culverts, keeping them clear and
facilitating removal of rainfall from roads and other public areas. Arrangements
should also provide for clearance at the onset of severe rainfall, where necessary.

•

Property owners should be advised to arrange for routine clearance of drains from
their property, to avoid or minimize unwanted build-up of water/ garbage on their
property. This advice could also be repeated when conditions giving rise to flooding
are expected.

•

There is a need to permanently protect buildings in flood prone areas, either by
structural or non-structural measures.

•

It is necessary to regularly check the efficiency of the following: - technical and
functional situation of the major dams, and other infrastructure that prevents us from
disasters. Repair works should be planned well in advance if they need so.

•

For highly flood-prone areas. Speed up the installation of warning equipment at
important dams and at downstream localities, which can be potentially affected in
case of dam accidents or rupture. Continue river beds maintenance (desilting,
vegetation removal, flow capacity recovering of the bridges, etc.).

Regarding allocation of resources
•

To ensure that national and local systems of collection and distribution of the
humanitarian aid, including the Non-Governmental Organisations (NGOs), especially
for the affected homeless persons, should be carried out efficiently.

•

To ensure that enough funds are available for investment works or other projects in
the areas affected by floods in advance.

•

To ensure that the allocated funds from the District budget, with purpose of flood
control, torrent control or other works towards the minimisation of the flood risk and
damages, are really used for the investment and maintenance works at hydro technical
structures.

•

To draw up external funding to improve the management of areas with flood risk and
the activity of defense against floods.

•

It is necessary to procure and use the emergency equipment required well in advance .
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Regarding vulnerability
•

It is recommended that local authorities review past flooding experiences and identify
vulnerable areas and associated sources of flooding, and consider what procedures
might be adopted to mitigate the effects of flooding.

Regarding the public
•

To ensure that any existing warning system should be adequate in giving all the
necessary information to the population. Even for the Civil Protection Authorities, it
is generally hard to get real information that could be treated in real time.

•

To promote NGOs with social activity objectives regarding the education of the
population from the areas with the flood risk.

•

Public should be made aware of the importance of preventive measures taken up by
authorities. If the measures are transparent and officials show sincerity it becomes
easy for the district officials to get work done faster.

•

To use incentives so that works are constructed, which have also the purpose for
diminishing the flood danger or reducing the discharge of high water waves?

Priorities at District Level Short-Term Plan:
The composition of the crisis and incident response teams should reflect the personnel
required to analyze and deal with any events, from the management or command elements to
specialist advisers. Hierarchy and politics should not be an aspect of disaster management
selection; rather, responsibilities should be attributed based on competence, knowledge, and
experience. The role of the crisis or incident management team is to be in a position to
respond effectively to postulated threats or actual events in a timely manner, implementing
and adjusting where necessary predefined response policies and plans.
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i. Preparation of a directory of staff dealing with DM, including telephone numbers (landline
and mobile) and e-mail addresses for internal as well as external use.
ii. Installation of intercom – One Touch Dialing.
iii. Manual communication and IT gateways for connection to various other agencies and
service providers.
iv. Establishment of mini/startup emergency operation centers (EOCs).
v. Creation of mobile communication access platforms and mobile EOCs
vi. Setting up a multi-lingual (Telugu/English) state level Disaster management website 'Help
Godavari'
Outsourcing to private enterprise
Disaster management or rescue operations requires year long attention to various matters as
suggested in this document and it will consumes resources, money and time on the state’s
already overworking machinery. It is advisable that a tender is floated to invite private
organizations or JNTUK with various colleges to take up the task of Disaster management or
rescue operations. A special government order (GO) should be passed to permit these
enterprises to establish all preventive measures as suggested in this document. Government’s
role is to keep certain key operations, audit, and monitor and give logistic support during
disasters or rescue operations. Logistic support involves allowing private enterprise to use
government buildings, machinery, government hospitals, officials, equipment or resources as
needed by them. A special funding source should be identified for paying to the private
enterprise for doing all the work or maintaining infrastructure or trainings or any other
activities they perform yearlong.
Appropriate soil and water management techniques and practices should be
implemented
Appropriate soil and water management techniques have great potential to increase
community resilience to climate hazards. There are simple and low-cost infrastructures that
can be supported by our project efforts, such as:
• Rainwater harvesting techniques, such as building small farm reservoirs, small diversion
dams and dug-out ponds; stored water can be used as supplemental irrigation, or for inland
fish production, livestock watering, and domestic purposes;
• In areas where flooding is a problem, draining facilities that will facilitate the timely release
of storm water during the rainy season;
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Adaptation measures in agriculture sector
Sector

Adoptation method

1°C temperature

Choice of crop and cultivation:

Increase

• Use of more heat/drought-tolerant crop
varieties in areas under water
stress
• Use of more disease and pest tolerant crop
varieties
• Use of salt-tolerant crop varieties
• Introduce higher yielding, earlier maturing crop
varieties in cold regions
Farm management:
• Altered application of nutrients/fertiliser
• Altered application of insecticide/pesticide
• Change planting date to effectively use the
prolonged growing season and
irrigation
• Develop adaptive management strategy at farm
level

Livestock

• Breeding livestock for greater tolerance and

Production

productivity
• Increase stocks of forages for unfavorable time
periods
• Improve pasture and grazing management
including improved grasslands and pastures
• Improve management of stocking rates and
rotation of pastures
• Increase the quantity of forages used to graze
animals
• Plant native grassland species
• Increase plant coverage per hectare
• Provide local specific support in supplementary
feed and veterinary service

Fisher

Breeding fish tolerant to high water temperature
• Fisheries management capabilities to cope with
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impacts of climate change
must be developed
Development of agricultural bio-technologies

Development and distribution of more drought,
disease, pest and salt tolerant
crop varieties
• Develop improved processing and conservation
technologies in livestock
production
• Improve crossbreeds of high productivity
animals

Improvement of agricultural

• Improve pasture water supply

infrastructure

• Improve irrigation systems and their efficiency
• Improve use/store of rain and snow water
• Improve information exhange system on new
technologies at national as
well as regional and international level
• Improve sea defence and flood management
• Improve access of herders, fishers and farmers
to timely weather forecasts

Setting up of a District Control Room in Kakinada(Emergency Operation Room
(EOC)): The activities of the Control Room include collection and transmission of
information concerning natural calamity and relief, keeping close contact with state and
central government, interaction with other Public / Central Ministries /Departments
/Organizations in connection with relief, maintaining records containing all relevant
information relating to action points and contact points in Central Ministries etc., keeping upto-date details of all concerned at the villages, revenue mandals, district headquarters,
NGO’s, Academic institutes such as JNTUK, RMC, Central and State levels.
Activities of the control room should also include monitoring yearlong activities of the
preparation against natural calamities. A large number of village level Disaster Management
Committees and Disaster Management Teams have already been constituted in many
villages. An attempt should be made to bring them together under one roof for control and co
ordination efforts.
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Training programs should be planned to the Disaster Management Teams at the
village level consisting of members of voluntary organizations like Nehru Yuva Kendra and
other non-governmental organizations as well as able bodied volunteers from the village. The
teams are provided basic training in evacuation, search and rescue etc.
Control room should be located in such area where the communication with outside
world is not affected. The room should be completely equipped with telecommunications
gadgets, computers, wireless internet access, satellite phones, CDMA based Mobile phones,
UPS in case of power failures, remote public alarm systems, Tetra networks, interlinks with
POLNET , NICNET and other aid agencies. Information about various NGO’s , Funding
agencies, international aid agencies, Media and online access to proposed “Help Godavari”
social network , emergency vehicles, Medical mobile van, emails, Phone numbers of all
concerned authorities.

Engaging private sector companies, NGO, Media. There should be close interaction with
the corporate sector, nongovernmental organizations (NGO’s) and the media in the efforts for
disaster prevention/vulnerability reduction. Companies and others have ability to analyze and
extract intelligence from information, irrespective of where data resides, in real time —
without being bound by a particular system or platform.
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Engaging them intelligently and thinking in new ways of using their expertise should
be explored fully by the district authorities.
Corporate, Media, NGO’s role includes supporting in cash and kind by providing
required hardware and infrastructural resources to the authorities. A list of active corporate
donors should be identified and should be made part of the steering committee in order to
bring transparency and accountability to the disaster management practices of the district
authorities.

Close interaction with local companies helps district in three ways. First,

Cooperation among industry and government brings visibility of the expertise of each and
every company; second, preparation for crisis situations becomes easy with active
cooperation with industry; and thirdly, experience with emergency-response on a companywide, as well as industry-wide are some of the practices companies use for protecting their
business from disasters and that experience, becomes vital for the district authorities during
disasters or preventing them.
Info tech companies in GIS/GPS sector at STP Kakinada and other areas in the district
should be checked and roped in for their services. International companies such as ISRO,
IBM, Google, Microsoft, twitter, facebook, wikepedia allow free use of their software,
satellites, maps, computer hardware, their employees expertise in dealing with disasters.
Some companies even send experts to the field area to help the victims and those who need
help. District officials should make a list of potential companies that they wish to tap and
prepare a blue print of what services they can get from individual companies. They should
establish a link and start engaging those companies (local, national and international). A
training schedule should be arranged to company representatives, media, NGO’s and
volunteers on what exact help district is expecting from each entity and the approach should
be professional and transparent.
Armed forces;
Armed forces have acquired additional capabilities which make them the logical organization
for disaster rescue and emergency relief. With their air lift capability, the services can reach
any place where people caught in a disaster situation have to be rescued. The same capability
can also reach specialized equipment very rapidly where it is needed. The services have all
the communication capability needed and servicemen are ready to move at an hour's notice.
Enough stock piles of materials such as tents, blankets, clothing, food, medicines etc should
be kept at a central place close to airbases from which these operations would be launched by
Army personal. So also rafts, boats and other equipment needed for disaster relief should be
stored nearer to the disaster zones in a government building identified by the district officials.
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Along with fashioning the disaster rescue and relief machinery around the armed forces, it is
necessary to devise the drills and procedures for coordination between the state civil
administration and the armed forces missions which would operate.
Precious time is often lost because of lack of communication and coordination. The
armed forces missions can operate only as effectively as the intelligence on the disaster
rescue and relief needed is made available by the state administration. In this respect, both
state governments and the armed forces have to develop interface liaison personnel. The
armed forces have to realise that the primary source for their information can only be the state
civil administration. The state authorities must accept that in operations, the armed forces are
autonomous and do not view kindly any attempts at outside interference. The right way of
developing a fast moving disaster rescue and relief machinery is to set up a task force and get
a report within six weeks and take decisions on them so that the country can be ready for the
next cyclone and flood cycle to start in the next 4 to 5 months.
Protection to local business units, shops and other commercial establishments:
How quickly your company can get back to business after a terrorist attack, a tornado, a fire,
or a flood often depends on emergency planning done today. Business continuity and crisis
management can be complex issues depending on the particular industry, size and scope of
business. However, putting a plan in motion will improve the likelihood that company will
survive and recover. The following information is a good start for small- to mid-sized
businesses. Companies that already have their emergency plans in place can continue to help
create a more robust sustainable community by mentoring businesses in their own supply
chain and others needing advice.
The following will give you an idea of what it may cost to develop a disaster
protection and business continuity plan. Some of what is recommended can be done at little
or no cost. Use this list to get started and then consider what else can be done to protect your
people and prepare your business.
No Cost
•

Meet with your insurance provider to review current coverage.

•

Create procedures to quickly evacuate and shelter-in-place. Practice the plans.

•

Talk to your people about the company's disaster plans. Two-way communication is
central before, during and after a disaster.

•

Create an emergency contact list including employee emergency contact information.
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•

Create a list of critical business contractors and others whom you will use in an
emergency.

•

Know what kinds of emergencies might affect your company both internally and
externally.

•

Decide in advance what you will do if your building is unusable.

•

Create a list of inventory and equipment, including computer hardware, software and
peripherals, for insurance purposes.

•

Talk to utility service providers about potential alternatives and identify back-up
options.

•

Promote family and individual preparedness among your co-workers. Include
emergency preparedness information during staff meetings, in newsletters, on
company intranet, periodic employee emails and other internal communications tools.

Under Rs. 75000/•

Buy a fire extinguisher and smoke alarm.

•

Summer months are very hot in places like Kakinada and the shops on the main street
are so closely setup leads for a major fire hazard. All shop owners should make sure
to check their wiring and replace the age old wiring systems.

•

Fire, truck should always be parked near a very crowded places such as cinema halls,
crowded shops etc. it helps to quickly bring down the fire and save many people.

•

All cinema halls in the district should have their own emergency evacuation plans in
place and they should display all the evacuation methods prominently in the theaters.

•

District officials should talk to cinema theatre owners and advertise disaster
management video and evacuation plan before the daily shows.

•

Decide which emergency supplies the company can feasibly provide, if any, and talk
to your co-workers about what supplies individuals might want to consider keeping in
a personal and portable supply kit.

•

Set up a telephone call Number on the company website, email alert or call-in voice
recording to communicate with employees in an emergency.

•

Provide first aid and CPR training to key co-workers.

•

Use and keep up-to-date computer anti-virus software and firewalls if you are using
technology in your daily work.

•

Attach equipment and cabinets to walls or other stable equipment. Place heavy or
breakable objects on low shelves.

•

Elevate valuable inventory and electric machinery off the floor in case of flooding.
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•

If applicable, make sure your building's HVAC system is working properly and wellmaintained.

•

Back up your records and critical data. Keep a copy offsite.

More than Rs.75000/•

Consider additional insurance such as business interruption, flood or earthquake.

•

Purchase, install and pre-wire a generator to the building's essential electrical circuits.
Provide for other utility alternatives and back-up options.

•

Install automatic sprinkler systems, fire hoses and fire-resistant doors and walls.

•

Make sure your building meets standards and codes. Consider a professional engineer
to evaluate the wind, fire or seismic resistance of your building.

•

Consider a security professional to evaluate and/or create your disaster preparedness
and business continuity plan.

•

Upgrade your building's HVAC system to secure outdoor air intakes and increase
filter efficiency.

•

Send safety and key emergency response employees to trainings or conferences.

•

Provide a large group of employees with first aid and CPR training.

•

Protect your investment In addition to emergency planning, there are steps you can
take to both safeguard your company and secure your physical assets. Insurance
Coverage for all utilities in the building
o

Prepare for Utility Disruptions

o

Prepare for extended outages during and after a disaster.

o

Facilities, Buildings & Plants

o

Take steps to secure physical assets.

o

Equipment

o

Conduct a room-by-room walk-through to determine what needs to be
secured.

o

Building Air Protection

o

Assess the HVAC system to improve indoor air quality.

o

Cyber Security

o

Protect your data and information technology systems
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Help from District disaster management teamFor a yearly/ monthly consultancy payment to district disaster management team
small to medium shops such as the ones in the main road of Kakinada and other
establishments should make sure that there business is protected from all kinds of disasters.
Based on the recommendations given by the officials shop owners and other should make
sure they fix the issues with their business units.
Coastal Cyclone shelters:

As per the plan of NDMA district authorities should start

working on cyclone project components on strengthening of monitoring/warning systems,
coastal shelter belt plantation, mangrove plantation, construction of cyclone shelters, storm
surge modeling and water envelope studies. The focus will be on regeneration of coastal
shelter belt, plantation of trees and mangrove plantation where these have degenerated. The
location of the cyclone shelters will be decided in such a manner that no person in the
vulnerable zone is required to walk more than two kilometers to reach a cyclone shelter. The
cyclone shelters will be multipurpose units to be run as schools or marriage function hall or
convention centre or community centre’s in normal times so maintenance is done on regular
basis and will have capacity to house 3000 to 5000 persons with adequate number of toilets,
community kitchen and other facilities. Areas should be identified for providing shelter to
livestock. Large-scale awareness generation bringing out specific do’s and don’ts is crucial to
disaster mitigation at the community shelters.
Shelters should provide water, food, medicine, and basic sanitary facilities, medical supplies
kit emergency transport vehicles to take people to nearby hospitals. Few doctors and nursing
staff should be brought in house to take care of small level emergencies.

Mass care

sheltering can involve living with many people in a confined space, which can be difficult
and unpleasant to some people. To avoid conflicts in stressful situation, it is important to
engage people in some activities and they should be trained to cooperate with shelter
managers and others assisting them. Liquor and weapons should be forbidden in emergency
shelters and smoking should be restricted. Water and food should be supplied thru disposable
plastic cups and plates to avoid infection due to poor hygiene. Plenty of toilets should be
planned and they should be sanitized several times as people use them. People should be
educated on the behaving in a civilized manner to keep the surroundings clean.
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A Typical all purpose shelter and also works as Convention or marriage hall during
normal times
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Mass-media campaign of disaster management plans, CD/DVD, Posters on buses: A
Steering Committee on mass-media campaign should be constituted for this purpose. The
Committee should develop a profile for taking up mass media campaign through Internet,
mobile, audio, video and print media as well as publicity through pamphlets, posters, bus
back panels at all levels. The posters would be prominently displayed at buildings like
Primary Health Centers, Community Centres, schools and such other places where villagers
normally congregate for community activity. The Corporate sector should be associated with
the dissemination of campaign. Material and strategies used by various States and
international organizations, including tips on different hazards, should be incorporated along
with multi-media CDs on disasters. The material should have the relevant matter, based on
the vulnerability of each district, culled out, translated into local languages and disseminate it
widely down to the village level team.

Modern technology allows distributing disaster

related trainings in the form of easy to use games, videos, and messages to mobile phones.
There

are

companies

such

as

Microsoft,

http://www.munothcommunication.com/,http://www.karmayog.org/,
http://www.mimobi.tv/apalya/aboutapalya.html can be used for developing training materials
in the form of audio, video files on mobile and sent to all . Giving a CD/DVD while people
are registering for Unique ID should be planned in order to cover everybody without fail.
Students from various colleges should be used in creating content in telugu and English.
Schools Role: Disaster management as a subject in Social Sciences which is introduced in
the school curriculum for Class VIII should be verified whether it is helping children to
realize the value of disaster management. The Central Board of secondary Education which
has introduced the curriculum runs a very large number of schools throughout the country
and the course curriculum is invariably followed by the State Boards of Secondary Education.
Several State Governments have already introduced the same curriculum in Class VIII from
the current academic year. Irrespective of syllabus all students should be taught about the
disaster management.
School should have its own disaster plan in place and they should have direct contact
established with Districts Disaster management team. School should have all the telephone
numbers to call in case of a disaster. In case telephones or internet does not work schools
should have alternate way of reaching to parents, district officials. Sometimes school has to
accommodate all the children for more than a day so they need to have plans for sheltering
the children and providing them with food, clothing and water.
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School faculty and parents should know the school emergency plan:
• Ask how the school will communicate with families during a crisis.
• Ask if the school stores adequate food, water, and other basic supplies.
• Find out if the school is prepared to shelter-in-place if need be, and where they plan to go if
they must get away.
In case of a disaster : The appropriate steps depend on the emergency situation. If you hear a
warning signal, listen to local radio or television stations for further information. You will be
told what to do, including where to find the nearest shelter if you are away from your
location.

Parents should check with the school to learn their plans for dealing with a

hazardous materials emergency. Their plans should include the following:
•

Close the school. Activate the school's emergency plan. Follow reverse evacuation
procedures to bring students, faculty and staff indoors.

•

If visitors are in the building, provide for their safety by asking them to stay.

•

Ideally, have access to the school-wide public address system in the room where the
top school official takes shelter.

•

Have at least one telephone line under the school's listed telephone number in one of
the shelter rooms available for a designated person to answer the calls of concerned
parents. If time permits, it is not possible for a person to monitor the telephone and the
school has voicemail or an automated attendant, change the recording to indicate that
the school is closed and that students and staff are remaining in the building until
authorities say it is safe to leave.

•

In case of gas leak from fertilizer companies such as NFCL Classrooms may be used
if there are no windows or the windows are sealed and cannot be opened. Large
storage closets, utility rooms, or meeting rooms could be used. A gymnasium without
exterior windows would also work well. Access to bathrooms is a plus.

•

Have all children, staff and visitors take shelter in pre-selected rooms that have phone
access and stored disaster supplies kits and, preferably, access to a bathroom. Shut the
doors.

•

Have all shelter rooms closed. Lock all windows, exterior doors and any other
openings to the outside in case of poisonous gas leak

•

If told there is danger of explosion, make sure window shades, blinds or curtains are
closed.
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•

Turn off heating, ventilating and air conditioning systems. Systems that automatically
provide for exchange of inside air with outside air must be turned off, sealed or
disabled.

•

If instructed by officials, use duct tape and plastic sheeting to seal all cracks around
the door(s), windows and vents into the room. As much as possible, reduce the flow
of air into the room.

•

If children have cell phones, allow them to use them to call a parent or guardian to let
them know that they have been asked to remain in school until further notice and that
they are safe. This may reduce the potential number of incoming calls.

•

Schools should assign one or two people to collect information on who is in the
building when an emergency happens so that first responders can know everyone is to
be accounted for, if necessary.

•

One teacher or staff member in each room should write down the names of everyone
in the room and call the school's designated emergency contact to report who is in that
room.

•

Everyone should stay in the room until school officials, via the public address system,
announce that all is safe or say everyone must evacuate.

•

Once the word has been given that all is safe, everyone should go outside when the
building's ventilation systems are turned back on. Follow any special instructions
given by emergency authorities to avoid chemical and radiological contaminants
outdoors.

Helping Children Cope with Disaster
Children can feel very frightened during a disaster and afterwards some children will show
temporary changes of behavior.
For most children these changes will be mild, not last long, and diminish with time. However,
reminders of what happened could cause upsetting feelings to return and behavior changes to
emerge again. Watching scenes of the disaster on television can be distressing for children,
especially for younger children.
Younger children may return to bed-wetting, have difficulty sleeping, and not want to be
separated from their parents. Older children may show more anger than usual, find
concentrating at school harder, and want to spend more time alone than usual.
Some children are more vulnerable, and their reactions can be more severe and last for a
longer period of time.
Factors that contribute to greater vulnerability include:
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Direct exposure to the disaster
This includes being evacuated, seeing injured or dying people, being injured
themselves, and feeling that their own lives are threatened.

On-going stress from the secondary effects of disaster
This includes temporarily living elsewhere, losing contact with their friends and
neighbors, losing things that are important to them, parental job loss, and the financial
costs of reestablishing their previous living conditions.
Prior exposure to disaster or other traumatic event.
How parents react to and cope with a disaster or emergency situation can affect the
way their children react. When parents or other family members are able to deal with
the situation calmly and confidently, they are often the best source of support for their
children. One way to help children feel more confident and in control is to involve
them in preparing a family disaster plan
Children’s reaction to disaster
The following are common reactions that children may exhibit following a disaster.
While the following descriptions are typical, some children may exhibit none of these
behaviors and others may behave in ways not mentioned here.
Birth through 6 years
Although infants may not have words to describe their experiences, they can retain
memories. They may react by being more irritable, crying more than usual, or wanting
to be held and cuddled more. Preschool and kindergarten children can feel helpless,
powerless, and frightened about being separated from their caregivers
7 through 10 years
Older children can understand the permanence of loss. They may become preoccupied
with the details of the traumatic event and want to talk about it continually. This
preoccupation can interfere with their concentration at school and affect their
academic performance. Children may hear inaccurate information from their peers
which parents can clarify. They may fear that the disaster will happen again and have
sad or angry feelings.
11 through 18 years
As children mature, their responses become more similar to those of adults. Much of
adolescence is focused on moving out into the world. Following a disaster, that world
can seem more dangerous and unsafe. Teenagers may react by becoming involved in
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dangerous, risk-taking behaviors, such as reckless driving, and alcohol or drug use.
Others may become fearful of leaving home and avoid social activity. Teenagers can
feel overwhelmed by their intense emotions, yet unable to talk about them.
What parents and teachers can do
It is important for parents and school to understand what is causing a child’s anxieties and
fears. Following a disaster, children are most afraid that:
•

The event will happen again.

•

Someone close to them will be killed or injured.

•

They will be left alone or separated from their family.

Parents and school can clarify misunderstandings of risk and danger by acknowledging
children’s concerns and perceptions. Discussions of preparedness plans can strengthen a
child’s sense of safety and security. Listen to what a child is saying. If a young child asks
questions about the event, answer them simply without the elaboration needed for an older
child or adult. Children vary in the amount of information they need and can use. If a child
has difficulty expressing his or her thoughts and feelings, then allowing them to draw a
picture or tell a story of what happened may help.
Parents and Teachers Can Take the Following Actions:
•

Encourage your children to talk and listen to their concerns.

•

Calmly provide factual information about the disaster and plans for insuring their
ongoing safety.

•

Involve your children in updating your family disaster plan and disaster supplies kit

•

Practice your plan.

•

Involve your children by giving them specific tasks to let them know they can help
restore family and community life.

•

Spend extra time with your children.

•

Re-establish daily routines for work, school, play, meals, and rest.

Monitor and limit your family’s exposure to the media
News coverage of the disaster can cause fear, confusion and anxiety in children. This
is particularly true for a large-scale disaster or terrorist event, in which significant
property damage and loss of life has occurred. Especially for younger children,
repeatedly watching images of an event can cause them to believe the event is
occurring again and again.
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Parents and teachers should be available to encourage communication and provide
explanations when children are permitted to watch television or use the Internet if
images or news about the disaster are being shown. Parents can also limit their own
exposure to anxiety-provoking information.
Parents and teachers can best help children when they understand their own feelings
and have developed ways of coping themselves.
One way of doing this is to build and use social support systems of family, friends,
community organizations, faith-based institutions or other resources. In the event a
disaster strikes, they can call on these support systems to help them manage their
reactions. In turn, parents and teachers are more available and better able to support
their children.
Assemble a disaster supplies kit
Every household should assemble a disaster supplies kit and keep in up to date. A
disaster supplies kit can help your family stay safe and be more comfortable during
and after a disaster. Though local officials and relief workers will be on the scene
after a disaster, they cannot reach everyone immediately. Also, if you need to
evacuate at a moment’s notice you probably will not have the opportunity to shop or
search for the supplies you and your family will need.
•

Pack disaster supplies in an easy-to-carry container, such as a duffel bag or backpack
and label the container clearly.

•

Ask your children to think of items that they would like to include in the kit, such as
books, games or nonperishable snack food items.

•

Include such items as:

•

Three-day supply of non-perishable food.

•

Three-day supply of water (one gallon of water per person per day).

•

Portable, battery-powered radio and extra batteries.

•

Flashlights and extra batteries.

•

First aid kit and first aid manual.

•

Photocopies of school Batch or some form of identification cards.

•

Sanitation and hygiene items (hand sanitizer, toilet paper, a small towel).

•

Matches in a waterproof container.

•

Whistle.

•

Clothing, blankets, kitchen accessories and cooking utensils.
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•

Special needs items, such as prescription medications, spare eye-glasses, hearing aid
batteries.

•

Items for infants, such as formula, diapers, bottles.

•

Tools, a map of the local area, and other items to meet your unique family needs.

•

Ask your children to help you remember to keep your kit updated by marking dates
on a calendar to regularly review and update your kit.

Other agencies that should be considered : Apart from specialist search & rescue units,
personnel of Police Organizations should also be imparted training in search and rescue so
that they can be requisitioned to the site of incident without loss of time. Communication is a
major bottleneck in case of any major disaster particularly when the traditional network
system breaks down. In order to strengthen communications, police network (POLNET)
should be used for disaster management.
The fire services should be developed into multi hazard response units. Large network of
Civil Defence and Home Guards volunteers should be used. The existing strength is about 1.2
million. However, this organization has not so far been associated with disaster mitigation,
preparedness and response functions.
Mobile hospital van : A mobile hospital with doctors, nurses, other staff fully trained and
equipped should be set up and attached to government hospital in Kakinada.
Approach to medical emergency:
Sheer numbers of potentially urgent injuries require that initial assessment be rapidly
performed by small medical teams, and that only minimal acceptable care be applied just to
keep patients alive long enough to reach definitive care.
Casualties must continually be moved in a unidirectional flow to successive areas of care
(i.e., holding areas, ICU, operating room, other hospitals, depending on the nature of
injuries), minimizing or eliminating any use of diagnostic laboratory and imaging tests, while
casualty influx continues. The length of time influx of injured people continues is
unpredictable in any given disaster, and usually not known because of breakdown in
communications between the scene and hospital. Therefore, a plan for relief of medical teams
after several hours, and for evacuation of treated casualties elsewhere to make room for more,
becomes necessary.
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The principle of rapid and abbreviated care also applies to the operating room, where
Surgeons must be prepared for especially complex and difficult wounding patterns that are
not typically seen in routine practice, and that greatly increase morbidity and mortality, such
as blast lung, and multiple penetrating injuries from both destructive shrapnel increasingly
used in bombs and from automatic firearms. The importance of coordinated interaction
between all area hospitals, so as to equalize the casualty load from the disaster scene to
prevent any one facility from being overwhelmed, and to allow a later “secondary
distribution” of hospitalized casualties to the most appropriate facilities for definitive care
and recovery. Every community hospital must be as fully prepared to deal with mass
casualties as any major urban trauma centers.
Insurance policies (Weather-index insurance).
Insurance provides protection against losses or damages to livelihoods against a specified or
multiple hazards. Not being able to accurately judge the risks, in order to establish a price on
them, means that it is more difficult to offer coverage. This, in turn, means that only a limited
market can be created to deal with that risk, through an ambiguous approach towards
differential pricing of insurance policies, premiums and deductibles. Thus, the chief obstacle
is the lack of disaster information. However, the development insurance market for rural
livelihood enterprises has not been very successful in developing countries. One of the key
problems is the high costs of verifying individual losses. Another issue is the so-called
“moral hazard problem” in economics, which refers to the situation where the insured
individual has less incentive to avoid damage and is inhibited from taking all possible
measures to protect the insured asset. The advent of index insurance addresses these problems
by making the pay-out based on objectively measurable indicators. In the case of weatherindex insurance for example, the pay-out (indemnity) is made on the basis of the occurrence
of the weather event to which the insurance relates, for example, rainfall deficit, rainfall
surplus, heat waves, among others. The losses are not measures at all but the pay out, if
triggered by data generated by rainfall observation instruments (e.g. satellite data, ground
observation systems such as network of rain gauges) Index insurance removes the
administrative cost of conducting damage assessments. It also removes the disincentive of the
insured group to implement all practicable measures to reduce individual and group losses.
This development has begun to make insurance more accessible to farmers, herders, and
other livelihood groups in developing countries. Several organizations are implementing
experimental insurance schemes. Insurance has immense potential to enhance access to credit
by farmers and other livelihood groups.
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As a risk management strategy, livelihood groups in regions with high climate
variability tend to stick to conservative agricultural practices that are, to a certain extent, safe
but do not give the most optimal yield. Primarily, adoption of new and improved technologies
tends to be low because farmers have to hedge for all possible climate outcomes in order to
ensure food security. Index insurance has the potential to overcome climate risk as a barrier
to adoption of improved technologies. Despite all its advantages, index insurance may not be
able to compensate for actual losses in production and livelihood assets because the cost of
actual damage is not captured. Hence, while insurance is an important climate risk
management strategy to soften the impact of climate-related disasters, it does not eliminate
the need to implement and invest in risk mitigation and preparedness measures.
Unique ID Project (Aadhar card) and how to use it for disaster management
The Unique Id card becomes a very important source of tracking citizens affected by
disasters. From Unique ID card it will be very easy to know how many people are missing
and where there location is. The card enables effective planning of disaster management and
allocation of funds for various preventive measures, trainings and also during and post
disaster recovery. Unique Id card enables authorities to know the full information of a person
and his/her whereabouts such as his/her house location, bank account information, physical
location if connected to GIS/GPS tracking’s etc. This card will play a major role in helping
and post disaster compensations etc..
Digitalizing and backing up of district records and valuable files :
There is a tremendous amount of good work that goes unnoticed in government functionary
because one of the gateways is the district websites for public to know how an official
starting from district collector to the lowest category employee (say a municipal sweeper who
keeps the neighborhood clean) works in helping the district efficiently. A G.O is required to
make it mandatory to update all the district websites with latest information and activities and
social policy implementations. Also Government files and valuable information of districts
should be in digital form and regular backup procedures should be initiated in order to
safeguard it from all kinds of natural disasters , security threat and hacking of district
websites. Modern software allows everyday backup of sensitive data once it is programmed
appropriately without much human intervention. To increase the opportunity for a successful
recovery of valuable records, a well-established and thoroughly tested plan must be
developed. This plan must not be overly complex, but rather emphasize simplicity in order to
aid in response and recovery.
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The below diagram will allow district officials to plan the database architecture
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Use Tube technology against raising sea level implemented in Mumbai against erosion
of soil:
District officials should examine the feasibility of soil erosion methods implemented across
the nation and here is an example of Maharashtra government implemented one such
technology.
The latest protection project being undertaken by the Maharashtra government uses "geotextile tubes", which it says are an eco-friendly method of arresting erosion by keeping sand
in place. The tubes are already being used in Kerala and Goa. The tubes - hollow plastic pipes
- will be submerged and placed over sand-filled coconut fiber bags to form a semi-circle,
creating an artificial bay. It is hoped marine creatures will be able to get a toehold on the
resulting reef-like structure.
The state has identified 72 km (45 miles) south of Mumbai - one tenth of the total
length of the coast - as subject to high erosion, and it plans to protect the plantations and fish
drying grounds of coastal villagers in this area.
The Asian Development Bank is providing loans to cover $104 million of the total project
cost of $179 million. The state government will lend $58 million, and the remaining $17
million will come from private investors, who are looking to sell the tubes, particularly if the
technique is replicated elsewhere in the state and in the rest of India.
Mangroves for future http://mangrovesforthefuture.org/ Another initiative that should be
paid attention is Mangrove cultivation across the district in various places to arrest soil
erosion and protection from floods
Mangroves for the Future (MFF) is a unique partner-led initiative to promote investment in
coastal ecosystem conservation for sustainable development. It provides a collaborative
platform among the many different agencies, sectors and countries who are addressing
challenges to coastal ecosystem and livelihood issues, to work towards a common goal. MFF
builds on a history of coastal management interventions before and after the 2004 tsunami,
especially the call to continue the momentum and partnerships generated by the immediate
post-tsunami response. It initially focused on the country’s worst-affected by the tsunami;
India, Indonesia, Maldives, Seychelles, Sri Lanka, and Thailand.
The initiative uses mangroves as a flagship ecosystem in recognition of the destruction
caused to mangroves by the tsunami, but MFF is inclusive of all coastal ecosystems,
including coral reefs, estuaries, lagoons, sandy beaches, sea grasses and wetlands. Its longterm management strategy is based on identified needs and priorities for long-term
sustainable coastal ecosystem management.
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These priorities emerged from extensive consultations with over 200 individuals and
160 institutions involved in coastal management in the Indian Ocean Region.
MFF seeks to achieve demonstrable results in influencing regional cooperation, national
programme support, private sector engagement and community action. This will be achieved
using a strategy of generating knowledge, empowering institutions and individuals to
promote good governance in coastal ecosystem management. Member countries and
organizations of Mangrove for future are as follows.

Small Grant Facilities: Each focal country received an initial allocation of USD 100,000
for SGF projects. The SGF projects are divided into two categories: i) less than USD 10,000,
ii) between USD 10,000 - 25,000. SGF guidelines developed by the MFF Secretariat have
been tailored by each country to better suit local conditions and needs. SGF projects are
managed on behalf of the NCB by an IUCN or UNDP country office in each focal country.
No Grantee

Project Name

POW

Expected Outcomes

Relevance
1

Suganthi

National

1

•

The

Brainstorming

Devadason Marine brainstorming

workshop

Research Institute workshop on the

successfully conducted.

(SDMRI)

current

status,

threats

and

•

Workshop

has

been

proceedings

are awaited

conservation
measures of coral
reefs in India
2

6,8

•

M.S.Swaminathan

Sustainable

Research

Coastal

different

Foundation

Livelihood:

Integrated

(MSSRF)

Integrated

Fishery Farming System

Mangrove-

(IMFFS) and preparation

Fishery Farming

of manual on IMFFS for
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Demonstration of two
models

of

Mangrove

System

replication of model
•

Training and capacity
building

of

coastal

communities especially
women and managerial
and field staff from govt.
and non- govt. agencies
to IMFFS

3

Gujarat Ecological Study

of

Education

Diversity

and Floral

Research (GEER) and
Foundation

the 1

•

Natural

recruitments

mangrove

biodiversity

of

South

Gujarat which remain

of

unexplored

Mangrove
Species

The

has

now

been inventorized
•

in

In due course 3 more

Selected

species of mangroves

Mangrove Habitat

where rediscovered in

of South Gujarat

the area, making a total
of 11 mangrove species
found in Gujarat
•

The

project

developments have been
captured

in

Documentary made in
Gujarati and English
•

This small project has
been able to influence
policy and owing to
knowledge

and

awareness

generated

under this project, the
area under study has
been

declared

as

a

Protected Reserve by the
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State Committee. A part
of it has been declared as
genetic centre and it will
also serve as seed source
sustaining the mangrove
plantation

and

rehabilitation in Gujarat

4

Environment

Status of Shelter 1,11

Protection

Belts in Southern

Training

•

GIS thematic layers of
State, Distirct and Tehsil

& India Coastal line

level have been procured

Research Institute

and are been worked

(EPTRI)

upon to assess the status
of Shelter belts
•

Questionnaires

for

assessment of schemes
and interventions being
carried out by Forest
Department are being
prepared
•

Overall outcome would
be

a

baseline

compilation of current
status

of

Southern

Shelter

belts

and

ongoing

national

and

state- level strategies and
interventions addressing
various

aspects

conservation

of
and

maintenance of shelter
belts.

5

Tata

Chemicals Mangrove

1,2,6
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•

Land area for mangrove

Society for Rural Conservation and

plantation

Development

Regeneration

identified

(TCSRD)

Mithapur

at
•

has

been

Mangrove nursery has
been

established

at

Aramda saltworks
•

Training

session

on

nursery practices

was

organized

local

fishermen

community

youth and women who
were then involved in
nursery raising

6

Sundarbans

Critical

8

Biosphere Reserve, Evaluation
West
(SBR)

•

of

Prioritization of alternate
livelihood

Bengal Alternate

strategies

based on their strengths

Livelihood

and weaknesses

Programmes
Implemented for
Reducing
Dependence

on

Sundarbans
Mangroves

and

Its Eco-system
7

National Institute Prospects

of 8

•

of Oceanography, coastal
Goa (NIO)

the

ecotourism
Indiafor
of

A critical assessment of

in

weaknesses

strategies

generation

and

of

the

ecotourism practices as

conservation
habitats

strengths

of now
•

and
of

livelihoods

An

analysis

the

potentials

and

constraints

for

development
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of

of

ecotourism

in

newer

areas
•

A synthesis of alternate
livelihood

options

available as of now, with
a

review

of

their

qualitative

and

quantitative natures
•

A

blueprint

and

guidelines that could be
used

by

national

agencies in sustainable
management of coastal
habitats

that

would

incorporate strategies for
benefit-

sharing

with

local communities

8

Department
Marine
University

of Sustainable

2,8,9, and Women

Science, freshwater
of Aquaculture

Calcutta, Kolkatta

gender

will

be

the

key

beneficiaries.

in
•

mangrove

Conservation
mangrove

dominated Indian

of
ecosystem

and mudflat stabilization

Sundarbans
•

Economic up liftment of
the

locality

through

sustainable aquaculture
•

Development

of

spin

industries

off

new

(mangrove floral based
fish feed manufacturing
units) and betterment of
existing ones.
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9

National

Institute Demarcation

of 1,8

•

Information

on

of Oceanography, area for edibility

abundance of bivalves

Goa (NIO)

and Oyster in each area

and non edibility
•

of edible bivalves
in

region

influenced

consumption

by

without

any additional treatment

Mangrove
habitats

Data on acceptability to

by season and area wise
•

along

Treatment

requirement

central west coast

for bivalves & oysters to

of India (CWCI)

bring acceptable limits

by determination

of

of

consumption

trace

metal
•

concentration in it
and action thereof

trace

metals

for

Mapped area would give
a

suitable

site

for

culturing/ harvesting of
bivalves and oysters in
future

10 M.S.Swaminathan
Research

Mangrove
restoration

1,2,8,14
and

•

Refined

strategies,

methods and policies for

Foundation, Tamil afforestation:

restoration

Nadu(MSSRF)

sustainable management

Participatory
assessment

of

and

of mangrove wetlands

current practices
A set of common Emergency number for people to call
“Author Thomas Friedman commented that India's weakest link is the local government”
If you ask any citizen in the district not many know exactly whom to call during emergency.
A set of emergency numbers should be identified and promoted across the districts. All
mobile and landline service providers should advertise the number on their websites and in
their billings. Also all mobile cell shops and other prominent places where people congregate
should have the list of these emergency numbers prominently displayed.
“In Case of Emergency (ICE)” is a number that should be stored by all citizens in their cell
phones and this should be promoted by authorities.
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The 108 Emergency Response Service is a part of the Andhra Pradesh Government's Rajiv
Aarogyasri Health Scheme. The objective being to reduce mortality and have an free
emergency service accessible to everyone across the state.
Traffic police - 103. 104 as the Andhra Pradesh state health advice emergency contact
number for Medical emergencies.
Identifying and forming volunteer groups (communities) in each village.
During disasters or preventing one, citizen volunteers play a vital role. Community members
typically rally to support one another. However they need to be prepared, and their efforts
need to be coordinated. Trained professionals or NGO’s can provide crucial support by
training people in disaster preparedness and response, and by helping to coordinate national
and international relief and rebuilding programmes. The United Nations Volunteers
programme (UNV) is often one of the first organisations to respond to disasters on-site. UNV
mobilizes national and international UNV volunteers to support the immediate relief and
recovery activities of major disaster organisations and domestic institutions.
Beyond the response phase, UNV works with governments and other national partners
in the creation of community-level disaster preparedness plans to strengthen their capacities
and lessen the impact of possible future disasters. UNV supports countries in the
development of disaster mitigation programmes that incorporate the principle of volunteerism
for development and foster people-centred preparedness initiatives in communities. Their onsite and online contributions are proving extremely productive in fields as diverse as health,
education, human rights promotion, community development, vocational training, industry
and population.
Communities (Citizen Groups) play a critical role in raising awareness among individuals and
organizations involved in early warning and in the implementation of early warning systems,
particularly at the community level. In each village, a first responder should be identified to
receive a warning. Communities also decided on the most effective ways for locally
communicating a disaster warning they would receive: choices ranged from runners, loudspeakers to temple bells.
Citizens should be encouraged to build or buy life saving materials such as a wooden plank
that can help float during flood or a solid structure such as a table or bed under which they
can hide when the roof of the house collapse. Since citizens are aware of the problems they
encountered during past disasters they should know what kind of things is needed for them to
protect themselves. They should recognize that self help is best help.
Sandbags should be piled up in each village to be used later during a disaster.
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Solar charged and battery powered torch lights should be stored in each village offices
Emergency medical equipments or life jackets in case of flooding should also be stored in all
village offices.
Schools and colleges run by the government and private sectors to be constituted as DM
Clubs in coastal areas to enhance greater awareness and coping capacities to deal with all
aspects of cyclones, including developing appropriate school emergency response plans.
Develop emergency response plans for hospitals and government offices.
List of items to be supplied to all village volunteers
Sl.

Items

No.
1

Generator Sets

2

Inflatable Tower Light

3

Life Jacket

4

Life Buoy soaps and other hygienic products

5

Aluminium or wooden Ladder to reach to top floors in case of rescue

6

Portable Power Saws

7

Stretcher

8

Flexi-water tank-200 lit. capacity

9

Hand Held Mega Phone

10

Hand Held Search Light (Hi-Beam Rechargeable)

11

Free Kitchen utensils:

12

Fire extinguisher with gloves 4.5 kg Co2

13

Free Power Radio , Ham radio

14

Water Filter 26 lit.

15

Safety shoes (Gum Boot)

16

Gloves

17

Siren

18

First Aid Box with two manuals

19

Solar lantern

20

Plastic chair (5 Nos)

21

Black Board

22

Notice Board with chicken net covering and locking

23

Pulley Block
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24

Nylon Rope 12 mm dia-50 mtr

25

Light & fans

26

Manila Rope 200 ft. 6 mm dia

27

Manila Rope 60 ft. 12 mm dia

29

G.I.Trunk (Big Size)

30

Disaster management Advertisement symbols

Coordination planning of people, equipment that help in Disaster recovery
Natural disasters impart lessons at a very high cost of life and property. But if those lessons
do not lead to learning and knowledge generation, then the cost seems even heavier. At the
time of disaster recurrence, the failure to learn from the past hurts the most. The earthquake
in Gujarat and the subsequent chaos were indicators of how crucial prior planning is in
managing relief and rehabilitation during disasters. The Kutchh region required massive and
immediate assistance at that time, which came but was very poorly managed. This made the
need for a proper disaster mitigation plan very apparent.
Most disasters after the first 24 hours assume more or less typical characteristics in
which the problems can be anticipated and response system can be put in place. Recovery
from disasters requires Strategic planning of using the official machinery and also volunteers,
equipment and other massive cleaning services. One idea is that civil society volunteers will
provide information about what kind of support they can extend (material, professional,
financial, technological, infrastructural, etc.), within what range of distance from their
residence, and whether they will like their details to be put on the website. For example Ham
radio operators are very useful in coordination efforts of clearing the debris or pulling out
people from crashed building sites. Similarly, transporters, crane owners, hardware stockists
who have concrete cutters or other devices to clear the debris, medical professionals, blood
donors mobile x-ray machines, mobile clinics, etc., are well known equipments and services
needed in the hour of emergency. We know that water bodies often get affected adversely
and fresh water becomes a necessity. In some cases, the water storage structures were
damaged. When electricity was resumed, the tubewells would work but where would one
store the water. Many times, the difference between a person buried under the debris
surviving or not depended upon the method of removing debris and the time taken to remove
it. Some people survived for as many as five to six days without any support from outside.
Therefore, the chances of finding survivors even now are high.
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The following ideas will help in planning, during and after the disasters.
a.

A centralized Disaster Management Information System must be built covering
all districts in India and linked with each other, available on the web, local offices
of the government and in public libraries. A link to this should be made available
in other district, state and national websites and popular online publications. We
should know where the inventories are available of critical equipments,
technologies, telecommunication providers, free software for use , technical skills
providors, resources information and how one can access them on voluntary or
payment basis. Links to all NGO’s, Funding agencies, business units that supply
critical materials for disaster recovery, planning and during disasters should be up
to date and maintained year long. New technologies such as mobile services
should be incorporated into the disaster management planning. JNTUK and RMC
students can play a vital role in updating the database for E.Godavari District.
Simple information such as about ham radio operators can be put on the web
without fail.

b.

Just as we have national services scheme, we must now think of national
disaster management volunteers who would receive training and be empowered to
organize themselves as effective teams for helping local communities around
them. No amount of state help can substitute for community based structures for
self help. Supreme Court had passed judgments and given advice for starting
courses on disaster management in various educational institutions.

Have we

ever monitored how many such courses exist and what quality of preparedness has
been achieved?
c.

The major tragedy is media, news channels not following the tragedy until
normalcy is restored. Disasters make news only for some days in the media when
it is hot but the sufferings of the affected persons should be highlighted until all
things become normal. Resources would be required for repairing and building
the primary school buildings, primary health centre, livestock, clinics, equipment
for workers, to recover from damaged trees, houses and other public utilities. A
proper rehabilitation plan will have to be built for each village affected by the
disaster with proper accountability structure. The accounts of every investment
must be made public and people should be able to know how much funds was
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mobilized by which NGO or government agency and how were they used for the
purpose.
d.

In cases where fishing communities or island based indigenous / tribal
communities have been affected very severely, long term rehabilitation plans have
to be initiated.

These plans must learn from the mistakes made in earlier

rehabilitation projects.
e.

There is very important need to document the experience of the damage caused
and ensuing suffering along with the coping strategies of local communities and
administration. Some novel lessons would emerge.

f.

One of the major problems in relief is that what is needed where is often not
known to the people who want to provide support. The result is that lot of
materials get wasted or misdirected. We need to coordinate with responsible
village volunteers on the specific requirements so that civil society efforts can be
targeted more efficiently. Students from various colleges should actively help in
these coordinating efforts.

g.

The psychological rehabilitation is no less important. The children affected by
the shock and tragedy are particularly vulnerable. The arrangements for adoption
of orphan children with proper community care have to be put in place.

h.

Government should ensure delivery of compensation through community control
systems within 24 hours, otherwise the fairness in the system will become more
and more difficult to achieve with every passing day as money will be swindled
by greedy people or corrupt politicians with vested interests. While we still need
immediate help, the long term rehabilitation must be simultaneously planned.

Visual displays alert system.
i) There is a genuine need for caller digital antenna at emergency operation centers.
ii) Digital signboards need to be displayed on roads approaching a cyclone- prone area so that
the local people have full information about cyclones.
iii) High Flood Level (HFL) and storm surge level markings need to be indicated in villages.
iv) A warning siren, with a different type of warning tune, needs to be commissioned in
cyclone prone areas.
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v) There is a need for light indicators around the fishing boats area.
The following steps are much cheaper and faster to implement and can be understood even by
illiterates with little training.
To make citizen aware of the threat level, western countries use the visual display system to
alert citizens. Similar idea can be implemented in the district also. Village representatives,
youth volunteers, school children should be trained on the meaning of the alert system so that
they in turn can be used to put up the sign across the village during disasters or educate others
about the threat levels.
BLUE Alert ………….. Means………………… PRECAUTION
YELLOW Alert ……… Means………………… ACTION
RED Alert …………… Means………………… SHELTER
ALL CLEAR………….Means ……………….. Wind and any storm surge dangers have
passed

but CAUTION is still necessary

BLUE ALERT
MEANING:
The village community should commence taking PRECAUTIONS. A disaster such as
cyclone may produce gales (gusts exceeding 90km/h). within 48 hours.
RESPONSE:
• Keep up to date with the development of the cyclone through radio, television and/or
Internet
• Check for emergency supplies including but not restricted to:
First aid kit , Torches, Spare Batteries, ready to eat food such as biscuits, bread, water
bottles, Portable radio, Personal medication, Personal documents – birth certificates,
marriage

certificate,

passports,

education

certificates,

prescriptions

and

trade

qualifications, Legal and financial documents – drivers license, special licenses, insurance
policies, credit cards and bank books, Irreplaceable documents, house related documents,
Valuables such as jewellery
• Contact details of the nearest relatives and friends, Petrol or diesel for the vehicles
•

If any assistance required for disabled, old or deceased people they should be prepared to
be sent out first.

• Ensure all villagers or town folks are aware of cyclone procedures
• Identify a safe place for cattle and other animals
YELLOW ALERT
MEANING:
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The village community should commence ACTION.
PUBLIC RESPONSE:
• Continue listening to radio, television and/or internet or phone calls, SMS messages for
announcements on the disaster progress, particularly any storm surge advice.
• If you live in a low-lying coastal area and a cyclone is likely to create a storm surge,
evacuations will be recommended during Yellow Alert
• Secure all your belonging in a safe place.
• Consider moving to a safe place if you are not feeling secure.
• Ensure all emergency supplies are in order as identified during Blue Alert
RED ALERT
MEANING:
The community should move to SHELTER.
Only Emergency Services as identified by the Local Emergency ManagemenoAt Committee
should be listened to and all citizens should follow the guidelines issued by the emergency
committee
• Continuously listen to portable radio or any messages on your phone for announcements.
Make sure that all the family members, neighbors and others made it to the safe place.
In case of missing persons or injuries or any kind of emergencies should be informed
to the volunteers who are helping citizens.
ALL CLEAR MEANS
MEANING:
The disaster is not a threat any more.
PUBLIC RESPONSE:
• Continue to listen to radio/television and other media for public information announcements
• Only proceed outside with caution
• Check to see if neighbors are all right
• Report any injuries and dangerous situations to concerned authorities
• Check whereabouts of animals
• Commence clean up of immediate area
• Do not make unnecessary telephone calls as the lines may be needed for emergency medical
assistance or rescue requests.
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Role to be played by JNTUK University/RMC and colleges in east Godavari districts.
JNTUK and its affiliated colleges along with Rangaraya Medical College can play a vital role
in preventing disasters, during disasters and post disaster help. Following are some
suggestions of how JNTUK/RMC can help.
a) Check if JNTUK , colleges and RMC can withstand all kinds of Disasters. If not take
remedial measures on a priority basis.
b) Make sure staff, students and other employees know what to be done to prevent a
disaster or during or after the disasters.
c) Create topics on disaster management and mitigation. Make one class mandatory for
all students to go through that trainings class.
d) Medical students should be trained to educate the masses on how to avoid deadly
diseases during a disaster
e) Medical students and engineering students together should come up with innovative
ideas on how to protect lives of people during disaster. One example of a student who
designed a earthquake protection door as shown below.
f) Students from medical and engineering should host shows with talents they have for
collecting funds year long through sponsorships and ticket sales. Funds and donations
collected should be made tax free and deposited in the district relief fund account.
g) Students should learn to monitor and know natural disasters
h) Faculty and students should help district administration with setting up account on
social websites for Godavari district (“help Godavari” ), maintain it during disasters,
create educational materials based on what threat level each village in E. Godavari
districts have using symbols and local language to educate illiterate and remote
village people on natural disasters and preventive measures. Some examples are as
follows
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i) Send students on project work to different villages to train villagers on the preventive
measures needed and sticking symbols that are appropriate to that village. Marks
should be awarded on project completion.
j) Group students on life saving skills they have such as swimmers, first aid helpers and
other emergency skills and send them to schools, villages to in turn train others.
k) Interact with national disaster management agencies, funding agencies and set up a
centralized DM room at JNTUK and bring in necessary funds and other helps to a
centralized location.
l) Students, faculty should have a regular plan of donating blood to red cross and other
Aid agencies in a planned manner so that during a disaster district officials knows
where to look for blood.
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m) Blood collecting agencies should have the required technology to effectively store the
blood without contamination, have records in digitized for easy access later in crisis
situation.
n) Creating innovative protection and preventive solutions within the existing
infrastructures. Example: Here is a door that can protect families from collapse of the
house due to earthquake. Students should be given project work that involves building
products that people can use during disaster management.

o) Civil engineering department should train district officials and students and others in
earthquake engineering. Faculties should also be brought from National Resource
Institutes by the Indian Institutes of Technology (IITs) Mumbai, Delhi, Guwahati,
Kanpur, Kharagpur, Chennai, Roorkee, and Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore and
few other leading institutes/colleges.
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Use of Digital cameras, Mobile phones, SMS services and roping in Mobile companies
CDMA technologies work effectively even under severe infrastructure loss.

District

authorities concerned with disaster management should carry CDMA Mobile phones. A set
of phone numbers for each category of danger that sends text messages to people who could
be affected by natural disasters or terrorist attacks etc should be developed.
SMS is more resilient to mass scale destruction of telecoms infrastructure, it can be the
foundation for early warning systems and as a key alerting tool for communities at risk. SMS
was a vehicle through which citizens exchanged information. But SMS messaging has some
important limitations. For example, only preregistered numbers can be texted. In addition,
SMS alerts can only be sent out one-by-one in a queue and so can be delayed. Furthermore,
people cannot easily tell whether SMS alerts come from trusted sources. SMS cell
broadcasting is an appealing alternative. It is a one-to-many (or one-to-area) mode of
communication unlike SMS, which is one-to-one. It allows authorities to broadcast messages
to anyone in a given geographical area without needing any pre-registered numbers or
infringing on privacy. Messages can be tailored for different geographical areas and use
dedicated communication channels thus eliminating congestion. There is also no way for an
outsider to generate a cell broadcast message, so false emergency alerts are considered
unlikely. While mobile phones have to be switched on to receive the alerts, cell broadcasting
allows for repeat messages to be broadcast periodically. Simultaneous multi-language
broadcasting is also possible.
“In Bangladesh, the UNDP is supporting the development of instant disaster alerts via
SMS cell broadcasting.The initiative is being piloted in the flood-prone district of
Shirajganj and the cyclone-prone district Cox’s Bazar. According to the UNDP, “The
messages will flash automatically on the screen of mobile phone sets, instead of going to
message boxes. This way, a user does not even need to push a button.” The program will
be expanded across the country through the UNDP-sponsored Comprehensive Disaster
Management Program “
Mobile phones could be used to strengthen the quality and responsiveness of aid work
because of the accountability and transparency of aid operations it fosters amongst
beneficiaries, governments, civil society and donors. Using Digital cameras, citizens are
encouraged to take photos and submit them and their observations during disasters to
dedicated portals for Godavari district.
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(Proposed name “Help Godavari”) on Twitter, facebook , Flicr, you tube , local and
national newspapers, Reuters, AP, BBC, CNN and many other major networks. Much of the
real time footage coming from disasters on these networks is actually those captured by
citizens and mobile devices. The growth of high speed internet access in many countries
around the world has also resulted in this growth - it is now possible to stream video in real
time from many places in the world. This opens up the potential for new perspectives and
insights into disasters - instead of one TV crew, we now have a thousand, all of them
recording, bearing witness and publishing.
When disasters strike, people need food, shelter, blankets, and medicine. But without an
effective communications network, supplies are left undelivered, and relief workers are
unable to do their jobs.

The United Nations Foundation and Vodafone Foundation

Partnership helps emergency relief workers respond more quickly and effectively and
reconnects families separated by disaster. The partnership supports the UN World Food
Programme (WFP), the UN’s lead agency tasked with security communications in disaster
response, and Télécoms Sans Frontières (TSF), a humanitarian NGO that deploys lifesaving
mobile and satellite technology for UN relief missions. Both groups can deploy to anywhere
in the world within 48 hours.
Creating east Godavari district Online accounts in social websites and use of Internet.
Old and new Information Communication Technologies (ICT’s) -- ranging from telephones,
radio and television to computers, Internet and mobile devices -- can certainly play a part in
responding to challenges. But success depends less on technologies, and more on policy,
institutional and human resource factors. After the Indian Ocean tsunami, India realized the
inadequacies of existing communications systems and arrangements in relation to hazard
warning dissemination. India that leads the world in many areas of modern communications - for example, having the world’s largest TV audience and fastest growing Internet and
mobile phone markets -- failed to provide any public warning of the disaster. The
proliferation of ICTs has enabled many forms of new media with higher levels of interactivity
and audience engagement than is typically possible in newspapers, radio or television. While
the underlying communications technology may be radio, mobile, or internet, it is useful to
how the information is conveyed, whether: • one-to-many (broadcast—radio, television, web,
mobile applications (apps) and services, short message service (SMS) broadcast);• one-to-one
(mobile voice and SMS); or • many-to-many, such as social networks (online or mobile
internet, mapping, and crowd sourcing).
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Here are some of the action items to be considered
1.

Identify people who are good in computer software and also who knows how
to use social websites, using Wikipedia and creating subgroups of the disasters
etc. People may have to work 24/7 so there should be enough persons to take
over from others or help each other. They should recognize that they need lots
of patience and should be able to control frustrations dealing with major
disasters.

2. Creating a Wikipedia, Twitter/Facebook, Flicr account

such as “Godavari

Calling” or “Help Godavari #Godavari“ with access writes to District
Collector and deputy collectors and responsible computer literate government
officials and JNTU Kakinada so that information can be updated on issues
related to disasters and help needed. Collaboration was the only way to go, no
single person could do this so permitting multiple contributors and simple to
use should be the criteria.
3. Create Photo enabled Flickr account “help Godavari or Godavari calling”
to help the Missing Persons effort and maintain it and update it as the person is
found based on the feedback given from the affected area. Allow others to
update the account with photos of missing persons so if they are found they
can be identified and removed from the list.
4. As listed in the beginning of this document there are ready to use software
tools (GIVAS,GDACS, UNOSAT) from across the globe that can be used s
5. The accounts should be created right away and a test pilot run should be
conducted to know how the social websites work during disasters. Citizens,
aid agencies in India and across the globe, Government of India agencies,
NGO’s , NCC,UNDP, REDCROSS CRESCENT, UNESCO, WHO,
WORLDBANK, Red cross like organizations should be informed about this
single window of operations so that everybody in the world knows where to
report or look for help.
6. If any technical help or website related help is needed people from across the
globe will be happy to do it, we just need to let them know that.
7.

Split the content into focused sub-groups. Wikipedia should be ideal choice for doing sub
groups such as Tsunami Enquiries/Helplines/Emergency Services, Tsunami Missing Persons,
Tsunami News Updates, Tsunami Help Needed and Tsunami Help Offered, earthquake
information, floods, missing persons report, lost and found etc.
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8. Twitter and face book accounts should have information about bank accounts
and wire transfer details where donors from across the world can donate
money. Right to use of the donated funds should be handled by single agency
and transparency should be maintained in the use of the donated money. Post
disaster, all the donors should be sent the details of how their funds are used
with a thank you note.
9. Worldwide relief agencies, online respected websites such as New York
Times, BBC, Fortune, Wall street journal, should be notified about this single
window information so that they can know what’s happening on the ground
and they will in turn spread the news to other global agencies.
10. All information of how the funds used should be updated to twitter and
facebook accounts as and when the funds are used so the world knows what’s
happening to their cash.
11. Relief volunteers in Mobile vans with satellite links who can access internet
should be able to update the information as it happens so that the whole world
can see it. This new media tools and platforms provide more opportunities for
disaster affected persons to directly voice their concerns, influencing how the
mainstream media and humanitarian players react to ground realities.
12. Different volunteers, agencies working on the accounts should be given roles
such as reporting about missing persons, ambulance service availability,
nearest help etc so that this information can be accessed by people who are
helping the victims while accessing and updating the information
simultaneously.
13. People who are maintaining and running the online forums should have
patience and emotions under control and should be able to clean up the
accounts as required.
14. Trainings should be conducted to all state and JNTUK staff on the accounts
use. They in turn monitor the content to manage the flood of information so
that they are not taken by surprise during disaster.
15. “world wide “ Help links to NGOs, world bodies and relief agencies and is a
well know disaster management blog to which “Help Godavari” account
should be connected. Donations and all kinds of help can be obtained from
veterans who already have helped in Tsunami and other major disasters in
recent years.
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WorldWideHelp Group URLs:
SEA-EAT / TsunamiHelp main blog: http://tsunamihelp.blogspot.com
Sublogs:
http://tsunamienquiry.blogspot.com/
http://tsunamimissing.blogspot.com/
http://tsunamiupdates.blogspot.com/
http://tsunamihelpwanted.blogspot.com/
http://tsunamihelpoffered.blogspot.com/
http://www.tsunamihelp.info (wiki)
www.childrenoftsunami.info
Cloudburst Mumbai: http://cloudburstmumbai.blogspot.com
Mumbai

Help:

http://mumbaihelp.blogspot.com

(blog);

http://mumbaihelp.jot.com (wiki)
Katrina Help: http://katrinahelp.blogspot.com; http://katrinahelp.info
Rita Help: http://ritahelp.blogspot.com; http://ritahelp.info
Quake

Help:

http://quakehelp.blogspot.com

(blog);

http://smsquake.blogspot.com/
(SMS-to-blog failed experiment); http://quakehelp.asiaquake.org/ (wiki)
Avian Flu Help (H5N1): http://avianfluhelp.blogspot.com/
WorldWideHelp:

http://worldwidehelp.blogspot.com;

http://www.worldwidehelp.info/
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Preparing checklists for citizens of do’s and don’t for preventing and managing
disasters
Most of the villages in the district are well connected to several communication channels
such as TV, Radio, Mobile phone connection and media. So they being the first to suffer
from any kind of natural disasters they should be able to understand the value of preventing
or knowing what creates the disasters. As a responsible citizen here is the list of things you
should be doing.
1. Make sure to know what kind of disasters is possible in your areas.
2. Make sure you know the escape routes from the disasters. You should be able to run
to safer places thru this escape routes but also should make sure that you are not
contributing to the stampede while running away from the disasters.
3. Prepare or buy emergency kit or first aid kit, medicines and keep it a place where
every body in the family knows about it.
4. Load all the emergency phone numbers under the name “In Case of Emergency ICE”
so that anyone in the family knows what ICE is and how easy to dial that number. If
there are multiple numbers to be noted make ICE1, ICE2 etc.
5. Read or listen to weather reports in TV or thru news papers or Radio.
6. Carry first aid kits, medicines, torch light with additional batteries etc
7. If you are able bodied and know skills such as swimming, nursing or lifting heavy
weights make sure to become a volunteer to help fellow citizens during disasters.
8. Make sure to know the concerned authorities that help in prevention of disasters or
during disasters and get in touch with them and notify your family details to them so
that they can record you and your family in database and call you when needed.
9. Learn to use digital camera, phone to send pictures, SMS messages to online social
network account of Godavari district (“help Godavari” ) and promptly start sending
the real information only. Don’t overdo it and be simple and be honest in what you
report.
10. Make sure to distribute aid, food, medicines without any bias to religion, caste, gender
etc.
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Things you should not do
1. Don’t spread false alarms about disasters.
2. Don’t just look at the suffering people but be first to help
3. Don’t be greedy but share food , clothes or other emergency materials during disaster
with others.
4. Don’t shy away from joining volunteer groups or NGO groups for future help.
5. Don’t rob or grab things that do not belong to you or your family.
6. Be sensitive to the disaster issues and try your best to co operate with authorities and
volunteers
7. Don’t destroy anybody’s properties
Equipment required for rescue operations
District officials should procure equipment, trained dogs needed for during or after disaster
operations. The equipment should be used for the following operations.
•

Conduct physical search-and-rescue in collapsed buildings

•

Provide emergency medical care to trapped victims

•

Utilize search and rescue dogs to find survivors of the collapse

•

Assess and control utilities and hazardous materials

•

Evaluate and stabilize damaged structures

In a disaster situation the goal of a search and rescue operation is to rescue the greatest
number of people in the shortest amount of time, while minimizing the risk to the rescuers.
This requires the following planning.
Gather facts and make decisions on the course of action. For example, what types of
structures are involved, the extent of damage, the layout of the building(s) involved, what
hazards are present (such as downed power lines, gas leaks, flooding, animals, hazardous
materials, or a structure susceptible to additional collapse during the rescue), and what rescue
personnel and equipment are available. Structural damage can be categorized as light,
moderate, or heavy. Judging is an ongoing process which should continue during all phases
of search and rescue so operations can be modified as needed.
Search: Techniques for searching for potential victims are based on identifying possible
locations of victims, or areas of entrapment. Once the potential areas of entrapment have been
identified and the potential number of victims sized up, search operations should commence
in an orderly manner, beginning with verbally calling out for victims to identify their location
if possible, and searching using a systematic search pattern.
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Searchers should stop frequently to listen for noises or attempted communication
from victims; often this can involve all searchers stopping activity at specified periods of time
to listen. In situations where multiple structures are searched such as after a cyclone, the
outside of buildings can be marked to indicate buildings which have already been searched,
the results of the search, and to avoid duplication of search efforts.
Rescue : Trapped victims are removed and medical aid rendered as necessary. Removal of
victims should be done so as to avoid any further injury: Where any neck or back injury is
suspected, the cervical spine should be immobilized first before attempting to move victims,
and dragging should be avoided in situations where the presence of debris (e.g., broken glass)
would cause further injury by doing so.
Search and rescue dogs:
The use of dogs in search and rescue (SAR) is a valuable component in finding missing
people. Dedicated handlers and hard working, well-trained dogs are required in search efforts
to be effective in their task. Search and rescue (SAR) dogs detect human scent. Search and
rescue dogs are typically worked by a small team on foot. From their training and experience,
search and rescue dogs can be classified broadly as either air scenting dogs or trailing (and
tracking) dogs. They also can be classified according to whether they "scent discriminate",
and under what conditions they can work. Scent discriminating dogs have proven their ability
to alert only on the scent of an individual person, after being given a sample of that person's
scent. Non-scent discriminating dogs alert on or follow any scent of a given type, such as any
human scent or any cadaver scent. SAR dogs can be trained specifically for rubble searches,
for water searches, and for avalanche searches.
Other rescue related equipment and Emergency supplies
In a disaster the lack of, or disruption to, a safe water supply or sanitation creates an ideal
breeding-ground for water-borne disease. Cholera and typhoid are the most virulent of these
but they are not the whole story. Often the problem can be a simple infection causing diarrhea
and leading to dehydration, particularly in the very young.
http://www.aquabox.org/boxes.asp Aquabox Gold is a 75 liter plastic box filled with
essential humanitarian relief items for disaster victims like, warm clothing, hygiene items,
kitchen utensils, toiletries, small hand tools and other general hardware. It also contains two
filter cartridge, water purification tablets and a water tap.
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The empty box can purify up to 2200 liters of polluted water which is enough for a
family of five for more than six months. The Aquabox-30 contains 30 water filters and water
purification tablets. Each box can purify 33 thousand liters of water.

AQUABOX Gold, prefilled with; 2x filter kits, 2x water
purification tablet sets, muslin, 2x taps, 4x survival bags, instructions cartoon and filled with
new, specially purchased, humanitarian goods
Aquabox works with the following relief agencies to supply their kits.
Rotary International - www.rotary.org , Rotary International in Great Britain and Ireland
(RIBI) - www.rotary-ribi.org. Rotary International District 1220 - www.rotary1220.org
Shelter box :

http://www.shelterbox.org/about.php?page=1 instantly respond to

earthquake, volcano, flood, hurricane, cyclone, tsunami or conflict by delivering boxes
of aid.
Each box supplies an extended family with a tent and lifesaving equipment to use while they
are displaced or homeless. The contents are tailored depending on the nature and location of
the disaster, with great care taken sourcing every item to ensure it is robust enough to be of
lasting value. Each box bears its own unique number so as a donor you can track your box all
the way to its recipient country via the website
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At the heart of every ShelterBox is a disaster relief tent for a family of up to 10 people. It is
custom made for ShelterBox by Vango, one of the world’s leading tent manufacturers, and is
designed to withstand extreme temperatures, high winds and heavy rainfall. Internally, each
tent has privacy partitions that allow recipients to divide the space as they see fit.
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Life saver bottle: http://www.lifesaversystems.com/press.html LIFESAVER bottle has
been designed to help save lives supplying people with clean pathogen-free drinking water. .
LIFESAVER bottle will remove bacteria, viruses, cysts, parasites, fungi and all other
microbiological waterborne pathogens. It does all this without the aid of any foul tasting
chemicals like iodine or chlorine. “Dirty water is the number one killer of children in the
developing world,” says Michael Pritchard, the inventor of Lifesaver. “But it is not the
shortage of water that is the issue; it is the shortage of clean, safe drinking water. “The
solution is not trying to ship in millions of bottles of water; the solution is being able to use
the water that’s already there but turn it into water people can drink.”
‘Lifesaver’ Jerrycans and bottles are proven all over the world. They have a unique filter
system that enables safe drinking water to come from a contaminated source.
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First aid kit Extra-strength non-aspirin tablets, Ibuprofen tablets, Antibiotic ointment pack,
Antiseptic

cleansing

wipes

(sting

free)

Alcohol cleansing pads , electrol powder packs, zandu balm or amrutanjan, ointment for
wound healing, Turmeric powder to use as antiseptic. Bandages: 3/4" x 3" adhesive plastic,
3/8" x 1-1/2" junior adhesive plastic,

Restoring Communications to the Disaster ZoneThe earthquake had caused major
interruptions to the public communication networks. Two-way radio communications such as
TETRA (Terrestrial Trunked Radio) digital trunking radio system and conventional two-way
radios became the sole communication lifeline to commanders, military soldiers, policemen
and public security officers as they searched for survivors.
Funding and it’s usage
Individuals, groups and governments that donated generously expect support to help the
short-term survival needs as well as long-term recovery needs are met honestly. While part of
this money eventually finds its way to those in need, a good deal was dissipated, wasted or
pilfered along the way.
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Rigid government bureaucracies, charity inefficiencies, local corruption and favoritism –
among other factors -- make a mockery of donor’s good intentions in many disasters that
happened. Since Disaster management is going to be done as a project following guidelines
should be followed to make sure all the money is accounted for.
1. A yearlong effort is needed in raising funds for disaster management. District
authorities should constantly innovate new ways of generating funds needed. Here are
some fund raising ideas that should be considered.
a) A e-seva account for disaster fund should be created.
b) All shops, colleges, schools, university, cinema halls, function halls,
companies and big corporate such as reliance industries should have a
voluntary contribution system in place where employees or their customers
and others can deposit money. The companies in turn can deposit the same
using the e-seva account to district disaster account.
c) All government buildings which have plenty of rooms , meeting halls,
computers , furniture etc should be given on rental basis to those who wish to
use temporary office space for conducting business. Some companies might
want to conduct a meeting and they can be given the rooms. The rent collected
can be used in maintaining the buildings and also can be used for disaster
management.
d) The possibility of making financial transactions by mobile phone holds out the
promise of long-term economic benefits, One noteworthy development in the
response to the tsunami was the potential of mobiles for fundraising.

e) For example, in the United Kingdom, the mobile operators (3, Fresh, O2,
Orange, T-Mobile, Tesco Mobile, Virgin Mobile, and Vodafone) provided a
single, no-fee text number to accept donations by SMS to the Disasters
Emergency Committee (the umbrella body for NGOs). The amount raised
reached £1 million in a month. District officials should reach to vodafone,
airtel and other national mobile services to come up with innovative solution
for mobile fund raising year long.
2. Donations should be deposited within collector’s office or any agency collector or
Deputy Collector authorizes.
3. All donations should be updated to a computer system with names of the donors and
amounts and the file should be backed up and sent thru email to collector’s office.
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4. Alternatively e-seva kendras can collect cash and deposited under a government
account so that it becomes easy to know the exact amounts collected.
5. Citizens and others who want to donate money should submit the same using e-seva
offices.
6. Compensation to disaster victims should also include Opening NSC, Kisan Vikas
Patras and Post Office Time Deposits for the families in order to help them sustain
long term losses due to disasters
7. Identification of disaster victims should be done using Unique ID card of the
individual and the money if any given for supporting him/her should be deposited to
his/her bank accounts
Maintaining Law and order during crises.
It is quite common for people under stress to resort to looting, stealing and fighting for
survival during a major disaster. It is also very difficult to control the crowd without resorting
to violence. It is better to have a master plan to rope in police, other able bodied citizen from
the villages and provide training on how to control looters during rescues.
Banning on religious group activities and other advertisement opportunities of disasters
"An effective crisis communication must be credible, understandable, and actionable.”
In the name of helping the victim many groups try to take advantage of the situation and help
those who they feel will be useful for the personal agenda they came up with. There are
incidents of conversion of people to Christianity in tsunami hit areas to help the victims
better. Some aid agencies , NGO groups stick their advertisements and force people to speak
about them more to media.
These are some of the unethical things that should be banned from the affected areas.
All NGO’s and relief agencies, religious groups should be made aware of this strictly. So
even if Muslims and Hindus had lived peacefully together for generations, disaster created
cleavages as sectarian groups set about providing relief to only their own kind. And political
parties that had built their base on caste and religious divides went about building new
townships with clearly demarcated areas for different communities and castes. The story then
was not a simple “developmental” kind, with disaster, relief and rehabilitation. It was
interlaced with caste, community and politics.
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Use of media FM radio and Ham Radio
A natural disaster usually comes as a surprise, as the December 2004 tsunami was for many
countries, but the real story does not end there. A disaster is usually defined and reported by
media as an event. In reality, it is also a process, which means the complete story goes much
beyond the deluge of column inches and sound bites about immediate damage, destruction
and the must-do anniversary stories.
In a disaster, everyone is a victim in one way or another; no one is spared. Media is not there
to merely and dispassionately report. They invariably become a vital link between the scene
of the disaster and the rest of the world. The under-reporting and non-reporting of many
human interest and human development stories is a scandal. There are many silent
emergencies that never attract sufficient media coverage or public attention. The priority of
Media arriving at disaster scenes is not primarily to communicate, but to respond to the
emergency situation on the ground. Media must evolve their own ethics, guidelines and
strategies for covering hazards and disasters, balancing the public's right to know with the
right to privacy and human dignity of disaster affected persons. These cannot and should not
be imposed from outside.
Some of the media responsibilities that should be implemented in earnest are as follows.
1. National and local news media persons should be summoned for discussion on how to
educate citizens on the precautions and preventive methods that needed to be taken in
case of disasters.
2. Training sessions should be conducted to media persons from journalists who covered
2004 tsunami disaster in Indian Ocean or any kind of disasters that happened in India
and a CD and DVD of the event should be given to all the media persons for
retraining their staff. All emergency contact information should be given to media so
they consistently report to single source in the government.
3. Designating specific writers to follow issues around the disaster but by issues such as
aid and accountability means of rehabilitation, disaster prevention and management to
ensure intelligent, consistent reporting with a view to coping with disasters and
contributing to their prevention in the future. Their main goal is not to sensationalize
the news but to be sensible and helpful to the victims.
4. Fm radio should be given to all village authorities or volunteers. A Radio which
doesn’t need a battery is most preferable. Radio becomes very vital during disasters
to know what kind of aid and support is dispatched to them.
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5. Identifying Ham radio volunteers should be a priority. Contacting them and getting
their approval for help in preventing or during or recovery phase of disasters should
be done and the websites should be updated with their information.
Identifying and maintaining infrastructure needs.
As part of the preventive measures government should take stock of what materials are
required when disaster strikes. Authorities should identify the list of vehicles, buses, trucks
and all kinds of transport vehicles it had and what their condition is. If maintenance is
required they should be taken up immediately. All 60 revenue mandals and all villages under
the district purview should be supplemented with easy transport facilities, fuel supply for the
vehicles, at least one medical shop or mobile medical van with all vital medicines, list of
doctors that can be summoned in case of Emergency. Authorities should network with
adjacent districts and find out what they can offer in case of emergency. Clothing, food,
helicopter for emergency lifting of people etc also should be planned in advance and all
arrangements with respective service providers should be initiated.
Identifying the monitory value of prevention of natural disasters and ecosystem
development
Economic valuation offers a way to compare the diverse benefits and costs associated with
ecosystems, by attempting to measure them and expressing them in a common denominator
typically a monetary unit. By doing cost benefit analysis on prevention we should be able to
know how to plan the utilization of funds.
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Source: Cost benefit analysis
Disaster analysis: risk in terms of potential impacts without risk management has to be
estimated. This entails estimating and combining hazard(s), exposure and vulnerability.
Identification of risk management measures and associated costs: based on the
assessment of risk, potential risk management projects and alternatives and their costs can be
identified.
Analysis of risk reduction: benefits of reducing risk are estimated.
Calculation of economic efficiency: finally, economic efficiency is assessed by comparing
benefits and costs.
In the following sections, we will go through each of these steps in detail.
Disaster analysis (risk Analysis): Risk is commonly defined as the probability of potential
impacts affecting people, assets or the environment. Natural disasters may cause a variety of
effects which are usually classified into social, economic, and environmental impacts as well
as according to whether they are triggered directly by the event or occur over time as indirect
or macroeconomic effects The standard approach for estimating natural disaster risk and
potential impacts is to understand natural disaster risk as a function of hazard, exposure and
vulnerability.
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Estimating the economic efficiency of prevention of disaster, is assessed by
comparing benefits and costs. Costs and benefits arising over time need to be discounted to
render current and future effects comparable. From an economic point of view, Rs.1000
Rupees today has more value than Rs.1000 Rupees in 10 years, thus future values need to be
discounted by a discount rate representing the preference for the present over the future.
Furthermore, costs and benefits are compared under a common economic efficiency decision
criterion to assess whether benefits exceed costs. Basically, three decision criteria are of
major importance in CBA:
• Net Present Value (NPV): Costs and benefits arising over time are discounted and the
difference taken, which is the net discounted benefit in a given year. The sum of the net
benefits is the NPV. A fixed discount rate is used to represent the opportunity costs of using
the public funds for the given project. If the NPV is positive (benefits exceed costs), then a
project is considered desirable.
• Benefit/Cost Ratio: The B/C Ratio is a variant of the NPV. The benefits are divided by the
costs. If the ratio is larger than 1, i.e. benefits exceed costs, a project is considered to add
value to society.
• Internal Rate of Return (IRR): Whereas the former two criteria use a fixed discount rate,
this criterion calculates the interest rate internally, which represents the return on investments
in the given project. A project is rated desirable if this IRR surpasses the average return of
public capital determined beforehand (e.g. 12%).
In most circumstances, the three methods are equivalent. The example below shows the Cost
benefit analysis (CBA) calculations for the case of micro crop insurance in Uttar Pradesh. In
the first year of the project, the fixed technical assistance costs (for modelling the risks,
training staff etc.) for setting up the scheme would dwarf the benefits. Over time, benefits
would arise as income losses are partially offset by insurance payments Given the default
discount rate of 12%, net benefits would amount to approximately 6,000 INR per individual
within the scheme over the 15-year time period considered. Yet, when discounting with a rate
of 12%, the (discounted) NPV would amount to only 440 INR. The B/C ratio is only
marginally above 1, and the internal rate of return, as well, does not significantly surpass the
default rate of 12%.
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Budget planning during and after the Disaster
Below is a guide for planning what is involved in terms of expenditure due to a disaster
Material Vulnerability
Income Source: If 100 per cent dependent on a local level productive asset, e.g., fishing,
land, shop, etc.
Educational Attainment: If no member of the household is literate
Assets: If none of the assets are immediately usable, e.g., farm implements, household items
Exposure: Distance from the source of prime hazard, e.g., river, coastline, landslide zone. If
within the equivalent of 10-yr. flood plain
Institutional Vulnerability
Social Networks: Membership of ethnic, caste, professional or religious organization or
grouping. If none, then help needed is more
Extra-local kinship ties: If no extra-local kinship or other ties which could be source of
shelter and assistance during adversity
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Infrastructure:
Lack of an all-weather road
If seasonal road then Lack of electricity
Lack of clean drinking water
Lack of robust telecommunications (example :mobile coverage)
Lack of local medical facility
Proportion of dependents in a household:
If the proportion is greater than 50 per cent
Warning Systems:
Lack of a warning system
Warning system exists but people are not aware of it or don’t trust it
Membership of disadvantaged lower caste, religious or ethnic minority
Attitudinal Vulnerability
Sense of Empowerment:
Self declared community leadership or Proximity to community leadership
Proximity to regional leadership structure or Access to national leadership structure
Lack of access to community or regional leadership
Lack of knowledge about potential hazards (lower score by 1 for every type of hazard and its
intensity accurately listed by respondents)
Financial Management Arrangements
Budgeting
Flow of Funds and Disbursements
Accounting and Financial Management
Internal control and governance structure
Financial Reporting
Audit requirement
Budget for Disaster management identified for East Godavari distritct
Activity
Sub activity

Planned
Amount

Budgeted Actual amount to be
filled

in

allocation
Appropriate soil and Rainwater harvesting
water

management techniques
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2 crores

after

techniques

draining facilities
Water

conservation

and

water-saving

technologies
Watershed
management
informed For

Climate
Insurance

district’s 25 lakhs

policies population One time

(Weather-index

payment per disaster

insurance).

Control
(Emergency
Operation
(EOC)):

Room Telecommunications
equipment
computers, wireless
Room internet access
satellite phones
CDMA/GSM mobile
phones
Office equipment
FM Radios

3 crore for setting up
and

buying

equipments

for

district headquarters
and

all

revenue

mandals

Emergency
1 Crore/ Annum for

equipments
Access to GIS/GPS
and other mappings,
daily

operational

operations

training Internal staff
per year

expenses
Satellite phones

Engaging
sector

private Identifying,
companies, coordinating

25 lakhs
and

NGO, Media

trainings

Use of armed forces

Coordinating efforts

Protecting
shops etc
Coastal

2 lakhs/anum

local Conducting trainings, 4 lakhs/anum
inspections
Cyclone Coastal

and

Cyclone 4 crores
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shelters

shelters, maintaining
and staff salaries

Mass-media

Preparations

of 50 lakhs

campaign of disaster disaster
management plans

related

information

and

making CD/DVD
Publicity

thru

all

media,
School Role

Trainings for school 20 lakhs
children,

including

making

training

material

and

conducting trainings
Other agencies to be Trainings to Police 20 lakhs
considered

and

use

of

POLNET/NICNET
Public
NGO’s
Volunteers and others
Mobile medical van

With hooking up with 45 lakhs
government

hospital 10

lakhs

for

and training staff and maintenance/driver
appointing drivers
Medical

emergency Doctors

management
Unique

50 lakhs/disaster

/nurses/medical
Id Training and software 10 lakhs

synchronization

synchronization

District records and Backup software
valuable

files

other

25 lakhs

and Maintenance

important Online

information

updates

of

latest information
Support
Trainings to staff

Use Tube technology

Equipment

20 lakhs
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Material
Installations
Maintenance

Mangrove cultivation
Emergency

10 lakhs

phone Coordination

number setup

efforts 20 lakhs

and

mass

campaigning of the
numbers to public
Identifying

and Yearlong Trainings

1 crore

forming

volunteer Study materials audio

groups

and videos

(communities)

in Public

each village.

address

systems
Life boats andother
warning equipments
Sign posts
Sand bags

Coordination

1 crore

planning of people,
equipment that help
in Disaster recovery
Visual display alert Digital
system

and

non 15 lakhs

Digital

Role to be played by Control room setup
JNTUK

Identifying

2 crore / annum

resource

University/RMC and persons and training
colleges

in

east Preparing

Godavari districts.

student,
volunteers

faculty,
NCC
and

assigning tasks and
training them
Yearlong
and

trainings
testing
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Emergency
equipment
Symbol generation
Other activities
Use

of

cameras,

Digital CDMA phones

30 lakhs to procure,

Mobile Sat phones

tune and training

phones,

SMS Digital cameras

services and roping To village volunteers,
in Mobile companies

authorities

east “Help

Creating
Godavari

Godavari” 25 lakhs /annum

district Account creations

Online accounts in Maintenance
social websites and Support
use of Internet.

Cleanup
Updates

Preparing checklists Check

list 25 lakhs for preparing

for citizens of do’s preparations

and telugu and English

and

don’t

preventing

for distributions

flyers

and

managing disasters

Equipment

required

1 crore

for rescue operations
Search

and

rescue

10 lakhs

dogs
Other rescue related
equipment

1 crore

and

Emergency supplies
Funding

and

it’s Maintaining records

20 lakhs

usage
Maintaining Law and

50 lakhs/anum

order during crises.
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Banning on religious Monitoring

the 5 lakhs

group activities and activities
other

advertisement

opportunities

of

disasters
Use of media and FM

50 lakhs

radio , Ham Radio
Identifying

and Inventory

of 45 lakhs

maintaining

vehicles,clothes, food,

infrastructure needs.

shelter

,

helicopter

services etc
Cost benefit analysis

2 lakhs

Budget

10 lakhs

planning

during and after the
Disaster

Floods,storms, cyclones and Tsunami
Floods:
A flood is an overflow of an expanse of water that submerges land. Flooding may result from
the volume of water within a body of water, such as a river or lake, which overflows or
breaks levees, with the result that some of the water escapes its usual boundaries. While the
size of a lake or other body of water will vary with seasonal changes in precipitation and flow
from other areas, it is not a significant flood unless such escapes of water endanger land areas
used by man like a village, city or other inhabited area. Floods can also occur in rivers such
as Godavari, when flow exceeds the capacity of the river channel, particularly at bends or
meanders.
Effects : Primary effects
Physical damage - Can damage any type of structure, including bridges, cars, buildings,
sewerage systems, roadways, and canals. Casualties - People and livestock die due to
drowning. It can also lead to epidemics and waterborne diseases.
Secondary effects
Water supplies - Contamination of water. Clean drinking water becomes scarce.
Diseases - Unhygienic conditions. Spread of water-borne diseases.
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Crops and food supplies - Shortage of food crops can be caused due to loss of entire harvest.
However, lowlands near rivers depend upon river silt deposited by floods in order to add
nutrients to the local soil.
Trees - Non-tolerant species can die from suffocation.
Tertiary/long-term effects
Economic - Economic hardship, due to: temporary decline in tourism, rebuilding costs, food
shortage leading to price increase ,etc.
Control of floods
Some methods of flood control have been practiced since ancient times. These methods
include planting vegetation to retain extra water, terracing hillsides to slow flow downhill,
and the construction of floodways (man-made channels to divert floodwater).Other
techniques include the construction of levees, dikes, dams, reservoirs or retention ponds to
hold extra water during times of flooding.
Methods of control
In many countries, rivers prone to floods are often carefully managed. Defenses such as
levees, bunds, reservoirs, and weirs are used to prevent rivers from bursting their banks.
When these defenses fail, emergency measures such as sandbags or portable inflatable tubes
are used. A dike is another method of flood protection. A dike lowers the risk of having
floods compared to other methods. It can help prevent damage; however it is better to
combine dikes with other flood control methods to reduce the risk of a collapsed dike.
Tide gates are used in conjunction with dikes and culverts. They can be placed at the mouth
of streams or small rivers, where an estuary begins or where tributary streams, or drainage
ditches connect to sloughs. Tide gates close during incoming tides to prevent tidal waters
from moving upland, and open during outgoing tides to allow waters to drain out via the
culvert and into the estuary side of the dike. The opening and closing of the gates is driven by
a difference in water level on either side of the gate
Cyclone :
A cyclone is a storm system characterized by a large low-pressure center and numerous
thunderstorms that produce strong winds and heavy rain. cyclones strengthen when water
evaporated from the ocean is released as the saturated air rises, resulting in condensation of
water vapor contained in the moist air. They are fueled by a different heat mechanism than
other cyclonic windstorms such as nor'easters, The characteristic that separates cyclones from
other cyclonic systems is that any height in the atmosphere, the center of a cyclone will be
warmer than its surrounds; a phenomenon called "warm core" storm systems.
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The term "tropical" refers to both the geographic origin of these systems, which form
almost exclusively in regions of the globe, and their formation in maritime air masses. The
term "cyclone" refers to such storms' cyclonic nature, with counterclockwise rotation in the
Northern Hemisphere and clockwise rotation in the Southern Hemisphere. The opposite
direction of spin is a result of the Coriolis force. Depending on its location and strength, a
cyclone is referred to by names such as hurricane, typhoon, storm, cyclonic storm,
depression, and simply cyclone.
Effects of cyclone
The main effects of cyclones include heavy rain, strong wind, large storm surges at landfall,
and tornadoes. The destruction from a cyclone depends mainly on its intensity, its size, and
its location. cyclones act to remove forest canopy as well as change the landscape near
coastal areas, by moving and reshaping sand dunes and causing extensive erosion along the
coast. Even well inland, heavy rainfall can lead to mudslides and landslides in mountainous
areas. Their effects can be sensed over time by studying the concentration of the Oxygen-18
isotope within caves within the vicinity of cyclones' paths.
After the cyclone has passed, devastation often continues. Standing water can cause the
spread of disease, and transportation or communications infrastructure may have been
destroyed, hampering clean-up and rescue efforts. Nearly two million people have died
globally due to cyclones. Despite their devastating effects, cyclones are also beneficial, by
potentially bringing rain to dry areas and moving heat from the tropics pole ward. Out at sea,
ships take advantage of their known characteristics by navigating through their weaker,
western half.
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The impact of Floods in East Godavari District
1 Area flooded
2 Duration of flood
3 Depth of flood
Based on different climate
changes, land subsidence,
and assumptions
about flood control
infrastructure

Impacts in areas
on:
1 Industry and
Commerce
2 Land, agriculture
and ecosystems
Estimation of D amage to B uildings, Assets, and
Inventories
3 Transportation
4 Energy, water and
sanitation
5 Income,
population,
and health
based on flood
duration
and depth
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Value Damages
1 Repairs of buildings
2 Losses in household
assets and
commercial inventory
and assets
3 Transport delay and
infrastructure costs
4 Revenue losses to
the public and govt.
sector (electricity,
utilities, hospitals,
transportation
authorities, water)
5 Wage and income
losses

1 Infrastructure at
2 People at risk
3 Land at risk
4 Likely GDP losse
5 Ecosystems at ri
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PRECAUTIONARY MEASURES : On Hearing Advisory
Continue normal activities but stay tuned to radio and television for further messages. Review
emergency preparedness requirements, especially family emergency plans. Continue to listen
to weather advisories on radio, TV. Be ready to take quick action in case of a
Warning. Establish contact points. Protect property and personal possessions (including
important documents). Place indoors, loose objects found in and around the yard.
Animals can swim well. DO NOT leave them in confined areas or chain them. Open gates so
that animals can escape
Make your vehicle ready and fill the tank to full. Store water, food and essential medicines.
Feed animals and pets and move indoors or loose. Know where you are going to shelter if
the need arises.
After the Storm
Assist in search and rescue. Seek medical attention for persons injured. Clean up debris and
effect temporary repairs.
Assist in road clearance. Watch out for secondary hazards, fire, flooding, etc. Assist in
community response efforts.
Avoid sightseeing and spreading rumors. Co-operate with volunteers
Tsunami
A tsunami is often referred to as a tidal wave but it is not a tidal wave since it is not caused by
the tides and is not related to the tides. Tides are caused by gravitational influences of the
moon, sun and planets while tsunamis are mainly caused by earthquakes, landslides and
volcanic eruptions. The pictogram above is now the universally recognized symbol for a
tsunami but it is also misleading. Less than one fifth of tsunami waves break in this way, like
a surfer's dream. A much more common pattern is that the sea first withdraws an abnormal
distance and then returns like a rapidly-rising tide flooding low-lying areas. This may be
repeated several times.
Understanding tsunami terminology
The highest point of the wave. When far from land the amplitude of a
Crest

tsunami may only be a few meters but as it approaches land, the amplitude
increases rapidly to a height of possibly several kilometers.
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The distance from one crest of the tsunami to the next. For genuine
tsunamis the wavelength in deep water is very much greater than the depth
Wavelength

of the ocean. The mean depth of the ocean is about 5 km so that the
wavelength
of typical tsunamis is greater than 5 km.
The speed at which the tsunami is approaching land. Far out in the ocean,

Velocity

tsunamis travel at about 800km/hr (500 miles/hour) but they slow down
considerably as they approach land.

Run-up

The average distance traveled inland by a tsunami.

Draw down

A noticeable sudden retreat of the water.

Inundation

The maximum land area covered by water as a result of a tsunami.

How are tsunamis different from other sea or ocean waves?
Tsunamis have long wave heights and long periods. Typical wind-generated waves at the
beach may have a period of about 10 seconds and a wave height of 1.5 meters while a
tsunami can have a period of 1 hour with a wave height greater than 10 meters.
How do earthquakes produce tsunamis?
The abrupt shifting of the sea floor can result in the sudden displacement of water from its
equilibrium position. Quite often this movement is downward and results in a significant
depression of the sea surface. As the displaced mass of water attempts to regain its
equilibrium, waves are formed. Because the first movement is usually downwards, the first
wave is usually a withdrawal of the sea rather than an influx. The greater the vertical shift in
the sea floor, the larger the waves will be.
Why do some earthquakes not generate tsunamis?
Only large earthquakes which occur underneath or near the ocean and create movements in
the sea floor generate tsunamis. All oceans can experience tsunamis but there are more large,
destructive tsunamis in the Pacific Ocean because of the many major earthquakes along the
margins of the Pacific Ocean and also because dip-slip earthquakes (which involve vertical
rather than lateral ground motion) are more common in the Pacific than elsewhere.
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How do volcanoes produce tsunamis?
Volcanoes can generate tsunamis in a number of ways. J.H. Latter (1981) conducted a study
of 69 historic cases of volcano-generated tsunamis and produced a list of 10 known ways as
shown in the Table below:
Probable cause of Volcanic Tsunami

% of Total

Earthquakes accompanying eruptions

22

Pyroclastic flows impacting on water

20

Submarine explosions

19

Caldera collapse or subsidence

9

Avalanches of cold rock

7

Base surges with accompanying shock waves

7

Avalanches of hot material

6

Air-waves from explosions

4.5

Lahars (mudflows) impacting on water

4.5

Lava avalanching into the sea

1

What happens to a tsunami as it approaches land?
As a tsunami nears the shallower water close to the shore, the viscous drag of the continental
shelf slows the front of the wave. The first sign of an approaching tsunami is usually a
significant retreat of the sea. As a result, the trailing waves pile on top of the waves in front
of them (like a rug crumpled against a wall), thereby significantly increasing the height of the
wave before hitting the shore. Although a tsunami advances much slower as it approaches
land, its momentum is powerful enough to flatten houses, buildings and trees and carry ships
far inland.
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What are the effects when a tsunami hits land?
Tsunamis can devastate coastlines, causing widespread property damage and loss of life.
They strip beaches of sand that may have taken years to accumulate, uproot trees and other
coastal vegetation and cause large-scale flooding.
Can tsunamis be predicted?
Scientists cannot predict when earthquakes will occur and so, they cannot determine exactly
when an earthquake-generated tsunami will occur. Volcanically-generated tsunamis can be
forecasted if the volcano is carefully monitored.
What to do ?
If a Tsunami Warning is issued, NEVER go down to the beach to watch the wave come in
because you will not live to tell the story! Remember that a tsunami is a series of waves and
the first wave is not necessarily the biggest. Stay out of danger until an "all-clear" is issued by
the competent authority.
Before a tsunami
•

Find out if your home is in a danger area.

•

If you live in a low-lying area make yourself familiar with the quickest way to retreat
to high ground. Make sure all family members know the evacuation plan.

•

If you are close to the sea and the water retreats by an abnormal amount, move to high
ground at once. Do not stay to see what happens.

•

Listen to the radio for official updates and instructions.

•

Have the telephone number for your Disaster Response Agency at hand.
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•

Gather disaster supplies: Flashlight and extra batteries. Portable, battery-operated
radio and extra batteries

•

First Aid kit and manual

•

Emergency food and water

•

Cash and credit cards

•

Develop an emergency plan in the event that family members are separated (for e
during the workday when adults are at work and children are at school). Agree c a
close friend or relative that should be contacted if children cannot reach their parents
and vice-versa.

After a tsunami
•

Stay tuned to a battery-operated radio for the latest emergency information.

•

Help injured or trapped persons and persons requiring special assistance (infant;
elderly people and persons with disabilities.)

•

Do not move seriously injured persons unless they are in immediate danger of injury.
Call for medical assistance.

•

Stay out of damaged buildings. Return home only when authorities say it is safe

•

Shovel mud while it is still moist to give walls and floors an opportunity to dry.

•

Check for electrical shorts and live wires. Never attempt to move live wires.

•

Check for gas leaks.

•

Check for damage to sewage and water lines.

•

Check food supplies and have tap water tested by the local health department.

•

Fresh food that has come in contact with flood water may be contaminated and should
be thrown out.

Godavari River.
The Godavari (Marathi: गोदावरी, Telugu: గోదావరి) is a river that runs from western to
southern India and is considered to be one of the big river basins in India. With a length of
1465 km, it is the second longest river in India (only after the Ganges), that runs within the
country. It originates near Trimbak in Nashik District of Maharashtra state and flows east
across the Deccan Plateau into the Bay of Bengal near Narasapuram in West Godavari district
of Andhra Pradesh.
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It enters Andhra Pradesh at Kandhakurthi in Nizamabad district, crosses the Deccan
Plateau and then turns to flow in a southeast direction until it empties into the Bay of Bengal
through two mouths Basara, on the banks of Godavari in Adilabad District, is home to a
famous temple for Goddess Saraswati and is only to the second temple for the Goddess in
India.
Rajahmundry is the largest city on the banks of Godavari. At Rajahmundry, Godavari is in its
widest form having a width of approximately 5 km from Rajahmundry to the other bank at
Kovvur.
The Godavari River has a drainage area of 3,42,812 km² that includes more than one state
which is nearly one-tenth of India and is greater than the areas of England and Ireland put
together.

Normal floods are expected and generally welcomed in many parts of the world as they
provide rich soil, water and a means of transport, but flooding at an unexpected scale
(damaging flood) and with excessive frequency causes damage to life, livelihoods and the
environment. Over the past decades, the pattern of floods across all continents has been
changing, becoming more frequent, intense and unpredictable for local communities,
particularly as issues of development and poverty have led more people to live in areas
vulnerable to flooding. The Fourth Assessment Report (2007) of the Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change (IPCC) predicts that ‘heavy precipitation events, which are very likely to
increase in frequency, will augment flood risk’. These floods will affect life and livelihoods
in human settlements in all areas, e.g., coastal zones, river deltas and mountains.
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Flooding is also increasing in urban areas, causing severe problems for common man.
Floods by nature are complex events caused by a range of people’s misuse of land, forest and
water resources, inappropriate development planning and global warming.
The lives and livelihoods of many poor people are hardest hit by floods. These people,
often already vulnerable to other disasters and stresses such as HIV/AIDS, drought, food
insecurity, cyclones and ongoing conflict, are forced to live in hazardous places, building
their homes and growing their food on floodplains.
Many impacts of floods are similar to those of other disasters although their
magnitude, nature and scale may vary and these impacts may be caused in different ways.
The impacts of floods on lives and Livelihoods and the way agencies have addressed them
are similar in most parts of the world.
Box 1. Types of floods
Type

Duration

Characteristic Impact

Predictable, regular

Up to 3

Blocks access. Damage and

flooding

Months

displacement of population
often

relatively

depending

on

low

levels

of

protection.
Increased size of

Up to 6

Blocks access to many areas.

regular flooding

Months

Greater

potential

infrastructure

for
damage,

livelihoods impacts, and large
displacement of population
Flash flooding

A few days to weeks

Rapid cresting often with
little warning. High velocity
flood

flows

can

infrastructure.

destroy

Population

displacement often localized.
Urban flooding

A few days to weeks

Can be rapid-onset, often
coming from flash floods in
urban

rivers

or

from

saturation or blockage of
urban

drainage

systems.

Potential for infrastructure
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damage
service

affecting
area.

larger

Population

Displacement often localized.
Coastal flooding

A few days

Often combined with wind
damage from storms. Damage
and
displacement along coastline
with extent depending on
storm size.

Slow-onset from

3-6 months

Blocks access. Depending on

sustained rainfalls

season, damage to crops may
be

significant.

Population

displacement limited and may
be

dependent

on

food

security.
To effectively plan a response to natural disasters, such as hurricanes, floods, and
earthquakes, and man-made disasters, such as acts of terrorism, public health officials and
first responders need analytic methods to quickly estimate the number of people who will be
affected and the subpopulations that are at particular risk. Equally as important is the ability
to locate and quantify facilities such as hospitals and schools that are needed during a
response. Given the complexity and the sometimes lengthy lead times required for state and
local health officials to prepare personnel, facilities, and medical supplies for a public health
response, establishing a baseline dataset in advance of a disaster is vital
Range of agencies involved in managing coastal resources in India
Other Department/ Agency

Responsibility

Ministry of Agriculture

Fisheries Management, Aquaculture

Ministry of Commerce

Marine Products, Special Economic Zones

Ministry of Tourism

Tourism Development
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Ministry of Urban Development

Town and Country Planning
Disaster management

Ministry of Home

Ministry of Surface Transport

Ports and Harbours

Ministry of Industries

Coastal Industries

Ministry of Mines

Coastal and offshore mining

Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Gas

Exploration of Oil and Natural Gas

(Source: National Training Course on DRR for Coastal Zone Managers; CEE, India, 2009)
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Stages of Early Warning/De-Warning
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Budget for The National Cyclone Risk Mitigation Project
The Government of India has initiated the National Cyclone Risk Mitigation Project
(NCRMP) with a view to address cyclone risks in the country. The overall objective of the
Project is to undertake suitable structural and non structural measures to mitigate the effects
of cyclones in the coastal states and UT’s of India.
National Disaster Management Authority (NDMA) under the aegis of Ministry of Home
Affairs (MHA) will implement the Project in coordination with participating State
Governments and the National Institute for Disaster Management (NIDM) Phase I of the
Project costing Rs 1497 crores 1 (US $ 308.60 million) is to be funded by the World Bank
(International Development Association credit) as an Adaptable Program Loan amounting to
US $ 253.71 million.
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The States of Andhra Pradesh and Orissa are covered in this phase. The Project is
proposed as a Centrally Sponsored Scheme with 75% contribution (for Component B of the
Project) by the Central government, as grant in aid and a matching 25% contribution by the
State Governments. Other components will be funded 100% by the Central Government, as
grant in aid. Planning Commission has given in principle approval of the project.
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Flood /cyclone risk reduction.
A limited number of studies have demonstrated that disaster prevention can pay high
dividends and found that for every rupee invested in risk management, broadly 2 to 4 Rupees
are returned in terms of avoided or reduced disaster impacts on life, property, the economy
and the environment . Despite the benefits, disaster risk management (DRM) measures are
rarely implemented and there is, for the most part, a reliance on reactive spending of huge
amount of money during the disasters For example, Government and multilateral donors still
allocate 80%(approx) of their disaster management funds for relief and reconstruction and
only the remaining 20% (Approx) for disaster risk management. This low level of investment
in prevention can be explained by a lack of understanding and concrete evidence regarding
the types and extent of the cost and benefits of preventive disaster risk management measures
and apathy towards preventive methods.
Risks from floods and cyclones need to be addressed both short term and long term
perspective. On long term basis integrated flood management activities, not stand-alone
approaches, are required. City or village development plans should take into account urban
drainage in floodplain areas, including control of water sources and non-structural measures
from the planning stage.
General Design Considerations for Buildings as per NDMA norms for cyclone prone
areas
i) The design to be carried out for 1.3 times the basic wind speed as recommended in the IS
875 - 1987 part 3. The basic wind speed as per the code in most parts of the coastal zone is 50
m/s (180 km/hour) up to 10 m above ground level. Further, a number of corrections are to be
applied based on the importance of the structure (risk assessment), topography, size and
shape of the building.
ii) The design should also be able to withstand seismic forces in regions which are
additionally vulnerable to earthquake hazard.
iii) The local community should be encouraged to construct houses which will be cyclone
resistant. Urban Local Bodies (ULBs) and Panchayati Raj Institutions (PRIs) will be asked to
ensure this.
iv) Sloping RCC roofs (say 1 in 5 or 6 slope) should be used to provide quick rain water
drainage and avoid any seepage or leakage.
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v) Minimum M30 Concrete grade (concrete having a characteristic strength of 30 N/mm2)
and reinforcement steel of Fe415 grade should be used in the construction. A design concrete
mix as specified by IS Code 456Should be adopted.
vi) An extra cover of 5 mm beyond that specified in IS: 456 for the relevant exposure
condition is to be provided for steel reinforcement.
vii) The materials used for construction, viz. reinforcement, aggregates and water Should be
tested as per the codes provided before their use. The durability of the structure depends on
the quality of the basic materials and quality assurance of the construction.
viii) The walls and all the RCC work Should be plastered with cement mortar of 1:4. The
outside plaster can be in two coats. The building will have suitable cement plaster coating
both outside and inside.
ix) The doors and windows Should be of aluminum with anodized fixtures. The size and
thickness of the doors and windows must be of heavy gauge quality.
x) All inserts and fittings Should be of structural aluminum.
Special Design Issues for Multipurpose Cyclone Shelters (MPCS)
i) The cyclone shelter is primarily designed to shelter people and sometimes even cattle,
during cyclones. However, it Should be utilized as a multipurpose community facility all
through the year so as to avoid deterioration of the building by not using it during noncyclone periods. Therefore, the design consideration will keep in mind its use for multiple
purposes such as school, ration shop, community centre, teaching centre, temporary godown
or a public utility building. Constant use of the building for various purposes ensures that it is
well maintained at all times and, consequently, it becomes available during a cyclone, which
is its main purpose. It also generates income for its maintenance.
ii) Cyclone shelters should be located preferably about 1.5 km away from the coast. The
shelter should be located near a school or preferably within a school premises for a cluster of
villages. Alternately, it should be located as a community facility for the cluster of villages.
iii) The plinth height of 1.5 m should be used for stilt with the height varying from 2.5 m to
4.5 m if the storm surge level is more than 1.5 m and less than 4.5 m. In all cases, the floor
level of a shelter should be at least 0.5 m above the possible maximum surge level.
iv) A sloped ramp should be provided in case the surge level exceeds 1.5 m.
v) The cyclone shelter should be designed with RCC frame and laterally supported filler
walls.
vi) The foundation should be taken to a depth equal to that of the surge level to avoid
scouring, subject to a minimum of 1.5 m.
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vii) The shelter will have a rectangular or polygonal plan depending on the functional aspect,
with curved corners for better aerodynamic features and the non-erosion of walls. A
rectangular plan with curved corners is more functional for many aspects.
viii) An overhead RCC water tank with reasonable storage capacity Should be provided over
the shelter roof or as an independent tank at an elevated level nearby.
ix) Rainwater harvesting techniques Should be adopted to augment water supply to the
shelter.
x) The flooring should be of polished stone to be able to withstand weathering and, thereby,
reducing maintenance costs.
xi) Adequate toilet and bathing facilities Should be provided in accordance with the existing
government standards. The toilet and bathroom fittings should be either GI or aluminium.
The walls of the toilets/bathrooms Should be fitted with glazed tiles,for minimum
maintenance. However, a minimum number of toilets Should be provided as per the holding
capacity of the shelter.
xii) Solar panels should be used for heating water and supply of electricity, wherever possible
Design and Maintenance Considerations for Canals, Drains and Tanks
i) The reinforcement cover of the foundations, sub structure locking gates/sluices should be at
the level specified in IRC: SP: 33-1989 to achieve the expected level of durability. For steel
structures, IS-800Should be followed.
ii) To ensure proper functioning of canals/drains/tanks during storm surge due to cyclone, the
following measures are required:
a) Branches to the canal drain are to be closed.
b) The embankments should be strengthened.
c) The condition of the passage-bridge and channels should be checked.
d) Obstructions in the canals/drains should be removed periodically to enable free flow of
water.
e) The blocks and shutters of the canals are to be checked for satisfactory performance.
f) The instruments and materials required for attending to immediate repairs, breach of
closures, etc., Should be stacked in advance at places where they may be required.
g) Navigation in the canal should be stopped.
h) Water supply into canals should be cut out off by closing the sluices.
i) The canals and drains should be free from constructions and they Should be made available
for free discharge of drain water.
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j) The link drains should be lined to minimize maintenance and overflowing during the
monsoon.
k) The water tanks used for drinking water supply are likely to become saline and will even
get contaminated during a cyclone. Adequate embankment of at least 0.5 m above the flood
level should be provided to such tanks.
l) The growth of water hyacinth, etc. is a major problem in many areas as they obstruct and
affect the carrying capacity of drains, canals and tanks. A regular maintenance mechanism
should be institutionalized.
Design and Maintenance considerations of Communication and Transmission Line
Towers
i) Transmission line and communication towers and elevated water tanks located in the
cyclone prone areas Should be designed with wind speed 1.3 times that specified by IS:
875/(part 3)/1987. The open area in the zone and its topography Should be given due
consideration in selecting the correction factors.
ii) The towers should be designed using their dynamic analysis with suitable wind gust
loading.
iii) The structural steel used in the towers Should be galvanized to withstand the corrosive
exposure condition.
iv)The foundation depth should be taken at least 1 m below the scour level and the stability of
the towers should be standalone without depending on the filling weight of the soil.
v) The design of a communication/transmission tower, including its foundation, is checked by
a competent authority.
Mangroves across the sea and river beds.
Mangrove vegetation is found along the tropical and subtropical coasts. Mangroves consist of
a number of species of trees and shrubs that are adapted to survival in the inter-tidal zone.
They are land plants growing on sheltered shores, typically on tidal flats, deltas, estuaries,
bays, creeks and barrier islands. The best locations are where abundant silt is brought by
rivers or on the backshore of accreting sandy beaches. Their physiological adaptation to
salinity stress and to waterlogged anaerobic mud is high. They require high solar radiation
and have the ability to absorb fresh water from saline/brackish water.
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As per NDMA recomendations
i) Set up a Task Force to identify new mangrove areas on priority to enhance the spread of the
mangrove areas in various states within six months.
ii) Launch the dual mode mangrove plantation programme.
iii) Take up direct planting of seeds or propagules in the muddy areas (plenty).
iv) Take up planting of seedlings obtained from nurseries (seasonal effort and in small
quantities). Nurseries are developed in upper parts of inter-tidal zones for 6-12 months and
then transplanted to the field according to their zonation pattern.
v) Select species should be made based on the availability and maturity of planting materials
from the locality.
vi) Restore primary consideration of the zonation pattern.
vii) Make aggressive and sustained efforts to conserve the existing mangroves.
viii) Initiate intensive mangrove plantation programmes at identified potential sites so as to
develop bio-shields.
ix) Officially classify mangroves as forests, and mangroves found anywhere should be placed
under the control of the state forest departments. Important mangrove areas should be
declared as protected areas if they are not already done.
x) Make concerted efforts to undertake plantation of mangroves wherever possible along
creeks, estuaries, deltas and shores, and of appropriate species of trees as windbreakers along
the coastline and the dunes that back them.
Strategies for Protecting Standing Crops (NDMA recommendations)
The sector that is most affected by extreme weather/climate events is agriculture and food
security. The sharpest falls in agricultural production has been experienced during those years
that have experienced the occurrence of severe disasters In addition, storm surge inland
curtails the prospects of agricultural yields for at least 1-2 subsequent cropping seasons.
Various options that have been conceptualized for protecting standing crops are listed below:
i) The crop calendar for major crops should be adjusted to normal cyclone periods. The
cultivation of hybrid varieties of rice in the coastal areas, which can withstand surge waters,
floods and cyclone winds without damaging the seed, its colour and straw, Should be
encouraged. Short duration and short height crops should be recommended. New irrigation
schemes will have to be executed in the uplands keeping in view the putting of dry land into
irrigation to compensate food and fodder.
ii) Standing crops should be protected through improvement of drainage systems by
executing the following activities:
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a) Strengthening of bunds all along canals and tanks.
b) De-silting of tanks, canals and drains.
c) Widening and deepening of drains and canals.
d) De-weeding of tanks and canals from water hyacinth and other plants which obstruct
normal flow.
e) Removal of encroachments from canals and tanks.
f) Diversion of drains and canals.
g) Alignment of new canals and drains keeping in view that water Should be flowing out
freely during disaster periods.
h) Drains which are directly joining the sea should be maintained regularly.
i) Alternative storage facilities and processing units (boiler and dry pans) should be
established.
j) Tidal banks (with flap gates) should be constructed along irrigated lands where these are
near the coast.
k) Close main canals during cyclone periods, giving preference to drainage to adjacent
fields/sectors.
l) Ensure emergency input supply with emphasis on fertilizer and insecticide,
m) Promote community threshing yards and drier facilities.
n) Implement crop insurance.
o) Proper application of sufficient fertilizers after inundation of storm surge to reduce
salinity.
Use of satelites
The uses of satellites in disaster management are becoming more integral to reducing reaction
time and providing accurate information to rescue and disaster control operations. Satellites
are used in disasters for communications, remote sensing and mapping. Meteorological and
storm warning satellite technology can help with predicting disasters and setting up
precautionary activities.

Satellite communications are increasingly used to transmit

information back and forth in remote areas that do not receive cell phone reception.
Government agencies and relief organizations can receive up-to-the-minute reports to send
help where it's needed most. In disasters that destroy local infrastructure, satellite
communications are the only option for getting information out quickly. Satellite phones are
easy to carry and make good portable communications devices. Mobile satellite terminals can
easily be set up in disaster zones to facilitate good coverage.
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The International Telecommunications Union is a division of the United Nations that
makes satellite technology available to countries that experience mass disasters and need
immediate links set up at the disaster sites.
Organisations such as the International Federation, UNICEF and World Food
Programme (WFP) all recognize the importance of having experienced communications staff
strategically located in offices around the world who are available to move into disaster zones
at short notice. With the advent of the 24 hour news cycle, humanitarian agencies quite often
find themselves arriving at the scene of a disaster at the same time as international news
teams.
Wireless Internet
High-speed Internet access can be switched to satellites in the event of a disaster. Many
businesses are incorporating back-up systems that would rely on satellites in the event of a
major disaster. First responders can react to communications sent out by a firm that is hooked
up to satellite Internet sources. Emergency crews can utilize satellite Internet options when
their communications systems are down as a result of a major catastrophe if they are
prepared. Real-time audio and visual capabilities can help relief crews locate and respond to
emergencies with the proper equipment and resources. Local and state emergency operations
should incorporate a back-up satellite program for disasters. As a free public service, the
Satellite Industry Association provides public safety and first responder organizations with a
guide to using satellite technology in disasters, the equipment needed to set up solid satellite
Internet solutions and training in the language and use of the latest equipment. In addition,
emergency applications can be integrated into everyday use if the costs are too prohibitive to
keep the equipment solely as a back up. High-speed satellite connections can be incorporated
into any business or government agency, providing access to the technology when it's needed
most.
To transmit information from the hub to the control room, five tools that help are
• Fixed telephones (using wireless CDMA technology)
• Java enabled mobile phones customized to carry text alerts in English, telugu
• Very Small Aperture Satellite Terminals (VSATs)
• Addressable Radios for Emergency Alerts (AREA), developed by the WorldSpace
Corporation (which this project was the first to field test)
• Satellite Phone.
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Speed and accuracy were of essence at each step of the transmission. The front-runner
was AREA combined with fixed or mobile phones. Under normal circumstances, AREA
works as a radio, receiving digital radio transmissions from WorldSpace satellites in
geosynchronous orbit. But they can be switched on remotely from a central location, whether
or not the user has turned it on at that moment, converting them instantly into a hazard alert
system. Each radio has an in-built Global Positioning System (GPS) and a unique code. This
enables hazard warnings to be issued to only those units known to be within a vulnerable area
-- or just to those units with specific assigned codes.12
Mobile and fixed phones, on their own, were also found to be reliable, although having two
communication technologies ensured at least one would work at critical moments. AREA and
RAD units also worked well as a combination
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CanAnimalsPredictDisaster?
Introduction
An elephant trumpets wildly, breaks a chain holding it to a tree, and flees to higher
ground — just before a massive tsunami crashes ashore, drowning hundreds of thousands of
people.Did the elephant know the deadly wave was coming?
That’s the question explored by NATURE’s Can Animals Predict Disaster?

In

interviews with scientists and eyewitnesses, NATURE probes the evidence that some animals
may have senses that allow them to predict impending natural disasters long before we can.
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Some creatures, for instance, may be able to “hear” infrasound, — sounds produced
by natural phenomena, including earthquakes, volcanoes, and storms, that are inaudible to the
human ear. This ability may give elephants and other animals enough time to react and flee to
safety.
Another explanation may lie in animals’ sensitivities to electromagnetic field
variations. Quantum geophysicist Motoji Ikeya has found that certain animals react to
changes in electrical currents. He now regularly monitors a catfish, the most sensitive of the
creatures he has tested, to aid him in warning others of coming disaster
Landslides

What

is

a

landslide?

It is a down slope transport of soil and rock resulting from naturally occurring vibrations,
changes in direct water content, removal of lateral support, loading with weight, and
weathering or human manipulation of water course and slope composition.
Characteristics
Landslides vary in types of movement (falls, slides, topples, lateral spread, flows) and may be
secondary effects of heavy storms, earthquakes, and volcanic eruptions. Landslides are more
widespread than any other geological event.
Likely impact
Physical Damage
•

Anything on top of or in the path of a Landslide will suffer damage

•

Rubble may block roads, lines of communication or waterways. Indirect effect may
include loss of productivity of agricultural or forest lands.

•

Flooding .

•

Reduced property values, destruction of buildings.

•

Casualties- fatalities may occur due to slope failure.
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Factors contributing to vulnerability
•

Settlements built on steep slopes, softer soils and cliff tops

•

Settlements built at the base of steep slopes, on mouths of streams from mountain
valleys.

•

Roads, communication lines in mountain areas

•

Buildings with weak foundations

•

Buried Pipelines and brittle pipes.

•

Lack of understanding of landslide hazard

Preparedness measures
The basic information required:
•

Knowledge of where past Landslides have occurred, derived from local records and
knowledge of certain types of rocks prone to landslides.

•

Monitoring, warning and evacuation systems

Mitigation measures
•

Capture and drainage of water before it reaches potential slope area

•

Underground drainage by using sub-surface pipes

•

Land Reform by terracing/re-shaping

Agronomic
•

Reforestation, planting of deep rooting trees to prevent surface slips

•

Ground cover with grass or agricultural crops

Engineering
•

Use of Gabion construction to protect water course valleys and control the flow of
water down slope

Typical post-disaster needs
•

Search and rescue (use of earth removal equipment)

•

Medical assistance

•

Emergency shelter for homeless.
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Hazardous chemicals and other effluents from fertilizers and other industries

Throughout the world people are becoming victims of industrial accidents when
hazardous materials are released into the environment and into rivers like our
GODAVARI. Such incidents have the potential to cause ecological damage and are
therefore likely to impact several countries. It is critical then that Government have
the capability to prevent and respond to such events and minimize their harmful
effects. In order to access the potential of a chemical accident, one needs to determine
the source and the type of accident.
Such accidents can occur by:
•

Production of materials

•

Transport of materials

•

Technological system failures

•

Contamination of food or the environment by the use of chemicals, or improper
waste management.

•

Explosion in a plant or storage facility handling toxic substances

•

Arson or sabotage

•

Other precipitating factors like lightning, flood and earthquake.

Likely impact
•

Physical damage to people

•

Damage or destruction to structures and infra-structure

•

Transportation accidents may damage vehicles and other objects on impact

•

Industrial fires may reach high temperatures and affect large areas

•

ENVIRONMENTAL

•

The most dangerous elements are gases, vapors, volatile liquids and suspended
articles in the air

•

Contamination of water supply, land, and animal life.

•

Ecological systems may be disrupted
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•

CAUSALITIES Many people may be killed or injured and require medical
treatment

•

Health Effects. Direct inhalation of toxic substances in most common in the early
phases. Afterwards, skin contaminations become more significant.

•

Dose of contamination is critical certain non-carcinogenic substances have
threshold levels above which they are harmful to man

•

Better protection offered in closed places

Factors contributing to vulnerability
•

Persons or structures, livestock etc. closest to the scene are most vulnerable,
however, large scale releases of airborne pollutants may spread for hundreds
of kilometers.

•

Lack of safety features

•

Lack of evacuation plans

•

Unawareness of potential danger

Emergency action
ATMOSPHERIC CONTAMINATION
•

Close all windows and doors and block off any other openings to the outdoors

•

Extinguish any naked flames

•

Reduce oxygen consumption by bringing physical activity to a minimum

•

Cover mouth and nose with dampened cloth

•

Seek First Aid
CONTAMINATION OF THE SKIN

•

Wash the affected parts to remove toxins

•

Use soap and water and wash body carefully

•

Remove all clothing while washing

•

Do not use chemical antidotes, as the heat generated from the neutralising
reaction may make the lesions worse.
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Mitigation methods
•

Hazard mapping

•

Hazard material identification

•

Inspection of chemical plants and storage facilities

•

Monitoring toxic waste disposal procedures

•

Improve fore-fighting and emergency response capacities

•

Prepare and practice evacuation plans

•

Test warning systems

Typical post disaster needs
•

Evacuation

•

Search and Rescue

•

Alternative sources of water

•

Clean-up

•

Monitoring environmental effects

Oil spill from petro chemical industries.
The commencement of commercial operations from the Reliance KG Basin fields and
evacuation of natural gas since last year has provided the much needed boost to several of the
gas-based power projects, which were completed but could not function due to lack of gas
supplies. In fact, the gas from the KG wells is now supporting over 3,500 MW of power
generation in the State. Supply of natural gas and other allied products from these oil fields
enabled major business units and other industries to flourish in the district. Pipelines are laid
to supply natural gas to citizens. While all these developmental activities are good for the
well being of the district and it’s citizens there is always danger lurking around the corner
from the oil exploration companies. Recent accident of British petroleum(BP) at gulf of
Mexico (USA) is a great example of how dangerous it is if there is a oil spill. USA being the
most advanced country with all technological and other advancements and BP being one of
the major Oil explorers was not able to stop the gas flow into the vast oceans that destroyed
marine eco system and the livelihood of the fishermen in that area.
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The damaged Deepwater Horizon oil well in the Gulf of Mexico is a huge
environmental disaster that's said to be gushing anywhere from 5,000 to 100,000 barrels of
crude oil into the ocean per day. BP has deployed a reported 2.5 million feet of oil booms in
an effort to contain the slick, as well as bringing in over 1,100 vessels to skim it and even
burning some of it off the water’s surface. Presently BP is working on cleaning the ocean and
here is an example of BP using a company’s technology. Universal Remediation Inc.'s PRP
powder, is used to deal with BP's oil spill disaster in the Gulf to clean the ocean. The product
delivery system makes use of microencapsulation technology originally developed by a
consortium of firms working with NASA .
In the oil-spill application, the beeswax nanospheres absorb oil, up to 20 times their
weight , are impervious to water, and attract natural organisms which eat both the beeswax
and oil, dying off after consumption.Another disaster that happened in India is Two cargo
ships collided off the Mumbai coast on August 7 causing an oil spill that spread quickly
through Maharashtra's coastline. In scale, the spill was much smaller than the one in the Gulf
of Mexico in April. But it is proving a major threat to the marine ecology of the area and the
coast. The Union environment ministry has hired the services of two research institutes—the
National Environmental Engineering Research Institute (neeri) in Nagpur and the National
Institute of Oceanography at Goa—to assess the impact of the spill. The Indian Oil
Corporation will study the marine life in the affected areas. The oil spill will affect fish
species; many of them breed in mangroves. The chemicals sprayed to disperse the oil too
would affect the marine ecology.In our district we do have the same kind of dangers. We
have kakinada port where regular import and export activities happening and Oil being
explored in the ocean. Oil is also explored and transported on land in several towns/ villages
in the district and pose huge risk of fires and accidents as mentioned above.
Offshore oil spills or leaks may occur during various stages of well drilling or
workover and repair operations. Oil waste from offshore drilling operations may come from
disposal of oil-based drilling fluid wastes, deck runoff water, flowline and pipeline leaks, or
well failures or blowouts. Disposal of offshore production waste can also pollute the ocean,
as can deck runoff water, leaking storage tanks, flowline and pipeline leaks, and the wells
themselves. Oil spilled from ships and tankers includes the transportation fuel used by the
vessels themselves or their cargos, such as crude oil, fuel oil, or heating oil. If oil waste
reaches the shoreline or coast, it interacts with sediments such as beach sand and gravel,
rocks and boulders, vegetation, and terrestrial habitats of both wildlife and humans, causing
erosion as well as contamination.
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Oil spills present the potential for enormous harm to deep ocean and coastal fishing
and fisheries. The immediate effects of toxic and smothering oil waste may be mass
mortality and contamination of fish and other food species, but long-term ecological effects
may be worse. Oil waste poisons the sensitive marine and coastal organic substrate,
interrupting the food chain on which fish and sea creatures depend, and on which their
reproductive success is based. Commercial fishing enterprises may be affected permanently.
Prevention. Exploration, storage, transportation and many of the oil related activities are run
by corporations with millions of rupees investment. All kinds of safety measures might have
being implemented by these corporations but as part of our Disaster management plan for
Godavari district the following information should be submitted by all the companies that
deal with OIL.
Emergency Response Action Plan, which serves as both a planning and action document and
should be maintained as an easily accessible, stand-alone section of the overall plan
1. Facility information, including its name, type, location, owner, operator
information
2. Emergency notification, equipment, personnel, and evacuation information
3. Identification and analysis of potential spill hazards and previous spills
4. Discussion of small, medium, and worst-case discharge scenarios and
response actions
5. Description of discharge detection procedures and equipment
6. Detailed implementation plan for response, containment, and disposal.
7. Description and records of self-inspections, drills and exercises, and response
training.
8. Diagrams of facility site plan, drainage, and evacuation plan.
9. Security (e.g., fences, lighting, alarms, guards, emergency cut-off valves and
locks, etc.)
10. Response plan to be submitted to district authorities for reviewing or
contacting in case of emergency.
Cleanup and recovery
In spite of best efforts if there is a oil flare up or Oil spill district authorities have a
duty to safeguard the life of the people and the environment. Companies have the required
expertise or knowledge on the cleanup or recovery methodologies and district authorities
should make sure that they have a copy of the plans to recover from the oil disasters such as
pipe line blow outs, oil well blow outs on land, oil spills in ocean etc.
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If any help is needed district officials should be in a position to help such as
evacuating people from the danger zone and sheltering them elsewhere.
Oil spill prevention can be a challenge.The techniques used to clean up an oil spill
depend on oil characteristics and the type of environment involved; for example, open ocean,
coastal, or wetland .
Pollution-control measures include containment and removal of the oil (either by
skimming, filtering, or in situ combustion), dispersing it into smaller droplets to limit
immediate surficial and wildlife damage, biodegradation (either natural or assisted), and
normal weathering processes. Individuals of large-sized wildlife species are sometimes
rescued and cleaned, but micro-sized species are usually ignored. Close monitoring of the
disaster should be done and all efforts have to make sure that such incidences does not
happen again in future and if needed heavy penalties should be imposed on the companies
that posed the disasters for failing in having the best safety measures. All future oil
explorations should only be allowed until the district and it’s citizens recover completely
from the damage caused by the disaster.
Crop failures and genetically modified crops
There is an urgent need to narrow the wide ratio between nitrogen (N) and phosphorus
(P) and potassium (K) consumption by stepping up P and K usage, Unbalanced or excessive
use of fertilizers causes major imbalance in the soil’s natural nutrients and crop failure.
Global warming, irregular climate changes and lopsided government pricing policies are
causing a major disaster for small farmers. The rains are no longer falling the way they used
to. That upsets agricultural activities and creates a great deal of concern, not only for the
farmers but also for everybody, because we all eat, and we can only eat what the farmers
produce. Recent heavy rains have caused heavy damage to crops and resulted in scarcity of
vegetables, rice and other essential food items and every one in the society was affected with
heavy price tag. Although air and sunlight are available everywhere on Earth, crops also
depend on soil nutrients and the availability of water. When farmers grow and harvest crops,
they remove some of these nutrients from the soil. Without replenishment, land suffers from
nutrient depletion and becomes either unusable or suffers from reduced yields. Sustainable
agriculture depends on replenishing the soil while minimizing the use of non-renewable
resources, such as natural gas (used in converting atmospheric nitrogen into synthetic
fertilizer), or mineral ores (e.g., phosphate). Possible sources of nitrogen that would, in
principle, be available indefinitely, include:
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1. recycling crop waste and livestock or treated human manure
2. growing legume crops and forages such as peanuts or alfalfa that form
symbioses with nitrogen-fixing bacteria called rhizobia
3. industrial production of nitrogen by the Haber Process uses hydrogen, which is
currently derived from natural gas, (but this hydrogen could instead be made
by electrolysis of water using electricity (perhaps from solar cells or
windmills)) or
4. genetically engineering (non-legume) crops to form nitrogen-fixing symbioses
or fix nitrogen without microbial symbionts.
5. More realistic, and often overlooked, options include long-term crop rotations,
returning to natural cycles that annually flood cultivated lands.
Planning for drought is essential, but it may not come easily. There are many
constrains to drought relief planning. One of the major impediments to drought relief
planning is its cost. Officials may find it difficult to justify the costs of a plan, which are
immediate and fixed. But studies have shown that crisis-oriented drought response efforts
have been largely ineffective, poorly coordinated, untimely and inefficient in terms of the
resources allocated.
Drought planning at farmers and community level is not cost intensive. We should
plan for what to do during drought and also how to recover from it. It is best to involve
everyone who is affected in the planning process, including farmer families and farm
workers.Impact of drought can be mitigated through a number of good agricultural practices.
For drought planning farmers should be aware of such practices to overcome from the risk
from drought.
What is becoming clear is that we need to adopt a holistic approach: new crops for a
changing climate and better farming practices should be adopted. A team needs to study the
best practices from places like Israel to USA and china.of saving water and fertilizers but
using mostly organic matter farming
Icrisat has recommended the following to avoid crop failures.
Land planning systems:
Some lands can only sustain limited cultivation because they are prone to drought. These are
best used for alternate uses rather than normal food grain crops. Land-use systems give
stability to dry land production systems and also make good use of the land and rainfall
during the off-season.
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Some examples of alternate crops can grow are:
•

Growing of short duration legume crops.

•

Establishing perennial grasses for livestock farming.

•

Agroforestry or silvipasture practices.

Soil management techniques:
•

Tillage during the off-season or in pre-rainy season, helps with rain water intake by
breaking the hard soil and making the soil surface more permeable.

•

This allows water to seep to the deeper soil layers and keeps the soil wet for longer
time.

•

The result is the soil will have more moisture during sowing the crop.

•

Tillage also controls weeds which deplets the soil moisture.

•

Offf-season tillage also destroyes the effs, cocoons and larvae of some pests by
exposing them to the sun which otherwise affect the already stressed crop plants.

Crop management techniques:
Selection of Crops:
•

Avoid growing of drought prone crops like maize, cotton etc.

•

Growing drought resistant grain crops like sorghum, pearl millet, finger millet, fox
tail millet etc.

•

Growing drought resistant legume crops like pigeonpea, green gram, horse gram etc.

•

Growing of oil seed crops like castor, sunflower, niger, sesame, safflower etc.

Crops like maize and cotton require assured rainfall even for giving normal yield. These
crops have no capcity to recover from any moisture stress during their growing period. These
crops also require higher nutrient application which means more monetary losses for the crop
failure during drought.
Emerging diseases are often discussed as a global public health threat but the threat of
these diseases is paralleled by another – that posed by emerging technologies. Rapid
developments in biotechnology, genetics and genomics pose a variety of environmental,
ethical, political, and social questions.
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And because they open up tremendous new possibilities for biological warfare, these
technological developments have grave implications for peace and security. Biosecurity is
becoming increasingly important in agriculture and livestock production. Biosecurity can be
defined as "a process or procedures designed to protect from infection, attack or interference
by biological organisms". This process can be applied to an individual, to a farm, a district, or
to an entire country.
A related concept, biocontainment, can be defined as "a process or procure stems with
political, social and economic consequences leads to famines, inflation and deprive food for
much of the world and damages a country’s survival permanently for a long time. dures
designed to keep biological organisms within a limited space or area". For example,
containing a disease and preventing it spreading and resulting in crop failures. Biological
Warfare against livestock, crops, or ecosystems or transport.Genetic engineering can
contribute to offensive BW programs in a variety of ways. With genetic manipulation,
classical biowarfare agents such as anthrax or plague may be made more efficient
weapons.Barriers to access to agents such as smallpox, Ebola or the Spanish flu1 are being
lowered by genetic and genomic techniques. Completely new types of weapons are also
becoming possible, including the use of food crops as tools for biological warfare. Even
ethnically specific weapons, hitherto thought to be impossible, have become a real
possibility. We present data here showing that ethnic specific genetic sequences do exist in
considerable high numbers. Alarmed by the rapidly increasing technical possibilities, the
International Committee of the Red Cross recently appealed to governments to take concrete
steps to avert the hostile use of biotechnology. A broad array of political measures will be
needed to counter the threat of hostile exploitation of biotechnology.
The subject of Biological warfare is a national level issue and policies to prevent it should be
considered on a state or national level because it requires a special kind of expertise,
coordination efforts from scientific community, security forces, state, district and central
government official’s involvement. The resources, funding and other aspects to monitor food
poisoning or genetically modified BT Brinjal issues requires involving people from grassroot
level to national level.
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Earthquake

What are earthquakes?
An earthquake is sudden motion or trembling of the ground produced by the abrupt
displacement of rock masses.

How do they occur?
The earth's outer shell is divided into seven major and some smaller plates which are
constantly in a dynamic state, pushing against, pulling away from, or grinding past one
another. Forces build up as the plates attempt to move in relation to each other. When the
adhesions along the fault give way, stored energy is released in the form of earth tremors,
volcanic activity etc.
Types of plate movements and principal effects:
Oceanic plates pulling away from each other leads to hot volcanic material being
expelled from cracks to form mid-ocean ridges. Oceanic plates colliding with and forced
under continental plates leads to mountain ranges being pushed up, accompanied by
earthquakes and volcanic eruptions. Collisions of continental plates force up mountain
ranges; release compression energy in quakes.

Faulting
Many earthquakes occur as a result of movement along pre-existing faults or fractures
occurring in the earth's crust (e.g. along plate margins). Forces of tension and compression
created in the earth's crust largely due to tectonic movements of the plate produce sudden
movements along the line of fracture (fault lines) resulting in two blocks of crust slipping
with respect to each other. This sudden movement produces seismic waves which travel from
the source through the crust to the earth's surface. When they arrive, the vibratory motion felt
is called an earthquake.
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Likely impact: primary effect of earthquakes:
•

Total or partial destruction of structures.

•

Blockage or breakage of transport activities.

•

Interruption of Water Supply.

•

Breakage of Sewage Disposal Systems.

•

Loss of Public Utilities, eg. electricity & gas

•

Casualties may be due to:

•

Direct Hazards

•

Total or partial collapse of structures due to poor design and
construction materials.

•

Falling debris and dust from rubble.

•

Transportation casualties due to collapse of bridges etc.

•

Floods from collapsed dams or river banks.

•

Release of hazardous materials.

•

Landslides.

•

Tsunami, loss of life by inundating low-lying coastal areas.

•

Indirect Hazards

•

Fires.

•

Release of hazardous material.

•

Electrocution.

•

Exacerbation of chronic diseases

Richter Scale
Seismologists use a Magnitude scale to express the seismic energy released by each
earthquake. Here are the typical effects of earthquakes in various magnitude ranges:
Earthquake Severity
Richter
magnitudes

Earthquake effects

Less than 3.5

Generally not felt, but recorded

3.5-5.4

Often felt, but rarely causes damage

Under 6.0

At most slight damage to well-designed buildings. Can cause major
damage to poorly constructed buildings over small regions.
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6.1-6.9
7.0-7.9
8 or greater

Can

be

destructive

in

areas

up

to

about

100

kilomete

across where people live.
Major earthquake. Can cause serious damage over larger areas.
Great earthquake. Can cause serious damage in areas several hundred
kilometers across.

Although each earthquake has a unique Magnitude, its effects will vary greatly
according to distance, ground conditions, construction standards, and other factors. Each
earthquake has a unique amount of energy, but magnitude values given by different
seismological observatories for an event may vary. Depending on the size, nature, and
location of an earthquake, seismologists use several different methods to estimate magnitude.
The uncertainty in an estimate of the magnitude is about plus or minus 0.3 units, and
seismologists often revise magnitude estimates as they obtain and analyze additional data.
Richter

Modified
Mercalli
I

Effect
Instrumental. Not felt except by a very few under especially
favourable conditions detected mostly by Seismography.

2
II

Feeble. Felt only by a few persons at rest, especially on upper floors
of buildings.
Slight. Felt quite noticeably by persons indoors, especially on upper

III

floors of buildings. Many people do not recognize it as an earthquake.
Standing motor cars may rock slightly. Vibration similar to the
passing of a truck.

3
Moderate. Felt indoors by many, outdoors by few during the day. At
IV

night, some awakening. Dishes, windows, doors disturbed; walls make
cracking sound. Sensation like a heavy truck striking building.
Standing motor cars rock noticeably.

4

V

5

VI

Rather Strong. Felt by nearly everyone; many awakened. Some
dishes, windows broken. Un-stable objects overturned. Pendulum
clocks may stop.
Strong. Felt by all, many frightened. Some heavy furniture moved; a
few instances of fallen plaster. Damage slight.
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Very Strong. Damage negligible in buildings of good design and
VII

construction; slight to moderate in well-built ordinary structures;
considerable damage in ordinary structures; considerable damage in
poorly built or badly designed structures.
Destructive.

6

VIII

Damage slight in specially designed structures;

considerable damage in ordinary substantial buildings with partial
collapse. Damage great in poorly built structures. Fall of factory
stacks, columns, monuments, walls. Heavy furniture overturned.
Ruinous. Damage considerable in specially designed structures; well

IX

designed frame structures thrown out of plumb. Damage great in
substantial buildings, with partial collapse. Buildings shifted off
foundations.

7

Disastrous. Some well-built wooden structures destroyed; most
X

masonry and frame structures destroyed with foundations. Rails bend
greatly.

XI

Very Disastrous. Few, if any (masonry) structures remain standing.
Bridges destroyed. Rails bend greatly.

8
XII

Catastrophic. Damage total. Lines of sight and level are distorted.
Objects thrown into the air.

Emergency action : before an earthquake
Potential earthquake hazards in the home and work place should be removed or
corrected.
Top-heavy objects and furniture should be fastened to the wall and the largest and
heaviest objects placed on lower shelves.
Water heaters and other appliances should be firmly bolted down.
Pay special attention to emergency equipment, such as radio transmitters and medical
equipment.
Set aside emergency supplies and equipment.
Learn First Aid.
Teach family members how to turn off electricity, gas and water by learning location
of safety valves and main switches.
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During an Earthquake
Protect head and face.
Remain calm. Do not rush for exits.
If inside, stay there, if outside, stay there.
If inside a building, stand in a strong doorway, or get under a desk, table or bed.
Move away from windows, glass doors, heavy mirrors, pictures, bookcases, hanging
plants and heavy objects.
Watch for falling plaster, bricks, light fixtures and other objects.
Avoid using elevators (lifts) as power may fail.
If you're in an automobile, don't stop on a bridge, under or near to electrical poles or
close to buildings from which debris may fall.
Try to remain calm and reassure others.
If you are in a store or shop, move away from display shelves containing bottles, cans,
or other objects that may fall.
After an Earthquake
DO's
Check for fires.
Check Utilities - shut off if necessary.
Check your house for serious damage - evacuate if there's threat of collapse.
Check for injuries - administer First Aid.
Be prepared for additional earthquake shocks.
Collect water.
Clear up hazardous materials.
Assist others.
Turn on a radio or TV if it works for emergency news and guidence
Stay away from landslide prone areas.
Stay away from buildings that might have been weakened by the earthquake.
Remain calm.
DON'T's
Do not light a match or turn on a light switch. Use a flashlight!
Never touch fallen power lines.
Do not use telephone except in extreme emergency.
Do not go to the beach to watch for giant sea waves.
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Do not go sightseeing! Keep the streets clear for the passage of emergency and rescue
vehicles.
Do not attempt to move seriously injured persons unless they are in danger of further
injury.
Assist others who need help.
Mitigation measures
•

There are many ways to reduce earthquake damage. Possible actions include:

•

Developing construction techniques that are seismic resistant.

•

Conducting a program may be with help from JNTUK to introduce improved
construction techniques to the building industry and the general public.

•

Determining which sites are safe for construction through analysis of the soil
type and geological structure.

•

Instituting incentives to remove unsafe buildings and buildings on unsafe sites
or, more probably, to upgrade their level of safety.

•

Instituting incentives to encourage future development on safer sites and safer
methods of construction through:

•

Land use controls (zoning).

•

Building Codes and standards and means of enforcing them.

•

Favorable taxation, loans, or subsidies to qualify buildings, methods and
sites.

•

Land development incentives.

•

Reducing possible damage from secondary effects by:

•

Identifying potential landslide sites and restricting construction in those
areas.

•

Installing devices that will keep breakages in electrical lines and gas mains
from producing fires.

•

Verifying the capability of dams to resist earthquake forces, and upgrading as
necessary.

Infectious disease, Biological warfare (BW)
We are now part of a global village and the threat levels due to infectious disease has
profoundly increased. The character and magnitude of the infectious disease is rapidly
changing and mankind is not able to come up with antidote to counter the diseases.
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Some of the diseases such as dengue, chicken guinea are spread in our districts
because of poor hygienic practices by people. There is a serious need to bring awareness thru
different media of how bad the people’s food preparation habits are by district administration
in order to prevent deadly diseases. Diseases are rapidly spreading since our lifestyles are
allowing people’s movement locally, nationally and across the globe. It is not a surprise to
say that diseased person from china can transmit the disease to a remote tribal villager in our
district.
The anthrax incident represents a system-wide problem, because a single letter containing
anthrax actually contaminates all other mail as it passes through postal machinery. The crisis
was neatly summed up by one participant, in his insistence that it required a change of
thinking from: “My God! My system can be attacked!” to “My God! My attackers are
attacking me with my system!”
Preparing for the unexpected -- an oxymoron, of course -- is necessary In 2000, WHO
initiated the Global Outbreak Alert and Response Network, which links more than 72 existing
networks and institutions around the world, many of which are equipped to diagnose unusual
agents and handle dangerous pathogens. The Network has four main tasks: epidemic
intelligence and detection; verification of rumors and reports; immediate alert; and rapid
response. New threats are emerging in the form of antimicrobial resistance.
A large number of pathogens have gradually developed resistance to first-line and
then to more advanced antimicrobials, through an inevitable process of natural selection.
These include in particular agents responsible for pneumonia, dysentery, cholera, typhoid,
AIDS, malaria, hospital-acquired “super infections” such as salmonella and staphylococcus
aureus, and gonorrhoea. A growing number of typhus infections in
India are becoming resistant even to recent third-line drugs. Among the factors behind
increasing antimicrobial resistance are over prescription and wrong prescription, use of
counterfeit drugs, the excessive use of antibiotics in agriculture, and the undue focus of
developed countries on national health objectives which has allowed pathogens to proliferate
and mutate outside their borders before bouncing back with increased resistance. This latter
point in particular demonstrates how crucial it is to adopt a global perspective on infectious
diseases.
In the District primarily measles, small pox, pneumonia, cholera, AIDS, tuberculosis
and malaria, chicken guinea are common diseases. But these infectious diseases have been
found to contribute to the development of many other diseases, notably cancers. Malnutrition
is an underlying factor behind a majority of child deaths by infectious diseases in the district.
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Numerous infectious diseases, some of which were long thought to have been
conquered, are staging a comeback, and new ones are emerging with devastating effects.
Natural disasters are further examples. Early warning of impending floods, earthquakes or
windstorms contribute greatly in taking appropriate counter-measures to reduce the ultimate
toll on human life and property from infectious diseases that usually invade the settlements of
the disaster.
Bioterrorism or Biological warfare (BW)
A bioterrorism attack is the deliberate release of viruses, bacteria, or other germs (agents)
used to cause illness or death in people, animals, or plants. These agents are typically found
in nature, but it is possible that they could be changed to increase their ability to cause
disease, make them resistant to current medicines, or to increase their ability to be spread into
the environment. Biological agents can be spread through the air, through water, or in food.
Terrorists may use biological agents because they can be extremely difficult to detect and do
not cause illness for several hours to several days. Some bioterrorism agents, like the
smallpox virus, can be spread from person to person and some, like anthrax, cannot.
Rapid developments in biotechnology, genetics and genomics pose a variety of
environmental, ethical, political, and social questions. And because they open up tremendous
new possibilities for biological warfare, these technological developments have grave
implications for peace and security.
New technology is being exploited to create new types of biological and biochemical
weapons, including material degrading microorganisms and psychoactive chemicals, raising
the spectre of a new biological and chemical arms race. Completely new types of weapons
are also becoming possible, including the use of food crops as tools for biological warfare.
Even ethnically specific weapons, hitherto thought to be impossible, have become a real
possibility. The idea to use insects to deliver biological warfare agents is not new. Insects
were systematically explored as a mechanism to spread a variety of diseases (e.g., plague) in
the World War II Japanese BW program and the postwar US program. In many cases, such
insect vector BW was dismissed as too complicated and unreliable. But genetic engineering
may open a new way to use insects as weapons. In the same way as genetically engineered
plants may be misused as “food weapons”, insects may be engineered to produce toxic
compounds and deliver them through their natural feeding habit – e.g.,in the saliva of
mosquitoes. Again, these compounds may exert a broad range of possible effects, from nonlife-threatening illness to sterility to widespread fatal illness in a target population.
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Bioterrorism Agent Categories.
Bioterrorism agents can be separated into three categories, depending on how easily they can
be spread and the severity of illness or death they cause. Category A agents are considered
the highest risk and Category C agents are those that are considered emerging threats for
disease.Category A: These high-priority agents include organisms or toxins that pose the
highest risk to the public and national security because:
•

They can be easily spread or transmitted from person to person

•

They result in high death rates and have the potential for major public health
impact

•

They might cause public panic and social disruption

•

They require special action for public health preparedness.

Category B: These agents are the second highest priority because:
•

They are moderately easy to spread

•

They result in moderate illness rates and low death rates

•

They require specific enhancements of CDC's laboratory capacity and
enhanced disease monitoring.

Category C
These third highest priority agents include emerging pathogens that could be
engineered for mass spread in the future because:
•

They are easily available

•

They are easily produced and spread

•

They have potential for high morbidity and mortality rates and major health
impact.

All the above examples magnify the complexity of handling a crises situation. The
public's perception of risks depends on the mass media rather than on expert opinion, and the
tendency in these media is shifting away from Information and towards entertainment. As a
result, issues are framed in terms that are readily assimilated rather than informative.
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Poor communication can turn a crisis into a major disaster, especially if decision
makers are slow to react or are discovered to have lied. Biotechnology could make
considerable inroads into infectious diseases, for instance by improving vaccines and drugs
and by increasing our knowledge of drug-resistant pathogens
Effective surveillance
Village volunteers, RMP’s Doctors and citizens should monitor incidence of any knd
of infectious disease and should promptly alert the authorities. They should know the phone
numbers, name and other details to reach out for help.
Enough training should be given to local RMP’s, Doctors and qualified nurses to handle
initial control of the disease and later the district authorities can take over the issue handling.
There is a need for information gathering, early warning, and timely identification of
vulnerabilities. New technologies, in particular high-performance and distributed computing,
satellite observation and imagery, mobile communications, and
the Internet hold the prospect of significant benefits to emergency management if their
potential contributions can be realized. But those employing them face a number of obstacles
– uneven distribution and access, possession of the requisite skills, the technologies’ systemic
vulnerability and lack of reliability in emergencies and, last but not least, their frequent
inability to furnish data and information that are comprehensible and of use to practitioners
on the ground.
Efficiency and effectiveness of emergency services
Planning and co-ordination of emergency operations pose other issues. Although
response can only be anticipated and planned to a certain extent, a number of generic
conditions contribute to increasing its effectiveness: risk awareness within the community,
familiarity and regular interaction among the various district offices responsible for
emergency operations, trust and confidence in the relevant decision-making authorities, and
political leadership.
Terrorism
“Critical things are things we have to protect, even though there is no amount of money that
we can spend to really protect them perfectly.” -- Rueschlikon participant
Why should we Prepare? Being prepared can reduce fear, anxiety, and losses that
accompany disasters.Communities, families, and individuals should know what to do in the
event of a terrorist attacks and where to seek shelter during a tornado. They should be ready
to evacuate their homes and take refuge in public shelters and know how to care for their
basic medical needs.
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Failures can come in a variety of ways and may be due to a myriad of causes. In most
cases, they are either intentional (vandals, criminals or terrorists), accidental (natural disasters
or human foul-ups), or due to poor decisions / corruption (be it in engineering, management
or regulation). With the current focus on terrorism, it bears recalling that the majority of highconsequence events come from natural disasters or human error and bad design. When people
are responsible, the problems most frequently come from insiders, political pressures and
rampant corruption.
World trade (NY, USA Year 2001) center case study of how terrorism will affect
everything
To understand the way critical information infrastructure is vulnerable to failure, consider
what happened on September 11, 2001:
After the second plane crashed into the South Tower at 9:02 am, telephone calls increased up
to ten times the normal traffic volume -- so much congestion that only a handful could get
through. Major news Web sites -- CNN, the BBC, The New York Times and others -- were
so clogged with traffic they became temporarily unreachable. By 9:39 am many radio stations
in the city went dark (most broadcasters had transmitters on the towers). When the first tower
collapsed at 10:05 am, and then the second at 10:28 am, they destroyed a vast amount of
telecom infrastructure in the vicinity, complicating communications even more.
To be sure, in many instances the systems proved resilient. For instance, network
technicians struggling to repair systems coordinated their activities using mobile text
messages since their cell phones couldn’t handle calls. And as many noted afterwards, the
Internet worked when the phone system didn’t. Indeed, at 9.54 pm the Federal Emergency
Management Agency alerted all stations to prepare in case primary communications methods
failed -- and did this, ironically, by email.
But here is the nub: as bad as all this sounds, the actual event did not do too much damage to
the information infrastructure -- yet subsequent problems with other networks began to cause
havoc. For instance, a fire at a building on the periphery of the World Trade Center knocked
out a power station upon which telecoms equipment elsewhere depended. A falling beam
from an unstable building in the vicinity crashed into an operator’s central switching office,
damaging the machines. By late evening, systems that had survived went down simply
because they overheated. And telecom services were disrupted when backup generators ran
out of fuel because trucks carrying new provisions were blocked from entering lower
Manhattan.
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In short, the incident highlights both the vulnerability and resilience of information
infrastructure -- and importantly, its interdependence with other infrastructures. For instance,
the communications network is dependent on the electrical grid; the back-up generators are
dependent on the roadway network. And of course, it bears noting, that the target of the
attack in New York was not communications infrastructure at all, but two office buildings.
What might have been the consequences if critical information infrastructure had been
targeted as well?
Although terrorists use a variety of methods to inflict harm and create fear, bombs are
used most frequently.
What can I do now in case of bomb blast?
What should citizens do if someone is going to set off a bomb?
At Home
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the

area Follow
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existing Follow
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in from

people
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(police, authority

(police, authority (police, fire, authority
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military fire,
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or

community leaders).

What should citizens do during a terrorist bombing?
If you are in a bombing event:
•

Leave the area immediately.

•

Avoid crowds. Crowds of people may be targeted for a second attack.

•

Avoid unattended cars and trucks. Unattended cars and trucks may contain
explosives.

•

Stay away from damaged buildings to avoid falling glass and bricks. Move at least
10 blocks or 200 yards away from damaged buildings.

•

Follow directions from people in authority (police, fire, or military personnel, or
from school or workplace supervisors).

•

Call police once you are in a safe area, but only if police, fire has not arrived. Also
call 108 ambulance service.

•

Help others who are hurt or need assistance to leave the area if you are able. If
you see someone who is seriously injured, seek help. Do not try to manage the
situation alone.

What should citizens do after the bombing?
When the explosion is over:
•

Follow your family, job, or school emergency disaster plan for leaving and
staying away from the scene of the event. Remember, returning to the scene will
increase the risk of danger for rescue workers and you.

•

Avoid crowds. Crowds of people may be targeted for a second attack.

•

Avoid unattended cars and trucks. Unattended cars and trucks may contain
explosives.

•

Stay away from damaged buildings to avoid falling glass and bricks. Move at least
10 blocks or 200 yards away from damaged buildings.

•

Follow directions from people in authority (police, fire, or military personnel, or
from school or workplace supervisors).
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•

Call police once you are in a safe area, but only if police, fire, has not arrived to
help injured people. Also call 108 ambulance service

•

Help others who are hurt or need assistance to leave the area if you are able. If
you see someone who is seriously injured, seek help. Do not try to manage the
situation alone.

•

Listen to your radio or television for news and instructions.

What if rescue workers are not available to transport me or other injured persons?
Help from district officials, police, fire and ambulance might be delayed indefinitely
following a terrorist event, therefore:
•

Always have a back-up plan for transportation.

•

Follow advice from your local public safety offices (local health department, local
emergency management offices, fire and police departments and reliable news
sources).

When should I go to the hospital or clinic?
Seek medical attention if you have any of the following problems:
•

Excessive bleeding

•

Trouble breathing

•

Persistent cough

•

Trouble walking or using an arm or leg

•

Stomach, back or chest pains

•

Headache

•

Blurred vision or burning eyes

•

Dry mouth

•

Vomiting or diarrhea

•

Rash or burning skin

•

Hearing problems

•

Injuries that increase in pain, redness or swelling

•

Injuries that do not improve after 24 to 48 hours
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Help others who are hurt or need assistance to leave the area, if you are able. If you see
someone who is seriously injured, seek help. Do not try to manage the situation alone.
Where should I go for care?
Go to a hospital or clinic away from the event if you can. Most victims will go to the
nearest hospital. Hospitals away from the event will be less busy.
What can I expect at the hospital?
•

Long waits. To avoid long waits, choose a hospital farther away from the event.
While this might increase your travel time, you might receive care sooner.

•

Triage. Following a terrorist attack or other disasters, injuries are generally treated on
a “worst first” basis, called “triage.” Triage is not “first come, first served”. If your
injuries are not immediately life threatening, others might be treated before you. The
goal of triage is to save as many lives as possible.

•

Limited information. In a large-scale emergency such as a terrorist attack, police,
fire, and even hospitals and clinics cannot track every individual by name. Keep in
mind that it may be difficult for hospitals to provide information about loved ones
following a terrorist attack. Be patient as you seek information.

Emergency Preparedness and You
•

Gather all emergency supplies together. If disaster strikes your community,
you might not have access to food, water, or electricity for some time. By
taking time now to prepare emergency water supplies, food supplies and
disaster supplies kit, you can provide for your entire family. Even though it is
unlikely that an emergency would cut off your food supplies for two weeks,
consider maintaining a supply that will last that long. Having an ample supply
of clean water is a top priority in an emergency. A normally active person
needs to drink at least 2 quarts (a half gallon) of water each day. You will also
need water for food preparation and hygiene. Store at least an additional halfgallon per person, per day for this. Store at least a 3-day supply and consider
storing a two-week supply of water for each member of your family. If you are
unable to store this much, store as much as you can. You can reduce the
amount of water your body needs by reducing activity and staying cool
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•

Disaster Supplies Kit: A disaster supplies kit is a collection of basic items
that could be needed in the event of a disaster. Assemble the following items
to create kits for use at home, the office, at school and/or in a vehicle:

•

Items for infants - including formula, diapers, bottles, pacifiers, powdered
milk and medications not requiring refrigeration

•

Items for seniors, disabled persons or anyone with serious allergies including special foods, denture items, extra eyeglasses, hearing aid batteries,
prescription and non-prescription medications that are regularly used, inhalers
and other essential equipment.

•

Kitchen accessories and food items – Basic cooking utensils; disposable
cups, plates and utensils; utility knife; sugar and salt•A portable, batterypowered radio or television and extra, fresh batteries, ; a bag or rice or wheat
flour, pickles, ready to eat biscuits, bread , snacks, glucose or Electrol.

Several flashlights and extra, fresh batteries
•

A first aid kit

•

One complete change of clothing and footwear for each person, raingear and
other items adjusted for the season, such as hats and gloves, thermal
underwear, sunglasses, dust masks

•

Blankets or a sleeping bag for each person

•

Sanitation and hygiene items - shampoo, deodorant, toothpaste, toothbrushes,
comb and brush, contact lenses and supplies and any medications regularly
used, soap, hand sanitizer, liquid detergent, feminine supplies, plastic garbage
bags (heavy-duty) and ties (for personal sanitation uses), medium-sized plastic
bucket with tight lid, disinfectant, household chlorine bleach

•

Other essential items – Medicine for general problems, whistle,

•

A map of the area marked with places you could go and their telephone
numbers

•

An extra set of ids - including keys for cars and any properties owned and
copies of driver's licenses, passports and work identification badges
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•

Cash, jewelry and valuable items and copies of credit cards

•

Copies of medical prescriptions

•

Matches in a waterproof container

•

A small tent and shovel

•

Pack the items in easy-to-carry containers, label the containers clearly and
store them where they would be easily accessible. Duffle bags, backpacks, and
covered trash receptacles are good candidates for containers. In a disaster
situation, you may need access to your disaster supplies kit quickly - whether
you are sheltering at home or evacuating. Following a disaster, having the right
supplies can help your household endure home confinement or evacuation.

•

Make sure the needs of everyone who would use the kit are covered, including
infants, seniors and pets. It's good to involve whoever is going to use the kit,
including children, in assembling it.

•

Benefits of Involving Children Involving children is the first step in helping
them know what to do in an emergency. Children can help. Ask them to think
of items that they would like to include in a disaster supplies kit such as
nonperishable food items, and to help the household remember to keep the kits
updated. Children could make calendars and mark the dates for checking
emergency supplies, rotating the emergency food and water or replacing it
every six months and replacing batteries as necessary.

•

Determine the best escape routes from your home. Find two ways out of each
room.

•

Find the safe spots in your home for each type of disaster.

•

Show each family member how and when to turn off the water, gas, and
electricity at the main switches.

•

Check if you have adequate insurance coverage.

•

Conduct a home hazard hunt.

•

Stock emergency supplies and assemble a disaster supplies kit.

•

Take a Red Cross first aid and CPR class.
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Major fires
Poorly/compactly and haphazardly built villages, cities, towns in the district, and the low
incomes of many citizens, significantly increase vulnerability to natural hazards especially
fires due to materials used for building the house or faulty electrical or other flammable
materials. In many poor urban communities, homes, businesses and community facilities are
sited on hazard-prone land, with un-regulated and unsafe construction and inadequate or nonexistent services, unsafe equipment. The middle class/poor communities living in these
conditions cannot afford insurance, or safe and standard equipment and their vulnerability is
immense. This increases the risk that disasters will devastate both the built environment and
the social economy, resulting in longer term and more extensive setbacks to development.
The key challenge for district administration in a given community context was to identify
specific vulnerable groups for specific types of fires. If people live near a forest there could
be forest fires, people living near industrial hazards are faced with industrial fires and there
are always some form of fire accidents in the towns and cities due to various reasons such as
poor laying of gas pipelines by unscrupulous companies and gas cylinder explosions.
Preventive measures
Unique Id card should be used to know the citizens; every kind of information and a plan
should be developed for any kind of disaster not just fire. For example Unique Id card
enables authorities to know how many are living near the sea, how many are living near the
forest and how many are living in crowded places in towns and cities. By using the citizens
information and connecting the dots for other demographic (using satellite communications),
financial status(using bank or Micro finance institutes data by connecting thru unique Id
Number) etc, there is a possibility of having a good idea of the affected people and their
status in case of a disaster.
Assess what kind of possible fires are possible for a given region. For example the main
bazaar street of Kakinada has so many small, medium to big shops all placed so closely with
very narrow sub lanes cutting the main road. During the day the street is always full of
shoppers and other travelers. If there is a short circuit in any of the shops or a fire due to
illegal storing of explosives there would be a major damage.
By identifying all possible problems that could cause fire district authorities can work out
preventive measures and also to tide over the situation in case if it happens.

A no

compromise Government order should be sent to all those who could be potential triggers of
fires to take steps for preventing them.
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For handling fires district authorities have to take stock of all the equipment requirements,
fire handlers, water sources, route maps to reach the area the fastest way. Authorities have to
look at all the departments that could possibly help in case of fires such as police training
institutes, JNTUK & it’s colleges, RMC , Industrial units, NCC etc for equipment, medical ,
evacuation help and all kinds of other help. A plan should be made and should be emailed
and also a physical copy of the plan should be sent to all the above mentioned parties. A
regular check of route maps, personals, training needs , reconnecting with above units should
be considered as part of year long exercise to keep it up to date.
Cyber attacks
An article from Business line that shows the importance of district data security : The
recent incidents in which a cleverly designed malware, the Stuxnet worm, got introduced into
the industrial control systems of Iran with devastating effect, has highlighted as never before,
the potential of cyber war. The Stuxnet worm is a highly sophisticated malware that targets
industrial control systems, especially those supplied by Siemens. By August 2010, it had
affected systems in China, Iran, Indonesia, India, the US and other countries.
It is the first known worm to target critical industrial infrastructure, and its probable
target was Iran's nuclear facilities at Natanz and the nuclear power plant at Bushehr. The
worm delayed the start-up of the power plant and might have caused damage to the centrifuge
plant at Natanz. Stuxnet is spread using infected flash drives. Its complexity strongly suggests
that its creators had particular interest in attacking industrial infrastructure. It would require a
strong team of programmers and around five man years of effort to develop and test Stuxnet,
which has been called by experts as the most refined piece of malware ever discovered,
aimed right at the heart of a critical infrastructure.
PHYSICAL FAILURE
Russian digital security company Kaspersky Labs has described Stuxnet as “a working and
fearsome prototype of a cyber-weapon that will lead to the creation of a new arms race in the
world,” and concluded that the attacks could only have been conducted “with nation-state
support”, making Iran the first target of real cyber warfare. Israel's Unit 8200, which
specialises in cyber war, has been the leading suspect in media reports and expert comments.
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Stuxnet could have caused a sudden 15 per cent reduction in Iran's uranium
enrichment capability at Natanz. Once the whole Stuxnet code is decrypted, its origin and
purpose may be known. Stuxnet could cause a catastrophic physical failure by, for example,
overriding turbine speed limits, shutting down lubrication or cooling systems, or sabotaging
the high-speed spinning process of centrifuge arrays at Iran's Natanz nuclear facility. It has
been theorised that the target is of high importance for the attacker. It is believed that Stuxnet
came via Russian workers at the site of Bushehr power plant and spread from there. The US
has sought to destroy Iran's nuclear programme by novel methods such as undermining
Iranian computer systems. Iran has assembled a team to combat Stuxnet and harsh action has
been taken against those suspected of negligence.In 2007, Estonia was the victim of cyber
attacks that crippled the Internet across the country.
Banks, government departments and the national media found their Web sites swamped by a
tidal wave of spam which took them down. The perpetrators were never caught. Some
evidence pointed to Russian government involvement in the attacks, but no definitive link
was found.
Cyber attacks have the potential to obtain information, disrupt critical systems and
cause physical damage through malfunctioning of critical physical systems. The originators
of cyber attacks are difficult to track down and, therefore, retaliatory action is not possible.
Stuxnet is probably the first case where a state-organised cyber attack has been perpetrated,
but this is difficult to prove beyond doubt.
Developing countries are particularly vulnerable to cyber attacks since they have
limited capability to detect and neutralise them. They are dependent on foreign hardware and
software systems. On the other hand, their systems may be less vulnerable since the degree of
automation and integration may be lower. Unlike other areas of arms control, cyber security
and cyber war is not the subject of global international conventions. The Secretary General of
the ITU has said that international cyber war should be averted by a global cyber security
peace treaty.
Recently, 15 countries, including India, have sent recommendations to the United
Nations secretary general in July 2010 for negotiation of an international cyber security
treaty. Cyber attacks by terrorist groups and non-state actors pose a threat and cyber crime is
a growing menace.
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The Council of Europe is the only international body that has adopted an
internationally binding treaty on cyber crime in 2004, signed by 43 countries, including the
US, Japan, South Africa.
The real treat
Cyber war is attractive because it is relatively cheap, easy to deliver by stealth via global
connectivity, and difficult to trace the origin. The victim of an attack has to invest
considerable resources into neutralizing the threat, which requires teams of dedicated
software experts with specific skill sets. Such persons are difficult to recruit and retain as
industry offers much more attractive terms for their talent. While under attack, systems
attacked will malfunction, causing disruption in systems such as power, transportation,
industrial plants, government networks, etc.
Cyber war is a real and serious threat. In August 2010, the US publicly warned about the
Chinese military's use of civilian computer experts in clandestine cyber attacks aimed at
American companies and government agencies. The Pentagon also named a China-based
computer spying network, GhostNet. In March 2009, GhostNet had tapped into classified
documents from government and private organisations in 103 countries, including the
computers of Tibetan exiles, but China denies the claim.
Response systems
India needs to put in place an effective response to cyber attacks. An emergency
response centre with a dedicated team of experts is essential.Ethical hackers should be
encouraged to work with the government for information security. Close cooperation with the
national ICT industry is another requirement. Users across the country need to be briefed on
cyber defence and civil defence against cyber attacks. Practices and drills to test response
systems are necessary.Industrial plants and critical networks need to be careful about
technicians and service personnel who work on their systems, as this is one point of entry for
malware.
Hardware purchased for sensitive or critical systems needs to be checked for
embedded devices or software that could come under control of an enemy. And, finally, India
should continue to press for an international treaty on cyber security, and consider joining the
Cybercrime Convention of the Council of Europe.
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There is indeed a huge task ahead if we are to prepare for the era of cyber war which
is slowly, but surely, emerging from the shadows.
Thunderstorms and Lightning
The following are facts about thunderstorms:
• They may occur singly, in clusters, or in lines.
• Some of the most severe occur when a single thunderstorm affects one location for
an extended time.
• Thunderstorms typically produce heavy rain for a brief period, anywhere from 30
minutes to an hour.
• Warm, humid conditions are highly favorable for thunderstorm development.
• About 10 percent of thunderstorms are classified as severe—one that produces hail
at least three-quarters of an inch in diameter, has winds of 58 miles per hour or higher,
or produces a tornado.
The following are facts about lightning:
• Lightning’s unpredictability increases the risk to individuals and property.
• Lightning often strikes outside of heavy rain and may occur as far as 10 miles away
from any rainfall.
• “Heat lightning” is actually lightning from a thunderstorm too far away for thunder
to be heard. However, the storm may be moving in your direction!
• Most lightning deaths and injuries occur when people are caught outdoors in the
summer months during the afternoon and evening.
• Your chances of being struck by lightning are estimated to be 1 in 600,000, but
could be reduced even further by following safety precautions.
• Lightning strike victims carry no electrical charge and should be attended to
immediately.
Before Thunderstorms and Lightning
To prepare for a thunderstorm, you should do the following:
• Remove dead or rotting trees and branches that could fall and cause injury or
damage during a severe thunderstorm.
• Remember the 30/30 lightning safety rule: Go indoors if, after seeing lightning, you
cannot count to 30 before hearing thunder. Stay indoors for 30 minutes after hearing
the last clap of thunder.
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The following are guidelines for what you should do if a thunderstorm is likely in
your area:
• Postpone outdoor activities.
• Get inside a home, building, or hard top automobile (not a convertible).
Although you may be injured if lightning strikes your car, you are much safer inside a
vehicle than outside.
• Remember, rubber-soled shoes and rubber tires provide NO protection from
lightning. However, the steel frame of a hard-topped vehicle provides increased
protection if you are not touching metal.
• Secure outdoor objects that could blow away or cause damage.
• Shutter windows and secure outside doors. If shutters are not available, close
window blinds, shades, or curtains.
• Avoid showering or bathing. Plumbing and bathroom fixtures can conduct
electricity.
• Use a corded telephone only for emergencies. Cordless and cellular telephones are
safe to use.
• Unplug appliances and other electrical items such as computers and turn off air
conditioners. Power surges from lightning can cause serious damage.
• Use your battery-operated NOAA Weather Radio for updates from local officials.
The following are things you should check when you attempt to give aid to a
victim of lightning:
• Breathing - if breathing has stopped, begin mouth-to-mouth resuscitation.
• Heartbeat - if the heart has stopped, administer CPR.
• Pulse - if the victim has a pulse and is breathing, look for other possible injuries.
Check for burns where the lightning entered and left the body. Also be alert for
nervous system damage, broken bones, and loss of hearing and eyesight.

Summary of the District action plan for disaster management
Partnerships to be forged between operational agencies, academic groups and think tanks to
do more applied research to understand what works well to prevent all kinds of research on a
continues basis. Disasters may vary by the season and as time passes so it is mandatory that
all the efforts to prevent the known disasters or future disasters should be year long effort and
the financial support to keep the resources allocated effective should be considered very
seriously.
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Real-time analysis, documentations and learning responses to disaster may be
especially useful for strengthening collective understanding. Funds should prioritize the
support of such work in their research and capacity development agendas. This collective
effort needs to practically focused, and help to develop new innovative tools and techniques
that are relevant for undertaking disaster-related work
Before a disaster strikes (hazard phase)
a) Pre-disaster work needs to start years before disaster, not minutes before
b) Pre Investigative reports are needed; on issues like district’s readiness against
disaster preventions and mitigation, funding, infrastructure development and
repairs.
c) Identify everybody from district headquarters to the remotest village level who
will be doing what and what preventive measures are required to be identified and
worked on.
d) Start making disaster management promotional brochures, CD, DVD, TV, Media
Advertisements to be distributed to locals
e) Setting up of control room with all the required equipments, contact information
of all the persons involved including emails. Categorize the authorities under
different tasks and group them and create a group email list so that when
somebody wants to send a message they can send to the group with single email
message.
f) Setting up of emergency contact numbers and notifying citizens on the contact
numbers. Contacting mobile service providers to set up software to allow free
SMS messages transmissions to emergency rooms
g) Digitizing all district and government information and backing up all the
important files securely in a safe place
h) Setting up of Color coded alert systems and training citizens on the alert systems
and their importance. Work with JNTUK, RMC on creating symbols that could
easily understood by illiterates and officials.
i) Working on funding for Relief shelters and start identifying the areas where the
building should be built.
j) Create twitter, facebook, flickr accounts on “help Godavari” account so that
citizens, authorities, NGO’s and other can post the ground realities of problems
and missing persons. Advertize about these accounts to public thru mass media.
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k) Acquiring Mobile Hospital vans and staff need to be identified that should include
nurses, Doctors, drivers, medical equipments and maintenance staff.
l) Mobile satellite van for transmitting signals to satellites and accessing internet
should also be acquired.
m) Fill in the 'resource gap'. Recognize logistical, financial limitations and try to plan
in advance to fill in the drawbacks. Identify national, International and local
donors, corporations, societies, citizens, NGO’s

who can support districts

activities thru cash and equipment or services.
n) Local languages need to be deployed in media campaigns so train non telugu
speaking authorities , NGO’s on how to work with locals
o) Consultations with academic institutes such as JNTUK, RMC should be
considered in planning activities and to use the student resources and faculty’s
vast knowledge on subject matters and in using their services
p) Start training village volunteers and other responsible people who will be assisting
with disasters. Make sure to install all the required equipment and a computer so
that volunteers are in touch with control room in case of emergency. They should
be given all the required contact numbers, email Id’s ,twitter, facebook and other
account id so that they can use the same.
q) People, volunteers , companies and many others collect funds, clothes, medicines
during disasters but the distribution of the same is not done professionally. So
there is a need to streamline this and make sure there is a single window of
distribution channel available to those who wish to help.
During an unfolding disaster and immediately afterwards
a. It’s not possible nor realistic to compile a rigid list of do's and don'ts or to
prevent any major catastrophe in spite of best preventive measures in place. So
there is a need by district officials to have funds, equipment and manpower on
hand for using them at the disaster zone.
b) Advance warning should be sent to the village representative by authorities in
order for them to plan and act on the information. Warning messages should
continuously sent at 3 hours intervals until acknowledged by village
representative.
c) Community Alerts should be broadcasted on radio, television and internet and via
SMS messages or thru phone calls
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d) Time becomes vital in rescue and operations. So use technology to speed up the
help. Alert all the authorities, officials, academic institutes, schools, hospitals,
citizens and others thru email , SMS, phone or manually. District officials, NGS’s,
Institutional, developmental and academic institutions need to provide media and
citizens with easy-to-digest information.
e) Level First Responder Support: Call ex service men, retired police personnel,
paramilitary forces and residents’ welfare associations (RWA) to serve as
neighborhood support groups in organizing necessary assistance through local
police and emergency services.
f) Civil defence teams could operate as mobile teams and impart training to local
communities with the help of DDMAs.
g) Involve various youth organisations namely (a) NCC, (b) National Service
Scheme (NSS), Nehru Yuva Kendra volunteers to have the inherent advantage of
outreach at the grass-root level and also have the advantage of ready availability
for immediate assistance at the ground level in the event of any disaster.
h) Control room personal should alert media, NGO’s and non media institutes on
what the situation is and give clear guidelines on what they should do to help.
i) Village volunteers from adjacent villages should be alerted to the disaster zone to
help the local volunteers. They should carry with them their phones fully charged,
medicine, food , cloths etc to help.
j) All help whether it is cash or clothes or medicine coming from various sources
should be streamlined thru a single window at the disaster zone and be distributed
with a plan
k) Non-media institutions, Citizens, NGO’s need to assist media in covering slowmoving stories, and to provide the 'human face' to what could otherwise be just
dry stories.
l) Focus on the 'immediate' media -- newspapers, TV, radio, web, cell phone to
know the issues at the disaster zone
m) Work actively to bridge the mismatch between victims' needs and relief agencies’
interest/focus
n) Let media have access to all information and sites, without restriction. Don’t
prevent journalists from reaching the disaster and other relevant sites.
o) Encourage active participation of affected parties in the information and
communication processes
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p) Media should be requested to be of help rather than just reporting. They should be
requested to keep an alert on misuse of funds, corruption, robbery and any other
antisocial activities that happen during disasters and they report it promptly to
police and other authorities.
q) Media needs to considered and build (based on spot-reporting), a central desk,
expert panel and other suitable forms to better cover an unfolding disaster
situation. The goal is to spread information effectively, and provide expression to
the people affected. Media should be sensitive. There can be a difference between
showing bodies and gore.
r) Bridge the mismatch between information available and needed and make sure to
send only needed information to needed people. Focus is the need of the hour in
chaos of the disaster. Assessment should start from the ground up.
s) Rush food, water, clothes, doctors, paramedics, Nurses, medicines and first aid
kits to the disaster zone. Account the same in the system to know who received
what so that there is no duplicate efforts.
t) Make sure that staff is reporting to the control room what they are working on and
they should be working honestly and performing their duties with utmost
professionalism.
After a disaster: long-term recovery
Factors affecting Post-Disaster Recovery
Factor

Logic

Damage

Communities with more damage recover
more slowly than less affected areas

Population Density

Areas with more available housing and
land can rebuild more quickly; denser
areas require more time to be cleared and
for constructing / location new housing

Human capital

Neighborhoods with fewer skilled workers
will be less resilient

Economic capital

Areas with access to capital can recover
more rapidly

Social capital

Informal insurance, collective action, costs
of exit allow areas with denser social
networks to rebuild faster
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Strategic planning in rescue operations

Coordinating

efforts,

streamlining

operations, planning day to day work,
identifying people and equipment in
clearing debris, pulling out dead people
and other relief efforts.

a) A strategic plan of how to systematically execute the rescue operation is very vital.
Taking stock of resource such as volunteers, equipment that can break thru walls,
cranes, operators, drivers, medical teams, medicines, cleaning debris, burying
unidentified dead people etc all require proper planning and execution.
b) Taking care of physical needs without overlooking mental disorders, stress,
psychosomatic issues that are not often raised of the people affected.
c) Factors that exacerbate the problem need to be focused on: shelters, ethnic tensions,
regional divisions, etc
d) Compensation to disaster victims should also include Opening NSC, Kisan Vikas
Patras and Post Office Time Deposits for the families in order to help them sustain
long term losses due to disasters
e) Identification of disaster victims should be done using Unique ID card of the
individual and the money if any given for supporting him/her should be done thru
his/her bank accounts
f) Review, account and document for all the work done by individuals, authorities,
volunteers, citizens and others, funds collected or funds utilization. Also make sure to
review the financial burden on the district funds and what is the deficit so that future
funding can be effectively planned.
g) Review the resource and equipment use during disaster and find out what more is
needed.
h) Verify what failed. Is it communications, equipment, internet access etc.
i)

Disaster beat is recommended, the media, citizens, NGO’s should work to keep postdisaster issues in the news until life for of the people affected by the disaster becomes
normal. They should make sure to report preventive measures that are taken up by
authorities. They should alert the society if proper after disaster measures are not
happening.
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j) District authorities should implement all the preventive measures that where not done
due to political or other pressures before the disasters. People who suffered the
disaster now realize the value of prevention more now than earlier.
k) All the work done so far on remedies taken should be documented and all the district
offices, villages and websites are up to date on what happened and what is done as of
that day.
l) NGO’s, volunteers , academics, citizens who worked relentlessly during disaster
should be recognized and should be rewarded and appreciated widely.
m) JNTUK/RMC should be able to give a “certificate of excellence” for the services
rendered by its students or faculties or citizens.
Disaster Checklist for citizens
These items are suggested but are not necessarily all-inclusive of everything your
family needs to prepare for a natural disaster or other catastrophic situation.
GENERAL ITEMS
Unique Id card, Flashlight(s), Extra batteries, Pillow, blankets, sleeping bags, or air
mattresses, Tarpaulins, Mosquito repellent, Portable radio(s), Candles and lantern,100
feet of rope or heavy cord, Address book with important phone numbers, Important
papers including driver's license, special medical information, insurance policies, birth
and marriage certificates, passports, deeds and property papers, Bleach for cleaning
and for purifying water (eight drops per gallon) or water purification kit tablets, A
minimum three-day supply of non-perishable food,
Extra cash, Clothing and eyeglasses, Personal Hygiene items (toothpaste, soaps,
shaving sets), Special items for infants, elderly or disabled family members, paper
cups, plates and plastic utensils, Cooking utensils, hot pad
Emergency preparedness manual given by district authorities, Whistle, Plastic
sheeting as covering from heavy rains, floods, Area map, if needed, showing shelter
locations,
FIRST AID KIT
Sterile adhesive bandages, gauze pads and rolls, Scissors, Hydrogen peroxide,
Aspirin, antacid tablets, and other over the counter medicines, Hypoallergenic
adhesive tape, Antiseptic spray, Ointments for burn and cuts, Latex gloves, Extra
prescription medications
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NON-PERISHABLE FOOD ITEMS
5 kgs of Rice or wheat bags, Bottled water (1-3 gallons per person per day),ready to
eat food items such as potato chips, chikkis etc.Prepackaged snacks

Summary of Natural disasters with required action items
Sno

Type

of Details

Present

Disasters
1

Floods

Tsunami
Heavy rains
Storms, cyclones

2

Nuclear
disaster/
Radiation
exposure

3.

Oil spill

Blow out

4

Earthquake Landslides

5.

Biological

Anthrax
Ibola

6

Epidemics

Swine flu
Plague
Bird

flue

or

chicken guinea
Dengue
Water

born

diseases –typhoid
-cholera
7

Fire

Short circuits
Forest fires
Fire arms
Other fires

8

Terrorism

Thru Ocean
Biological

/
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During

After

Estimates

Remarks

chemical attacks
Highway blasting
-petrol/gas tanks
9.

Collapsing
structures

Dams
Bridges
Government
buildings
Schools
and
colleges

Losses due to Natural Disasters:
According to a report in 2007 alone there were approximately 450 of these natural disasters
worldwide, affecting around 211 million people, and causing economic losses amounting to
74 billion US dollars. One of the main stylized facts that has arisen from the still relatively
new academic literature on natural disasters seems to be that the economic and human losses
associated with natural disasters are larger the poorer a country is. As a country develops, it
devotes greater resources to safety, including precautionary measures. There are two relevant
components to the disaster-income relationship, namely, (1) increases in income increase the
demand for safety, and (2) higher income enables individuals to employ costly precautionary
measures in response to this demand.

Success stories
a) Indigenous Knowledge to the Rescue. Contrary to popular belief, it does not take a lot
to disaster-proof a village. Using indigenous knowledge and taking preparedness
measures, inhabitants of Jasmatpur village in the western Indian state of Gujarat were
able to cope with consecutive floods. Earlier, Jasmatpur would often get isolated by
regular floods which would even cut-off access to much-needed medical attention.
Under the Disaster Risk Management programme implemented by the state
government and UNDP, village boundaries, embankments and manually-operated
floodgates were constructed to control flooding.Further, traditional systems that had
not been used for many years were revived and put to use by communities. Residents
were trained to react as soon as the Bhogav river—which flows close by—started to
rise. Before the onset of the monsoon, villagers used thousands of sandbags to
construct temporary barricades in all low-lying areas where the river could breach its
banks. Areas of higher ground were also identified for safe evacuation.
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b) As the monsoon began, volunteers kept a continuous watch on the rising water levels.
When the river crossed the flood mark, early warnings signaled people to evacuate.
To warn, indigenous drums, which could be heard up to three kilometres away, were
pounded repeatedly. Hearing them, the evacuation teams in the village blew whistles
and villagers were moved to previously identified safe shelters. Village healthworkers and other community members volunteered to coordinate food and water
supplies.
c) The co-ordinated efforts of the village head, the land revenue officer and the primary
school principal, as co-leaders of the operation, demonstrated the benefits of
collective community effort. The inhabitants of Jasmatpur benefitted from adequate
planning, indigenous knowledge and preventive measures. Such simple methods
changed the lives of the inhabitants for the better.
d) A win over river fury

Name of Work: - CDR to Mahanadi Right Embankment No.

78 A at Musadiha package No: - MSD-4 (Under Orissa Water Resources
Consolidation Project Part-H Component) Source of Funding: - World Bank (WB)
Work
Agency:

Value:
-

Bamadev

Nayak

Agreement

Rs.
No:

4,39,79,294.00
-

1

NCB

of

2002-03

A stupendous engineering work of a very arduous nature undertaken by the executing
line department (Department of Water Resources) under strict surveillance by the
officials and Quality Monitoring Consultants of OSDMA having long tenure of
expertise in the field has marked a sign of our gruelling effort in achieving the task,
which still stands unbroken / unscathed withstanding the recent high floods in river
Mahanadi. The river bank which was at a very precarious and unstable slope were
proposed to be reconstructed by stabilizing the slope by loose dumping of hard granite
stone boulder of 30 cm and above size to form a bank slope of 1:2. Permanent
protection of the formed bank slope was done by carefully placing the stone filled
Gabion boxes. The Gabion boxes were filled up with the required 15 cm size boulders
on the river bank, then lifted by the crane and were loaded to 200 Tonne capacity
barge. The barge was then shifted in to placement location by a Tug. The parallel
pontoon were connected by four overhead gantry girders, from which were suspended
four movable lifting frames. The barges with the filled gabion units were made to
slide between two pontoons and served as a working platform. The gabion units were
attached by hooks and chains to the lifting frames raised by the frames to allow the
barges to be removed and finally lowered in to place below the water.
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e) By operating the frames independently the units were thus placed accurately and
uniformly without imposing local stress on the mesh at the lifting points. The gabions
were then lowered by using 10 Tonne winches.The whole sequence of operation is
shown below.

Lesson to be learnt
Recent heavy rains have lead to huge water logging in most of the towns like Kakinada and
Rajahmundry. Giving help to the people who are locked up in these areas has become a major
problem to district administration. The amount of time, money and effort to tide over this
situation should be a eye opener to do something to prevent this happening again.
Preventing such incidence in future should be considered as top priority for the district
administration. The lessons learnt from the incidence should be well documented and
preventive measure should be considered.
Threat from sea has increased recently with incidence such as tsunamis and high tides.
Certain preventive measures to protect the coast and fishermen and their homes are suggested
below.
1. Stricter enforcement of existing laws (Coastal Regulation Zone, FSI rules, and Quarrying
bans) is crucial: taking infringements to court should be a “last resort”, and not a primary
means of redressing wrongs.
2. Secondly, municipal plans should take into account environmental risks and hazards.
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3. Dense mangroves should be protected and minimum 50 meters corridor of mangroves
should be additionally planted along the sea to prevent soil erosion and adverse tidal effects
including effects of tsunami and hurricanes.
4. All the waste water and effluents released from residential and industrial units released into
the drain should be treated at regular intervals of 2 kms along the drainage channel and that
sewage pumping stations should be erected to treat such waste water.
5. Wave breakers should be erected along the entire coastline at a distance of 1 km. to
preserve the beech, marine life and plantations.
6. Dredging of sea bed should be carried out after carrying out due diligence so that alluvial
sand is not lost.
7. At Buildings Proposal approval stage, each construction project should have coverage area
of not more than 60% so that there is seepage of water into the ground and that less water is
diverted to the city drains. The basement approval policy of municipality should also be
amended and that the basement area should also have no more than 60% ground coverage.
Mere water harvesting schemes with no watch dog to oversee its implementation is a hog
wash.
8. Alternative green technology should be developed and incentives/exemptions in VAT
should be given to develop organic solutions and cleaning agents using green field
technology so that the number of chemicals used in daily washing of utensils, clothes and
toilet cleaning chemicals washing down the drain are minimized. The use of green organic
solutions would give agrarian industry a boost and help farmers and indigenous
entrepreneurs.

An article in Indianexpress.com :
http://www.indianexpress.com/news/multicrore-budget-two-disaster-management-depts-zeroimpact/595450/0
Kolkatta :Multi-crore budget, two disaster management depts, zero impact
On paper, the state government has two disaster management departments but de facto, they
are all but dysfunctional. Since their inception in 2007, the departments have spent over Rs
10.6 crore — but only one training programme was held for the National Volunteer Force.
The rest went in organising seminars and workshops for volunteers, which was of little help
during an emergency.
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From Cyclone Aila to Tuesday’s inferno, the departments made little impact — even
though the two ministries shared a state budget outlay of Rs 430 crore in the financial year
2009-2010.On Tuesday evening, as the tragedy at Stephen Court unfolded, the two ministers,
Civil Defence Minister Srikumar Mukherjee and Relief and Rehabilitation Minister Murtaza
Hussain — under whom the two disaster management departments function — were nowhere
on the scene.
They did not know till the evening. I informed them about the disaster over the
phone,” said Fire Services Minister Pratim Chatterjee, who is facing the brunt of the
criticism.
And now, the ministers are busy passing the buck.Hussain said: “The rescue (operation) is the
responsibility of Fire department. I provide relief after the disaster.” The funds received by
the disaster management departments for improving infrastructure seem to be going down the
drain. Sample this: Since June 2008, the state government spent Rs 9.2 crore of the Rs 10.6
crore which it received from the UNDP on seminars and workshops.The net outcome of the
year-long endeavour was that 50 members of National Volunteer Force — comprising newlyrecruited Home Guards and Green Police — were selected for training by Kolkata Police.
In June 2009, they were sent to the National Civil Emergency Force camp at Badu in North
24-Parganas for a week-long training programme.Apart from this, 1,540 volunteers have been
trained in 39 blocks of the state. “But I don’t know what type of training they received
because the DMs and BDOs organise the workshops and seminars. I have never attended
such programmes,” said Hussain

International agencies that can be of great help during disasters
Funding agencies
Ashoka Foundation – (See http://www.ashoka.org/.)
ProVention’s Research and Action Grants programme for young professionals – (See
http://www.proventionconsortium.org/?pageid=32&projectid=5.)
Community REACH programme supported by PACT and USAID – (See
http://www.pactworld.org/cs/community_reach.)
CLIFF: the Community-Led Infrastructure Finance Facility (See
http://www.homelessinternational.org/standard_1.aspx?id=0:27820&id=0:27813
or
http://www.citiesalliance.org/doc/resources/financing/cliff/articleIADF(FullVersionFinal)_Ju
n05.pdf
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UNFCCC Adaptation Fund - (See
http://unfccc.int/cooperation_and_support/financial_mechanism/items/3659.php.
World Bank Small Grants Program – (See
http://web.worldbank.org/WBSITE/EXTERNAL/TOPICS/EXTSOCIALDEVELOPMENT/E
XTSMALLGRANTS/0,,menuPK:952550~pagePK:64168427~piPK:64168435~theSitePK:95
2535,00.html
Ushahidi uses crowdsourcing for documenting disasters and public accountability, combining
social activism, citizen journalism and geospatial information.
United nation development program : http://www.undp.org.in/sites/default/files/
KEY Achievements
• Disaster management and mitigation plans have been developed for 17 states, 176 districts,
1,622 blocks, 32,000 local governance bodiesand 157,000 villages.
• Awareness campaigns on disaster management have been undertaken at all levels by local
volunteers and elected representatives.
• Textbooks on disaster management have been introduced nationally in schools for students
aged 12 to 15 years; disaster management has been introduced in school curriculum by 14
state education boards, and nearly 55,000 teachers have been trained in disaster preparedness.
• UNDP has played a leading role in the joint United Nations recovery effort, following the
2004 Indian Ocean tsunami. It has coordinated the UN response and implemented projects in
affected areas for shelter and habitat development, restoration of livelihoods, HIV and AIDS
prevention, and disaster risk management.
• Capacities of over 1,640 architects, 9,926 engineers and more than 38,000 masons have
been developed in seismically-safe construction practices. Master trainers from hospitals in
38 cities trained in hospital preparedness, and over 225,800 volunteers trained to undertake
community-based disaster management activities.
• An integrated ‘control room’ has been set up in the Ministry of Home Affairs, with state-ofthe-art information systems to broadcast early warning messages. A web-enabled Disaster
Resource Network, with over 126,000 records from 576 districts in 35 States/Union
Territories of India helps decision makers access information to respond in emergency
situations.
• Twelve Emergency Operations Centres (EOCs) at the state-level and 89 EOCs at the
district-level have been set up using disaster resistant technology and these act as
coordinating hubs.
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• The preparedness of coastal communities and government has been improved through last
mile connectivity in 348 vulnerable villages in the states of Andhra Pradesh and Tamil Nadu
through a well-defined capacity development and replication plan.
Fisheries co-management models have been evolved in 55 villages in Nagapattinam (Tamil
Nadu) and Kollam (Kerala) districts to facilitate long-term livelihood opportunities.
Reuters AlertNet:
Helping journalists cover crises
Ever had to get your head around an unfamiliar war minutes before going on air? Or had to
rewrite the front page after an earthquake struck just as you were going to print?
Reuters AlertNet has launched a set of free online tools to make your life a whole lot easier
when it comes to reporting on emergencies. AlertNet for Journalists is designed to help
editors and reporters cover conflicts and disasters. It provides a shortcut to the context and
contacts journalists need to get to grips with complex stories.
Its interactive mapping service lets you zoom in on anywhere in the world and measure
distances – useful when you need to pinpoint a flare-up of fighting in a Sri Lankan town
you’ve never heard of.
And if you wanted to interview someone on the ground about the disaster there’s an online
contacts book listing phone numbers and email addresses for hundreds of aid workers in war
zones and disaster areas around the world.
AlertNet also provides tip-offs about brewing crises before they hit the headlines and offers
journalists ideas for features and new angles on long-running emergencies.
There are statistics on every country and a tool that lets you create graphs to illustrate your
stories – handy if you’re comparing refugee populations across Asia, for example.
So what is Reuters AlertNet and why is it offering this free of charge?
AlertNet is a humanitarian news and information website set up by the Reuters Foundation
charity in 1997 following the Rwandan genocide.Although the service is primarily aimed at
aid workers, increasing numbers of journalists are using it too.
United Nations International Strategy for Disaster Reduction (UN/ISDR) Media
Network on Disaster Risk Reduction
Disaster risk reduction cuts across almost every aspect of daily life and has political,
economic, social and cultural implications. It is a global challenge that requires action at all
levels to reduce the suffering of millions of victims affected every year by disasters triggered
by natural hazards. After the Indian Ocean Tsunami, the many earthquakes around the world,
the frequent hurricanes in the Caribbean, and the onset of increasingly severe, weather-related
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disasters, more people want to know: Why do disasters happen? Who is responsible for
them? How can we prevent them? The media play a critical role in answering these questions
and the UN/ISDR secretariat attaches great importance to working closely with print media
and broadcasters to promote disaster risk reduction policies.
Journalists can go beyond the brutal facts of an avalanche or a flood and help people
and governments understand the whole process.
The Media Network on Disaster Risk Reduction is a partnership made up of international
organizations and communication professionals. The Network seeks to develop a new
approach to reduce risks and vulnerabilities to disasters worldwide. This new approach aims
to raise awareness about disasters as a process, not just as a fact. It goes beyond the
humanitarian coverage and gets disaster risk reduction into the news, current affairs,
information programmes and talk shows in order to build a culture of safety and disaster
resilience at all levels.
Who Are the Members of the Network?
The core group of the network includes: journalists and communicators from Reuters
Alertnet, Radio France International, European Broadcasting Union, MEDIA 21, Voice of
America, the Guardian, Duryog Nivaran, the ISDR African media network, the BBC, Asian
Pacific Broadcasting Union, OCHA, UNDP, UNEP, WMO, IFRC and the World Bank. The
Network will be open to any professional interested in covering disaster risk reduction issues.
What Is the Role of Each Member?
The UN/ISDR secretariat facilitates initial consultations and acts as the catalyst of the
initiative. Media individuals raise awareness about the importance of the issue internally and
discuss with their executive directors how they can help to make progress on the activities of
the network respecting their editorial choices.
The International Strategy for Disaster Reduction
The International Strategy for Disaster Reduction aims at building disaster resilient
communities by promoting increased awareness of disaster risk reduction, with the goal of
reducing human, social, economic and environmental losses caused by the combination of
natural hazards and vulnerabilities.
The ISDR system, which includes a wide range of stakeholders such as Governments, UN
agencies, regional bodies, non-governmental organizations and scientific institutions, works
together to reduce disaster losses, in lives and in social, economic and environmental assets
and to implement the Hyogo Framework for Action 2005-2015: Building the Resilience of
Nations and Communities to Disasters.
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The UN/ISDR secretariat serves as catalyst, advocates for the implementation of the
International Strategy for Disaster Risk Reduction and the Hyogo Framework for Action
worldwide, and mobilizes commitment and resources for disaster risk reduction through
partnerships at all levels. The UN/ISDR secretariat also provides services to support the
ISDR system.
ReliefWeb Projectwww.reliefweb.int
ReliefWeb was created in 1996, following the Great Lakes crisis. The project came about as a
result of the collective acknowledgement within the humanitarian community that the lack of
information exchange had forestalled early action. United Nations member states recognized
the need for a tool to support appropriate decision-making, and the expanding capabilities of
the Internet offered a way forward. ReliefWeb was endorsed by two General Assembly
resolutions that established its mandate: to strengthen the response capacity of the
humanitarian relief community through the timely dissemination of reliable information on
preparedness, response and disaster prevention.
ReliefWeb is administered by the United Nations Office for the Coordination of
Humanitarian Affairs (UNOCHA). In order to provide balanced coverage, it gathers and
disseminates information from more than 2500 sources from the United Nations, nongovernmental organisations, governments, academic institutions and the media. These
information providers are also the primary users of ReliefWeb. With an archive of over
300,000 documents in three languages (English, French and Spanish) dating back to 1981,
ReliefWeb is the largest existing source of documents and maps for humanitarian response on
the Web. ReliefWeb operates in three time zones with offices in Geneva, New York and
Kobe, which enables it to provide 24-hour coverage and to communicate and reach out to
partners around the world.
Through constant monitoring of disasters, ReliefWeb ensures timely coverage of natural
disasters and complex emergencies. As delivery of relief reaches disaster-affected areas,
ReliefWeb shifts from its early-warning role to full coverage of humanitarian action, and thus
fulfils its mission as an information-exchange tool in support of coordination on the ground.
Coverage of complex emergencies includes countries and regions in conflict or post-conflict
situations. The scope of this coverage is adjusted in relation with the Consolidated Appeals
Process (CAP), and in consultation with experts in the field.
When the tsunami struck South Asia on 26 December 2004, ReliefWeb started coverage the
same day and posted information from 318 sources in the first three weeks. During the
following year, 8,000 documents and over 150 maps were posted.
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Information posted to ReliefWeb is selected after rigorous assessment of its reliability and
relevance. In addition to featuring documents and maps provided by its partners, the site
offers original maps produced by ReliefWeb’s map centre. In the first stage of an emergency,
a simple location map is created, followed later by a more detailed situation map that includes
response information.
To complement the emergency-specific information described above, the “Policy and Issues”
section provides a collection of documents on thematic issues relating to humanitarian
response, often of a more academic nature, such as analyses, evaluations and lessons learned,
manuals and guidelines. Contributions to this section can be sent via an online submission
form.
The “Professional Resources” section includes a training inventory, with courses relevant to
those working or wishing to work in the field of humanitarian response. It also offers one of
the most comprehensive job vacancies’ listings in the humanitarian sector. Other professional
resources include “Communities of Practice”, a directory of peer groups to encourage
professional networking within the humanitarian sector, as well as the contact directory,
which includes contact information for all of ReliefWeb’s sources of information. Online
submission forms are available in this section.
In addition to appearing on the site, ReliefWeb content is syndicated to websites of partner
organisations and disseminated via both email and RSS (Really Simple Syndication) feeds.
ReliefWeb’s editorial decisions are based on a set of information principles: accessibility,
accuracy, comprehensiveness, humanitarianism, independence, relevance, transparency,
timeliness and service-orientation. With a view to encouraging best practices in humanitarian
information management, ReliefWeb is regularly involved in organising regional and global
meetings bringing together information management practitioners to agree on global
standards and best practices in the field of humanitarian information.
East Godavari website.

http://www.eastgodavari.nic.in/

Panchayati Raj website :

http://panchayat.gov.in/viewPortalPageAction.do
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